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Abstract

Background: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is a leading cause of death throughout the world. Telemedicine has been utilized for many diseases and its prevalence is increasing in the United States. Telemonitoring of patients with COPD has the potential to help patients manage disease and predict exacerbations.

Objective: The objective of this review is to evaluate the effectiveness of telemonitoring to manage COPD. Researchers want to determine how telemonitoring has been used to observe COPD and we are hoping this will lead to more research in telemonitoring of this disease.

Methods: This review was conducted in accordance with the Assessment for Multiple Systematic Reviews (AMSTAR) and reported in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA). Authors performed a systematic review of the PubMed and Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL) databases to obtain relevant articles. Articles were then accepted or rejected by group consensus. Each article was read and authors identified barriers and facilitators to effectiveness of telemonitoring of COPD.

Results: Results indicate that conflicting information exists for the effectiveness of telemonitoring of patients with COPD. Primarily, 13 out of 29 (45%) articles stated that patient outcomes were improved overall with telemonitoring, while 11 of 29 (38%) indicated no improvement. Authors identified the following facilitators: reduced need for in-person visits, better disease management, and bolstered patient-provider relationship. Important barriers included low-quality data, increased workload for providers, and cost.

Conclusions: The high variability between the articles and the ways they provided telemonitoring services created conflicting results from the literature review. Future research should emphasize standardization of telemonitoring services and predictability of exacerbations.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(1):e11496) doi:10.2196/11496
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Introduction

Rationale
The most recent estimate of the world prevalence for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is 64 million, with 3 million deaths from the disease in 2015 alone [1]. The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that COPD will be the third-leading cause of death in the world by 2030 and that 90% of its victims live in middle-to-low-income countries [1]. It is primarily caused by cigarette smoke—primary or secondary—and exacerbated by long-term asthma [1]. The United States addressed the increase in prevalence by penalizing reimbursement for public health beneficiaries if a hospital readmitted the patient for the condition within 30 days [2].

The United States also passed the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act in 2009, which incentivized the adoption of health information technology up until 2015 and penalized the lack of adoption thereafter [3]. The HITECH Act served as a catalyst for the diffusion of telemedicine in the United States, which is important because the United States lagged behind other western nations in the use and acceptance of telemedicine. There are many facets to telemedicine, but we will start with a general definition.

The WHO defines telemedicine as follows [4]:

*The delivery of health care services, where distance is a critical factor, by all health care professionals using information and communication technologies for the exchange of valid information for diagnosis, treatment and prevention of disease and injuries, research and evaluation, and for the continuing education of health care providers, all in the interests of advancing the health of individuals and their communities.*

We choose this definition for our review and, also following the WHO’s example, we do not distinguish between telemedicine and telehealth.

US national attention on telemedicine services for rural and other low-access populations has steadily increased in the past decade. As the United States continues to determine how best to fund these services and how to legislate accreditation across state borders and specialties, much research is being conducted on the efficacy of various telemedicine services [5]. While the bulk of US research attends to clinical interventions provided for mental health and chronic diseases, chronic diseases also require regular monitoring of health parameters.

Telemedicine, in its modern form, developed through rapid advancement in communication technology and innovation on the part of health care professionals [6]. Naturally, physicians treating chronic diseases, such as COPD, required methods to track patient health factors and telemonitoring was the solution. Telemonitoring is defined as the distance monitoring of components of a patient’s health as part of a larger chronic care model [7]. These methods, when applied to patients with COPD, can utilize caregiver review of data to assess disease state and health status [8]. Telemonitoring of COPD even has the potential to predict exacerbations before onset [9].

Objective
The objective of this review is to evaluate the effectiveness of telemonitoring to manage the chronic disease of COPD. We want to look at how telemonitoring has been used to observe COPD and we are hoping this will lead to more research in telemonitoring of this disease. We used techniques from the Assessment for Multiple Systematic Reviews (AMSTAR) and reported our findings in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) [10,11].

Methods

Stakeholder Involvement in the Review
Neither patients, service users, caregivers, nor lay people were used in the design or execution of this review. The development of outcome measures was not informed by patients’ priorities, experience, or preferences. Neither patients, caregivers, nor lay people were involved in the recruitment to and conduct of this review. Since there were no study participants as part of this review, dissemination of results to participants was unnecessary. The development of the research question and outcome measure was not informed by patients’ priorities, experience, or preferences. Because there were no study participants, ethics approval and consent to participate were not necessary.

Protocol, Registration, and Information Sources
This systematic literature review followed standard retrieval methods to obtain peer-reviewed articles: multiple-reviewer technique set by the AMSTAR standard to evaluate them and the PRISMA standard to report the analysis conducted on the articles in the review [12,13]. Authors queried the following databases: PubMed and the Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL), which is managed by EBSCO. Authors used the search terms telemonitoring and COPD and all associated Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terms: Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, COAD, Chronic Obstructive Airway Disease, Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease, Airflow Obstruction, Chronic or Airflow Obstructions, Chronic or Chronic Airflow Obstruction, and Chronic Airflow Obstruction. This review was not registered.

Study Selection and Data Collection Process
Databases were searched for articles published during the time frame of February 1, 2011, through February 1, 2017. Originally, we planned to limit our search to a 5-year span for analysis because of the rapid advancement of technology, but this did not yield a suitable number of articles to analyze. As a result, we expanded our search to a 6-year span. Boolean operators were used during searches to obtain the desired search parameters.

The initial search in PubMed, telemonitoring AND COPD, returned 88 articles. Restricting the articles further by date eliminated 12 articles; limiting by academic journals and English-only articles eliminated 21 more articles. The initial search in CINAHL generated a total of 38 articles. Restricting
the publication date range minimized this number to a total of 35 articles and removing any articles that were not from academic journals and not written in English resulted in 16 remaining articles.

**Data Items and Eligibility Criteria**

Authors created a literature matrix detailing the title, author, year, journal, and other pertinent information of the 61 articles in preparation for final screening. To eliminate the possibility for bias, two authors read each abstract and came to a consensus regarding whether the article was germane to the topic. Reviewers agreed that for an article to be accepted for analysis, it had to be published in the last 6 years in a peer-reviewed journal and it had to provide substantive data on the use of telemonitoring to manage COPD. Once all abstracts had been screened for suitability, the authors used a consensus meeting to make final determination on whether to eliminate articles that were not germane to the specific topic and remove any duplicate articles. Through this process, the authors noticed a common reference that had not been caught in their query of the databases. The final number of articles gathered from PubMed and CINAHL totaled 21 and 8, respectively, bringing the final combined total to 29 articles for analysis in the literature review. A kappa statistic was calculated to determine interrater reliability (.91), which is indicative of strong agreement [14,15].

**Results**

**Study Selection and Study Characteristics**

From the original 136 articles resulting from the initial search, 97 were screened out due to date of publication, nature of publication, and whether the topic was germane to our research (ie, possibly indexed improperly). The list of germane studies was narrowed down to 29. The literature search process is listed in Figure 1.

**Results of Individual Studies**

The results were mixed regarding the efficacy of telemonitoring to reduce complications associated with COPD. Any clear positive relationship with the use of telemonitoring to manage COPD was obscured. A list of all 29 studies [8,9,16-42] and a summary of each topic is listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of articles analyzed and applicable observations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors and reference</th>
<th>Summary of topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jensen MH et al [8]</td>
<td>Clinical impact of home telemonitoring on patients with COPD&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanchez-Morillo D et al [9]</td>
<td>Pilot study detecting COPD exacerbations early using daily telemonitoring of symptoms and k-means clustering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alrajab S et al [16]</td>
<td>A home telemonitoring program reduced exacerbation and health care utilization rates in COPD patients with frequent worsening of symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antoniades NC et al [17]</td>
<td>Pilot study of remote telemonitoring in COPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burton C et al [18]</td>
<td>Changes in telemonitored physiological variables and symptoms prior to exacerbations of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celler BG and Sparks RS [19]</td>
<td>Home telemonitoring of vital signs—technical challenges and future directions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chatwin M et al [20]</td>
<td>Randomized crossover trial of telemonitoring in chronic respiratory patients (TeleCRAFT trial)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis C et al [21]</td>
<td>Feasibility and acute care utilization outcomes of a post-acute transitional telemonitoring program for underserved chronic disease patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elwyn G et al [22]</td>
<td>Detecting deterioration in patients with chronic disease using telemonitoring: navigating the “trough of disillusionment”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairbrother P et al [23]</td>
<td>Exploring telemonitoring and self-management by patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease: a qualitative study embedded in a randomized controlled trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairbrother P et al [34]</td>
<td>Continuity, but at what cost? The impact of telemonitoring COPD on continuities of care: a qualitative study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fernandez-Granero MA et al [26]</td>
<td>Computerized analysis of telemonitored respiratory sounds for predicting acute exacerbations of COPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldstein RS and O’Hoski S [27]</td>
<td>Telemedicine in COPD: time to pause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho TW et al [28]</td>
<td>Effectiveness of telemonitoring in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease in Taiwan: a randomized controlled trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan R et al [29]</td>
<td>Telemonitoring for patients with COPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim J et al [31]</td>
<td>Effects of consumer-centered uHealth service for the knowledge, skill, and attitude of the patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin-Lesende I et al [32]</td>
<td>Impact of telemonitoring home care patients with heart failure or chronic lung disease from primary care on health care resource use (i.e., the TELBIL study randomized controlled trial)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDowell JE et al [33]</td>
<td>A randomized clinical trial of the effectiveness of home-based health care with telemonitoring in patients with COPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKinstry B [34]</td>
<td>The use of remote monitoring technologies in managing chronic obstructive pulmonary disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedone C et al [35]</td>
<td>Efficacy of multiparametric telemonitoring on respiratory outcomes in elderly people with COPD: a randomized controlled trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinnock H et al [37]</td>
<td>Effectiveness of telemonitoring integrated into existing clinical services on hospital admission for exacerbation of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease: researcher-blind, multicenter, controlled trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reddel HK et al [38]</td>
<td>Self-management support and other alternatives to reduce the burden of asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stoddart A et al [39]</td>
<td>Telemonitoring for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease: a cost and cost-utility analysis of a randomized controlled trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venter A et al [40]</td>
<td>Results of a telehealth-enabled chronic care management service to support people with long-term conditions at home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vianello A et al [41]</td>
<td>Home telemonitoring for patients with acute exacerbation of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease: a randomized controlled trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zanaboni P et al [42]</td>
<td>Long-term telerehabilitation of COPD patients in their homes: interim results from a pilot study in Northern Norway</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
Table 2. Facilitators to the adoption of telemedicine to manage chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facilitators</th>
<th>Articles</th>
<th>Occurrence (N=56), n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improved patient outcomes or satisfaction</td>
<td>[8,9,16,17,24,29-31,36,38,40]</td>
<td>13 (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced need for in-person visits</td>
<td>[8,9,16,17,22,30,32,35,36]</td>
<td>9 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better disease management</td>
<td>[8,17,22,28,30,31,34,40]</td>
<td>8 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolstered patient-provider relationship</td>
<td>[20,21,23,24,30]</td>
<td>5 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-quality data</td>
<td>[16,19,25,28]</td>
<td>4 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient empowerment</td>
<td>[8,17,21,23]</td>
<td>4 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of use</td>
<td>[17,25,32]</td>
<td>3 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictability of exacerbations</td>
<td>[9,19,25]</td>
<td>3 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provision of additional services</td>
<td>[30,32,41]</td>
<td>3 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient engagement</td>
<td>[16,17]</td>
<td>2 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to patient data</td>
<td>[16]</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Barriers to the adoption of telemedicine to manage chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barriers</th>
<th>Articles</th>
<th>Occurrence (N=57), n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reduced patient outcomes or no improvement</td>
<td>[16-18,20,28,31,38-42]</td>
<td>11 (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-quality or limited data</td>
<td>[8,16-18,22-25,28]</td>
<td>9 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased workload for providers</td>
<td>[20,19,24,30,32,35,37]</td>
<td>7 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>[29-31,34,39]</td>
<td>5 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneity of care</td>
<td>[6,8,21,34,42]</td>
<td>5 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of service standardization</td>
<td>[18,21,22,24,28]</td>
<td>5 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exacerbations are highly variable</td>
<td>[9,16,18,34]</td>
<td>4 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncomfortable with technology</td>
<td>[22,31,33]</td>
<td>3 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less patient autonomy</td>
<td>[9,20,21]</td>
<td>3 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time-consuming</td>
<td>[22,24]</td>
<td>2 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff shortages or overworked staff</td>
<td>[8]</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User perception or perceived lack of usefulness</td>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User or patient resistance</td>
<td>[24]</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our second consensus meeting helped us identify the 12 facilitators and 13 barriers to the acceptance and feasibility of telemonitoring to manage COPD, which are summarized in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

Facilitators and barriers are sorted by frequency of occurrence. We do not suggest that frequency equates to importance; we highlight only the probability that each theme occurred in the literature.

**Synthesis of Results and Risk of Bias Across Studies**

Throughout this review, the value of telemonitoring to manage COPD symptoms has been intensively evaluated. Authors identified key facilitators and barriers related to the effectiveness of telemonitoring. The prevalence of factors can be reviewed in Tables 2 and 3. Conflicting data were found detailing the efficacy of telemonitoring services for managing COPD. Some articles cited improvements in patient outcomes, satisfaction, anxiety and depression, and hospitalization rates in the facilitator *improved patient outcomes or satisfaction* [8,9,16,17,24,29-31,33,34,36,38,40], while others stated that no significant improvement occurred under the barrier *reduced patient outcomes or no improvement* [16-18,20,28,31,38-42].

Articles discuss various causes for improvement of the COPD disease state or perceptions of the disease state. A total of 31% (9/29) of articles stated that telemonitoring reduced the number of in-patient visits required for patients engaged in telemonitoring care, including primary care visits and emergency department visits [8,9,16,17,22,30,32,35,36]. Pinnock [37] and Venter [40] found that enhanced access to care was especially useful in rural areas where access to care may be greatly restricted. As a dominant facilitator for telemonitoring of COPD, the review suggests that telemonitoring interventions have the potential to achieve the main goal of telemedicine services. A common reason for patient improvements included that providing telemonitoring services to traditional COPD...
management added underlying services lines to patient resources [32,34,41]. As more service options were added, including videoconferencing and phone support, articles noted reductions in admissions related to exacerbations. McKinstry [34] found that more successful programs were associated with service lines that were unavailable to regular COPD management programs. Constant access to a respiratory nurse should logically increase patient education and outcomes. Regardless of the number of added service lines provided through telemonitoring of COPD, patients were regularly satisfied with the telemonitoring services provided. Other facilitators, such as higher-quality patient data and ease of use, provide better self-management for patients and more information to caregivers.

Conversely, numerous articles in this review also mentioned the inability for COPD telemonitoring to provide added value for patients [16-18,20,28,31,38-42]. Some of these articles referenced that sample selection did not allow for clear improvements; authors, in some instances, selected patients with excellent self-management practices [36]. Authors also reported that as telemonitoring services expanded, clinician and nurse workloads increased [20,23,24,32,34,37,39]. As staffing is one of the most expensive parts of providing health care, increasing the amount of work required to care for patients can potentially increase costs.

Cost also factored into some of the studies examined [33-35,38,39]. Results ranged from incremental cost-effectiveness ratios of £203,900 to descriptions of increased cost of care [33]. With 17% (5/29) of studies referencing no improvement or reduced patient outcomes, the literature suggests that caregivers hesitate before providing telemonitoring care that is not cost-effective. Other barriers to consider are usability of devices, perceived lower autonomy of patients, and time required to obtain symptom data.

A total of 3 articles out of 29 (10%) explained prediction methods to determine the onset of exacerbations [9,19,25]. One article by Sanchez-Morillo et al [9] predicted 93.9% of exacerbations within 4.5 days of necessary medical interventions; they showed that improved patient outcomes and reduced in-patient visits can be achieved even with high variability of exacerbations. This article illustrates the variety of telemonitoring interventions available and an ideal method of protecting patient health through telehealth services.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

A total of 12 facilitators [8,9,16,17,22,24-32,38,40] and 13 barriers [8,9,16-25,28,31-42] were identified in the literature and a total of 113 occurrences were detected. While frequency does not impute importance, it does identify those issues most salient to those authors during the 6 years within which studies were published. Multiple factors were identified as both facilitators and barriers, but not by the same authors. The results of this review do not conflict with findings of other reviews, but they do imply several issues for consideration in health policy. Cost continues to play a reduced role in the use of telemedicine, which is a positive trend [33-35,38,39]. Policy makers should continue current incentives, but realize this may affect fewer organizations as the cost of implementation has already been absorbed. Lack of standardization is a barrier of concern and this issue is being addressed through organizations making and developing standards [18,21,22,24,28]. The most concerning and most frequently mentioned barrier was reduced patient outcomes or no improvement [16-18,20,28,31,38-42]. Technology is already expensive and it is often more complex than traditional care; decision makers seldom choose to pursue an intervention with technology unless there are improved patient outcomes that offset the cost of the technology itself. Policy makers need to carefully endorse those technology-infused interventions that yield positive patient outcomes and recommend that developers work on the rest of the barriers until the threshold for improvement is crossed.

**Limitations**

Authors noted some minor limitations. The high variability between articles, patient samples, telemonitoring methods, and treatments may explain why 24% (7/29) of the articles found improved patient outcomes and 21% (6/29) found no improvement in outcomes. With such differences between studied effects, external validity of the literature may be compromised. Further, because researchers were responsible for determining which articles were included in the study, readers should be aware of selection bias. However, biases were controlled by utilizing multiple reviewers for each article who discussed inclusion or exclusion of articles, as discussed in the Methods section.

**Conclusions**

Authors determined that many conflicting barriers and facilitators exist to the adoption of telemonitoring for patients with COPD. Due to the high variability of patients monitored, service lines, types of technology, and severity of disease state, some studies do not relate well to others. Future research should emphasize the importance of standardizing the telemonitoring of COPD techniques and the ability of technology to predict exacerbations. Predictability of exacerbations, even with the large range of pre-exacerbation symptoms, will reduce in-person visits and provide patients with useful warnings about their conditions. Through continued evaluation of COPD efficacy, research may find a cost-effective and useful standard for monitoring COPD through telehealth interventions.
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Abstract

Background: Digital transformation in health care is being driven by the need to improve quality, reduce costs, and enhance the patient experience of health care delivery. It does this through both the direct intervention of technology to create new diagnostic and treatment opportunities and also through the improved use of information to create more engaging and efficient care processes.

Objective: In a modern digital hospital, improved clinical and business processes are often driven through enhancing the information flows that support them. To understand an organization’s ability to transform their information flows requires a clear understanding of the capabilities of an organization’s information technology infrastructure. To date, hospital facilities have been challenged by the absence of uniform ways of describing this infrastructure that would enable them to benchmark where they are and create a vision of where they would like to be. While there is an industry assessment measure for electronic medical record (EMR) adoption using the Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society Analytics EMR Adoption Model, there is no equivalent for assessing the infrastructure and associated technology capabilities for digital hospitals. Our aim is to fill this gap, as hospital administrators and clinicians need to know how and why to invest in information infrastructure to support health information technology that benefits patient safety and care.

Methods: Based on an operational framework for the Capability Maturity Model, devised specifically for health care, we applied information use characteristics to define eight information systems maturity levels and associated technology infrastructure capabilities. These levels are mapped to user experiences to create a linkage between technology infrastructure and experience outcomes. Subsequently, specific technology capabilities are deconstructed to identify the technology features required to meet each maturity level.

Results: The resulting assessment framework clearly defines 164 individual capabilities across the five technology domains and eight maturity levels for hospital infrastructure. These level-dependent capabilities characterize the ability of the hospital’s information infrastructure to support the business of digital hospitals including clinical and administrative requirements. Further, it allows the addition of a scoring calculation for each capability, domain, and the overall infrastructure, and it identifies critical requirements to meet each of the maturity levels.

Conclusions: This new Infrastructure Maturity Assessment framework will allow digital hospitals to assess the maturity of their infrastructure in terms of their digital transformation aligning to business outcomes and supporting the desired level of clinical and operational competency. It provides the ability to establish an international benchmark of hospital infrastructure performance, while identifying weaknesses in current infrastructure capability. Further, it provides a business case justification through increased
functionality and a roadmap for subsequent digital transformation while moving from one maturity level to the next. As such, this framework will encourage and guide information-driven, digital transformation in health care.
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Introduction

Background

Digital transformation in health care is being driven by the need to improve quality and reduce costs in health care delivery, while taking advantage of the benefits that advances in emerging technology can provide to patient care, the patient experience, workforce performance, and value and efficiency in health care delivery [1,2]. The recognition that digital transformation is important to health care is reflected in increasing discussions on what the digital health care future looks like and how we are moving to virtualized care venues, smart monitoring, and new trials using the Internet of things and cloud services [2,3]. Several studies have indicated that specific clinical initiatives require the improved support of health information technology infrastructure [4,5]. However, it is not the digital transformation itself that is the goal, but the capabilities and advances that this transformation can realize. While the fee-for-service health care funding model has been predominant in many countries, particularly outside of public hospitals, there is a shift to value-based health care funding with payment based on patient health outcomes. Hence, this shift necessitates assessment of the infrastructure to support new technologies and how the infrastructure aligns to clinical and administrative business value. Indeed, digital transformation will be critical to the survival of health care organizations [6].

To take advantage of technologies that can improve information flow in the digital hospital environment and enhance processes to create a positive impact on both clinical and operational outcomes, an assessment of the capabilities of the existing environment is required. Only through this process can we create a map for improvement and possibilities. Currently, there is no language to describe hospital technology infrastructure and no accepted standard methodology to assess the state of the network and infrastructure in a hospital to support structured improvement aligned to business processes. While there is such an industry assessment measure for electronic medical record (EMR) adoption using the Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society (HIMSS) Analytics EMR Adoption Model (EMRAM) [7], there is no equivalent for assessing the infrastructure and associated technology capabilities for digital hospitals. An infrastructure assessment framework is important to fill this gap as hospital administrators and clinicians need to know how and why to invest to support information infrastructure for the future. Such a framework will encourage and guide information-driven, digital transformation in health care.

This paper defines what information infrastructure a digital hospital requires to mature and use technology to enable effective information flow and support the clinical and patient experience, now and in the future. The articulation and development process leading to the infrastructure maturity model and the information characteristics required to achieve the maturity objectives are given in the following section. This includes the mapping of systems capabilities to meet clinical process and patient experience, followed by a description of how we used a health care–specific capability mapping tool to devise a practical and industry best-practice assessment and scoring tool. The results demonstrate how this capability assessment mapping can be used to assess the maturity of a digital hospital to meet and improve its capabilities and how such a tool can be used for future planning of digital hospital technology requirements aligned to business and clinical outcomes.

Defining Information Maturity in Health Care

This section describes the reasoning behind, and formulation of, the maturity levels used to define infrastructure maturity, as well as the dimensions of information needed to place “information” in a position of enabling and supporting health care processes and decision making. It details the technology and technology services required to achieve those information dimensions and how those capabilities are aggregated into a set of naturally evolving levels. This description includes the research process of deconstruction of the associated technology requirements into a framework to determine the maturity of digital hospital infrastructure.

Information Dimensions to Enable and Support the Health Care Process

“Enabling information” means information that intrinsically possesses qualities to ensure it contributes effectively to health care delivery and decision making. This refers to both administrative and clinical data. The characteristics of enabling information in health care are analogous with data quality and comprise similar elements. Indeed, “information quality plays an important role as a mediator between clinical information technology and health care quality” [8]. Further, in different contexts, data quality may mean different things. For instance, administrative data are used both within the hospital environment for planning and funding, and also by the managing jurisdictions for services planning and policy making. Routine hospital data used outside the organization require standardization and homogenization for comparison within and across jurisdictions [9]. Further, data of lower quality can significantly influence business processes as well as clinical care [10]. A range of characteristics define information features and qualities that support patient care and its associated workflow processes [11]; this is a multidimensional concept.
Russ et al [11] categorize such data quality characteristics into four domains: trustworthy and reliable, effectively displayed, adaptable to work demand, and ubiquitous. Each of these domains further defines the data characteristics that support that domain. For instance, the trustworthy and reliable domain consists of the data characteristics complete, consistent, correct, current, and secure. These characteristics are closely aligned to data quality characteristics.

In the context of health care, there are numerous definitions of what core quality characteristics should consist of, including accuracy, completeness, currency, and consistency, yet the associated characteristics of reliability, availability, usability, relevancy, and secureness are also important, in addition to trust, usefulness, and redundancy [10,12-16]. All these characteristics are accepted quality metrics throughout the literature. This paper does not, however, present a discourse on the ontology of data quality characteristics but instead accepts the premise that such characteristics exist and form the basis for extrapolation of the use of data with such embedded characteristics. These embedded characteristics provide the foundation for enabling information in health care.

There is an overlap between many of the data qualities. Therefore, each quality cannot be considered in isolation as a discrete concept because qualities come together in the context of use rather than through definitional articulation. There are numerous qualities that can describe data and information; however, in the health care environment these are not orthogonal or mutually exclusive. The selection of the following six higher-level characteristics used in this research reflects the usability of such characteristics when applied to health care:

1. Completeness: the information contains all the context required for decision making
2. Relevancy: the information required for the task at hand
3. Usability: information delivered on/in an appropriate device/format
4. Availability: information is available where it is required and exists in accessible systems
5. Reliability: information is sufficiently complete, error free, and consistent in distributed settings

Table 1. Data quality dependencies adapted from [14].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data quality dimension</th>
<th>Interdependencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Completeness</td>
<td>Coverage, density, relevancy, and sufficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevancy</td>
<td>Current, timely, correct, and sufficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability</td>
<td>Usefulness consisting of relevance accuracy and completeness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Easy to use and organized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>Accessible, compatible, interpretable, and locatable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>Unbiased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reputation traceability including data source and provenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data producer with previous experience and correction of mistakes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Credibility inclusive of accuracy and completeness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consistency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Supports all other dimensions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These six characteristics give an insight at a high level into the importance of information in clinical application and are consistent with research into the use of patient information in electronic form [11] and how this influences operational and clinical workflow and service delivery. Further, each of the six dimensions have multiple interdependencies (see Table 1). Table 1 is based on the work of del Pilar and Garcia-Ugalde [14] with correlation from Russ et al [11] and Lee et al quality assessment characteristics [17].

A systematic review by Lee et al [17] identified accuracy as an intrinsic information quality across all studies analyzed. Using accuracy as one characteristic to explain these interdependencies, accuracy appears as a component of several dimensions but not one of the primary data quality dimensions in Table 1, because while accurate information is needed, on its own it does not enable health care delivery. However, accuracy is a primary element of the dimension of relevancy. Relevance refers to the information being appropriate for the task at hand, and information cannot be appropriate without being suitably accurate. The interdependence of dimensions, such as accuracy and completeness (another intrinsic element that applies to multiple dimensions), demonstrates that attempting to definitively separate the dimensions is problematic and not productive. It should be noted that the dimension of “security” is a special case that supports all other dimensions.

The data quality dimensions (ie, characteristics of usable information) described in Table 1 are applied in this research to structure a scale of information maturity levels in an organization. They provide a loose set of guiding principles on how a hospital improves its use of information as it digitally matures. The characteristics are linked to the hospitals’ supporting information technology and technology services through the Capability Maturity Modeling (CMM) process described in the following section.
Capability Maturity Model

In the 1980s, CMM was devised as a tool to assess internal and external improvement processes [18], enabling a transformation from chaotic and ad hoc process implementation to definitive and disciplined process execution. CMM has an established background in software engineering, as well as applications to user-centered design [19], education [20], and information systems planning [21], for example.

The CMM methodology is based on ongoing improvement of capability and is constructed using:

- **Maturity levels.** These provide a structured template for persistent improvement. They promote the ability to assess new practice implication and success.
- **Key process areas and their associated goals.** A key process area is a set of related activities that can achieve the stated goal for that key process area.
- **Common features.** These are categories of key process areas and reflect the effectiveness and repeatability of that key process area. The CMM common features are commitment to performing, ability to perform, activities performed, measurement and analysis, and verifying implementation.
- **Key practices.** The implementation and persistent achievement in a key process area are defined by the procedures, practices, and communications implemented called key practices [22].

The adaptation of this CMM methodology into an operational framework (Figure 1) that can assess security technology, process, and human contribution in a medical environment in a simple and straightforward manner was developed by Williams [22].

This adaptation enables us to assess capability, competency, and maturity as a development of function, through the construction of a matrix of capability against competency that defines the maturity level reached (Table 2). The operational CMM framework (Figure 1) has been successfully applied to practical cybersecurity assessment of primary health care in Australia [23]. Table 2 is an example of this application in Australian primary health care, using back-up activities to articulate the key practice of back-up within the key process area of business continuity. As demonstrated in Table 2, the levels (1-5) define increasing competency in specific, deconstructed back-up activities.

A comprehensive discussion on the development of this framework can be found in Williams [22]. The framework was adapted to the context of this research as it relates to digital hospital infrastructure (described in the Methods section).

Enabling Information Mapping Using Capability Maturity Modeling

The HIMSS EMRAM maturity model, which measures the degree to which hospitals have replaced paper-based processes with technology, omits the ability to understand the supporting information and communication infrastructure required to achieve each level of maturity. The HIMSS EMRAM maturity levels were used as the starting point from which to devise the capabilities required to support digital technologies to deliver optimal operational experience and business value. Using the principles of CMM, an eight-level (rather than the traditional five-level CMM) information systems Infrastructure Maturity Model (IMM) was developed (Figure 2). This was developed using Cisco Systems Australia’s extensive experience in designing and building hospital infrastructure, by articulating the definition of infrastructure capability to support key domains, clinical services, and the application stack required to meet models such as HIMSS EMRAM. This was further enhanced through a series of observational ethnographic studies of hospital emergency departments that investigated how hospitals link the use of information with information technology and services that support a hospital’s information-driven processes. These studies looked at the way technology is integrated into the clinical process, from simple to complex, with reference to the HIMSS EMRAM structure and level of sophistication required at each layer [24].

The IMM provides a framework for determining the preparedness of a hospital facility to support existing and planned process rollouts of digital infrastructure by classifying the way hospitals manage their digital infrastructure and by reflecting the sophistication of the information processes used within the organization. Each of the maturity levels is characterized in terms of the experiences they generate for key stakeholders (Table 3). The expected stakeholder experience at each of the maturity levels incorporates the patient experience, clinical process and quality, and associated productivity outcomes at a business level. This was tested, refined, and socialized with hospital Chief Information Officers through Cisco contacts to ascertain its relevancy and applicability.

Subsequently, the technology features and services (systems capability) for each maturity level were identified from the stakeholder experiences. These features demonstrate how technology can facilitate increased sophistication in health care delivery and the expected experience, reflecting the integration of technology and services (Table 4).

Summary

To demonstrate the business value of the IMM, Figure 3 shows how the initial five levels increase information access. Once the five levels have been achieved, the value can be seen through process and business improvement.

It is important to make the distinction between access value and process value. Improving the ability to access information enables the potential to create new and improved processes. However, these processes may not be realized because the supporting infrastructure that enables the application of this information may not exist. Articulation of the IMM into the Infrastructure Maturity Assessment (IMA) defines the outcomes a hospital could aspire to (ie, Levels 6-8) from enabling full utilization of the information accessed in Levels 1-5.
Figure 1. Representation of Capability Maturity Model as an operational framework.

Table 2. Extract of operational Capability Maturity Modeling (CMM) matrix for back-up capability [22].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Back-up capability (activities)</th>
<th>Level 1 Initial</th>
<th>Level 2 Repeatable</th>
<th>Level 3 Defined</th>
<th>Level 4 Managed</th>
<th>Level 5 Optimized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Back-up frequency</td>
<td>None or manual initiation on ad hoc basis, or unknown</td>
<td>Manual initiation ad hoc, weekly, or every few days</td>
<td>Manual initiation daily</td>
<td>Automatic initiation daily</td>
<td>Automatic initiation. Continuous/real time with checks in place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back-up type</td>
<td>None or partial (data only) or incremental</td>
<td>Partial (data and setup files)</td>
<td>Full – all data</td>
<td>Full – all data and programs</td>
<td>Full systems back-up or imaging, including operating system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back-up encryption</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Encrypted</td>
<td>Encrypted with password</td>
<td>All back-ups encrypted and password-protected. Appropriate password protection control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back-up reliability</td>
<td>None or back-up not checked, or unknown</td>
<td>Back-up checked for completion</td>
<td>Back-up periodically checked for reliability</td>
<td>Back-up periodically checked for reliability and outcome tracked</td>
<td>Back-up reliability tested with automatic notification. Every back-up outcome tracked</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2. Information systems Infrastructure Maturity Model.

Table 3. Extract of stakeholder experience for the eight levels of data use maturity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maturity level for data use</th>
<th>Stakeholder experience description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 8: Orchestrated</td>
<td>The clinical and patient experiences can be molded not only to the role of the person but to their location, who is around them, and the requirements of the individual clinician or patient. The patient can be dynamically guided to where their next appointment is, advised if the appointment is running late, and prompted just before the doctor is ready to see them. They can be delivered educational material at the most appropriate time as well as advice on support services they may need as they exit the hospital. These types of services can come to their bedside terminal if they are a patient or to their personal phone if they are an inpatient. The same types of customized services can be delivered to clinical and operational staff in the hospital, enabling them to better manage their tasks and access the most important information or people they require for the task at hand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 7: Contextualized</td>
<td>The clinical information is now customized to specific roles. There is a high level of data interoperability between clinical systems, and clinicians can get a single pane view of the patient. Task management and alerts are available and implemented according to operational and model of care requirements. Task management and alerts are closed loop, that is, there are escalation paths when tasks and alerts are not appropriately processed. Tasks and alerts are sent directly to the required individual’s mobile device rather than to their desktop. Patients can access information at their bedside terminal, which is customized to the individual patient’s needs. This includes building services such as catering, lighting, temperature, and other support services. Patient and staff needs can be centrally monitored and support delivered as required either from the nursing station or a centralized service delivery hub.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2: Tactical</td>
<td>The hospital is starting to use information technology for clinical purposes. They have several clinical applications that are not linked (typically patient administration system [PAS], pharmacy, pathology, and radiology), and the network has sufficient speed to support these applications where they are required. There is a recognition of the importance of their PAS, and there are robust disaster recovery processes in place. The clinical applications are not always available to the clinical staff. Ordering results and general reporting are via paper and forms. The PAS system provides the central information resource. The information from the PAS is limited to a restricted number of operational and clinical staff. The requirements of the biometric devices in the facility have driven the deployment of data grade wireless where it is clinically required. The voice communications process is seen as an increasingly important element of clinical collaboration, and there is basic Internet Protocol telephony with a full featured console.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1: Administrative</td>
<td>Hospitals do not use information technology for clinical use in any significant fashion. They do use information technologies for operational and financial purposes. These hospitals are paper-based in their clinical processes. They use fax, mail, and desk phones for communication and collaboration. Ordering and reporting are via forms. Information retrieval is via paper patient notes and internal paper courier services.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Technology features and services in the Infrastructure Maturity Model (IMM).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maturity level</th>
<th>Data use</th>
<th>Technology services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 8</td>
<td>Orchestrated</td>
<td>• Ability to link and coordinate processes in a centralized and automated fashion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Agile infrastructure, adaptable to the changing needs of the facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 7</td>
<td>Contextualized</td>
<td>• Clinical processes customized to role and context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Closed loop alerts and tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Patient, staff, physical devices, and other resource location identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Analytics and dynamic resource management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 6</td>
<td>Integrated</td>
<td>• Clinical processes on mobile devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Combined info views for staff and patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Bring your own device for staff and patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Building Management Systems integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Location services for key staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 5</td>
<td>Externalized</td>
<td>• Ability to virtualize the major clinical and operational hospital services for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>delivery independent of location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td>Mobile</td>
<td>• Clinical data available on mobile devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Widely used mobile voice communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Video services where needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• High level of collaboration services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Intelligent patient services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Durss services widely available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Locations services for equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>• Broad digital clinical data availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Ordering and reporting largely paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Results online, clinical data repository</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Integrated and distributed telephony services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• High performance personal computers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>Tactical</td>
<td>• Department level apps to selected staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Ordering/reporting/accessing are paper-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Centralized high-quality telephony services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>Administrative</td>
<td>• Limited clinical applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Paper-based systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Analogue voice communications</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The characterization of a hospital’s infrastructure maturity using such a framework enables (1) identification of weaknesses in Information and Communications Technology (ICT) infrastructure capability, (2) definition of a business case justification of ICT investment, (3) provision of a roadmap for digital transformation in health care, and (4) measurement of international benchmarking of hospital infrastructure performance.

The usefulness of such a structure for characterizing health care ICT comes from the ability to link maturity levels and experience statements with the technology and services that need to be in place to deliver them. This research addresses the gap in the articulation of this technology infrastructure and services into practical and measurable capabilities.
Methods

In order to translate the requirements into assessable capabilities, we used the Williams Operational CMM Framework (Figure 1), by contextualizing it for this research (Figure 4). The adaptation consisted of extending the number of maturity levels from 5 to 8, numbering the boxes and paths to reflect process steps below, and adding scoring components (6 Criticality and 7 Weighting). We also added text for correlated infrastructure terminology: Key Process Areas became (box 2) Key Process Areas (technology domains), Goals became (box 3) Goals (subdomains), Key Practices became (box 4) Key Practices (capabilities), and Activities became (box 5) Activities (assessable outcomes).

Using this framework (Figure 4), the process steps to create an operational infrastructure maturity assessment tool were as follows:

- **Step 1 Maturity Levels:** Define maturity levels, which means identifying and defining maturity levels appropriate to the target context (as described in Table 3).
- **Step 2 Key Process Areas (Technology Domains):** Identify key process areas (technology domains) means identifying the technology domains needed to support the outcomes for each of the maturity levels (from Step 1).
- **Step 3 Goals (Subdomain Functions):** Generate goals (subdomain function) comprises deconstructing each domain (from Step 2) into distinct, although not necessarily discrete functions, of that domain, called subdomains.
- **Step 4 Key Practices (Capabilities):** Devise key practices (capabilities) involves deconstructing each subdomain (from Step 3) into capabilities expected to meet each goal (subdomain function).
- **Step 5 Activities (Measurable Outcomes):** Articulate activities (measurable outcomes) means articulating measurable outcomes for each key practice capability (from Step 4) for each maturity level. The outcomes of this step also specify improvement from one maturity level to the next. This is represented as a capability matrix.

To facilitate a numeric scoring calculation of assessed infrastructure maturity, additional steps for assessment were devised.

- **Step 6 Critical/Noncritical Capabilities:** Identify the critical and noncritical capabilities for each key practice (from Step 4).
- **Step 7 Assign Weightings:** Assign weightings of importance to the goal subdomain (from Step 3) for each capability (from Step 4).

The research team consisted of the researcher, two Cisco infrastructure engineers and a health care technology expert, all with extensive experience in health care and the hospital environment in Australia and the United States. The construction of the framework was purposely constructed as nonproprietary and therefore industry generalizable. All capabilities researched and found to be Cisco specific were omitted from the capabilities. These capabilities may be explored for future revisions of the framework and for driving future technical innovation.
Results

Step 1: Maturity Levels
Eight maturity levels were identified and defined as appropriate to the digital hospital context. This definition and underlying reasoning for the eight levels of infrastructure maturity are explained in Table 3.

Step 2: Key Process Areas (Technology Domains)
In defining the technology landscape to articulate the key process areas (technology domains), existing categories of outcome-based functionality were apparent. To manage the large scale of a hospital landscape, it was logical to group the technology and services into existing categories of outcomes-based functionality. These categories reflect five technology domains: (1) Transport, (2) Collaboration, (3) Security, (4) Mobility, and (5) Data Center.

Step 3: Goals (Subdomain Functions)
The subdomains are the division of each domain into distinct, although not necessarily discrete (for that domain), functions of that domain. The methodology, by definition, looks at the delivery of services through infrastructure and therefore includes some services as infrastructure.

To illustrate the results of this methodology, the subdomain, “Transport” is used as an example. In the Transport domain, six specific functions (subdomains) of transport in infrastructure were identified: (1) Campus Connectivity, (2) Secure Remote Access, (3) Traffic Optimization–Quality of Service (QoS), (4) Disruption Tolerance and High Availability, (5) Management, and (6) Extensibility.

Step 4: Key Practices (Capabilities)
The technology subdomains are further subdivided into key practices called capabilities. Each capability is described by a set of related information systems outcomes. The technology and technology services required to deliver those outcomes are then sequenced from Levels 1-8 of the IMA framework. Table 5 is an extract from the Transport domain using the Campus Connectivity subdomain and three of the capabilities from this subdomain together with the measures of capability (activities) at each maturity level. Levels 1 and 8 are presented as examples, together with the abbreviated descriptor of each capability.

Figure 4. Contextualized operational Capability Maturity Model for infrastructure maturity assessment.
Table 5. Extract of Transport domain, Campus Connectivity subdomain, with capability descriptors and measurable outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capability</th>
<th>Descriptor (abbreviated)</th>
<th>Level 1 (^a)</th>
<th>Level 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cabling standard</td>
<td>ANSI/TIA-1179-A “Healthcare Facility Telecommunications Infrastructure” specifies recognized cabling and category recommendations for health care facilities.</td>
<td>Category 6A cabling $\leq30%$</td>
<td>Category 6A cabling $91%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtualization</td>
<td>The concept of virtualization applies tags to network packets that create the appearance and functionality of network traffic that is physically on a single network but acts as if it is split between separate networks.</td>
<td>No layer 2/3 virtualization implemented</td>
<td>Access controlled, policy-based micro segmentation of campus infrastructure based on virtual extensible local area network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access port design and policy</td>
<td>A well-defined access port policy is based on the requirements of the end devices and the access of the applications and services by that end device.</td>
<td>No access port policy</td>
<td>Software defined automation access port configuration per software defined networking (SDN) policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDN integration</td>
<td>The SDN controller should support integration using application programming interfaces (APIs). Representational State Transfer (REST) APIs enable automation, integration, and innovation. All controller functionality should be exposed through these REST APIs.</td>
<td>No SDN</td>
<td>Demonstration of SDN contextual workflow using API integration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(a\)Levels 2-7 (no entries) define increasing maturity assessment criteria.

Step 5: Activities (Measurable Outcomes)

The activities (Table 5) express measurable outcomes (technology/technology services) for each capability at each maturity level, thus creating a capability matrix. In doing so, this matrix also specifies improvement from one maturity level to the next, which may be through increasing functionality, quality, or provision of a technology/service. The placement of each measurable outcome to a maturity level is based on best practice, in-depth knowledge, and experience by the Cisco design and implementation engineers and the external contributor to the project with expertise in health care technologies, networking, and CMM in the health care environment.

Step 6: Critical / Noncritical Capabilities

As demonstrated throughout this paper, a digital hospital’s infrastructure is complex with many facets. To provide a collated assessment of the maturity to meet the business goals, a measure of essential and nonessential capability is required. Once these capability measures were defined, the critical and noncritical capabilities were identified for each capability within a domain and subdomain. These decisions were based on the importance of a specific capability to meet the business outcomes at that maturity level and the risk to the associated service delivery in not achieving this capability at this level. The critical capabilities are defined as essential criteria and a requirement that hospital facilities must meet to be placed at this level, regardless of other components reached at that level. If a capability is noncritical, then it is desirable but not essential for the maturity level.

Step 7: Assign Weightings

Weights are also assigned to each capability reflecting the importance of the capability within the subdomain. This is in addition to the critical and noncritical status of the capability because the criticality measure is a binary measure, and where there is more than one critical and noncritical capability, their importance to the subdomain is not necessarily equal. This allows for the more granular calculation of weighting specifically related to the maturity levels and the expectations in a hospital environment of what that maturity level would allow the organization to undertake both clinically and administratively.

Summary

The collective set of matrices created using this methodology make up the IMA framework. Across the framework, there are a total of five domains, 34 subdomains, and 164 individual capabilities defined (see Multimedia Appendix 1).

Discussion

Principal Considerations

This research resulted in the identification of five key process area technology domains (Transport, Collaboration, Security, Mobility, and Data Center) each comprising multiple distinct subdomains. The 34 subdomains define functionality spread across the five technology domains. The articulation of this functionality into 164 measurable capabilities was achieved through the definition of each capability at each of the eight maturity levels.

We anticipate that the framework would be used to guide organizations as they go through major digital transformations. These transformations can be driven by the implementation of major clinical systems (such as EMRs), the refurbishment of brownfield facilities, or the building of new hospitals or area health services.

The assessment of capabilities is an uncomplicated exercise to match current practice to the best-fit maturity level, although technical knowledge of the implemented infrastructure environment is required. Each domain/subdomain identifies the capabilities that need to be in place. The measurable outcomes specify in detail how this is undertaken, reflecting the competency and maturity levels.

The challenges in defining and deconstructing each domain and its capability included a common understanding of terminology
from a technical perspective and expansion of this for a broader technology informed audience. In developing a capabilities matrix, particularly one with the necessary eight levels, the challenge is that some capabilities may not change across each individual level. Therefore, assigning a level for that capability and subsequently calculating its weighting can be problematic. Where this occurs in the assessment, the highest level that capability can be assigned is allocated. This does not impact the weighting calculation for the level attained because the highest level is fundamentally determined by whether the critical capabilities for the domain or subdomain are met.

The process of using the IMA framework consists of (1) analysis of the hospital’s information systems infrastructure across the five technology domains, (2) classification matched to the eight-level maturity model against the relevant operational outcomes, (3) a roadmap and tailored objectives for each technology area outlining efforts needed to improve capability, (4) comparison and benchmarking of a digital hospital’s information infrastructure capabilities, and (5) recommendations for achieving business and IT goals to meet business and experience outcomes.

Infrastructure Maturity Assessment Outputs

The following examples demonstrate typical outputs of the IMA framework and how they could be used by C-Suite executives (Chief Executive Officer, Chief Information Officer, Chief Marketing Officer, Chief Medical Informatics Officer) as a reference point for decision making on infrastructure investment.

The IMA output demonstrates the ability of the framework to create a benchmark for measuring the capabilities of a given hospital or health service. Further breaking the result down into technology subdomains and capabilities provides a detailed fingerprint of the ICT capabilities and how they relate to the requirements and aspirations of the health care provider.

Figure 5 provides a picture of the current state of maturity across 25 de-identified Australian hospitals and demonstrates that most hospitals are operating at Level 3 (Fixed) infrastructure maturity. This level of capability creates significant limitations in the ability of the hospital facility to take advantage of technologies aimed at improving information flow and process operations within the hospital facility through achieving Level 4 (Mobile).

Level 3 describes an organization with limitations in its wireless, transport, and collaboration capability, restricting the ability to reliably access, share, and act on clinical information throughout the facility. These limitations diminish the value of the information applications that the organization has invested in by restricting the availability of information to when the clinical staff have access to personal computer endpoints. Ultimately, this limits the ability to drive clinical and operational process automation that can be gained from making data mobile.

As an example, Figure 6 demonstrates a maturity assessment result for the Transport domain of one hospital, showing the individual result for each of the subdomains in the Transport domain.

The potential improvement lies in incrementally improving each subdomain infrastructure capability (as defined in Table 5), thus increasing the value proposition to the next level. Analysis of each subdomain score allows reflection on the current infrastructure capability with the typically experienced limitations highlighted as follows using the Transport example:

- The impact of the subdomain assessment scores needs careful consideration when assessing the value proposition of infrastructure investment. For instance, the high Campus Connectivity score indicates a Transport infrastructure that is approaching high performance capability. However, the lower scores in the associated subdomains indicate potential network unreliability, suboptimal management of data priority, and network failure. This defines an infrastructure that is unable to fully leverage its capabilities.

- While the challenges in Campus Connectivity faced by many hospital facilities are less reflected in this assessment result, challenges commonly include aged infrastructure particularly at the Access layer (5+ years), legacy campus designs that are inflexible, separate physical networks for medical devices and building management systems, a lack of properly defined segmentation policies and design, a lack of network visibility for contextual behavioral analytics, and a lack of API integration capability. These challenges collectively result in a deficiency to support advanced functionality, modularity, and scalability, which is a key requirement to support data use at higher maturity levels.

- The challenges in Traffic Optimization–QoS (a maturity Level 2 in Figure 6) are primarily a result of fragmented QoS designs, the problematic processes to design and implement new campus and wide area network QoS configurations, and no clear roadmap to define an End-to-End contextual Quality of Experience. A lower Traffic Optimization score is often the result of an isolated QoS approach that does not cope well with new services and the associated traffic prioritization requirements.

- Similarly, in the Disruption Tolerant Networking & High Availability subdomain (scoring Level 1 in Figure 6), low scores are often a result of potential for single points of failure in the Core/ Distribution and Access layers of the infrastructure, where devices are locally configured, arising from a lack of comprehensive designs based on Application and Infrastructure interaction.

These challenges provide a snapshot of how the IMA framework can describe the current architecture, identify the misalignment between existing capability and desired capability, and inform subsequent infrastructure planning.
Framework Extensions

One application of the IMA framework is that it could be mapped to the HIMSS EMRAM, as both frameworks provide a roadmap to support broader process changes in hospitals. Arguably the IMA framework levels could correspond to the application stack requirements to meet the EMRAM model. This would provide a new health care industry benchmark of the maturity of the clinical application deployment and use within hospitals that can be supported by a given level of ICT infrastructure maturity. Localization may be required in applying this framework to countries outside Australia.

Conclusion

Digital hospitals need to take advantage of the technologies that can improve information flow and use to meet quality clinical and administrative outcomes. The necessity for the technology infrastructure to support these outcomes is clear. Yet such infrastructure is complex and continually evolving in its design and deployment particularly when this involves many stakeholders’ demands and expectations. The resultant assessment of such infrastructure to meet business outcomes and realize value to health care organization through its capability is equally complex.
The use of the Williams CMM Operational Framework allows such capability to be deconstructed into manageable constituent elements and assessed individually. Through this process, it also identifies specific incremental improvement for each capability. The resulting IMA framework allows hospital management and technicians to clearly see how incremental improvements in their infrastructure can be achieved to support clinical and operation goals. Such a method assists hospitals to define an improvement pathway and maturity in delivering their organizational objectives.

The IMA characterizes the technology services required to support a hospital’s information-driven processes. Thus, it provides a tool for determining the preparedness of a hospital facility to support existing or planned process rollouts. The IMA classifies the way hospitals manage their digital infrastructure into an eight-level model that reflects the sophistication of the information processes used within the facility. Each of these levels is characterized in terms of the experiences they generate for the key stakeholders and the technology services required to support those experiences.

Importantly, the IMA framework articulates how hospitals can generate more value from their infrastructure as it defines the levels at which the critical “enabling information” characteristics for an organization are primarily delivered. It describes the stages of information use and resultant clinical/patient experience within a hospital and the ICT infrastructure requirements to reliably achieve those levels of experience. The framework is designed to stage the infrastructure development pathway so that clear benefits can be attributed to the incremental investment that is required to progress from one stage to the next. Consequently, robust business cases can be made for that investment. Ultimately, the purpose of the framework is to map a pathway where Chief Information Officers can see a logical sequence of infrastructure development that they need to take their hospital facility through to reach their desired level of clinical and operational competency.

The development of a generalizable Infrastructure Maturity Assessment tool contributes to and supports the digital hospital industry, providing an international benchmarking standard.
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Abstract

Background: Patient safety literature has long reported the need for early recognition of deteriorating patients. Early warning scores (EWSs) are commonly implemented as “track and trigger,” or rapid response systems for monitoring and early recognition of acute patient deterioration. This study presents a human factors evaluation of a hospital-wide transformation in practice, engendered by the deployment of an innovative electronic observations (eObs) and handover system. This technology enables real-time information processing at the patient’s bedside, improves visibility of patient data, and streamlines communication within clinical teams.

Objective: The aim of this study was to identify improvement and deterioration in workplace efficiency and quality of care resulting from the large-scale imposition of new technology.

Methods: A total of 85 hours of direct structured observations of clinical staff were carried out before and after deployment. We conducted 40 interviews with a range of clinicians. A longitudinal analysis of critical care audit and electronically recorded patient safety incident reports was conducted. The study was undertaken in a large secondary-care facility in the United Kingdom.

Results: Roll-out of eObs was associated with approximately 10% reduction in total unplanned admissions to critical care units from eObs-equipped wards. Over time, staff appropriated the technology as a tool for communication, workload management, and improving awareness of team capacity. A negative factor was perceived as lack of engagement with the system by senior clinicians. Doctors spent less time in the office (68.7% to 25.6%). More time was spent at the nurses’ station (6.6% to 41.7%). Patient contact time was more than doubled (2.9% to 7.3%).

Conclusions: Since deployment, clinicians have more time for patient care because of reduced time spent inputting and accessing data. The formation of a specialist clinical team to lead the roll-out was universally lauded as the reason for success. Staff valued the technology as a tool for managing workload and identified improved situational awareness as a key benefit. For future technology deployments, the staff requested more training preroll-out, in addition to engagement and support from senior clinicians.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(1):e11678) doi:10.2196/11678
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Introduction

Background

Patient safety literature has long reported the need for early recognition of deteriorating patients, with health strategy stating it as a health care priority [1-4]. Early warning scores (EWSs) are commonly implemented as “track and trigger,” or rapid response systems for monitoring and early recognition of acute patient deterioration.

We have presented an evaluation of a hospital-wide transformation from paper-based patient observations to mobile handheld device–enabled electronic observations (eObs) and electronic handover (eHandover) data collection in a large UK teaching hospital. Over 5500 mobile devices were deployed to over 6000 staff across 80 wards. The innovative technology allows real-time, automatic information processing at the patient’s bedside, with the aim of improving the efficacy of EWSs in practice and provide greater visibility of key patient data.

This study evaluated the deployment using objective measures and subjective evaluation of changes in clinical practice in addition to the overview of benefits realization based on analysis of hospital data sets.

Independent human factors researchers evaluated the technology implementation through pre- and postdeployment observations and staff interviews. Data extracted from the eObs and eHandover software and other supporting information technology (IT) systems provide evidence of the impact of this intervention on admissions to critical care and other benefits to the organization.

The combination of these datasets provides valuable insight into how a health information technology (HIT) intervention has affected care provision and patient safety in a large UK teaching hospital.

Background to Paper-Based Early Warning Scores and the Move to Electronic Observations

EWS systems deliver a standardized approach to observation frequency and response based around an aggregated scoring system which characterizes a patients’ physiological acuity. This process involves physiological observations being carried out at the patient’s bedside and a score being calculated (afferent limb). If this score meets the defined criteria, representing a significant abnormality, the observations are communicated and acted upon by appropriate clinical team members (efferent limb) [5]. For the system to be effective, both the afferent and efferent limbs need to be efficient, reliable, and timely. The system enables a proactive approach to assessment and recognition of the deteriorating patient, leading to reductions in critical care admissions, mortality, and serious adverse events [6,7].

Historically, EWS processes have been implemented via paper-based charts; however, there is widespread acknowledgement of a variety of contextual reasons which lead to poor adherence to this practice [8,9]. To tackle poor adherence and associated organizational issues, Nottingham University Hospitals (NUH) National Health Service (NHS) Trust commissioned and facilitated the development of an electronic system (Nervecentre Software LtdTM), moving to mobile device access for all clinical staff.

Figure 1 shows the relative complexity of the paper-based system, demonstrating the risk of increased workload and reliance on active communication required of staff in a minimum of 8 decision points during EWS procedures. In comparison, the eObs system has fewer task stages and fewer interpersonal interactions, with automatic system actions replacing the manual score calculation tasks and decision points. To improve adherence, the eObs system also provides a reminder function for the next observation set. The higher number of tasks within the paper-based process increases the risk of potential errors at each stage of processing and communication of information as evidenced by Prytherchy et al [10]. This finding is well established in the literature on errors [11] and specifically the types of errors that occur in paper-based EWSs [12]. There is an increased risk of communication delay, as staff have to prioritize escalation of patient deterioration over other competing tasks. In contrast, the functions of the new electronic system streamline the process and reduce the number of opportunities for degradation of information.

The implementation of the eObs technology in 2015 was distinct from the EWS patient management policy which has been established on paper across NUH since 2008. By aligning precisely to the existing policy, a raised EWS is automatically and immediately escalated to senior clinical staff or the critical care outreach team (CCOT) through mobile instant messaging. The data recorded in the eObs module include all the physiological parameters previously calculated in the paper-based observation charts [13]. The system also allows for “special circumstances models” to be implemented where patient needs differ from standard EWS algorithms (eg, End of Life or known chronically abnormal physiology).

Equally, handover documents have historically been handwritten, nonstandardized, and at risk of being out-of-date, or incorrect, putting patient information and safety at risk [14]. The eHandover solution created a mobile platform to record key patient data in a standardized format, allowing different staff groups to access information where and when they need it. This functionality in eObs and eHandover provides opportunity for consistency, simplicity, and a reduction in the potential for perceptual error.
Figure 1. Visual comparison of clinical observation process using paper-based charts (left-hand flow diagram) and the electronic observations system (right-hand flow diagram). eObs: electronic observations; EWS: early warning score; CCO: critical care outreach.

Study Context

The study was carried out at a large teaching hospital trust in the United Kingdom, which provides secondary care services for approximately 2.5 million residents and facilitates approximately 1900 beds. Over a period of 9 months, personal mobile devices (iPhones and iPads) and training were provided to over 6000 nurses, doctors, health care assistants, and allied health professionals. The deployment was undertaken by a specialist Clinical Information and Communication Technology (CICT) team. This involved senior and practicing clinical nurses being developed into specialist Information and Communications Technology (ICT) advocates to lead the technology roll-out. Their dual role enabled them to support staff clinically while the general workforce were introduced to and becoming familiar with the eObs system.

This team coordinated the roll-out across 70 adult and children’s wards at 2 hospital sites.

Methods

Study Design

The study collected pre- and postdeployment data concerning ward-based work via direct observation of staff before and after the deployment. Interviews and focus groups collected qualitative staff insights into the impact of mobile handheld devices and eObs on nursing and medical practice. Additional data sets were collected from existing hospital systems to give insight into the wider implications of eObs.

Ethical approval was obtained from an appropriate local ethics committee as a service evaluation project.

Structured Observations

Recruitment of clinical staff was done via flyers and facilitated introductions by the CICT team. Direct structured observations of clinicians were carried out pre- and postdeployment to record staff activities and location within the ward. A total of 23 predeployment and 64 postdeployment (n=87) observation sessions were obtained over 85 hours. Observation sessions
lasted between 15 and 120 min. Observers “shadowed” staff, using a bespoke tablet computer app to record activities and locations from exhaustive and exclusive lists. Researchers were not in attendance at the patient’s bedside but observed from a distance, and participants were informed that the observation could be halted at any time.

Observation sessions were divided into 30-second time bins. If an activity was observed in a 30-second bin, it was recorded as 1 observation even if multiple instances of the activity occurred (Figure 2). This method makes the observation of multitasking or rapid task switching possible and provides a measure of the relative distribution of different activities during the observation period.

Predeployment data were collected on a short stay acute medical admissions ward (n=11) and a health care of older person ward (n=13). Postdeployment data were collected on acute medical admissions wards (n=37), medical wards (n=12), and surgical wards (n=15).

Registered nurses were observed for a total of 17 hours predeployment (n=16) and 23.3 hours postdeployment (n=18). Doctors were observed for 10 hours predeployment (n=7) and 35.1 hours postdeployment (n=47). The participating doctors ranged in experience from consultant to Foundation Grade 1 (F1) doctor, which is the general postgraduate bridge between medical school and training for full registration as a medical professional in the United Kingdom.

**Interviews**

Recruitment of staff for interviews was carried out via email and poster communications. Semistructured interviews and focus groups explored the impact of technology deployment on personal working practices and also encouraged reflection on the impact on teams, environment, and organization. A total of 40 interview participants were recruited across a range of nursing and medical roles amounting to 18.5 hours of interview data. The number of interview participants for each staff type is given in Table 1. All interviews were carried out post system deployment, with the staff experience of eObs ranging from 1 week to 5 months.

**Impact Evaluation**

A longitudinal analysis of unplanned critical care admissions was derived from the NUH critical care audit dataset. Bed day costs were derived from local single organ high dependency unit (HDU) and 3 organ intensive care unit (ICU) support tariffs. Review of EWS-related incidents on eObs wards was performed by 2 reviewers independently, from electronically recorded patient safety incident reports (Datix Ltd) from April 2014 to December 2015.

![Figure 2. Encoding activity using the structured observation methodology. In (a), 8 sequential activities occur during the 1-min observation window. In (b), a set of unique activities is recorded for each of the two 30-second bins in the observation session. Note that “Looking at Notes” is only recorded once in the first bin despite 2 instances occurring in the first 30 seconds of observation. PC: personal computer.](http://medinform.jmir.org/2019/1/e11678/)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0h00m7s</td>
<td>Talking on phone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0h00m12s</td>
<td>Looking at notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0h00m24s</td>
<td>Using PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0h00m26s</td>
<td>Looking at notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0h00m30s</td>
<td>Using PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0h00m35s</td>
<td>Looking at notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0h00m45s</td>
<td>Walking within ward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0h00m52s</td>
<td>Talking face-to-face</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bin number</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Talking on phone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Looking at notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Searching for paperwork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Using PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Looking at notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walking within ward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Talking face-to-face</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Stratification of staff interviews.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical role</th>
<th>Number of interviews</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medical staff</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultants</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registrars</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locums</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior doctors</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCOT(^a)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nursing staff</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior nursing staff</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff nurses</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health care assistants</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CICT(^b) team</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical skills educator</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward managers</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital play specialists</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand total</td>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)CCOT: critical care outreach team.
\(^b\)CICT: clinical information and communications technology team.

Results

Structured Observations

**Nurses**

As expected, an increase in observations of “using smartphone” was detected after the deployment of the eObs technology (2.2% to 6.4% of 30-second bins). However, this change was small when compared with the reduction in time spent interacting with notes and talking on the phone. Table 2 summarizes the changes for key observation categories [15].

A change was also seen in the observed location of nurses undertaking these activities. In particular, a move from the “office” (40.8% to 16.2% of the observed period) to the “nurse’s station” (13.3% to 35.1%) was observed.

A decrease in the number of activities observed in each 30-second bin was observed. This decrease is closely related to a decrease in rapid task switching. The mean number of activities in each 30-second bin decreased from 1.99 (SD 0.04) to 1.66 (SD 0.03).

**Doctors**

The observed changes in the way doctors spend their time were similar to nurses. Smartphone use increased (3.7% to 8.3%) while remaining low relative to the frequency with which interacting with paper notes or desktop PCs was observed. Doctors were also observed spending less time in the office (68.7% to 25.6%) with more time at the nurses’ station (6.6% to 41.7%). Patient contact time more than doubled (2.9% to 7.3%).

One-Hour Case Example

Table 3 presents an illustration of how the use of eObs and handheld mobile devices has changed working tasks and locations for clinicians. This example uses a 1-hour exemplar and assumes that each observed activity spanned the entire 30-second observation bin.

Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observation category</th>
<th>Predeployment (% of 30-s observation bins)</th>
<th>Postdeployment (% of 30-s observation bins)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Using Personal Computer (PC) or Computer On Wheels (COW)</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looking at notes</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>22.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing on notes</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talking on phone</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using smartphone</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. One-hour example of changes in doctors and nurses’ clinical tasks and locations of working in the ward owing to electronic observations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical role</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Doctors</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average smartphone use</td>
<td>Increase from 2 min to 5 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time spent in office</td>
<td>Reduce from over 40 min down to less than 16 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time spent at the nursing station</td>
<td>Increase to 21 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time spent with patient</td>
<td>Increase from less than 2 min to over 4 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nurses</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average smartphone use</td>
<td>Increase from just over 1 min to nearly 4 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of personal computer (PC) or Computer On Wheels (COW)</td>
<td>Reduce from 14 min down to 3 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looking at notes</td>
<td>Reduce from over 21 min down to less than 14 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing in notes</td>
<td>Reduce from nearly 16 min down to under 10 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talking on phone</td>
<td>Reduce more than half from 5 min to just over 2 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Searching tasks</td>
<td>Reduce by 3.5 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time spent in office</td>
<td>Reduce from over 24 min to less than 10 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time spent at the nursing station</td>
<td>Increase from 8 to 21 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Interviews**

A total of 40 staff provided feedback about their experiences of the deployment process, eObs, and mobile devices.

The formation of a specialist clinical team who were trained as ambassadors to lead the deployment was universally lauded as a reason for the successful roll-out. This CICT team was praised for their capacity to multitask, assisting people with the technology while administering clinical care.

During the deployment and early use of the technology, staff reported increased stress and workload, with participants identifying a need for more training in advance of the deployment; however, this was fairly short-lived:

*Not all of us had physically got our phone in time so it were all faffing, trying to get the phones charged up and all that kind of technical stuff...we’d not really had time to play with them...I think every one of us felt nervous the morning of it coming and I don’t think we needed to.* [Senior nurse]

The accessibility of information on the mobile devices appears to have streamlined staff discussions to quickly address treatment pathways by facilitating remote decision making and distributed working for both nursing and medical staff:

*The best thing about it is it’s a good record to consult, and certainly patients who’ve had multiple admissions, you can easily go back and see that information from previous admissions, and, unlike paper, it doesn’t get lost.* [Junior doctor]

Frustration was expressed by junior nursing and medical staff at a perceived lack of engagement with the new system by senior medical personnel (specifically consultants). It was considered that this issue was one of the main barriers to realizing the potential benefits in a ward setting. Several rationales were offered by medical staff (including consultants) to explain the lack of engagement by senior medical staff in the eObs deployment, including the perceived loss of expertise because of the “step change” in practice, the potential for embarrassment associated with use of the new system, or a general reluctance to embrace change.

Junior personnel (medics and nurses) provided an important source of informal device use support to individuals who were struggling to adopt the new system. This support was provided early on and during the weeks and months following the departure of the CICT team from the wards:

*If you break it [eObs or phone], even now, it’s a standard joke, we get one of the young staff to fix it.* [Senior nurse]

“Word of mouth” or “heard it through the grapevine” communications often perpetuated information about eObs and device use throughout the workforce. The staff believed that if this “good practice” could be formally captured and disseminated, it could speed up the rate at which staff experienced benefits from the new system.

Nurse interview data revealed a largely positive response, reporting added value in the form of reassurance of patient health state owing to the real-time eObs information and also awareness of ward capacity. However, there was also an initial perception that the new technology could result in a loss of...
control for nursing staff and promote a “Big Brother” culture, as automatic escalations meant taking away nursing autonomy. This perspective subsided over time as the real-time automation began to accelerate communications:

Mobile technology has made a huge difference to our working lives. It helps us to manage our workload and feel more in control of what is happening on the ward. It has reinforced the importance of communication between clinicians and has really demonstrated how patient care can be improved. 

[Ward sister]

Over time, nursing staff began to identify how the system could potentially alleviate stress through greater visibility of information. Nurses began to describe the mobile devices as their own “personal tool” for workload management and improved awareness of team capacity:

It is just about making the device work for you...as I’ve got more confident with the device, I have said to my staff, just don’t let it rule your shift and you get it to work for yourself. [Deputy sister]

Nursing staff also described the value of handheld devices as a communication tool for use with patients and relatives, whereby the request for information could often be responded to more quickly.

For medics, initial access settings within the eObs system were at odds with current practice in terms of the perception about “consultant-led practice” versus the reality of registrars working independently. During the early deployment of eObs, relationships between consultants and registrars were put under pressure because of the permissions programmed within the system. Clinicians understood the need for policy to underpin the system; however, there was disruption to working practices as these issues were experienced:

...who delivers the cardiac arrest process and decides, well it’s the registrar...so if you are allowing them to make those decisions then to say they can’t alter the parameters is patronising. And it’s again where the trust says ‘all our decisions are consultant made’ but the reality is that’s not true. [Consultant]

Medical staff explained how they used the device to “checkup” on patients that they had treated, for clinical reassurance, when they were off duty and had physically left the ward. It was acknowledged that this use of the device should not promote unhealthy practices with regard to work-life balance:

I think it is mainly when I see somebody sick in the ward when on acute medicine...and I just sneak a peek to make sure they are getting better instead of worse... [Registrar]

Medical staff believed that the new system had reduced time spent searching within a ward and had facilitated time management, a finding which is consistent with the observation data captured. This related not only to their working practices but also in their reflection of liaison with nursing staff and general hospital organization.

Longitudinal Impact Data

The roll-out of eObs has been associated with an approximate 10% reduction in total unplanned admissions to critical care units at NUH from eObs-equipped wards. No substantial change in hospital or critical care bedstock has occurred over this period. This benefit is more marked when critical care level and length of stay are taken into account (Figure 3). Alongside ongoing efforts to improved detection and response to the deteriorating patient [16], the impact of “real-time” communication of EWS and accessibility of patient information via handheld devices appears to be associated with a lower rate of critical care admissions, because of patients receiving more timely care and not requiring referral to those specialist services.

On the basis of nominal reference costs of £800 per Level 2 (HDU) bed day and £1200 per Level 3 (ICU) bed day, this 10% reduction in critical care admissions equates to an approximate £250K saving per quarter (Figure 4) since deployment.

More detailed cost breakdowns are required to understand the full economic cost-benefits of the scheme for the future, particularly with regard to the cost of the technology infrastructure (maintenance and replacement) against clinical health economic gains and prolonged use behavior of the system over time.

The eObs deployment is also associated with an approximate 50% reduction in reported EWS policy-related patient safety incidents in eObs wards. No such reduction was seen in non-eObs wards or in incident reporting in general over the same time period. Audit results also indicate adherence with EWS policy has improved because of the functionality of the system, namely, automated calculations, observation frequency setting, and user prompts that supports the findings from previous enquiries into electronic observations [17].
Discussion

Principal Findings

This evaluation has provided insight into the impact of mobile eObs and eHandover on working practice and elicited experiential data from the staff regarding their use of the new systems. From these data, a range of benefits to the hospital trust and workforce has been identified. The interview and focus group data in particular have also indicated where additional research and development could further benefit staff and patient experience [15].
The mobile solution has reduced EWS-related patient safety incidents and has allowed nurses and doctors to spend more time with the patient at the bedside. Internal studies of the paper and eObs processes for taking and recording a full set of observations showed a time saving of 1 min 23 seconds per patient using eObs. On the basis of 7500 sets of observations taken at NUH each day, this equates to approximately 170 hours of nursing time saved every day, releasing time to care. This aligns with Stevenson’s findings of how patient observations benefit from real-time capture at the point of care [18], and a reduction in nursing workload found by Wong et al [19].

Through personal ownership of devices, remote access has achieved real-time visibility of patient data across the whole hospital trust, allowing faster decision making and effective task prioritization. Clinicians are given vital information instantly because of automated escalations, and the need for multiple telephone calls is negated. This utility is further enhanced by users being able to access other medical apps and guidelines at the bedside. The eObs system appears to meet the strategies for EWS success identified by Russ et al [20] by being ubiquitous, being fit with ward workflow, and enabling records to be kept current and accessible.

This transformation of practice has made it easier for staff to “do the right thing” even when not in attendance at the bedside. The opportunities provided through remote, distributed working practices have achieved safer working (see Figures 3-5) while not compromising communication, as evidenced in the interviews. The time previously spent searching for paper and chasing colleagues—delays similar to those reported by Fox and Elliott [21] in their examination of a paper-based EWS system—has been replaced with more meaningful discussions based on the information now visible through the mobile interface.

Previous work has demonstrated other wider benefits such as indicating to hospital managers which wards are particularly busy [22]. Where eObs has provided improved transparency about team workload and ward capacity, staff and system can begin working together as a joint cognitive system, which in turn has supported the implementation of smart resource allocation in times of pressure.

The study demonstrates how different clinical roles interact in the uptake and success of changes in practice or technology interventions. The role of junior staff as informal mentors and early adopters of new practices and technologies was evident, while senior staff backing was seen as crucial to success but was perceived to be lacking in this instance.

Challenges were also identified in technology integration and infrastructure, absence of feedback mechanisms for staff, management of expectations, and training requirements. Within the scope of the technology deployment, infrastructure issues were continually being encountered, evaluated, and improved upon, for example, in regards to Wi-Fi “blackspots” which disrupted eObs operations. However, the staff felt that there was a lack of investment in ICT support during the critical roll-out period, specifically during out-of-hours shifts. The eObs training occurred very rapidly, and the staff felt that more time to understand the system functionality would have been valuable. There was undisputed praise for the facilitation of the CICT team in conducting the technology roll-out, providing vital technology assistance and staff ICT interface on the ward during deployment—a strategy that the hospital has learnt from and will likely implement again. The issues reported in the evaluation about the absence of a feedback loop were considered and, in response, the eObs operational team developed a more transparent and accessible way for staff to provide feedback to them and ICT support. These findings provide commentary for organizational learning regarding future technology deployments.

This study provided evidence to show that appropriately designed and deployed HIT can support improved situation awareness with regard to patient deterioration. By combining eObs (a frequently accessed utility) with an eHandover system, staff have become used to entering data on mobile devices and are contributing to team-held data on clinical, patient safety, and operational issues. This model of HIT use and deployment is one which could assist future technology deployments in other hospitals and in doing so support the work of Cresswell et al [23] and Greenhalgh et al [24] in improving HIT implementation.

This research establishes 8 principles of good practice which can contribute to successful HIT deployments and which have been realized through this study.

1. Mobile tools to support clinical observation have the potential to be beneficial for doctors and nurses.
2. Deployment of this technology takes time, must involve working with users, and must be supported by a specialist technology deployment team.
3. More junior staff adapt to the technology particularly well.
4. Clinicians find ways of using this technology in conjunction with other tools to manage their work.
5. Embedded algorithms must take account of different specializations.
6. The technology can support clinical and patient communications.
7. It is vital that there is integration of new IT systems with existing systems.
8. The technology is only as good as the infrastructure that supports it.
**Limitations**

The study data were limited to a single UK NHS Hospital Trust; however, the trust in question covers 2 sites and is the United Kingdom’s fourth largest acute trust.

This study and the deployment of the eObs system coincided with a rolling deteriorating patient improvement program at the host hospital trust. The direct observation period was also limited to 2 months postdeployment, and the data do not reveal if the staff settled back into old routines. As such, this should be the topic of a further enquiry to establish cause and effect in regards to the technology in isolation of other quality improvement initiatives.

There is the potential for response bias within the interview data. The views of those willing to participate (n=40) may not be representative of the wider workforce (approximately n=14,500). To combat this natural effect of the qualitative approach, the interviewer involved was an independent researcher not affiliated with the hospital, and the staff were sampled from a range of job roles, with varying levels of experience of patient bedside observations and data during a range of shifts.

**Future Work**

There is opportunity to study the impact of further appropriation and expansion of eObs and specifically eHandover modules in clinical practice; analyze and measure the impact of improved situation awareness which is afforded by the technology and how to harness that information for effective workforce deployment and operational planning; investigate how mobile devices are being used on a personal level and where different clinical jobs and roles find utility in the technology so that this may be capitalized on and support further innovation [15].

Recent studies highlight the opportunities around continuous physiological monitoring of patients [25,26], utilizing technologies that are commonly used in HDUs. These solutions show positive results with regard to responding to patient deterioration but are costly and require detailed cost-benefit analysis to understand the health economic benefit of monitoring on such a large scale in hospitals. In relation to this type of personalized monitoring [27], eObs provides a potential step change, whereby the data gathered within the system could be exploited to understand trends within population and medical groups.

While this study focused on just 1 hospital in the United Kingdom, there is significant growth in this area, with hospitals in the United Kingdom [28] procuring through 2 main service providers, System C (previously Vitalpac)—supplying 26 NHS Trusts [29]—and Nervecentre 35 NHS Trusts, and also supplying health care providers in Sweden and Australia [30]. Electronic health records (EHRs) have a greater degree of maturity, with statistics from the United States suggesting that nearly as many as 80.5% of hospitals are using EHRs to some degree in their care provision [31]. Hospitals in other less-developed jurisdictions such as China [32] and India are also investing in those systems, with lessons learnt from India echoing some of the experiences examined in this study [33]. As such, there is much to gain from health care providers and manufacturers of these technology platforms in sharing the lessons learnt from such large-scale deployments to ease the transition from paper-based to electronic working and improve key outcomes with regard to quality measurement, staff performance, and patient experience and safety.

**Conclusions**

The eObs and eHandover project has effected transformational changes in patient safety at a large acute hospital, bringing benefit to both staff and patients. In the hands of clinical staff, handheld devices and appropriate clinical software have the potential to reduce costs associated with inpatient management while simultaneously empowering staff in their daily activities, improving patient safety and releasing time to care.
Looking ahead, the full scale of the benefits experienced by this hospital trust is only just beginning to mature, with their full extent being realized.
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Abstract

Background: With the widespread use of mobile technologies, mobile information systems have become crucial tools in health care operations. Although the appropriate use of mobile health (mHealth) may result in major advances in expanding health care coverage (increasing decision-making speeds, managing chronic conditions, and providing suitable health care in emergencies), previous studies have argued that current mHealth research does not adequately evaluate mHealth interventions, and it does not provide sufficient evidence regarding the effects on health.

Objective: The aim of this study was to facilitate the widespread use of mHealth systems; an accurate evaluation of the systems from the users’ perspective is essential after the implementation and use of the system in daily health care practices. This study extends the expectation-confirmation model by using characteristics of individuals, technology, and tasks to identify critical factors affecting mHealth continuance and performance from the perspective of health care professionals (HCPs).

Methods: A questionnaire survey was used to collect data from HCPs who were experienced in using mHealth systems of a Taiwanese teaching hospital. In total, 282 questionnaires were distributed, and 201 complete and valid questionnaires were returned, thus indicating a valid response rate of 71.3% (201/282). The collected data were analyzed using WarpPLS version 5.0 (ScriptWarp Systems).

Results: The results revealed that mHealth continuance ($R^2=0.522$) was mainly affected by perceived usefulness, technology maturity, individual habits, task mobility, and user satisfaction, whereas individual performance ($R^2=0.492$) was affected by mHealth continuance. In addition, user satisfaction ($R^2=0.548$) was affected by confirmation and perceived usefulness of mHealth, whereas perceived usefulness ($R^2=0.521$) was affected by confirmation. This implied that confirmation played a key role in affecting perceived usefulness and user satisfaction. Furthermore, the results showed that mHealth continuance positively affected individual performance.

Conclusions: The identified critical factors influencing mHealth continuance and performance can be used as a useful assessment tool by hospitals that have implemented mHealth systems to facilitate the use and infusion of the systems. Furthermore, the results can help health care institutions that intend to introduce or develop mHealth applications to identify critical issues and effectively allocate limited resources to mHealth systems.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(1):e12350) doi:10.2196/12350
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**Introduction**

**Background**

With the widespread use of mobile technologies, mobile information systems (ISs) have become crucial tools in health care operations. In recent times, smart health (sHealth) has become a critical strategy that is promoted by the government and medical industry; however, the successful implementation of sHealth depends on the development of mobile health (mHealth) [1]. mHealth is defined as health care to anyone, anytime, and anywhere by removing location and temporal constraints while improving both the coverage and quality of health care [2].

**Research Motivations and Purpose**

In reality, health care professionals (HCPs) often require high-quality communication and information resources, including communication capabilities, hospital information systems (HISs), information resources, and clinical software applications, at the point of care to facilitate rapid decision making with a low error rate, improve the quality of data management and accessibility, and improve practice efficiency and knowledge [3-8]. Although the appropriate use of mHealth may result in major advances in expanding health care coverage, increasing decision-making speeds, managing chronic conditions, and providing suitable health care in emergencies [9], Solanas et al [1] argued that mHealth is still in its early stages of development. Michael et al [10] reported that current mHealth research does not adequately evaluate mHealth interventions, and it does not provide sufficient evidence regarding the effects on health. In addition, the World Health Organization [11] indicated that competing priorities, cost, and lack of knowledge are the most crucial barriers to mHealth implementation. Thus, appropriate evaluations, specifically after the implementation of mHealth systems and their use in daily health care practice, are critical, particularly from users’ (HCPs’) perspectives. This paper proposes and validates an extended model by integrating the expectation-confirmation model (ECM) and the characteristics of individuals, technology, and tasks to identify critical factors affecting mHealth continuance and performance from the perspective of HCPs and assessing the infusion of mHealth in clinical practice.

**Literature Review**

**Mobile Health**

Varshney [2] defined mHealth as health care to anyone, anytime, and anywhere by removing locational and temporal constraints while improving both the coverage and quality of health care. Alternatively, mHealth is the application of mobile communication technology in the field of health care; it integrates HISs and mobile devices with wireless communication technologies to achieve immediate medical care and handle diverse cooperative medical tasks [12]. Nowadays, various mobile devices—personal digital assistants, tablet personal computers (PCs), notebook computers, personal handy-phone system, smartphones, panel PCs, mobile clinical assistants, and iPads—have been used in accessing mobile ISs through wireless networks in clinical settings owing to their portable size, relatively low costs, and ease of use [13,14]. The term mobile emphasizes various abilities and conditions as well as movability and portability. Increasing mobility can also enhance service efficiency and flexibility. Previous studies have indicated that the need for mobility is the primary reason for the applications of technological innovations in hospitals, and mobility is crucial in health care [14-16]. Thus, mHealth has the potential to increase the speed, work quality, and efficiency of HCPs. The implementation of mHealth is often achieved using portable information devices, such as a tablet PC, notebook, iPad, or smartphone, to appropriately address the needs of HCPs. Many studies have reported that when appropriately used, mHealth systems facilitate rapid decision making with low error rates, thereby improving the quality of data management and accessibility and improving practice efficiency and knowledge [3-8]. Some researchers [17-19] mentioned that mHealth systems improve the quality of health care services, increase the productivity of HCPs, and ensure the timeliness of information provision, thus reducing the occurrence of errors. Therefore, mHealth systems are expected to exert considerable effects on clinical routines and workflows.

**Information Technology Continuance and Performance**

Bhattacherjee [20] argued that existing information technology (IT) or information system (IS) acceptance models, focusing on user evaluations at the early stage of IT or IS adoption and implementation, provide an inadequate explanation of and may sometimes contradict observed continuance behaviors; moreover, the long-term success of an IT or IS depends on its continued use rather than its first-time use. Bhattacherjee [20] proposed an ECM, one of the earliest IS continuance models, based on expectation-confirmation theory [21] in consumer behavior for understanding IS continuance after implementation, where the use of ISs transcends conscious behavior and becomes part of the normal routine activity. The study revealed that users’ willingness to continue using ISs was affected by user satisfaction and perceived usefulness after using ISs. Moreover, the expectation-confirmation and perceived usefulness of ISs directly affect IS users’ satisfaction; user satisfaction directly affects the willingness to continue using ISs. Limayem et al [22] further suggested that information communication technology (ICT) implementation should be considered a success when a significant number of users progress from the initial adoption stage to using ICT on a continuing basis. Nowadays, the ECM is being widely used and extended to investigate factors affecting user intentions regarding ISs after IS implementation and behaviors in various research contexts, including Web portals [23], online communities [24], electronic medical records [25], mHealth systems [26], and e-service [27-30]. Among the aforementioned studies, Akter et al [26] considered that continuance is a challenge for mHealth systems and that exploring theories on continuance behavior is necessary for developing a comprehensive continuance model for understanding mHealth services. Thus, Akter et al [26] incorporated the ECM and the constructs of service quality and trust to investigate the continuance of mHealth services at the bottom of the economic pyramid. Mettler [25] integrated the ECM and factors affecting automatic behavior (facilitating conditions, task fit, and computer literacy) to evaluate electronic
medical record continuation behavior. Furthermore, Chen et al [29] investigated the effects of technology readiness (innovativeness, optimism, discomfort, and insecurity) on user satisfaction and continued intention of e-services. Although many extended ECM studies were conducted, Bhattacharjee and Barfar [31] argued that some studies are inappropriate to just integrate acceptance and continuance theory to predict IS continuance behavior. This implied that the extended ECM should consider some salient variables in the IS Infusion (assimilation or integration) stage that a specific IS has been well implemented and become a part of their daily routine processes.

Some studies have emphasized examining the determinants of mHealth in the assimilation or integration stage, where the mHealth services or systems are stable and have been incorporated into routine practices [17,32-34]. For example, O’Connor et al [33] argued that most infusion studies have paid considerable attention to the technological aspects at an organization level rather than at an individual level. The authors suggested that additional studies be conducted at the technology infusion stage at an individual level by considering characteristics of technology, individuals, and tasks. Therefore, they proposed a research framework that focused on investigating the effects of the characteristics of technology (availability, maturity, and portability), individuals (habits, self-efficacy, and technology trust), and tasks (time criticality, interdependence, and mobility) on the extent of the infusion of mHealth services by HCPs and the relationship between the extent of infusion (including integrative use and exploratory use) and performance based on the results of an in-depth case study. Although the study proposed many potential factors influencing mHealth systems in the infusion stage, the framework should be appropriately modified and validated according to various health care contexts or applications.

The performance of mHealth ISs should be evaluated based on user satisfaction and the specific outcomes of their continued use from users’ perspectives as performance evaluation is a major concern of the effects of ITs or ISs [35-37]. Goodhue and Thompson [37] proposed the task-technology fit (TTF) theory to highlight the importance of the fit between the characteristics of technologies and user tasks in achieving the effects of individual performance. In the model, the TTF is affected by antecedents (including technologies and tasks characteristics), and the TTF also has a significant effect on IS utilization and performance. In addition, IS utilization also has a direct effect on individual performance in TTF theory. On the basis of the TTF perspective, Hsiao and Chen [32] found that the use of mobile ISs provided nursing staff with real-time and accurate information and increased their efficiency and effectiveness in patient-care duties, thus further improving nursing performance. Lin [17] reported a significant effect of the fit among technology (applicability, user interface, and portability), individual (computer self-efficacy, user experience, and self-immersion), and task (nonroutine, timeliness, interdependence, and mobility) characteristics on task performance (in terms of meeting expectations, positive attitude, and meeting user needs) of mHealth systems. Although the TTF theory provides a useful perspective for investigating the relationships among TTF, utilization, and performance, there is a lack of empirical studies, particularly in the health care industry in exploring the role of TTF in the IS infusion stage about IS being integrative and exploratory used [38]. In this study, we only refer to the results of antecedents of TTF and the relationship between IS utilization and individual performance of health information technologies’ applications.

Methods

Research Model

To provide comprehensive understanding and insights into the postimplementation stage of mHealth systems (or at IS infusion stage), this study proposed an extended ECM research model for investigating key factors affecting the continuance and performance of mHealth services in Taiwan by incorporating the ECM proposed by Bhattacharjee [20] and the framework of mHealth infusion proposed by O’Connor et al [33]. This integration is based on the assumption that mHealth continuance is critical in the IS infusion stage because the use of mHealth services has become a part of daily clinical practice for HCPs. Moreover, the continuance intentions of HCPs and the subsequent use behavior of mHealth systems are expected to enhance individual performance. However, some variables mentioned in the framework proposed by O’Connor et al [33] should be adjusted according to the health care contexts and applications in Taiwan. In this study, the variables of self-efficacy and technology trust of user characteristics in O’Connor et al [33] were excluded. Self-efficacy is not considered to be a significant factor in mHealth infusion because it is insignificant in studies of physicians’ [39] and nurses’ [40] HIS acceptance in Taiwan. Furthermore, the technology trust proposed by O’Connor et al [33] to address the problem that users may be reluctant to use the IT because of its reliability. In this study, the mHealth applications have been used in the case hospital for several years, and they have been infused into HCPs’ daily clinical practices. In addition, mHealth applications are not mandatorily used by HCPs; therefore, the technology trust is not a major concern in this study. We also append personal innovativeness as an investigated factor in individual characteristics as Rai et al reported that consumers’ personal innovativeness exerted significantly positive effects on mHealth usage intention and assimilation [34]. However, the relationship between personal innovativeness and mHealth continuance should be further validated in the health care contexts of Taiwan. Therefore, the research model (Figure 1) can be divided into 2 major parts. The first part includes the aspects affecting electronic health (eHealth) continuance and performance derived from the ECM and the effects of mHealth continuance: confirmation, perceived usefulness, user satisfaction, continuance intention, and individual performance.
Figure 1. Research framework. H1: The confirmation of mHealth systems significantly affects perceived usefulness; H2: The confirmation of mHealth systems significantly affects user satisfaction; H3: The perceived usefulness of mHealth systems significantly affects user satisfaction; H4: User satisfaction with mHealth systems significantly affects mHealth continuance; H5: The perceived usefulness of mHealth systems significantly affects mHealth continuance; H6: The continuance of mHealth significantly affects individual performance; H7: The individual characteristics of HCPs significantly affect mHealth continuance; H8: The technology characteristics of mHealth significantly affect mHealth continuance; H9: The task characteristics of HCPs significantly affect mHealth continuance; mHealth: mobile health.

Table 1. Measurement and operational definitions of variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Operational definition</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Measurement items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Confirmation</td>
<td>Users’ perception of the congruence between expectation of mHealth and its actual performance</td>
<td>[20]</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness</td>
<td>Users’ perception of the expected benefits of mHealth use</td>
<td>[21,41]</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User satisfaction</td>
<td>Users’ affect with (feelings about) mHealth use</td>
<td>[20,42]</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mHealth continuance</td>
<td>Users’ intention to continue using mHealth</td>
<td>[20,25]</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habits</td>
<td>The extent to which an individual tends to use the mHealth automatically</td>
<td>[22,33]</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovativeness</td>
<td>Willingness to try out any new technology</td>
<td>[29,41]</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>The ability of accessing patient information when required</td>
<td>[17,33]</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portability</td>
<td>The degree of ease associated with transporting the mHealth</td>
<td>[17,33]</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maturity</td>
<td>The existence of a level of system quality that is perceived as satisfactory and the perceived need for system improvement by the user.</td>
<td>[33,43]</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time critical</td>
<td>The urgency when accessing information through the mHealth</td>
<td>[17,33]</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdependence</td>
<td>The degree to which completing tasks using mHealth requires interaction with other people</td>
<td>[17,32,33]</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>The extent to which a task is being performed in different locations using the mHealth</td>
<td>[17,33]</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual performance</td>
<td>The use of mHealth can help health care practitioner improve efficiency, effectiveness, and quality of medical activities</td>
<td>[33,44]</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a* mHealth: mobile health.

The second part investigates the effect of characteristics of technology, individual, and task on mHealth continuance; this part is based on the framework proposed by O’Connor et al [33], which involves innovativeness and habits (individuals), availability, portability, maturity (technology), time criticality, interdependence, and mobility (tasks). The measurement, operational definition, and the number of items for the variables are summarized in Table 1. In this study, confirmation refers to the users’ perception of the congruence between expectation associated with the use of
mHealth systems and their actual performance. Perceived usefulness refers to the users' perception of the expected benefits of mHealth use. User satisfaction refers to users' affect (feelings) regarding previous mHealth use. As shown in the ECM, confirmation has a direct effect on perceived usefulness and user satisfaction [20]. Previous studies have argued that perceived usefulness directly affects user satisfaction and continuance of the use of system [20,25], and user satisfaction exerts direct effects on the continuance of the use of ISs [20,25,42]. Furthermore, mHealth continuance refers to the users' intention to continue using mHealth. Individual performance refers to the use of mHealth to help HCPs improve efficiency, effectiveness, and quality of medical activities. Individual performance implies an increase in efficiency and improvement in work efficacy and quality [37,44]. O'Connor et al [33] argued that users' continuance intentions could be affected by user satisfaction, and it can be used to predict or explain the continued use of IS as well as individual performance. Thus, 6 research hypotheses are proposed as follows:

- **H1:** The confirmation of mHealth systems significantly affects perceived usefulness.
- **H2:** The confirmation of mHealth systems significantly affects user satisfaction.
- **H3:** The perceived usefulness of mHealth systems significantly affects user satisfaction.
- **H4:** User satisfaction with mHealth systems significantly affects mHealth continuance.
- **H5:** The perceived usefulness of mHealth systems significantly affects mHealth continuance.
- **H6:** The continuance of mHealth significantly affects individual performance.

Most factors mentioned in the framework proposed by O'Connor et al [33] are suitable for mHealth continuance as continuance is critical in the mHealth infusion stage in which the use of mHealth services has become a part of daily clinical practice routine of HCPs. The influencing factors investigated in this study can be divided into 3 dimensions: individual characteristics (innovativeness and habits), technology characteristics (availability, maturity, and portability), and task characteristics (time criticality, interdependence, and mobility). The aforementioned individual characteristics represent individual traits and perceptions after using IT. Personal innovativeness is defined as a personal willingness to try using new information technologies [45], and it is a personal trait in technology-usage behavior [15,46]. Users with high innovativeness are often concerned with the development of new technologies, effectively learning technology functions on their own and providing suggestions to others. Rai et al [34] reported that consumers' personal innovativeness exerted significantly positive effects on mHealth usage intention and assimilation. Thus, high personal innovativeness facilitates changes in organizations and the diffusion of implemented technologies in internal operations [45]. Chen et al [29] reported that innovativeness is a major driver of user satisfaction, and users with higher innovativeness exhibit a relatively high level of satisfaction with technologies and the willingness to continue using them. Therefore, personal innovativeness significantly affects mHealth continuance. Habit has been defined as the extent to which an individual tends to use the technology automatically [22]. A habit is often considered a reflective behavior or action taken without much consideration. With time, ideas, methods, judgments, and reactions stabilize. Such a behavioral model becomes partially fixed; thus, it is referred to as inertial. Habits are also reported to affect previous and future behavior [47]. Gefen [48] reported that the use of technology becomes a personal habit for users if the use of innovative technology is routine behavior. Habits strengthen a personal behavior through repeated stimulation and reaction. Limayem et al [22] noted that users who have used mHealth technologies for more than one year gain habits that involve using technologies. Thus, habits were expected to influence the infusion of mHealth technologies and are considered to significantly influence mHealth continuance.

Goodhue and Thompson [37] indicated that a better fit between task and technology characteristics improves performance in the infusion stage when technology has been used continuously. Therefore, task and technology characteristics should be considered while investigating technology performance. Task characteristics imply the inherent nature of tasks that users are expected to execute. In this study, task characteristics comprised time criticality, interdependence, and mobility. Time criticality is defined as urgency when accessing information through mHealth technology [33,49]. Interdependence is the degree to which completing tasks using mHealth technology requires interaction with other people [33,50]. Mobility is the extent to which a task can be performed in different locations using mHealth technology [33,49]. Technology characteristics are the specific features, functionality, or usability provided by specific technologies. Technology characteristics comprise availability, maturity, and portability. Availability is defined as the ability to access mHealth technologies when required [33,51]. Maturity is related to the existence of a level of system quality that is perceived as satisfactory and the perceived need for system improvement by users [33,43,52]. Portability is the degree of ease associated with transporting mHealth technologies [33,53]. As shown, 3 research hypotheses, including 8 subhypotheses, are proposed as follows:

- **H7:** The individual characteristics of HCPs significantly affect mHealth continuance.
  - **H7a:** Personal innovativeness significantly affects mHealth continuance.
  - **H7b:** Individual habits significantly affect mHealth continuance.

- **H8:** The technology characteristics of mHealth significantly affect mHealth continuance.
  - **H8a:** The availability of mHealth significantly affects mHealth continuance.
  - **H8b:** The portability of mHealth significantly affects mHealth continuance.
  - **H8c:** The maturity of mHealth significantly affects mHealth continuance.

- **H9:** The task characteristics of HCPs significantly affect mHealth continuance.
- H9a: Task time criticality significantly affects mHealth continuance.
- H9b: Task interdependence significantly affects mHealth continuance.
- H9c: Task mobility significantly affects mHealth continuance.

**Instrument and Respondents**

The questionnaire was designed in 2 stages. The first stage involved the establishment of measurement items. We collected results from literature reviews to obtain a comprehensive list of measurement items. All measures for each construct were obtained from existing validated instruments, and they were modified to ensure the appropriateness for mHealth. A total of 4 variables, namely confirmation, perceived usefulness, satisfaction, and mHealth continuance, which were derived from the ECM, were measured using 15 items adapted from Bhattacherjee [20], Mettler [25], Wright and Marvel [42], and Kuo et al [41]. The performance was measured using 6 items adapted from O’Connor et al [33] and Junglas et al [44]. Individual characteristics, including innovativeness and habits, were measured using 8 items adapted from Limayem et al [22], Chen et al [29], O’Connor et al [33], and Kuo et al [41]. Technology characteristics, including availability, portability, and maturity, were measured using 9 items adapted from Lin [17], O’Connor et al [33], and Gebauer et al [43]. Task characteristics, including time criticality, interdependence, and mobility, were measured using 9 items adapted from Hsiao and Chen [32], Lin [17], and O’Connor et al [33]. The detailed descriptions related to the survey questionnaire are provided in the Multimedia Appendix 1. The questionnaire items were preliminarily translated into Chinese, and 2 experts in bilingual education in health care and information management were invited to evaluate the content equivalence of the translations. The questionnaire comprised 2 major parts. The first part collected participants’ demographic data, including age, sex, education level, department, and experience in using mobile technologies and mHealth. The second part included measure items related to the factors influencing mHealth continuance and performance.

The second stage of questionnaire design involved the evaluation and selection of the measurement scale. A content validity index (CVI) was used to evaluate the questionnaire content according to a threshold value of 0.8 for item selection suggested by Petrick [54]. A total of 2 HCPs of mHealth and a professor of health informatics management were invited as experts to examine the content validity of the questionnaire. Among the initial questionnaire containing 47 items, except for 1 item, which was excluded as its CVI was less than .8, 46 items were retained as the CVI values were greater than .95 and the average CVI was .98, which indicated excellent expert validity. Furthermore, the semantics and wording of the questionnaire were revised according to experts’ suggestions. Finally, a 46-item questionnaire was obtained. Each item was measured using as 5-point Likert scale (1 for strongly disagree and 5 for strongly agree).

The respondents of this study were the HCPs of the target hospital with approximately 120 doctors and 500 nurses in southern Taiwan. Since 2009, the case hospital has developed and implemented mHealth systems, a combination of mobile ISs and medical devices, for satisfying HCPs’ needs of clinical patient care, particularly for providing more timely communication of HCPs and direct data input at source, reducing possible medical errors, and accessing up-to-date medical records. The mobile ISs can connect and access all required and integrated patient-related information from hospital ISs, including various developed systems (computerized physician order entry system, laboratory ISs, nursing ISs, pharmacy ISs, picture archiving and communication system, electronic medical records, patient referral system, and others) for supporting inpatient, outpatient, and emergency services in a hospital, through a secure wireless network infrastructure. The mobile ISs can be installed on various mobile devices, including a mobile nursing cart equipped with a Tablet PC (specifically for nurses), mobile medical cart equipped with a Tablet PC (specifically for physicians), mobile phones, and iPad for satisfying the mobile needs of HCPs, particularly in the inpatient and emergency services.

Since 2014, some health apps of the case hospital have been developed and installed on mobile phones and iPads for providing instant access to the results of medical examinations, tests, and reports and receiving immediate notifications from high-risk reminder systems for clinical laboratory critical value alerts; however, those apps only provide relatively specific and limited information for patient care because of the limitations of small screen size, less computation power, and data key-in problems of intelligent mobile devices. Therefore, HCPs in the case hospital prefer accessing full patient care information through mobile ISs installed on the mobile nursing cart, mobile medical cart, and tablet PC. HCPs who had at least one year of experience in mHealth apps and were active and voluntary users of mHealth, using mobile ISs through mobile devices in clinical practices, were requested to participate. After obtaining approval from the Institutional Review Board (IRB NO.105B-009), the questionnaires were distributed to qualified HCPs under the assistance of the nursing department and hospital administration department. The duration of data collection was from February 1 to March 1 in 2016.

**Results**

**Descriptive Statistics**

The survey was administered to 282 respondents, and 201 valid responses were returned, which indicated a response rate of 71.3% (201/282). Voluntary participation might explain the relatively high response rate. The demographic data (see Table 2) showed that most of the respondents (94.0% [189/201]) were female, 92.1% (185/201) were less than 40 years old (48.3% [97/201] and 43.8% [88/201] were aged <30 years and 30-40 years, respectively), and 73.1% (147/201) had a bachelor’s or master’s degree. Among the respondents, 94.0% (189/201) worked in the nursing department, whereas the others worked in the medical department. Moreover, 77.1% (155/201) of the participants had more than 1 year of experience in using mHealth, thus indicating the appropriateness of the selected respondents.
Table 2. Demographic data (n=201).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure or category</th>
<th>Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;30</td>
<td>97 (48.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-40</td>
<td>88 (43.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41-50</td>
<td>12 (6.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51-60</td>
<td>4 (2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>12 (6.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>189 (94.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education level, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior college</td>
<td>54 (26.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>144 (71.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master (or higher)</td>
<td>3 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical (Physicians)</td>
<td>12 (6.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing (Clinical nurses)</td>
<td>189 (94.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience in using mobile technologies (years), n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>146 (72.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-6</td>
<td>43 (21.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-9</td>
<td>7 (3.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;9</td>
<td>5 (2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience in using mobile health (years), n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>46 (22.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>145 (72.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>10 (5.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Measurement Model

The collected data were analyzed using the partial least square (PLS) technique, which can offer extensive, scalable, and flexible causal-modeling capabilities [55], in the WarpPLS software (Version 5.0) because of its ease of use as well as its capability of performing all the modeling procedures reported in this study [56]. A 2-step approach of the PLS technique suggested by Chin [57] was used. The first step was to evaluate the measurement model, whereas the second step focused on evaluating the structural model. Several criteria are recommended for assessing the model-data fit when using WarpPLS 5.0, including average path coefficient (APC), the average R-squared (ARS), average adjusted R-squared (AARS), average block variance inflation factor (AVIF), average full collinearity variance inflation factor (AFVIF), Tenenhaus Goodness of Fit (GoF), and R-squared contribution ratio (RSCR) [56]. These model fit and quality indices are other advantages provided by WarpPLS 5.0 than other variance based structural equation modeling methods. In general, the addition of latent variables into a model will increase the value of ARS but decrease the value of APC. Both ARS and APC will increase simultaneously only when the addition of latent variables can improve the overall model predicative and explanatory quality [56]. The AARS, generally lower than ARS in a model, is used to correct improper increases in R-squared coefficients when predictors cannot improve the explanatory value in each latent variable [56]. The AVIF and AFVIF are used to evaluate the increase of collinearity of the model if new latent variables are added and that may overlap in meaning with existing latent variables [56]. The GoF is a measure for evaluating the model’s explanatory power, while RSCR is a measure evaluating the extent that a model is free from negative R-squared effects [56]. As demonstrated in Table 3, the results showed that all the model fit and quality indices are in the recommended range or have probability values less than .001. The APC is 0.237 for a \( P < .001 \), the ARS index is 0.529 for a \( P < .001 \), and the AARS index is 0.521 for a \( P < .001 \). All the values of APC, ARS, and AARS show a better fit than the recommended values. The AVIF is 2.246 and AFVIF is 2.324, representing there is no collinear problem found in the investigated model. The GoF is .649 which indicates a better fit than the large value of .36 [56]. In conclusion, the proposed model of mHealth is validated, representing good model fit and quality indices.
Table 3. Model fit and quality indices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality indices</th>
<th>Statistics</th>
<th>Criteria (P value)</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average path coefficient (APC)</td>
<td>0.237 (P&lt;.001)</td>
<td>&lt;.05</td>
<td>Fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average R-squared (ARS)</td>
<td>0.529 (P&lt;.001)</td>
<td>&lt;.05</td>
<td>Fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average adjusted R-squared (AARS)</td>
<td>0.521 (P&lt;.001)</td>
<td>&lt;.05</td>
<td>Fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average block variance inflation factor (AVIF)</td>
<td>2.246</td>
<td>Acceptable if ≤5, ideally ≤3.3</td>
<td>Fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average full collinearity VIF (AFVIF)</td>
<td>2.324</td>
<td>Acceptable if ≤5.0, ideally ≤3.3</td>
<td>Fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenenhaus Goodness of Fit (GoF)</td>
<td>0.649</td>
<td>Small ≥.1, medium ≥.25, large ≥.36</td>
<td>Fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared contribution ratio (RSCR)</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>Acceptable if ≥.9, ideally=1.0</td>
<td>Fit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We further evaluated the psychometric properties of the instrument regarding reliability, convergent validity, and discriminate validity. According to the method used by Hair et al [58], Cronbach alpha and the composite reliability (CR) of each construct was used to test reliability and internal consistency. Table 4 showed that the values of Cronbach alpha and CR of all the constructs were higher than the recommended value (0.7) [56,58], thus exhibiting acceptable reliability and internal consistency. The validity of the measures was tested using convergent and discriminant validity. Fornell and Larcker [59] recommended that the average variance extracted (AVE) value should exceed .5 and each square correlation, which indicated adequate convergent validity and discriminant validity. As shown in Table 4, the AVE values of all constructs were between .686 and .898, which are greater than the recommended value (.5), thus demonstrating an excellent convergent validity. Furthermore, all the square roots of AVE were higher than any other correlation among the latent variables, thus indicating an adequate discriminant validity.

**Structural Model**

The structural research model was analyzed using WarpPLS 5.0 and the bootstrap resampling method [56]. Testing of the structural model was mainly on the basis of the path coefficient and $R^2$ value. Path coefficients represent the strength and direction of the relation among variables to test their significance, whereas $R^2$ values indicate the percentage to which external variables can explain the variability of internal variables and indicate the predictive power of the model. As shown in Figure 2, nine hypotheses (H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, H6, H7b, H8c, and H9c) were confirmed, whereas the remaining hypotheses (H7a, H8a, H8b, H9a, and H9b) were not significantly supported by this study. The results revealed that mHealth continuance ($R^2=0.522$) is mainly affected by perceived usefulness (beta=.128; P=.03), maturity (beta=.171; P=.007), habits (beta=.191; P=.003), task mobility (beta=.202; P=.002), and user satisfaction (beta=.118; P=.04), whereas individual performance ($R^2=0.492$) is affected by mHealth continuance use (beta=.703; P<.001). In addition, user satisfaction ($R^2=0.548$) is affected by confirmation (beta=.424; P<.001) and perceived usefulness (beta=.373; P<.001). Confirmation (beta=.724; P<.001) significantly affected perceived usefulness ($R^2=0.521$) and user satisfaction ($R^2=0.548$).
Table 4. Results of the reliability and validity of the research model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>CO&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>PU&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>SAT&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>INN&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>HAB&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>AVE&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>TC&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>INT&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>MC&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>PER&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>MOB&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>PORT&lt;sup&gt;l&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>MAT&lt;sup&gt;m&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>AVE&lt;sup&gt;n&lt;/sup&gt; (&gt;.5)</th>
<th>CR&lt;sup&gt;o&lt;/sup&gt; (&gt;.7)</th>
<th>Cronbach alpha (&gt;.7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>0.898</td>
<td>_p</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>0.718</td>
<td>0.869</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAT</td>
<td>0.690</td>
<td>0.657</td>
<td>0.894</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INN</td>
<td>0.265</td>
<td>0.338</td>
<td>0.309</td>
<td>0.867</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAB</td>
<td>0.586</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.502</td>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVE</td>
<td>0.509</td>
<td>0.522</td>
<td>0.584</td>
<td>0.306</td>
<td>0.504</td>
<td>0.855</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>0.511</td>
<td>0.475</td>
<td>0.361</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>0.513</td>
<td>0.887</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT</td>
<td>0.344</td>
<td>0.433</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>0.332</td>
<td>0.280</td>
<td>0.517</td>
<td>0.707</td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.564</td>
<td>0.534</td>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>0.534</td>
<td>0.586</td>
<td>0.529</td>
<td>0.503</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PER</td>
<td>0.628</td>
<td>0.664</td>
<td>0.638</td>
<td>0.406</td>
<td>0.535</td>
<td>0.610</td>
<td>0.541</td>
<td>0.521</td>
<td>0.695</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOB</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td>0.406</td>
<td>0.286</td>
<td>0.245</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>0.410</td>
<td>0.476</td>
<td>0.582</td>
<td>0.463</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PORT</td>
<td>0.352</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>0.403</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.297</td>
<td>0.574</td>
<td>0.452</td>
<td>0.434</td>
<td>0.410</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAT</td>
<td>0.440</td>
<td>0.477</td>
<td>0.506</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>0.340</td>
<td>0.653</td>
<td>0.547</td>
<td>0.517</td>
<td>0.518</td>
<td>0.606</td>
<td>0.337</td>
<td>0.621</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>0.927</td>
<td>.881</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>CO: confirmation.  
<sup>b</sup>PU: perceived usefulness.  
<sup>c</sup>SAT: satisfaction.  
<sup>d</sup>INN: innovativeness.  
<sup>e</sup>HAB: habits.  
<sup>f</sup>AVE: availability.  
<sup>g</sup>AVE: time critical.  
<sup>h</sup>INT: interdependence.  
<sup>i</sup>MC: mobile health continuance.  
<sup>j</sup>PER: performance.  
<sup>k</sup>MOB: mobility.  
<sup>l</sup>PORT: portability.  
<sup>m</sup>MAT: maturity.  
<sup>n</sup>AVE: average variance extracted.  
<sup>o</sup>CR: composite reliability.  
<sup>p</sup>The omitted correlation coefficients between constructs in the upper diagonal matrix are equal to the values in lower diagonal matrix.
Discussion

Key Factors Affecting Perceived Usefulness and User Satisfaction

Consistent with previous ECM-related studies [26,27], confirmation (beta=.724; P<.001) is a factor that significantly affected perceived usefulness (by the HCPs) and user satisfaction. Both confirmation (beta=.424; P<.001) and perceived usefulness (beta=.373; P<.001) were significant predictors of user satisfaction with the mHealth systems. In the context of eHealth, confirmation accounted for 52.1% variance of perceived usefulness, whereas both confirmation and perceived usefulness accounted for 54.8% variance of satisfaction. Confirmation refers to users’ perception of the congruence between the expectation of mHealth use and its actual performance [20], whereas perceived usefulness is the perception of users’ regarding the expected benefits of mHealth use [20,41]. This implied that the expectations of the HCPs from the mHealth systems were confirmed through performance after implementation. The participants expected that mHealth use would positively affect the quality of clinical care, the effectiveness of medical teams for simultaneous processing of patient information, and patient care management. Understanding the expectations of the HCPs before system development and evaluating their responses after implementation of the mHealth system can increase the benefits of using the mHealth system in clinical care. Thus, continuous evaluation of whether the clinical care functions provided by the mHealth system meet the expectations of users is crucial. As the HCPs continuously use the system over a long time and become more familiar with it, they may have new requirements for further improvement of the system. Dynamic changes in functional requirements should be considered by managers and system developers for ensuring user satisfaction. After mHealth is infused and integrated into the daily operations and clinical care practices of HCPs, the HCPs should compare their preadoption expectations and actual performance as well as perceived usefulness of the mHealth systems, thus improving the quality of clinical care and efficiency of care management. Such confirmations and perceived usefulness of mHealth are helpful in improving user satisfaction.

This study showed that perceived usefulness (beta=.128; P=.03), user satisfaction (beta=.118; P=.04), technology maturity (beta=.171; P=.007), individual habits (beta=.191; P=.003), and task mobility (beta=.202; P=.002) exert significantly positive effects on mHealth continuance, which accounted for 52.2% of the total explained variance. Among the identified factors that affected mHealth continuance, task mobility, individual habits, and technology maturity have more significant direct effects on mHealth continuance than the factors (perceived usefulness and user satisfaction) derived from the ECM. Consistent with previous ECM-related studies [26,27], this study confirmed that perceived usefulness and user satisfaction were key predictors of mHealth continuance. In addition, the inclusion of characteristics of individuals, technology, and tasks facilitated the extension of the original ECM for understanding the factors influencing mHealth continuance. To increase the HCPs’ intention toward mHealth continuance, paying attention to the characteristics related to task mobility, user habits, technology...
maturity, and user perceptions related to perceived usefulness, and user satisfaction is necessary.

This study made an empirical validation on the framework of mHealth infusion proposed by O’Connor et al; however, only mobility, habit, and maturity were found to be salient predictors in mHealth infusion. Previous studies have highlighted that mobility is the primary reason for the applications of technological innovation in hospitals [14-16]. Zhang et al [49] reported that mHealth technologies offer the staff freedom to interact with and use technological tools irrespective of time and location. This study showed that mobility is the most crucial factor influencing mHealth continuance. Consistent with the results of a study by Limayem et al [22], this study revealed that habits play a major role in mHealth continuance. Previous studies have indicated that maturity is related to the existence of a level of system quality that is perceived as satisfactory and the perceived need for system improvement by the user [33,43,52]. O’Connor et al [33] argued that poor graphical user interface design and unsatisfactory process design of mobile systems result in unnecessary medical errors. When users (the HCPs) perceive poor quality of the mHealth systems, they are less likely to use the mHealth systems. Our study revealed that mHealth maturity was critical to its continuance. Therefore, it increased the intention of HCPs toward mHealth continuance by focusing on the design and implementation issues of the mHealth applications to satisfy actual users’ needs. This study indicated that when the mHealth applications provide high quality (of mHealth system) and superior support for the HCPs’ needs, the users (HCPs) had a relatively high intention toward mHealth continuance. As stated, we suggested the evaluation of task mobility, technology maturity, and individual habits and the provision of better support related to the fit among the aforementioned factors while introducing mHealth applications as those factors are salient predictors for mHealth continuance by the HCPs.

Furthermore, the perceived usefulness and user satisfaction of mHealth systems have been considered as critical factors affecting technology continuance in ECM-related studies [26,27], and they have been reported to exert significantly positive effects on mHealth continuance from the HCPs’ perspective in this study. We should provide sufficient incentives and resources to improve perceived usefulness (by the HCPs) and user satisfaction after implementation of the system or in the infusion stage. Contrary to previous studies [33,34,49,50,53], we found that some factors in the characteristics of individuals (innovativeness), technology (availability and portability), and task (timeliness and interdependence) did not significantly affect mHealth continuance in this study. A possible explanation may be that aforementioned factors were not salient predictors in the mHealth context, particularly after implementation and in the infusion stage of the mHealth systems from the HCPs’ perspective in Taiwan. In addition, those nonsignificant factors are mainly derived from the conceptual framework of mHealth infusion proposed by O’Connor et al [33] and they may obtain mixed results through empirical studies because of the difference of research contexts, user groups, and application systems. It is acceptable that some factors investigated in this study were insignificant in the mHealth applications of the case hospital in Taiwan from the HCPs’ perspective. For example, consumer’ personal innovativeness is a significant factor of mHealth assimilation in Rai et al [34]; however, we found personal innovativeness is insignificant in the health care context from the HCPs’ point of view.

Key Factors Affecting Individual Performance

The results indicated that mHealth continuance (beta=-.703; P<.001) exerted significantly positive effects on individual performance, thus explaining 49.2% variance in individual performance. O’Connor et al [33] found that the individual performance of HCPs was influenced by continued mHealth use in the infusion stage, which also significantly affected individual performance in system use. As expected, consistent with O’Connor et al [33] and Goodhue and Thompson [37], this study highlighted that mHealth continuance positively affected individual performance. If the HCPs intend to incorporate the mHealth systems into routine practices in the postimplementation or infusion stage, mHealth systems can enhance their individual performance, including improving the information exchange within a medical team and task identity in clinical care, increasing the efficiency of patient care, enhancing the quality of clinical patient care, and improving communication between health care personnel and patients or their families. System adoption in an organization is not always voluntary; sometimes it is because of work requirements or the necessity of IS for work completion. The ultimate goal of the system development process, including initial conception, implementation, adoption, and the following acceptance and continued use of mHealth, is to improve individual performance and satisfy clinical work demands. Therefore, we need to pay attention to system functions and demands of mHealth that require further improvement; thus, users will become more familiar and comfortable with mHealth. This is helpful to improve user work performance.

Furthermore, in this study, we evaluated the individual performance of the HCPs derived from mHealth continuance by using 6 items (Table 5). The results showed that the average score of each item ranged between 3.83 and 4.10, which indicated a positive evaluation by HCPs on mHealth continuance. According to the results in a descending ranking of the average score of each item, the HCPs perceived that the use of an eHealth system improved information exchange with the health care team (mean 4.10, SD 0.60), facilitated communication with patients and their families (mean 4.10, SD 0.60), provided efficient patient care (mean 3.94, SD 0.60), enhanced the quality of patient care (mean 3.91, SD 0.63), improved professional image (mean 3.86, SD 0.63), and facilitated task completion (mean 3.83, SD 0.62). This implied that improving information exchange with health care teams, facilitation of communication with patients and their families, and providing efficient patient care were the top 3 measures of performance of the mHealth systems identified by the HCPs.
Conclusions

The key building block for sHealth care is mHealth, and the appropriate use of mHealth may result in major advances in expanding health care coverage, improving decision making, managing chronic conditions, and providing suitable health care during emergencies [9]. However, previous studies have indicated that mHealth is in its early stages of development [1]. Moreover, neither does current mHealth research adequately evaluate mHealth interventions nor does it provide sufficient evidence on the effects of mHealth on health [10]. Thus, appropriate evaluation, specifically after the implementation of mHealth systems and the use of the systems in daily health care practices, from the users’ perspectives is critical. This study proposed an innovative extended model by integrating the ECM and characteristics of individuals, technology, and tasks to investigate critical factors affecting the continuance of mHealth and the performance of mHealth from the HCPs’ perspective and assessing the infusion of the mHealth systems in clinical practices.

The results revealed that mHealth continuance was mainly affected by perceived usefulness, technology maturity, individual habits, task mobility, and user satisfaction, whereas individual performance was influenced by mHealth continuance. User satisfaction was affected by confirmation and perceived usefulness of mHealth, whereas perceived usefulness was affected by confirmation. This study showed that the ECM remained valid in the mHealth context from the HCPs’ perspective. Among the identified factors that influenced mHealth continuance in this study, task mobility, individual habits, and technology maturity affected mHealth continuance more significantly than the factors (perceived usefulness and user satisfaction) derived from the ECM. To increase the intention of health professionals toward mHealth continuance, characteristics related to task mobility, user habits, and technology maturity and users’ perceptions related to perceived usefulness and user satisfaction must be given attention.

We found that the users’ intention toward mHealth continuance increased when the focus was on the design and implementation issues of the mHealth applications to satisfy the actual needs of users. This implied that if mHealth applications provided high quality of system and satisfactory support to meet the needs of the HCPs, the users will have a relatively high intention toward mHealth continuance. We further suggested the evaluation of task mobility, technology maturity, and individual habits and provision of satisfactory support related to the fit between the aforementioned factors while introducing mHealth applications. Consistent with the results of previous ECM-related studies [26, 27], we found that perceived usefulness and user satisfaction were the key factors affecting mHealth continuance from the HCPs’ perspective. This study reported that confirmation played a key role in affecting perceived usefulness and user satisfaction. This indicated that the perceived usefulness and user satisfaction were effectively improved by minimizing the gaps between user expectations of mHealth use and its actual performance. We suggested the minimization of the gaps between user expectations of mHealth use and its actual performance by providing sufficient incentives and resources to improve the perceived usefulness and user satisfaction after implementation or in the infusion stage.

This study has made theoretical and practical contributions to the evaluation of mHealth systems. First, the study proposed an innovative integration model that extended the ECM with antecedents of IS infusion (including the characteristics of individuals, technology, and tasks) to identify the critical factors influencing mHealth continuance and performance from the perspective of HCPs. The extended ECM provided a comprehensive research model for investigating mHealth continuance or IS continuance. Second, the inclusion of characteristics of individual, technology, and task not only provided a reasonable framework but also highlighted that other studies can incorporate various critical factors depending on research contexts and situations. Third, the identified critical and salient factors that affected mHealth continuance and performance can be used as assessment tools by hospitals that have implemented mHealth to facilitate mHealth use and infusion. (4) The results can also help health care institutions that intend to introduce or develop mHealth applications in identifying critical issues and effectively allocating limited resources to mHealth systems.

We suggest focus areas for additional research and future studies on this topic. First, scholars can use the research model derived in this study, apply it to various research contexts, and compare the findings. Second, others can conduct an in-depth case study with the findings obtained from this study. To expand the research scope at the IS infusion stage, future studies should pay attention to the investigated factors (personal innovativeness, availability, portability, timeliness, and

Table 5. Individual performance derived from mobile health continuance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Using mHealth can effectively improve information exchange between me and the health care team</td>
<td>4.10 (0.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using mHealth can effectively facilitate my communication with patients and their families</td>
<td>4.10 (0.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using mHealth allows me to provide efficient patient care</td>
<td>3.94 (0.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using mHealth enhances the quality of patient care</td>
<td>3.91 (0.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using mHealth improves my professional image</td>
<td>3.86 (0.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using mHealth facilitates my work completeness</td>
<td>3.83 (0.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average score</td>
<td>3.96 (0.61)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a* mHealth: mobile health.
interdependence) that were insignificant factors in this study. This is reasonable as those insignificant factors may have different (mixed) results because of the difference of research contexts, user groups, and application systems as mentioned in a summary of technology acceptance model studies [60].

This study has several limitations. First, this study was conducted only at a regional hospital in Taiwan; thus, the findings obtained from this research may not be immediately transferrable to other countries with different participant demographics and cultures. Second, a cross-sectional survey design was used for this study; thus, the inherent limitations of the survey methodology were inevitable. Furthermore, this study sample comprised voluntary participants. However, as the survey approach is commonly used in the field, the use of this method may not have adversely affected the results.
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Abstract

Background: Traditionally, health information has been mainly kept in paper-based records. This has deeply changed throughout approximately the last three decades with the widespread use of multiple health information technologies. The digitization of health care systems contributes to improving health care delivery. However, it also exposes health records to security and privacy breaches inherently related to information technology (IT). Thus, health care organizations willing to leverage IT for improved health care delivery need to put in place IT security and privacy measures consistent with their use of IT resources.

Objective: In this study, 2 main objectives are pursued: (1) to assess the state of the implementation of IT security and privacy practices in European hospitals and (2) to assess to what extent these hospitals enhance their IT security and privacy practices as they move from paper-based systems toward fully electronic-based systems.

Methods: Drawing on data from the European Commission electronic health survey, we performed a cluster analysis based on IT security and privacy practices implemented in 1723 European hospitals. We also developed an IT security index, a compounded measure of implemented IT security and privacy practices, and compared it with the hospitals’ level in their transition from a paper-based system toward a fully electronic-based system.

Results: A total of 3 clearly distinct patterns of health IT–related security and privacy practices were unveiled. These patterns, as well as the IT security index, indicate that most of the sampled hospitals (70.2%) failed to implement basic security and privacy measures consistent with their digitization level.

Conclusions: Even though, on average, the most electronically advanced hospitals display a higher IT security index than hospitals where the paper system still dominates, surprisingly, it appears that the enhancement of IT security and privacy practices as the health information digitization advances in European hospitals is neither systematic nor strong enough regarding the IT-security requirements. This study will contribute to raising awareness among hospitals’ managers as to the importance of enhancing their IT security and privacy measures so that they can keep up with the security threats inherently related to the digitization of health care organizations.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(1):e11211) doi:10.2196/11211
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Introduction

Motivation and Objectives

In many countries, health care services delivery is being reformed—and some say revolutionized [1]—through information technology (IT). IT potential is being leveraged in the quest to achieve what has been called the triple aim [2-4], that is, (1) improving individual care experience, (2) improving population health, and (3) reducing per capita cost of health care.

IT developments have led to the digitization of health records, thus offering new or improved means to efficiently and effectively collect, process, store, consult, and share health information. Digitized, health information becomes more portable and readily shareable within and among different health care organizations; it becomes readily available to public health administrators for health surveillance and policy-making purposes; it becomes, under certain conditions, available for research; it also becomes more accessible to patients. Thus far, the significant majority of the literature suggests positive effects of digitization on the effectiveness of health care outcomes [5]. However, despite all those advantages, the digitization of health information exposes health records to security breaches inherently related to IT [6]. Indeed, potential users of health IT (HIT) express various concerns over IT-related security and privacy issues [7], and these concerns may negatively affect the trust of potential HIT users. As a result of this decrease in trust, patients, as well as health care professionals, may be reluctant to widely use some HIT functionalities, such as health information exchange (HIE), telehealth, and mobile health [8], threatening the necessary “meaningful use” of HIT [9]. The ultimate result would be ineffective health care delivery [10,11], as well as ineffective public health monitoring [12] or health research [13,14].

To alleviate security and privacy concerns, health care organizations willing to leverage IT for improved health care delivery need to put in place IT security measures consistent with their IT development plans. In this study, our objective was twofold: to assess the state of the implementation of IT security and privacy practices in European hospitals and to assess to what extent European hospitals enhance their IT security practices as they move from paper-based systems toward fully electronic-based systems.

Background and Significance

Traditionally, health information has been mainly kept in paper-based records. This has deeply changed throughout approximately the last three decades, with the widespread use of multiple HIT, an umbrella term we use here to refer to all IT systems used for storing, accessing, processing, sharing, transmitting health information, or for supporting health care delivery and health care systems management. Thus defined, HIT encompasses all the 4 functionality-based categories of IT proposed by Adler-Milstein et al [15]: provider-centric electronic record, patient-centric electronic record, HIE, and telehealth.

By their mere nature, HIT compiles a wide range of highly sensitive information. This information includes not only current data related to patients’ tests, diagnoses, and treatments but also past medical history [16]. Health care providers need to keep and manipulate that information securely not only to meet the patients’ willingness to keep their health information private but also to live up to the health care organizations’ moral and legal responsibilities. However, the task of keeping health records secure is affected by the dynamic nature of the HIT environment.

In recent years, the landscape of security of health records has changed following a number of phenomena related to the digitization. For example, professional and academic literature has extensively echoed security issues arising from IT trends such as hosting health records on distant servers operated by third-party cloud services providers [17,18], the usage of mobile devices, and the related trends of bring your own device in health care [19-21], as well as mobile health apps [22,23] and the IT-enabled HIE [24,25].

Information Technology Security Incidents in Health Care Settings

A report by Infosec Institute underscored that the remarkable growth in the adoption of electronic health records (EHRs) in the last years has not been accompanied by a parallel evolution in cybersecurity measures, thus rendering the health care industry ill-equipped and poorly protected with regard to cyber threats [26]. This bleak assessment seems to be upheld by numerous reports of IT-related incidents in hospital settings. According to a 2014 survey by Information Security Media Group (ISMG), at least one security breach that affects fewer than 500 individuals has occurred in 75% of surveyed health care organizations in the United States, and at least one incident affecting more than 500 individuals has been reported by 21% of surveyed health care providers [27]. In the 2015 survey by Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society, two-thirds (68%) of surveyed health care organizations in the United States reported having recently experienced a significant security incident [28]. Reported security incidents came both from external threats (63.6% of health care organizations) and insider threats (53.7%) [28].

These statistics of IT-related security breaches in health care settings are disturbing, and the reality may be even bleaker when one considers that many security incidents remain undetected or are not properly assessed [27], as well as the propensity of organizations to underreport security incidents [29].

Documented incidents show that security breaches in health care settings can be expensive. For example, Absolute Software Corporation reported cases of breaches in health care data that cost hospitals from US $250,000 to US $2.5 million in settlement payments. Even though these amounts are quite sizeable, they represent but a fraction of the overall financial burden of the incidents [30].

Security and privacy concerns, as well as the fear of related liabilities, may prevent health care providers from leveraging IT for improving their services. Increasing HIT security and privacy practices in hospitals is then an important step forward for effective health care delivery.
Health Information Technology–Related Security System

In response to IT-related security and privacy concerns, health care providers who adopt HIT need to put in place an adequate security system. This system is “a set of security mechanisms that are implemented according to a security policy,” which is “a collection of rules that allow or disallow possible actions, events, or something related to security” [10].

Generally speaking, an IT security policy aims at ensuring that an organization’s IT assets (hardware, software, data, and people) respond constantly to required levels of confidentiality, integrity, and availability [31,32]. These 3 basic IT security requirements are generally referred to as the CIA triad (Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability) [33].

The notion of confidentiality is generally defined as “restricting information to persons belonging to a set of specifically authorized recipients” [34]. Confidentiality requires that only duly authorized people can get access to data, whether they are stored, being transmitted, or being treated. This can be achieved through encryption of data or through controlled access to the systems. These are technological means, but confidentiality can also be achieved relying on moral dispositions (eg, professional silence) [34]. With regard to encryption, the 2014 survey of ISMG showed that although encryption is commonly applied for health data transmitted across exposed networks, it is less applied to data stored in mobile devices and other storage media [27]. The confidentiality requirement responds to privacy concerns that are of paramount importance in health care systems given the sensitivity of information they contain.

With the integrity criterion, it is expected “that information is protected against unauthorized modification or deletion as well as irrevocable, accidental, and undesired changes by authorized users” [33].

As for availability, it requires that a system be accessible and fully operational whenever an authorized user needs to utilize it. The availability criterion refers to multiple aspects ranging from scalability (adaptability to changing performance needs) to resilience (resistance to software or hardware failures) and to recoverability of data in case of loss for whatever reason [33].

Methods

Data Source

We used data from the European Commission 2013 electronic health (eHealth) survey (Joint Research Centre, Institute for Prospective Technological Studies). The objective of the survey was “to benchmark the level of eHealth use in acute care hospitals in all 27 European Union member states, Croatia, Iceland, and Norway” [35]. The dataset used might seem outdated but we deem it still relevant. First, the survey we are referring to is the last one of this magnitude to have been conducted at the level of the European Union. It is thus the most recent. Second, it has been demonstrated that secondary data that are 5 years old or even older can provide meaningful, empirically grounded, and useful insights in the field of IT security in the health care sector [36]. Third, over the last 5 years, the HIT security field has not recorded significant changes that would render our data and our analysis obsolete. The analysis of recent literature reviews of IT security in health care settings [37-39] shows that the health care industry still lags behind in IT security measures implementation. It also shows that there is no major technical breakthrough in HIT security and no notable new-brand threats. One can only note a greater awareness among health care professionals and patients following multiple breaches of health data made public and the strengthening of legal requirements. In this regard, the adoption of the General Data Protection Regulation throughout the European Union territory has been too recent for its effects on IT security and privacy practices in the health sector to have been felt. This regulation came into force in May 2018 [40]. Fourth, other factors specific to the hospital context suggest a slow pace of changes in such a context. Many small health care organizations lack financial and human resources for undertaking substantive (as opposed to symbolic) IT security programs [41]. For their part, large health care organizations tend to be complex systems in their structure and management [42,43], and in such systems, cultural shifts to implement security and privacy measures may take a lot of time.

Sample

To ensure the representativeness of the sample, the survey team undertook the following steps [44]. They estimated the universe of acute care hospitals in the European Union, combining various sources (previous survey, lists of hospitals from the World Health Organization, and national ministry of health of each covered country). The estimation yielded a universe of 8199 acute care hospitals. From this point, the survey team proceeded to a stratification sampling procedure to ensure geographical representation (Nordic countries, Southern Europe, Western Europe, and Central and Eastern Europe). The stratification process also included other considerations related to the hospital’s ownership (public, private, and other) and size (number of beds). To guarantee the representativeness of the sample at the end of data collection, the survey team proceeded to nonresponse rate corrections. In total, the survey team contacted 5424 acute care hospitals, and 1753 hospitals completed the interview [45]. This corresponds to a rate response of 32.3%.

Of the 1753 initial observations, only 30 (1.7%) were dropped because of missing data (“don’t know” response or no answer at all) on key variables, which led us to a final sample of 1723 European hospitals. Even though the portion of dropped cases is very low, we performed statistical analyses to assess whether the dropped observations were significantly different in any way from the retained observations. Little’s missing completely at random test ($\chi^2_{5,1723}=7.8, P=0.17$) indicated that ignoring cases with missing values does not a priori bring about a systematic bias. However, we went a step further and performed a nonresponse bias analysis comparing key characteristics of dropped cases against sampled cases (Table 1). To do so, we used Fisher exact test of homogeneity instead of chi-square test, thus taking into account the fact that some cells of the contingency table would contain low expected frequencies (<5), especially for the group of dropped cases (n=30). The results
showed that the dropped cases are not significantly different from the sampled cases with regard to all of hospital characteristics.

Table 1 depicts descriptive statistics of our sample. Public hospitals account for 70.38% (1188/1688) of surveyed hospitals. Most hospitals in our sample are not university hospitals (1485/1723; 86.19%). Independent hospitals operating either on 1 site (710/1723; 41.21%) or on multiple sites (542/1723; 31.46%) make up 72.67% (1252/1723) of the sample. More than half (857/1568; 54.66%) of surveyed hospitals can be qualified as small (250 or fewer beds), whereas a small portion (167/1568; 10.65%) falls in the category of large hospitals (more than 750 beds). With regard to IT budget, a large majority (1086/1260; 86.19%) of sampled hospitals allocate 3% or less of their total budget to their IT function. Hospitals that devote more than 5% of their total budget to IT represent a negligible portion of the sample (52/1260; 4.13%). Almost 7 out of 10 hospitals (1159/1665; 69.61%) have in place an in-house, designed IT security regulation; 6 out of 10 (997/1665; 59.88%) report relying on a nationally-designed regulation, whereas a regional regulation is referred to by less than 3 out of 10 hospitals (475/1665; 28.53%).

### Table 1. Characteristics of sampled versus nonsampled hospitals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable and characteristics</th>
<th>% of nonsampled (n=variable), n (%)</th>
<th>% of sampled (n=variable), n (%)</th>
<th>Chi-square (df)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Status</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>20 (71)</td>
<td>1188 (70.38)</td>
<td>0.2 (2)</td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>5 (18)</td>
<td>335 (19.85)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not for Profit</td>
<td>3 (11)</td>
<td>165 (9.77)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>University hospital</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2 (7)</td>
<td>238 (13.81)</td>
<td>1.3 (1)</td>
<td>.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>28 (93)</td>
<td>1485 (86.19)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Single/multiple sites</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent/One site</td>
<td>14 (47)</td>
<td>710 (41.21)</td>
<td>1.7 (4)</td>
<td>.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent/Multiple sites</td>
<td>9 (30)</td>
<td>542 (31.46)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part of a group of hospitals</td>
<td>4 (13)</td>
<td>341 (19.79)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part of a group of care institutions</td>
<td>2 (7)</td>
<td>78 (4.53)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
<td>52 (3.02)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Size (number of beds)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;101</td>
<td>11 (44)</td>
<td>363 (23.15)</td>
<td>7.4 (3)</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101 to 250</td>
<td>8 (32)</td>
<td>494 (31.51)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>251 to 750</td>
<td>6 (24)</td>
<td>544 (34.69)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;750</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>167 (10.65)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em><em>IT</em> budget (% of total hospital budget)</em>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>10 (53)</td>
<td>486 (38.57)</td>
<td>1.6 (3)</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1% to 3%</td>
<td>7 (37)</td>
<td>600 (47.62)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1% to 5%</td>
<td>2 (11)</td>
<td>122 (9.08)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;5%</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>52 (4.13)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Security regulation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National</td>
<td>11 (48)</td>
<td>997 (59.88)</td>
<td>1.4 (1)</td>
<td>.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional</td>
<td>3 (13)</td>
<td>475 (28.53)</td>
<td>2.7 (1)</td>
<td>.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>13 (57)</td>
<td>1159 (69.61)</td>
<td>1.8 (1)</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*IT: information technology.*
However, considering that the confidentiality component was otherwise (a “No” answer). The IT security index reflects the question). With a “Yes” response, a hospital scored 1 point and implemented the security practice related to confidentiality (3 2). A given hospital had to respond whether or not it has security practices. We considered 5 questions asked (see Table 2). These practices were measured through a dichotomous scale (eg, coding “1” if a confidentiality-related practice is implemented and “0” when it is not implemented).

To check for possible variables multicollinearity before performing our cluster analysis [46], we produced a correlation matrix of all our variables (clustering variables and contextual variables; Multimedia Appendix 1). The results show that the risk of multicollinearity is very low: all the correlations coefficients are very low, the maximum correlation coefficient noted being .359 (between encryption of stored data and encryption of transmitted data). Besides, multicollinearity diagnostics (Multimedia Appendix 1) show that the tolerance values vary between .78 and .96, far above the commonly used cutoff threshold of .1 [47]. The highest variance inflation factor noted is equal to 1.28, far below the usual cutoff threshold of 10.0 [47]. These values show that multicollinearity is not a concern in our data.

To assess the state of the implementation of IT security and privacy practices in European hospitals, we developed an IT security index for each hospital. We developed the IT security system. We present in Table 2 the measures used to capture the implementation of HIT security and privacy practices used as our clustering variables. These practices were measured through a dichotomous scale (eg, coding “1” if a confidentiality-related practice is implemented and “0” when it is not implemented).

Cluster Analysis
We performed an agglomerative hierarchical clustering procedure combining Ward’s minimum variance criterion with the squared Euclidian distance. This procedure allows distributing the observations into distinct subgroups (clusters) in the way that maximizes at the same time the intrasubgroup similarity and the intersubgroups dissimilarity [48]. Each subgroup comprises hospitals more or less homogenous with regard to clustering criteria (in this case HIT security practices implemented), and each subgroup is highly distinct to other subgroups with regard to the same criteria.

To identify the optimal number of clusters, we first examined the Euclidian distances across the clusters in the dendrogram produced with the clustering procedure. We identified 2 apparently equally plausible solutions, a 3-cluster and a 4-cluster solution. To decide which of these 2 solutions would be better, we followed Ketchen and Shook’s [49] recommendation: we ascertained the robustness of both by replicating the clustering algorithm on subsamples of about 80%, 60%, and 40% of observations randomly selected using SPSS’s random selection functionality (SPSS version 24, SPSS Inc). The analysis of the dendrograms produced with all these subsamples suggested a slight advantage of the 4-cluster solution over the 3-cluster solution. However, when we performed a discriminant analysis test, we found that 2 clusters of the 4-solution clusters were too

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Measure (Yes or no)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Confidentiality:</strong> which of the following security measures are taken to protect the patient data stored and transmitted by the hospital’s IT system?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stored data</td>
<td>Encryption of stored data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmitted data</td>
<td>Encryption of transmitted data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access control</td>
<td>Workstations with access only through health professional cards or codes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrity</td>
<td>Is data entry in the hospital’s IT system certified with digital signature?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>Is your IT team able to immediately restore critical clinical information system operations if a disaster causes the complete loss of data at your hospital’s primary data center?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aIT: information technology.

Measurement
For contextual variables, measures used are depicted in Table 1, column “characteristics.” The level attained by a hospital in the transition from a paper-based system to a fully electronic-based system was measured on a 9-point Likert scale (1=totally paper-based and 9=totaly electronic-based, with point 5 as a hybrid model). For simplicity, this measure has been transformed into 3 nominal categories: hospitals that chose positions from 1 to 3 were qualified as having a paper-dominant system; a hybrid system label was given to hospitals that chose positions from 4 to 6, and the remaining hospitals (positions from 7 to 9) were deemed to have an electronic-dominant system. We present in Table 2 the measures used to capture the implementation of HIT security and privacy practices used as our clustering variables. These practices were measured through a dichotomous scale (eg, coding “1” if a confidentiality-related practice is implemented and “0” when it is not implemented).
close, whereas all clusters in the 3-cluster solution were well-separated. Therefore, we chose the 3-cluster solution.

The discriminant analysis also allowed us to test the validity of the clusters. This test “runs the data back through the minimum-variance method as a discriminant function to see how accurately hospitals are classified [50].” The results of this test indicated a perfect classification accuracy (100%) for clusters 2 and 3 and a high level of classification accuracy (92.3%) for cluster 1. Overall, 98.7% of original observations were correctly classified. Moreover, based on cross-validation with analysis and holdout subsamples of respectively 60% (n=992) and 40% (n=731) of the total sample [51], for the 3-cluster solution, both hit ratios (97.7% for the analysis subsample and 98.1% for the holdout subsample) largely exceeded the threshold values of both maximum chance criteria ($C_{max}$) and proportional chance criteria ($C_{Pro}$). Indeed, the 2 hit ratios should be greater than Max ($1.25(C_{Pro}; C_{max})$), which is the case as in this study $C_{Pro}=34\%$ and $C_{max}=39.3\%$. Thus, the null hypothesis that the percentage correctly classified was not significantly different from what would be classified by chance alone was rejected.

**Results**

**Implementation Level of Information Technology Security and Privacy Practices**

For the whole sample, the mean IT security index is 1.26 (with an SD of 0.83), the median being 1.33. In Table 3, we present the detailed statistics of hospitals by IT security index level.

It can be noted that only a tiny fraction of hospitals (50/1723; 2.90%) display a perfect IT security index (3). The nonnegligible fraction of hospitals (225/1723; 13.06%) has no IT security and privacy practices implemented whatsoever (IT security index=0). From the column “cumulative %,” one can note the total percentage of hospitals that does not exceed a given level of the IT security index. For example, at a glance, one will see that 62.17% (1071/1723) of hospitals have achieved an IT security index of 1.33 or less. In absolute terms, these levels seem very low. Is it possible that the less electronically advanced hospitals would deem it unnecessary to implement extended IT security and privacy practices, thus displaying lower levels of IT security index? To test this hypothesis, we confronted the IT security index with the transition level toward a fully electronic-based system.

Before performing this comparison, it is worthwhile to note that a majority of sampled hospitals (1056/1723; 61.28%) consider currently using a hybrid system (transition levels 4, 5, and 6), as they were more or less halfway toward a fully electronic-based system. An electronic-dominant system is found in 26.29% (453/1723) of hospitals, whereas a paper-dominant system is found in only 12.42% (214/1723) of them.

In Figure 1, we present the mean scores on our IT security index (vertical axis) for different groups of hospitals according to their level in transition toward a fully electronic-based system (horizontal axis).

Globally speaking, the mean score of IT security index is low for all 3 groups constituted on the basis of their transition level to a completely electronic system. It appears that the IT security index improves as one moves from the group of hospitals with a paper-dominant system (levels 1, 2, and 3) to the group of hospitals with electronic-dominant system (levels 7, 8, and 9) through the group of hospitals in a hybrid position (levels 4, 5, and 6). However, a further analysis depicts a much more nuanced picture. For the purposes of this analysis, we produced a scatter plot (Figure 2) indicating every hospital’s coordinate (a and b) depicting its position with regard to the transition level of its system (a) and to its IT security index (b). To facilitate the reading of the coordinates, we used a “jitter” to make sure that multiple observations that fall in the same coordinate can be visualized.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IT security index level</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
<th>Cumulative %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>13.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>23.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>29.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>45.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>62.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>78.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>83.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>89.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>97.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1723</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aIT: information technology.

*bNot applicable.
Figure 1. Transition level toward electronic-based system versus information technology security index-1.

Figure 2. Transition level toward electronic-based system versus information technology security index-2. IT: information technology.

For facilitating the analysis of the figure, we added a diagonal line (D). If hospitals were enhancing their IT security and privacy practices as they moved forward, points representing hospitals would be scattered around the diagonal line. Instead, we found that points are scattered almost all over the surface of the figure.

Hospitals far above (far below) the diagonal line display a security index that is superior (inferior) to the average level required by their transition level toward a fully electronic-based system. For example, any hospital represented by \( X_1 \) point has an IT-related security index above the theoretical level required by its progress toward an electronic-dominant system. Conversely, a hospital represented by \( X_2 \) displays a security index far below the level it should attain, considering how far it has progressed toward a fully electronic-based system. The security index of hospital \( X_3 \) is consistent with its progress in electronic-based system implementation.

The slope of the ascending curve in the figure (Y) suggests that there is a trend toward increasing IT security and privacy measures when hospitals move from a paper-based system to an electronic-based system. Though this finding is positive, it appears that the trend is not strong enough. Otherwise, the shape of the curve would be closer to the diagonal line.
Information Technology Security Level Versus Context Variables and Paper/Electronic Transition Level

In the previous section, we tested the relationship between the level of transition toward fully electronic systems on the one hand and the level of implementation of IT security on the other. We intuitively assumed a linear relationship between the 2. In this section, we take the analysis further, not only by considering the contextual variables in addition to the paper/electronic transition level but also by testing the validity of the linear relationship assumption between the transition level and IT security level. 

In Table 4 we present the results of multivariate regression analyses testing whether hospitals’ IT security levels can be predicted by hospitals’ characteristics (contextual variables) and/or their transition level from paper to electronic system. 

The results from both linear models (models 1 and 2) show that hospitals’ characteristics and their transition level toward fully electronic-based system significantly contribute to the IT security level, with total $R^2$ equals, respectively, to 8.6% ($F_{16,1706}=10.05; P=.001$) and 12.0% ($F_{1,1705}=65.12; P=.001$). With models 3 and 4, we tested alternative nonlinear models and concluded that they do not bring about any significant contribution.

Results of Cluster Analysis

The 3 patterns of HIT-related security practices resulting from our cluster analysis are presented in Table 5. The patterns in Table 5 are alternatively depicted in Figure 3, which shows cluster by cluster the implementation levels of each IT security practice measured in this study. 

Before analyzing cluster differences, it is worth noting the grand mean of HIT security practices in sampled hospitals. As our security variables are measured through a dichotomous scale (1 if a practice is implemented and 0 if not implemented), the grand mean corresponds to the rate of hospitals that have a given practice implemented. This rate is presented in brackets in the column “variable” of Table 5. Overall, the most implemented practice is the one intended to ensure the confidentiality of electronically-transmitted data (present in 59% of hospitals), closely followed by the practice aiming at guaranteeing the availability of health data in case of a disaster (57%). The less implemented security practice is the access control or the IT workstations that contain sensitive health information (18%). This means that many hospitals tend to overlook the insider threat, which is preoccupying considering that insider threats represent over 50% of IT security breaches and are potentially more devastating than external threats [52,53].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$R$</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>Adjusted $R^2$</th>
<th>Delta $R^2$</th>
<th>$F$ ($df$)</th>
<th>$P$ value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1$^a$</td>
<td>.294</td>
<td>.086</td>
<td>.078</td>
<td>.086</td>
<td>10.052 (16)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2$^b$</td>
<td>.346</td>
<td>.120</td>
<td>.111</td>
<td>.034</td>
<td>65.116 (1)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3$^c$</td>
<td>.346</td>
<td>.120</td>
<td>.111</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>0.104 (1)</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4$^d$</td>
<td>.348</td>
<td>.121</td>
<td>.111</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>1.911 (1)</td>
<td>.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Model 1 predictors: contextual variables (see Table 1).
$^b$Model 2 predictors: contextual variables+ transition level toward electronic system.
$^c$Model 3 predictors: contextual variables+(transition level toward electronic system)$^2$.
$^d$Model 4 predictors: contextual variables+(transition level toward electronic system)$^3$.

Table 4. Regression analyses (dependent variable: information technology security level).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable (grand mean)</th>
<th>Cluster 1, n (%)=513 (29.77)</th>
<th>Cluster 2, n (%)=533 (30.93)</th>
<th>Cluster 3, n (%)=677 (39.29)</th>
<th>Analysis of variance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$F$ ($df$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stored data (0.37)</td>
<td>0.53$^*$</td>
<td>0.47$^+$</td>
<td>0.18$^+$</td>
<td>106.6 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmitted data (0.59)</td>
<td>0.93$^+$</td>
<td>1.00$^+$</td>
<td>0.00$^+$</td>
<td>9614.0 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access control (0.18)</td>
<td>0.48$^*$</td>
<td>0.00$^+$</td>
<td>0.10$^+$</td>
<td>303.9 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrity (0.31)</td>
<td>0.78$^*$</td>
<td>0.00$^+$</td>
<td>0.20$^+$</td>
<td>763.7 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability (0.57)</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>1.7 (2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Health information technology security patterns from cluster analysis. Within rows, different superscripts (*, †, and ‡) indicate significant ($P<0.05$) pair-wise differences between means on Tamhane’s T2 (post hoc) test.
On the basis of Tamhane’s post hoc test (Table 5), we can immediately see that the “availability” criterion does not allow for the discrimination among the 3 clusters: hospitals that have implemented security measures allowing them to immediately recover their EHRs after a disaster are found in almost the same proportions in the 3 clusters (54% to 59%). However, there are differences among the 3 clusters with regard to confidentiality and integrity-related practices.

Overall, the strongest implementers of IT security practices are found in cluster 1, which accounts for 29.77% (513/1723) of surveyed hospitals. The implementation rate of each of the 4 distinctive HIT-related security practices is higher in this cluster than the average rate for all hospitals in our sample.

The weakest implementers of IT security practices are grouped in cluster 3, which comprises 39.29% (677/1723) of the sample. Implementation rates for all IT security practices are lower in this cluster than the overall average rates of the sample. Of note is that none of the 677 hospitals in this group uses encryption to protect electronically-transmitted health records, and only 10.0% of them enforce an access control to HIT systems.

In the middle position comes cluster 2 (533/1723; 30.93%). Although hospitals in cluster 2 have implemented IT security measures related to stored data and transmitted data in higher proportions, none of them have implemented either access control measures or integrity-related practices.

**Discussion**

**Health Information Technology Security Index Across Clusters**

The IT security index for all the hospitals in our sample (mean of 1.26) depicts a low level of the implementation of HIT security practices, considering HIT users’ concerns over IT-related security and privacy [7]. The IT security index level varies across the 3 clusters. It is relatively strong (2.00) for cluster 1, very low (0.83) for cluster 3, and low (1.08) for cluster 2.

The box plot presented in Figure 4 shows the distribution of observations within each cluster according to the level of the IT security index. Moreover, 50% of hospitals in the strongest cluster (1) display an IT security index equal to or greater than 2, whereas for 25% of them, the IT security index is equal to or above 2.67. Cluster 3 is the only cluster that comprises hospitals with an IT security index that equals zero (25% of hospitals in this cluster). Furthermore, 75% of hospitals in cluster 3 present an IT security index that is equal to or less than 1. The IT security index for hospitals in cluster 2 varies from a minimum of 0.33 to a maximum of 1.67, with 50% of hospitals in this cluster displaying an IT security index between 1.33 and 1.67.

The results from the boxplot are meaningful in that they support our cluster qualification about each cluster’s relative strength or weakness of HIT security implementation. It is particularly interesting to note that despite the gradation that establishes a hierarchy among clusters, allowing a stronger cluster to be identified compared with others in terms of IT security practices implemented, the overall picture does not look very good. The “strong” position of hospitals in cluster 1 is relative. In other words, the strongest hospitals in terms of IT security practices implementation appear so simply because others are badly failing.
Influence of Context Variables on Health Information Technology Security Patterns

To understand what determines HIT security patterns, we analyzed the contextual variables cluster by cluster. The aim here was to account for the influence of variables “theoretically related to the clusters, but not used in defining clusters” [49].

Multimedia Appendix 2 presents the results of the test of independence (chi-square test of goodness of fit) carried out to assess whether characteristics of hospitals significantly vary according to cluster membership. We do so by comparing the observed and expected distributions of hospitals in different clusters, and the chi-square tests indicate whether or not the observed distributions significantly depart from the expected distribution.

From Multimedia Appendix 2, one can note that only 2 out of 6 hospital characteristics (namely the university affiliation and the size of hospitals) do not allow in any way to significantly discriminate among hospitals’ membership in 1 cluster or another.

The remaining categories of contextual variables present at least 1 characteristic that is significantly overrepresented in 1 or 2 clusters and underrepresented elsewhere. Hospitals in the strongest cluster with regard to HIT security practices (cluster 1) are less likely to fall in the category of “independent/one site” hospitals, and they are underrepresented among hospitals that devote less than 1% of their total budget to the IT function. Conversely, hospitals in cluster 1 are more likely to fall into the category of “independent/multiple sites,” and they are more likely to rely on both national and regional security regulations.

On the other end of the security implementation spectrum, hospitals in the weakest cluster (cluster 3) are overrepresented in the category of “independent/one site” hospitals, as well as among hospitals that devote less than 1% of their total budget to the IT function. They are less likely to base their IT security and privacy practices on security regulations at any level (national, regional, and hospital).

The results in relation to the context factors provide important insights and raise some questions. The nonsignificance of the university affiliation status of hospitals goes against the expected results. Previous studies have shown that hospitals’ university affiliation is not neutral in their relationship to IT adoption [54] and health data breach risks [55]. This last study shows that health data breaches were more likely to happen in university-affiliated hospitals than in nonaffiliated hospitals. However, our results clearly indicate that the hospitals in our sample are spread across the different clusters (corresponding to different levels of IT security practices) regardless of their university affiliation status. Being at increased risk for health data breaches [55], university-affiliated hospitals should implement IT security measures that are commensurate with their risks.

The nonsignificance of the size of hospitals (number of beds) was also surprising, as one would expect large hospitals to be more aware of HIT security than smaller hospitals: we expected large hospitals to be significantly more represented in cluster 1, which is the strongest with regard to the implementation of HIT security practices. In addition, compared with small and medium-sized hospitals, large hospitals are associated with an increased risk of health data breaches [55], which is one more reason to strengthen their IT security practices.
The remaining contextual factors depict a more or less expected picture. The independence status (as opposed to being part of a group of hospitals/care institutions) and the number of sites on which a hospital operates seem to be good predictors of belonging to a weak or strong cluster in terms of implemented IT security practices. Hospitals operating on multiple sites or belonging to a group of other health care institutions need to apply tight IT security measures as their level of exposure is increased, and our results show that there is a trend in that direction. These factors (as well as the university affiliation and the hospital’s size) are structural in nature, and health authorities cannot always act on them to affect IT security practices. However, by understanding their influence on the implementation of IT security practices, health authorities could consider more targeted measures.

Health authorities can act on the level of the hospitals’ IT budget (as a percentage of total hospital budget). Our results suggest that a very low IT budget (in our case, an IT budget less than 1%) is not good for IT security practices implementation. Interestingly, they also suggest that a higher IT budget (more than 3.1%) does not make any difference. The optimal level of IT budget seems to be a level between 1% and 3%. This result raises more questions than answers. First, can we infer from this result that the relationship between the levels of IT budget and the levels of IT security practices implemented is in the shape of an inverted u-curve, meaning that very lower levels of IT budget are as counterproductive as very higher levels? Second, what factors would explain why the range between 1% and 3% is related to stronger IT practices implementation? This question is more challenging given that we do not know the portion of the overall IT budget hospitals in our sample specifically devote to IT security. These questions deserve more attention from researchers, and the answers would provide hospitals with guidance to avoid both under or overinvestment in IT security.

The security regulation constitutes another contextual factor that health authorities can use as a leverage to encourage the implementation of IT security practices in hospitals. It is interesting to note that the adoption of any of the 3 types of security regulations (national, regional, and hospital level) appears to be better (in terms of IT security practices implemented) than nonadoption. However, national and regional regulations seem better than hospital-based security regulations.

### Transition Toward an Electronic-Based System and Health Information Technology Security Patterns

Table 6 presents how hospitals at different phases in their transition toward a fully electronic-based system are distributed across the 3 clusters depicting HIT security patterns. It appears that hospitals in the earlier phases of the transition (paper-dominant hospitals) are less likely to belong to cluster 1 and more likely to belong to cluster 3. Conversely, hospitals that are well-advanced toward electronic-based systems (electronic-dominant hospitals) are more likely to belong to cluster 1 and less likely to belong to cluster 3. On the surface, this seems good news as digitized hospitals are more likely to be found in the strongest cluster with regards to HIT security and privacy practices. However, a closer look at the distribution of hospitals that have an electronic-dominant system across the 3 clusters leads to a less optimistic conclusion: actually, only 36.6% (166 out of 453) of these hospitals belong to cluster 1. This means that there are many hospitals that consider themselves to be well-advanced in their digitization process and that at the same time display major weaknesses in their IT security and privacy practices.

These results are a cause of concern when one considers (1) that the top-ranking risk associated with EHR is the “privacy of data - access control [56]” and (2) that some patients are reluctant to disclose their health information to protect themselves against the perceived EHR privacy and security risks [57].

Ultimately, the consequences of the relative weaknesses in IT security and privacy practices will obscure the benefits expected from the European hospitals’ transition toward fully electronic-based systems.

### Implications and Conclusion

This study highlights a disturbing state in European hospitals regarding the level of implementation of HIT security and privacy practices. Overall, none of the 5 basic security practices investigated in this study is present in more than 60% of surveyed hospitals. Moreover, 3 out of 5 practices are absent
in more than two-thirds of the hospitals that were surveyed in this study. These statistics are unsettling as security practices studied here are basic practices that should be implemented in almost all hospitals. Encryption for stored data is used in only 37% of hospitals. It is used for transmitted data in only 59% of hospitals. Many hospitals (more than 80%) do not deem it necessary to control the access to workstations containing health data with health professionals' cards or codes. There is as few as 18% of hospitals that have implemented these practices. Hospitals in which all these measures are not implemented expose health information to a breach of confidentiality.

In this study, the practices related to integrity and availability are respectively measured at 31% and 57% implementation rates in hospitals. These implementation rates are low for systems containing highly sensitive information. They mean that (1) in almost 70% hospitals, health data in IT systems can be modified by unauthorized persons, provided they have access to the systems, and (2) more than 40% of surveyed European hospitals would not be able to restore critical clinical information in the aftermath of an incident, resulting in a partial or complete loss of data.

There is another way of looking at our results. Our cluster analysis allowed us to identify 3 patterns of HIT security practices. The majority of surveyed hospitals falls into the 2 worst clusters (clusters 2 and 3); these 2 clusters total 1210 hospitals out of 1723 (70.22%). This means that 7 out of 10 European hospitals are performing poorly in ensuring the security of their EHR.

We expected that hospitals that are well-advanced in their transition toward a fully electronic health system would display higher levels of implementation of IT security practices. Confronting each hospital's security index (a compounded measure of implemented IT security and privacy practices) to its level of transition toward a fully electronic health system, we unraveled a rather mixed situation, showing that there are many electronically advanced hospitals that are poor implementers of IT security practices. This is great concern not only for hospitals that are poorly equipped in IT security but also for other hospitals with which they share health data and above all for patients whose health information privacy is not adequately protected.

The results presented in this study have theoretical and practical implications. From a theoretical standpoint, it would be helpful to further investigate why the health care sector continues to lag behind in terms of IT security practices implementation. How can one explain the contradiction between the stated importance of IT security measures in hospital settings and the weaknesses in this regard? Are there any sector-related factors that explain the poor implementation of IT security practices in health care organizations? Another research avenue stems from 1 of the limitations of this study. As already mentioned in the Methods section, in the absence of sound evidence suggesting unequal importance of the 3 components of the IT security triad (confidentiality, integrity, and availability), we have assumed an equal weight for each of them. Future research could challenge this assumption and provide empirical-based evidence of the relative importance of the 3 components of the IT security measure. Future research could also determine whether and to what extent this relative importance depends on organizational context. Our results about some context variables, namely the university affiliation status and the size of hospitals, raised an interesting question: why hospitals that present a higher risk profile (university-affiliated hospitals and large hospitals), according to previous research [55], do not appear to be among the hospitals that take relatively strong IT security measures? This question represents an interesting research avenue. Another interesting research avenue is about the determination of the optimal level of IT security investment in hospital settings.

From a practical standpoint, this study raises a red flag that hospitals managers and health policy makers should not ignore. The replacement of paper-based systems with electronic-based systems comes with increased IT-related security risks and requires adequate IT security measures. Thus, hospital managers should make sure to include IT-security practices in their plans toward fully electronic-based systems. For health policy makers, when designing incentives for meaningful use of IT in health care organizations, they should include stringent IT security requirements. Both hospital managers and health policy makers should monitor the digitization process of hospitals to ensure that the implementation of IT security practices keeps pace with the increasing usage of IT.

Although we had access to an interesting dataset collected through a survey by the European Union, we were limited to the questions asked in the survey. This is the problem of using secondary data. We also acknowledge some limits stemming from our definition of security practices. One could enlarge this definition or completely choose other security practices. Besides, we made the assumption of equal weight for all the 3 security components (confidentiality, integrity, and availability) from our definition of security practices. One could enlarge this definition or completely choose other security practices. Besides, we made the assumption of equal weight for all the 3 components of the IT security measure. Future research could also determine whether and to what extent this relative importance depends on organizational context. Our results about some context variables, namely the university affiliation status and the size of hospitals, raised an interesting question: why hospitals that present a higher risk profile (university-affiliated hospitals and large hospitals), according to previous research [55], do not appear to be among the hospitals that take relatively strong IT security measures? This question represents an interesting research avenue. Another interesting research avenue is about the determination of the optimal level of IT security investment in hospital settings.

From a practical standpoint, this study raises a red flag that hospitals managers and health policy makers should not ignore. The replacement of paper-based systems with electronic-based systems comes with increased IT-related security risks and requires adequate IT security measures. Thus, hospital managers should make sure to include IT-security practices in their plans toward fully electronic-based systems. For health policy makers, when designing incentives for meaningful use of IT in health care organizations, they should include stringent IT security requirements. Both hospital managers and health policy makers should monitor the digitization process of hospitals to ensure that the implementation of IT security practices keeps pace with the increasing usage of IT.

Although we had access to an interesting dataset collected through a survey by the European Union, we were limited to the questions asked in the survey. This is the problem of using secondary data. We also acknowledge some limits stemming from our definition of security practices. One could enlarge this definition or completely choose other security practices. Besides, we made the assumption of equal weight for all the 3 components of the IT security measure. This is a limitation the reader might take into account when interpreting our results. For the transition level toward a fully electronic-based system, we relied on a self-reported level given by each hospital's IT manager in the absence of a more objective measure. This can be somehow biased. Despite the abovementioned limits, this paper contributes to the understanding of IT security practices in health care organizations. It also contributes to raising awareness of the security issues that can impede the effective delivery of health care services.
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Abstract

Background: Thirdhand smoke has been a growing topic for years in China. Thirdhand smoke (THS) consists of residual tobacco smoke pollutants that remain on surfaces and in dust. These pollutants are re-emitted as a gas or react with oxidants and other compounds in the environment to yield secondary pollutants.

Objective: Collecting media reports on THS from major media outlets and analyzing this subject using topic modeling can facilitate a better understanding of the role that the media plays in communicating this health issue to the public.

Methods: The data were retrieved from the Wiser and Factiva news databases. A preliminary investigation focused on articles dated between January 1, 2013, and December 31, 2017. Use of Latent Dirichlet Allocation yielded the top 10 topics about THS. The use of the modified LDAvis tool enabled an overall view of the topic model, which visualizes different topics as circles. Multidimensional scaling was used to represent the intertopic distances on a two-dimensional plane.

Results: We found 745 articles dated between January 1, 2013, and December 31, 2017. The United States ranked first in terms of publications (152 articles on THS from 2013-2017). We found 279 news reports about THS from the Chinese media over the same period and 363 news reports from the United States. Given our analysis of the percentage of news related to THS in China, Topic 1 (Cancer) was the most popular among the topics and was mentioned in 31.9% of all news stories. Topic 2 (Control of quitting smoking) was related to roughly 15% of news items on THS.

Conclusions: Data analysis and the visualization of news articles can generate useful information. Our study shows that topic modeling can offer insights into understanding news reports related to THS. This analysis of media trends indicated that related diseases, air and particulate matter (PM2.5), and control and restrictions are the major concerns of the Chinese media reporting on THS. The Chinese press still needs to consider fuller reports on THS based on scientific evidence and with less focus on sensational headlines. We recommend that additional studies be conducted related to sentiment analysis of news data to verify and measure the influence of THS-related topics.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(1):e12414) doi:10.2196/12414
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Introduction

Thirdhand smoke (THS) is an important public health issue and has been an increasingly popular topic for decades in China since its first mention in 2009 [1]. Aggregating media reports from major media outlets and analyzing the coverage using topic modeling may help shed light on the role that the media plays in communicating this health concept. Thirdhand smoke consists of residual tobacco smoke pollutants that remain on surfaces and in dust after tobacco has been smoked. These pollutants are re-emitted into the gas phase (ie, off-gassing) or react with oxidants and other compounds in the environment to yield secondary pollutants [2]. Evidence supports the presence of THS in indoor environments. Thirdhand smoke is found in enclosed spaces where habitual smoking occurs, such as residences and automobiles [3]. This phenomenon is associated with health hazards: research has shown that residual nicotine from tobacco smoke absorbed onto indoor surfaces reacts with ambient nitrous acid to form carcinogenic tobacco-specific nitrosamines, which can cause significant levels of DNA damage in human cell lines [3]. The related acute and long-term risks of THS include disease and premature mortality. Children and infants are particularly susceptible to THS exposure [4].

Given the increasing interest in THS, the mass media has focused on delivering and communicating information on this topic to public audiences. Both in China and abroad, there have been media reports related to THS. According to search results of news articles mentioning THS, the United States ranks first in terms of topic mentions. However, previous studies have shown that fewer people are aware of the harms of THS than that of secondhand smoke [5]. Because the mass media is a key player in communicating health-related information, it could play a positive role in helping the public understand the risks of THS and the ways to protect themselves from it [6]. We therefore decided to compare this topic between China and the United States.

Multimodal data modeling combines information from different resources. Topic modeling refers to statistical models in which unstructured data are structured in accordance with latent themes to deal with multimodal data. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is the most popular form of topic modeling and is a generative probabilistic modeling method for converting visual words into images and visual word documents [7-9]. Topic modeling has broad applications in various fields such as text mining [10], medicine [11-13], economics [14], and social network analysis [15]. To the best of our knowledge, however, there have been very few studies using LDA to evaluate the media’s treatment of THS. As a result, we used LDA modeling method for our analysis despite its’ being a common method. This paper aims to determine the current patterns and the role of mass communication related to THS.

Methods

Data Collection

We used the Wiser database for Chinese news content (from the Wise News website) and the Factiva database (from the Dow Jones website) to retrieve the international news articles. The Wiser database is an ever-growing, professional Chinese media content database that contains more than one million data entries. It is currently the best source for Chinese media content given its large volume of data and timely updates. Factiva is an international news and information database that includes nearly 33,000 premium sources such as licensed publications, influential websites, blogs, images, and videos. To get a general idea of the topic of THS, we conducted a preliminary investigation of the Factiva database and retrieved articles dated between January 1, 2013, and December 31, 2017. The Wiser database includes data published only within the last five years. However, many of the articles we flagged merely noted the topic of smoking without further elaborating on the issue of THS. We next narrowed down the entries to only those newspaper sources pertaining to THS; we believe that articles from newspapers are much more reliable than those from other sources. We used LDA to further analyze the Chinese news articles.

An LDA topic model is a model with a three-level hierarchical Bayesian model. The basic assumption of this model is a combination of words belonging to different topics [16]. LDA suggests that there may be multiple topics in an article and that the wording in that article or paper reflects the exact set of topics that the reporter wished to address. Using Gibbs Sampling techniques, a method that estimates the marginal distribution of interested variables, we can determine the topics among the data pool [17].

Processing

Data processing (Figure 1) was conducted before applying LDA modeling by using Python to do data cleaning and the Python package, Jieba, to do the segmentation [18,19]. First, the redundant and null data were chosen to be removed, followed by removal of irrelevant information such as advertisements. Next, word segmentation was conducted using the Jieba package. However, THS articles with a lot of terminology were calculated and added based on the calculation of the words’ information entropy and term frequency to avoid the influence of unprofessional dictionaries. New terms such as “China Anticancer Association,” “Family Doctor,” “Shenzhen Municipal Government,” “Air Circulation,” “Air Purification,” “Chinese Preventive Medicine Association,” “Tobacco Monopoly,” “Tobacco Market,” and so on, were added to the dictionary for further analysis. Furthermore, common Chinese stop words were removed such as “a,” “of”, “it,” etc. Next, a document-term matrix was built, and term frequency–inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) was used in the data processing.

Multiple studies have been conducted related to the choice of LDA topic number and the explanations of each topic. In previous research related to topic number, 10-30 topics were assigned nearly the same log-likelihood measure. Therefore, we adopted the number 10 for the topic parameter. By analyzing key words, topic content was generated accordingly. If we considered only the statistical measures, the results might not be interpretable by humans [20]. Therefore, by combining both statistical measures and manual interpretation, we selected 10 topics to analyze by using Python version 3.6.1 with the LDAvis tool [16]. We set λ=1 and recovered 10 topics and their
keywords (Table 1). To elaborate on the topics, the topic name was generated based on the given keywords (Table 1) as well. We sought topics that overlapped as in the visualization shown in Figures 2 and 3. In this two-dimensional plane, topics are represented as cycles whose centers are determined by the computed topics’ distances [16]. We categorized the topics into three main primary groups: links to related diseases, air and particulate matter (PM$_{2.5}$), and control and restrictions (Table 1).

**Figure 1.** Data processing chart. LDA: Latent Dirichlet Allocation; TF-IDF: frequency–inverse document frequency.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification group and topic name</th>
<th>Key words</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Related diseases</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 1: cancer</td>
<td>Lung cancer, cancer, tumor, treatment, patient, risk factor, pollution, professor, China, population, prevalence, diseases pattern, prevention of air pollution</td>
<td>31.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 5: risks of smoking</td>
<td>Smoker, movement, body, nicotine, content, quitting smoking, experts, symptom related to dead smokers</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 7: diseases induced by smoking</td>
<td>Asthma, citizen, hospital, doctor, patient, treatment, smoker, time, long-term, breath, chairman, cause</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 3: susceptible population</td>
<td>Children, research, food, contact, cause, influence, environment, increase, body, clothes, smog, content, reveal, professor, indoor, smoker, female</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 4: quitting smoking</td>
<td>Quit smoking, smoker, smoke, hospital, drug, breath, doctor, work, smoker, content, one kind, introduction, treatment, chairman</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 8: relevant research</td>
<td>Introduction, reveal, cigarette, children, smoke, officer, smoker, increase, factor, place, reason, environment, relevant</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air and PM$_{2.5}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 6: air quality</td>
<td>PM$_{2.5}$, indoor, concentration, severe, microgram, air, pollution, smog, influence, kitchen, cooking fume</td>
<td>9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control and restrictions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 9: classic smoking control case</td>
<td>Shenzhen, tobacco control, activity, citizen, place, rule, investigation, smoker, work, over condition, patients, quit smoking, control, indoor, public place, increase</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 10: public control</td>
<td>Public place, quit smoking, ban tobacco, rule, place, professor children, indoor, China, tobacco control, body, influence, body, female worker, reveal</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 2: control of quitting smoking</td>
<td>Quit smoking, ban tobacco, third-hand smoke, public place, place, rule, ban, indoor, control, work, country, smoke, society, China, Beijing, relevant, smoker, outdoor</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Intertopic distance map.
Results

We found 745 articles dated between January 1, 2013, and December 31, 2017. After excluding repeated articles, 716 news stories remained. This study collected 1201 news articles via the Wiser database platform. After culling repeated news and irrelevant entries, we recovered 288 news stories by selecting publications from only the largest media outlets in China representing the most influential mass media outlets. Finally, after the data-cleaning process was complete, we amassed 279 articles dated from January 1, 2013, through December 31, 2017. A comparison of the Chinese news and American news is listed in Table 2. Worldwide attention has been focused on THS [1,21], and the top five regions of origin of these articles and their corresponding prevalence are listed in Table 3. Not surprisingly, the United States ranks first, publishing roughly 152 articles on THS from 2013-2017. There has been an obvious decrease in interest in THS from the Chinese media within the last 5 years.

Figure 2 presents an overall view of the topic model. We plotted different topics as circles, where overall prevalence was calculated as the areas of the circles. The centers of each topic were determined by computing the distance between topics; we used multidimensional scaling to represent the intertopic distances on a two-dimensional plane [22]. PC1 indicates the transverse axis and PC2 indicates the longitudinal axis in Figure 2.
Figure 3 shows a bar chart in a descending order of the top 20 most useful terms, for interpreting a topic. The overlaid bars represent a given term’s corpus-wide frequency and the topic-specific frequency, as noted previously in the literature [23].

Figure 4 shows the percentage of news related to THS in China. Topic 1 (Cancer) was the most popular. Roughly 32% of all news stories noted this topic. Topic 2 (Control of quitting smoking) was included in approximately 15% news of THS-related news. Topic 3 (Susceptible population), Topic 4 (Quitting smoking), Topic 5 (Risks of smoking), and Topic 6 (Air quality) were each involved in roughly 10% of news stories. There were no news reports related to Topic 10.

Our results show that the Chinese press was less concerned with THS than the American press. Relative to 2013-2015, the number of reports in 2016 mentioning THS declined slightly. This trend indicates that the popularity of the topic might follow a worldwide trend (Table 3). We also observed a trend of increasing concern after a Chinese American scientist presented important findings about THS, linking THS to possible DNA damage that can cause diseases such as cancer [24,25]. This finding was widely reported both in China and the United States. It had an influence, particularly in government policy making (eg, legislation on smoke-free environments) [26]. Thus, there is a link between academic concerns and mass media concerns in China and the United States [5].

We also analyzed the three classifications, including links to diseases category, air and the PM$_{2.5}$ category, and the control and restrictions category (Table 1 and Figure 4). The first category, links to diseases, appeared in 72.6% of articles. This finding suggests that this category was frequently reported in China. Some health information can be misleading when delivered via the media, and new media platforms enable the rapid spread of news, some of it emotional or personal. This can include information that is false or misleading. As a result, the public still has a limited or even inaccurate understanding of THS. This situation was consistent with the findings of a prior study [27].

Roughly one tenth (9.7%) of the all-news stories were related to the air and PM$_{2.5}$ category. The media seemed to focus on sensational topics related to THS, even if some links were tenuous. Therefore, professionalism and credibility in reporting are of vital importance. Furthermore, the control and restrictions category was included in 17.1% of all stories. This category is a unique one. While the Chinese media emphasizes control and restrictions, the American media focuses on conveying to smokers that they should quit the habit.

In comparing the Chinese and American news, we found an enormous variation between reports on the same topic in terms of the following three aspects. The Chinese news focused on children and the elderly as victims, whereas the American news focused more on pregnant women. The Chinese media discussed a number of measures and restrictions the government or authorities took or should be taken related to smoking, while the American press focused more on how individuals could eliminate risks. Furthermore, Chinese news articles were, on average, shorter than American news articles.

### Table 2. Chinese and American news about thirdhand smoke.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Chinese news articles (n)</th>
<th>American news articles (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>363</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Countries publishing news about thirdhand smoke.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Articles (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

Principal Findings
Thirdhand smoke has been a growing topic for years in China. Topic modeling offers insights into understanding news reports related to THS. This study collected media reports from the United States and China and analyzed them using topic modeling. Specifically, we retrieved Chinese reports about THS from major newspaper and press outlets in China and compared this information with English-language news on the same subject from the United States. Our results revealed that the American press was more concerned with THS than the Chinese. In the Chinese media, three major concerns emerged: links of THS to disease, air and PM$_{2.5}$, and tobacco control and restrictions.

Our results indicate that the media has served a public health function by publishing reports that warn the general public about THS-related dangers such as lung cancer, asthma, tumors, and other diseases linked to tobacco. Furthermore, these articles emphasize the possible risks of THS and the susceptible populations (eg, children) in indoor environments. Smoking cessation and relevant research are also reported. Therefore, the media do communicate the risks associated with smoking, as well as information about prevention and smoking cessation.

For air quality and PM$_{2.5}$-related reports, the media attempts to connect sensational concepts with the topic, even if such concepts are not quite related. Therefore, professionalism and credibility are of vital importance. In addition, new media platforms enable the rapid spread of news that is more emotional or personal, or possibly false, which is a serious concern. Aided by new media platforms such as WeChat, Weibo, and Jinri Toutiao (the biggest new media platforms in China), information that may include misleading or exaggerated concepts can quickly be disseminated on personalized newsfeeds.

In terms of topics related to tobacco control and restrictions, the Chinese media emphasizes control and restrictions more than the United States. The American media focuses on helping smokers quit the habit.

Strengths and Limitations
Topic modeling is a new method that reveals the major topics in media reports and singles out several key concerns and findings related to the topics. Data analysis and the visualization of news articles can generate useful information. However, there is a limitation to be noted in our study. We included only major media databases, which might omit some news content from new media, such as WeChat posts. Therefore, we may have missed some news stories.

Conclusion
Thirdhand smoke is an important public health issue. Collecting media reports on THS from major media outlets and analyzing this subject using topic modeling can facilitate a better understanding of the role that the media plays in communicating this health issue to the public. We conclude that the Chinese press still needs to consider fuller reports on THS rather than simply reporting sensational headlines and needs to show more professionalism by not publishing articles that lack scientific evidence. We recommend that additional studies be conducted related to sentiment analysis of news data to verify and measure the influence of topics revealed from the reports. For example, scientists could measure the educational function of the media for public health or study the influence of misleading information about THS generated by news reports.
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Abstract

Background: Bleeding events are common and critical and may cause significant morbidity and mortality. High incidences of bleeding events are associated with cardiovascular disease in patients on anticoagulant therapy. Prompt and accurate detection of bleeding events is essential to prevent serious consequences. As bleeding events are often described in clinical notes, automatic detection of bleeding events from electronic health record (EHR) notes may improve drug-safety surveillance and pharmacovigilance.

Objective: We aimed to develop a natural language processing (NLP) system to automatically classify whether an EHR note sentence contains a bleeding event.

Methods: We expert annotated 878 EHR notes (76,577 sentences and 562,630 word-tokens) to identify bleeding events at the sentence level. This annotated corpus was used to train and validate our NLP systems. We developed an innovative hybrid convolutional neural network (CNN) and long short-term memory (LSTM) autoencoder (HCLA) model that integrates a CNN architecture with a bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) autoencoder model to leverage large unlabeled EHR data.

Results: HCLA achieved the best area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (0.957) and F1 score (0.938) to identify whether a sentence contains a bleeding event, thereby surpassing the strong baseline support vector machines and other CNN and autoencoder models.

Conclusions: By incorporating a supervised CNN model and a pretrained unsupervised BiLSTM autoencoder, the HCLA achieved high performance in detecting bleeding events.

(Keywords: autoencoder; BiLSTM; bleeding; convolutional neural networks; electronic health record)

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(1):e10788) doi:10.2196/10788)
Introduction

Background and Significance

Bleeding is defined as the escape of blood from the circulatory system (arteries and veins) due to trauma, anatomic malformation, bleeding disorder, medications, and aging. Bleeding events include symptoms like reddening or darkening of urine or stools, bleeding of gums, blood blisters, bruises, and vomiting of blood. Studies show that high incidences of bleeding events are associated with cardiovascular disease in patients on anticoagulant therapy [1-9], which has contributed to its standing as the most-frequent adverse drug events (ADEs) [1,3-9]. Anticoagulants are considered a high-alert medication by the Institute for Safe Medication Practices because of the potential severity of anticoagulant-related bleeding. In a study on patients receiving oral anticoagulant therapy, major bleeding occurred at a rate of 7.22 per 100 person-years and fatal bleeding occurred at a rate of 1.31 per 100 person-years, with a case-fatality rate of 13.4% for major bleeding [3]. Adverse health outcomes resulting from bleeding include poor functional status, myocardial infarction, heart failure, stroke, and even death [3-9]. Prompt and accurate detection of bleeding events is essential to prevent such adverse health outcomes and improve drug-safety surveillance and pharmacovigilance.

Bleeding events are frequently not recorded in the structured fields and are buried in the electronic health record (EHR) notes [10]. Manual abstraction is prohibitively expensive. Rapid, accurate, and automated detection of bleeding events in EHR notes may have significant cost and logistical benefits over manual detection. Therefore, this study aimed to develop natural language processing (NLP) approaches to automatically detect bleeding events in EHR notes.

NLP approaches have demonstrated increasing utility in clinical text mining in recent years [11-14]. Deep neural network methods have recently achieved new state-of-the-art performance in a wide range of NLP tasks [15-17]. In this study, we explored deep learning models and compared them with the strong traditional machine-learning classifiers (eg, support vector machines [SVM]).

Two architectures of deep neural networks relevant to this work include convolutional neural network (CNN) [18] and recurrent neural network (RNN) with its variants of long short-term memory (LSTM) [19] and gated recurrent unit [20]. Both architectures have demonstrated advantages in text-processing tasks. The CNN models use layers with convolutional filters that are applied to local features [18] and therefore are able to capture local relationships between neighboring w-gram words in a sentence, but are less efficient for long-distance dependencies. In contrast, the LSTM models [19] are designed to learn long-term dependencies by maintaining an internal state, which represents the memory cell of the LSTM neuron. Thus, the LSTM models are able to memorize information for a longer duration than the CNN models. Bleeding events can be inferred by local context. Therefore, we chose CNN as the major model of our architecture, but leveraged the LSTM model to learn sentence-level representation. Our CNN model differs from the previous neural network models in that we deployed an autoencoder neural network [21] as an unsupervised learning algorithm to learn a latent representation from unlabeled sentences in order to help improve CNN performance.

Specifically, we propose the hybrid CNN and LSTM (HCLA) autoencoder model, which employs a CNN model that is integrated with a bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM)-based autoencoder model to classify whether a sentence contains a bleeding event.

The knowledge-acquisition bottleneck problem presents a unique challenge in clinical NLP. Unlike data collection in the open domain, crowdsourcing methods (eg, Amazon Mechanic Turks [22]) cannot be easily applied to medical domain data collection due to privacy concerns. Annotation by medical professionals is expensive and time consuming, and annotated data in the clinical domain are typically limited. Because our HCLA model leverages a large number of unlabeled EHR notes, our results demonstrate that domain-specific features learned through such an autoencoder can effectively improve the supervised learning performance, despite the small amount of the training data.

Related Works

Existing work in automated bleeding detection mainly involves detection and classification of bleeding for wireless capsule endoscopy images. Neural network methods are also employed for such image detection [23,24]. In addition, previous studies have assessed detection of bleeding events in outcome studies by using health registers [25]. However, studies on the detection of bleeding events in EHR notes are lacking.

The proposed model is based on neural network models that learn feature representations for sentence-level classification. Related work includes the CNN models that first made a series of breakthroughs in the computer vision field and subsequently showed excellent performance in NLP tasks such as machine translation [26], sentence classification [27,28], and sentence modelling [29]. Autoencoders were originally proposed to reduce the dimensionality of images and documents [21] and were subsequently applied to many NLP tasks such as sentiment analysis [30], machine translation [31], and paraphrase detection [32].

Neural network models have been applied to the clinical data-mining tasks. Gehrmann et al [33] applied CNNs to 10 phenotyping tasks and showed that they outperformed concept extraction-based methods in almost all tasks. CNN was used to classify radiology free-text reports and showed an accuracy equivalent to or beyond that of an existing traditional NLP model [34]. Lin et al [35] also used a CNN model to identify the International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision, Clinical Modification, diagnosis codes in discharge notes and showed outstanding performance compared with traditional methods; they also showed that the convolutional layers of the CNN can effectively identify keywords for use in the prediction of diagnosis codes. Since our annotated data are relatively small, we expanded the CNN model by integrating it with an LSTM-based autoencoder. Tran et al [36] developed two independent deep neural network models: one based on CNNs and the other based on RNNs with hierarchical attention for the prediction of mental conditions in psychiatric notes; their study showed that the CNN and RNN models outperformed the.
competitive baseline approaches. Furthermore, a previous study used semisupervised learning methods such as learning from positive and unlabeled examples [37] and the anchor-and-learn method [38], for which traditional machine-learning algorithms like expectation–maximization and SVM can be used to build classifiers.

Methods

Models

The EHR notes used in this study were provided by the University of Massachusetts Medical School. Our study was approved by the Institutional Review Board. All the EHR notes were deidentified.

Our HCLA model integrates a supervised CNN architecture and an unsupervised BiLSTM-based autoencoder. Given a sentence as input, we trained a classifier to determine whether the sentence contains a bleeding event. Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of our model. After passing the sentence through the CNN model and the BiLSTM-based autoencoder simultaneously, the HCLA model generates two separate representations for the input sentence: local features encoded by the CNN model and global features encoded by the autoencoder. A softmax function was then used to determine whether the input contained a bleeding event.

Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory-Based Autoencoder

An autoencoder is a neural network that typically has three layers: an input layer, a hidden (encoding) layer, and a decoding layer. Through the encoding process, the inputs are compressed into a hidden representation, which is then used to reconstruct the input back in the decoding process.

A BiLSTM-based autoencoder has two major parts: encoder and decoder. During the encoding phase, an LSTM is used to scan the input \( X = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n\} \) in a sequential order. Each time, it takes a word \( x_i \) with \( e_i \) as its embedding and the hidden representation \( h_{i-1} \) generated at the previous step as the input to generate the representation \( h_{i} \) for the current step.

The final is \( h_{n} \) the representation of the input sentence. A BiLSTM model uses the same LSTM to scan the input sentence again in reverse and obtains another representation \( h_{n} \), so that the input is encoded as the concatenated hidden representation \( [h_{n}, h_{n}] \in \mathbb{R}^k \), where \( k \) is a predefined dimensionality.

The decoder is another LSTM layer. The hidden representation is fed to the decoder LSTM layer to reconstruct the input words. First, we set \( h_{0} = h_{n} \) to repeat the following steps until the input is reconstructed:

\[
\begin{align*}
    h'_{i} &= \text{LSTM}( h'_{i-1}, e_{i-1} ) \\
    o_i &= Wh'_i + b \\
    e_i &= \text{emb}(x_i)
\end{align*}
\]

The LSTM takes the \( h'_{i-1} \) that is the hidden state of the previous step and \( e_{i-1} \) that is the word generated in the previous step as input and updates \( h'_{i-1} \) to \( h'_i \). Subsequently, \( h'_{i} \) is passed through a softmax layer to generate the word at \( i^{th} \) step \( x_i \).

After training by the abovementioned procedures, the hidden representation \( h_{n} \) is obtained as a condensed and better representation of the sentence.

Figure 1. The hybrid convolutional neural network (CNN) and long short-term memory (LSTM) autoencoder (HCLA) model architecture with two major components: the CNN model and the bidirectional LTSM (BiLSTM)-based autoencoder. NG: nasogastric.

Convolutional Neural Networks

The CNN model takes a sequence of words as input and outputs a fixed-length low-density vector as a representation of the input. Words are first represented using their embeddings, which can be learned during training or loaded from pretrained models. We will report how we set the embeddings for each of our specific models in the Models subsection. The sentence
subsequently becomes a matrix whose dimensions are decided by the word numbers of the input and the dimensions of word embeddings. Convolutional layers of different sizes scan the matrix to generate a new and dense representation of the input. The newly generated representations are further projected to a fixed-length vector through max pooling as the final representation of the input. We adapted the architecture of an open-domain CNN model \cite{27} with the following components:

1. **Input layer**: The input is a sequence of tokens $X = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n\}$ where $n$ denotes the length of the sentence. Token $x_i$ is associated with a $d$-dimensional embedding $e_i = [e_i^1, e_i^2, \ldots, e_i^d]$. Therefore, the input is represented as a feature map of dimensionality $n \times d$.

2. **Convolutional layer**: A convolutional operation with a filter sliding over the input is applied for local feature learning. Given the input sentence $X = \{x_i, x_{i+1}, \ldots, x_n\}$ (zero padded if necessary), a feature $c_i$ can be learned from a window of words $[x_{i+k-1}, \ldots, x_{i+k-1}]$ as $c_i = f(w [X_{i+k-1}] + b)$, where $w$ is the convolutional weights $w \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times k \times d}$, bias $b \in \mathbb{R}^d$, $f$ is the nonlinear activation function (we used a hyperbolic tangent in our experiments), and $k$ is the filter width. In our model, we used three filters of width 3, 4, and 5, and the number of filters used was 10.

3. **Max-pooling layer**: A max operation is applied to the result of each filter to keep the most-salient information and reduce dimensionality $\mathbb{R}^d$. The outputs of the three filters after max pooling are concatenated in this framework.

4. **Concatenation layer**: After the max-pooling layer was fully connected, at this step, we concatenated the final hidden representation of the encoder layer obtained from the BiLSTM-based autoencoder approach, as described in the above Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory-Based Autoencoder subsection.

5. **Softmax layer**: Another fully connected layer and softmax operation was applied for the prediction. The cut-off point of 0.5 was used to convert the predicted probability to a binary outcome with regard to whether the sentence contains a bleeding event.

**Results**

**Experimental Datasets**

We expert annotated a corpus of 878 longitudinal EHR notes of patients with cardiovascular events. This corpus contains 76,577 sentences and 562,630 word-tokens. Each note was annotated by at least two physicians. The interannotation agreement (Cohen $k$) among the annotators was $k=0.9182$.

We preprocessed the data and removed duplicate sentences. In addition, we removed sentences with length <5 word-tokens, as those were mostly incomplete sentences or sentence fragments. The remaining 48,628 sentences were used for training and validation. **Textbox 1** presents the representative sentences in our annotated corpus.

Although we had a total of 878 annotated notes, only 291 notes mentioned bleeding events, from which we identified a total of 1451 sentences. These 1451 sentences were considered as “positive” data for training. From the 291 notes, a total of 285 sentences that mentioned bleeding events, but were annotated as negation. Those sentences presented as “harder” examples for our NLP systems, and we included them in the “negative” data for training.

We performed downsampling to include equal number of positive and negative data for training and validation. Since we had included 285 sentences that contain negated bleeding events, 1166 negative sentences were randomly selected from the remaining negative sentences in the 291 notes, as those sentences were more challenging for an NLP system to identify than sentences from the notes that did not contain a bleeding event. Although we did not include any sentence from the 587 annotated notes that did not contain a bleeding event, the 32,704 sentences from those notes were included to train the autoencoder on feature representation.

Of the combined 2902 positive and negative sentences (50% each), we randomly selected 1 of 10 sentences as the testing data, and the other 9 sentences were used for model training. By setting aside the testing data, we trained the BiLSTM-based autoencoder model on all the remaining sentences of the 878 notes, with a total of 48,338 sentences after preprocessing.

An NLP system that is trained for downsampling may not perform well for the real-world data; in our case, the positive and negative data were highly unbalanced (only 2.9% of annotated sentences contained a bleeding event). To accurately evaluate the performance of our NLP system, we annotated 6 additional EHR notes as unseen hold-out data for testing. Those 6 notes included a total of 2,345 sentences, of which only 64 sentences (2.7%) were positive.

**Textbox 1.** Sentence samples from our dataset with 2 positive bleeding samples and 2 negative bleeding samples. POS: positive bleeding sample sentence; NEG: negative bleeding sample sentence.

| POS 1: | Patient was admitted with hematemesis and blood per rectum. |
| POS 2: | Anticoagulation has been held on this patient secondary to recent gastrointestinal bleed. |
| NEG 1: | She has done well with the warfarin with no further thromboembolic episodes and no bleeding problems. |
| NEG 2: | The patient is also on Keppra for seizure activity, and he has been seizure-free on that medication. |
Experimental Setup

We implemented the neural network models in Pytorch [39]. For the evaluation metrics, we used precision, recall, and F-score and reported the overall performance as well as the performance on positive instances and negative instances. In addition, we reported the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC-ROC) score. The AUC-ROC plots the true positive rate (y-coordinate) against the false positive rate (x-coordinate) at various threshold settings. For the testing on the natural EHR notes, we reported overall accuracy as well as the precision, recall, and F-score on positive samples. All the word embedding sizes were initialized or pretrained with 200 dimensions. The dropout rate was set as 0.3, batch size as 16, and learning rate as 0.001. Optimization was performed using stochastic gradient descent. For the BiLSTM autoencoder model, the number of hidden neurons was 64.

Models

We conducted experiments with the following baselines to compare them with our proposed model. We first compared our model with a strong traditional machine-learning classifier as the SVM model. The basic bag-of-words features are used for SVM. A stronger SVM baseline with both bag-of-words features and bag of the unified medical language system (UMLS) [40] concept features were implemented for comparison. In addition, as the proposed model was an integrated model including a word-embedding CNN and a BiLSTM autoencoder, we conducted experiments to determine the separate performance of the two components. Pretrained word embeddings were used in additional experiments to examine their effect in model performance.

Support Vector Machines+Bag of Words

A standard linear SVM classifier [41] with bag-of-words features was used. Parameter C (penalty parameter of the error term) was set as 1, and other parameters were set as default in the sklearn.SVM.SVC implementation [41].

Support Vector Machines+Bag of Words+Unified Medical Language System

A standard linear SVM classifier [41] with bag-of-words features and bag of UMLS [40] concept features were used. Further, we used MetaMap [42], a tool created by NLM that maps from free text to biomedical concepts in the UMLS, to identify medical phrases. The same parameters were used as mentioned in the Support Vector Machines+Bag of Words subsection above.

Autoencoder

The BiLSTM-based autoencoder model has been described above (see Methods section); all word embedding was randomly initialized and modified during training. A fully connected layer was used to connect the hidden representation of \( \mathbf{E} \) followed by a softmax operation to generate the prediction.

Autoencoder and Pretrained Word Embedding

This model was similar to the autoencoder model. However, in this model, we pretrained the word embedding on 4.7 million EHR notes using the Glove model [43]. The pretrained vectors were fine tuned for the task during training.

Convolutional Neural Network

The CNN model used has been described in the Methods section, with all word embeddings randomly initialized and modified during training.

Convolutional Neural Network and Pretrained Word Embedding

This model was similar to the CNN model. The same pretrained word embeddings described in the Autoencoder and Pretrained Word Embedding experiment were used, and the vectors were fine tuned for the task during training.

Hybrid Convolutional Neural Network and Long Short-Term Memory Autoencoder

Our proposed model incorporates CNN, pretrained word embedding, and a BiLSTM-based autoencoder, as described in the Methods section.

Convolutional Neural Network for Negation Bleeding

As negation bleeding (eg, NEG1 in Textbox 1) is a relatively difficult and misleading subset of the corpus for the model to make predictions, we conducted this extra experiment with only the 285 sentences that mentioned negated bleeding as negative samples. Of these, 185 sentences were used with the 1451 positive samples for training, and the remaining 100 sentences were used for testing.

Hybrid Convolutional Neural Network and Long Short-Term Memory Autoencoder for Negation Bleeding

The same data setting was used as mentioned above for Convolutional Neural Network for Negation Bleeding.

Experimental Results

Our HCLA model showed the best performance across all evaluation metrics, with an AUC-ROC value of 0.957, overall F-score of 0.938, and F-scores of 0.932 and 0.943 for positive and negative sentences, respectively (Table 1). With pretrained word embedding, both the autoencoder and the CNN models performed better than learning word representation directly from the data. For the traditional SVM model, improved performance was achieved by incorporating the UMLS knowledge, leading to an overall F-score of 0.886 and an AUC-ROC value of 0.934 compared to an F-score of 0.862 and an AUC-ROC of 0.921 without the UMLS features. The incorporation of UMLS knowledge especially improved the precision score on positive samples with a large increase of 0.043. The precision score of all CNN models demonstrated a consistent increase in all positive and negative samples. As shown in Table 1, the CNN model without the autoencoder outperformed the model that was solely built on the autoencoder.

To further evaluate our model’s performance on natural EHR notes (as compared to negative sampling), we tested the proposed HCLA model on the 6 extra annotated notes. The resulting overall accuracy outcomes and precision, recall, and F-score on positive samples are shown in Table 2.
Table 1. Comparison of the study results at baseline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>F-score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM(^{b})+BOW(^{c})</td>
<td>0.848</td>
<td>0.883</td>
<td>0.865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM+BOW+UMLS(^{d}) concept</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>0.887</td>
<td>0.889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoencoder</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>0.855</td>
<td>0.858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoencoder+pretrained word embedding</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>0.869</td>
<td>0.872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN(^{e})</td>
<td>0.908</td>
<td>0.877</td>
<td>0.892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN+pretrained word embedding</td>
<td>0.930</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td>0.920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCLA(^{f})</td>
<td>0.954</td>
<td>0.912</td>
<td>0.932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN for negation bleeding</td>
<td>N/A(^{g})</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCLA for negation bleeding</td>
<td>N/A(^{g})</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\)AUC-ROC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.
\(^{b}\)SVM: support vector machines.
\(^{c}\)BOW: bag of words.
\(^{d}\)UMLS: unified medical language system.
\(^{e}\)CNN: convolutional neural network.
\(^{f}\)HCLA: hybrid convolutional neural network and long short-term memory autoencoder.
\(^{g}\)N/A: not applicable.

Table 2. Performance of the hybrid convolutional neural network and long short-term memory autoencoder model on natural electronic health record notes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall accuracy</td>
<td>0.938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision on positive samples</td>
<td>0.992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall on positive samples</td>
<td>0.944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-score on positive samples</td>
<td>0.967</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

Principal Findings

This study addresses the detection of important bleeding events in EHR notes. Clinical phenotyping is challenging mainly due to irregularity of clinical narratives, which incorporates domain-specific medical jargon, abbreviations, incorrect use of natural language (eg, spelling errors), etc [44,45]. In addition, negation is common in the clinical domain, which adds complexity. The difficulty of the NLP task is further exacerbated by the limited size of human annotated gold standard positive samples, which makes it difficult for our data-driven deep learning approaches to extract effective features. However, the proposed HCLA model (Textbox 1) achieved the best result of 0.938 (F-score) and 0.957 (AUC-ROC value).

Our results show that all end-to-end CNN models outperformed the baseline SVM model, despite the incorporation of knowledge-based features for SVM. When we pretrained word embedding over large unlabeled EHR notes (4.3 million), the overall F-score performance improved by approximately 0.03, demonstrating the effectiveness of using unlabeled data. Our results demonstrate that the BiLSTM-based autoencoder improved sentence representation. By concatenating the representation of the BiLSTM-based autoencoder, we further improved the performance by 0.017 (from 0.921 to 0.938) and the AUC-ROC value by 0.957, even though the model was trained with a relatively small data set (1451 positive samples and 285 negative samples).

Our annotated data incorporated both bleeding and negated bleeding events. Detection of bleeding signals is challenging from narratives, but separating true bleeding events from negated bleeding events is more challenging due to different negation variations. We therefore evaluated how our model performed in terms of accurately identifying negated bleeding events. Comparing the data setting described above for CNN and HCLA for negation bleeding, the CNN model achieved an accuracy of 0.82 and our proposed model achieved an accuracy of 0.86. The results validate the ability of the model to learn to grasp meaningful features in the dataset, rather than just depend on “bleeding”-related word indicators. For example, in Textbox 1, the NEG1 sentence contains the word “bleeding” but describes a nonbleeding event.
**Table 2** presents the model’s performance in real applications in the 6 natural EHR notes. In this unbalanced data of total 2345 sentences with only 64 positive sentences (2.7%), our model showed good results. The overall accuracy was 0.938. The model achieved high precision, recall, and F-score of 0.992, 0.944, and 0.967, respectively, on positive samples. Performance in positive samples is meaningful because it reflects how accurately the NLP system detects bleeding events in the EHR notes.

**Error Analysis**

Our error analyses showed that HCLA needs improvement in negation detection and analyzing complex sentences. Textbox 2 includes representative examples to show that HCLA failed the classification. The first sentence in Textbox 2 was a negated bleeding sample, but was misclassified as a positive instance. Since our employed CNN model mainly focused on the local context, it may fail to recognize the distant negation cue “no.” The second sentence was a positive sample, but was misclassified as a negative sample by the system. The second sentence is complex and required knowledge inference, which may be challenging for the model. The third sentence in Textbox 2 was annotated as a positive instance, but seemed to be correctly identified by our system as a negative instance. On examining the note, we found that it was a follow-up of a patient whose chief complaint was hemorrhoidal bleeding. Our annotators annotated bleeding events at the whole-note level. Although the bleeding event in this specific sentence in the section of Physical Examination, seemed to be negative, it was annotated as “bleeding present.” In this case, the annotators interpreted the bleeding as the present complaint, even though the sentence clearly indicated no evidence of a recent bleed.

This sentence represents a complex case of annotation consistency. The annotation guideline needs to be updated to refine the definition of “assertion.” On the other hand, this annotation highlights one limitation of our NLP system that is based on sentence-level classification. Our future work will focus on exploring the context of the whole note.

**Study Strength**

The contributions of this study are several folds: This study is the first to automatically detect bleeding events from EHR notes. We have demonstrated the effectiveness of HCLA as a high-performance bleeding event-detection NLP system from EHRs. In addition, we have demonstrated the effectiveness of the HCLA architecture that can be trained from small annotated data.

**Limitations**

We acknowledge a few limitations to this study. The gold dataset for our experiments was relatively small. Therefore, we built unsupervised models to leverage the large unlabeled EHR data in order to improve the performance. However, the generalizability and robustness of the model were not evaluated on a large scale. In addition, our system was based on sentence-level classification and does not consider the context of whole notes.

**Conclusions**

This is the first study to address bleeding detection in EHRs. Our proposed HCLA neural network model effectively outperformed standard CNN models, autoencoder models, and SVM models by using a limited number of expert annotations. In the future, we will attempt to use active learning methods in order to improve the efficiency of experts’ annotation. Depending on more high-quality annotation, we will further mine data on bleeding causes, anatomic sites of bleeding, bleeding severity, and assertion (current vs history) from EHRs, as tasks are important and require further examination.
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Abstract

Background: Electronic health record (EHR) access and audit logs record behaviors of providers as they navigate the EHR. These data can be used to better understand provider responses to EHR–based clinical decision support (CDS), shedding light on whether and why CDS is effective.

Objective: This study aimed to determine the feasibility of using EHR access and audit logs to track primary care physicians’ (PCPs’) opening of and response to noninterruptive alerts delivered to EHR InBaskets.

Methods: We conducted a descriptive study to assess the use of EHR log data to track provider behavior. We analyzed data recorded following opening of 799 noninterruptive alerts sent to 75 PCPs’ InBaskets through a prior randomized controlled trial. Three types of alerts highlighted new medication concerns for older patients’ posthospital discharge: information only (n=593), medication recommendations (n=37), and test recommendations (n=169). We sought log data to identify the person opening the alert and the timing and type of PCPs’ follow-up EHR actions (immediate vs by the end of the following day). We performed multivariate analyses examining associations between alert type, patient characteristics, provider characteristics, and contextual factors and likelihood of immediate or subsequent PCP action (general, medication-specific, or laboratory-specific actions). We describe challenges and strategies for log data use.

Results: We successfully identified the required data in EHR access and audit logs. More than three-quarters of alerts (78.5%, 627/799) were opened by the PCP to whom they were directed, allowing us to assess immediate PCP action; of these, 208 alerts were followed by immediate action. Expanding on our analyses to include alerts opened by staff or covering physicians, we found that an additional 330 of the 799 alerts demonstrated PCP action by the end of the following day. The remaining 261 alerts showed no PCP action. Compared to information-only alerts, the odds ratio (OR) of immediate action was 4.03 (95% CI 1.67-9.72) for medication-recommendation and 2.14 (95% CI 1.38-3.32) for test-recommendation alerts. Compared to information-only alerts, ORs of medication-specific action by end of the following day were significantly greater for medication recommendations (5.59; 95% CI 2.42-12.94) and test recommendations (1.71; 95% CI 1.09-2.68). We found a similar pattern for OR of laboratory-specific action. We encountered 2 main challenges: (1) Capturing a historical snapshot of EHR status (number of InBasket messages at time of alert delivery) required incorporation of data generated many months prior with longitudinal follow-up. (2) Accurately
interpreting data elements required iterative work by a physician/data manager team taking action within the EHR and then examining audit logs to identify corresponding documentation.

Conclusions: EHR log data could inform future efforts and provide valuable information during development and refinement of CDS interventions. To address challenges, use of these data should be planned before implementing an EHR–based study.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(1):e12650) doi:10.2196/12650
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Introduction

Audit and access logs in the electronic health record (EHR) have primarily been used for security purposes [1-3], but recent studies [4-7] indicate that a broad range of additional research and clinical questions may be answered using this relatively untapped data source. Access logs contain time-stamped recordings of who accessed the EHR and what part was accessed [5]. Audit logs record chronological activity in the EHR, tracking actions such as what data were created, reviewed, or changed by the user [3]. These log data, though potentially complex to retrieve and interpret, can be used by researchers and care teams to identify targets for clinical interventions as well as care quality and safety-improvement efforts [4,8].

Data from access and audit logs can be used to better understand how various forms of clinical decision support (CDS) impact physician behavior. This is especially relevant for noninterruptive EHR alerts, where assessments of the effectiveness of these alerts have found mixed results [9-12]. In contrast to alerts that “pop-up” and interrupt workflow when a specific EHR action is taken, noninterruptive alerts deliver information to an EHR InBasket, requiring the receiver to open and review them. This information may include warnings about out-of-range test results [9,13,14], abnormal findings on diagnostic imaging and screening [10,15-17], important changes in patient health [18], and safety concerns during transition of care [19]. However, these alerts must compete for the attention of physicians who are often overwhelmed by the number of electronic notifications they receive, read, and respond to while managing direct patient care [4,20-23].

Access logs can provide valuable insight into the precise time of alert opening, even if the alert is opened many days postdelivery; logs can also help pinpoint actions following opening that might otherwise be difficult to link back to a particular CDS intervention. Although causality of EHR actions can be difficult to prove, there is value in demonstrating close temporal proximity of an EHR action after alert opening. Such knowledge can shed light on the mechanisms by which an EHR–based intervention is (or is not) effective.

The effectiveness of a noninterruptive alerting system was tested by our team in a previous randomized trial (trial registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT00611091) [19]. Locally developed alerts regarding older adults’ posthospital discharge were sent to their primary care physicians (PCPs) through the EHR [24,25]. These alerts highlighted what our team believed to be actionable medication safety concerns. The trial assessed whether these alerts increased outpatient visits and reduced rehospitalization [19]. The alerts did not improve either of these measures. To better understand this outcome, we conducted this descriptive study using audit and access log data to track actions taken by physicians in the EHR following alert delivery. In this paper, we present findings from this analysis of physician action. We also describe the availability and level of detail of information in these logs and review challenges and strategies for success.

Methods

Design

This study was based on data from the intervention arm of a prior randomized controlled trial, as mentioned above [19]. In that trial, an EHR–based intervention was implemented using locally developed noninterruptive alerts to highlight postdischarge medication safety concerns for older patients. The inpatient facility to which the health care system admitted its patients used a different EHR than that used by the health care system. An interface engine was linked to the hospital’s admission, discharge, and transfer registration system. The hospital transmitted information including discharge dates for the health care system’s patients; these data were automatically incorporated into the health care system’s EHR. Informed by health plan data reflecting new prescriptions filled, alerts were then generated for patients. These alerts were designed to convey actionable time-sensitive concerns pertaining to high-risk drugs (known to result in more adverse drug events) and new drugs. Over the 4 months prior to implementation, two physicians from the health care system met weekly to review every alert generated, suggesting modifications to ensure that alerts would be perceived as necessary, useful, and brief. Alerts that they considered inactionable were eliminated. At the time of hospital discharge, patients were randomized to the intervention (EHR alerts sent to the patient’s PCP if medication concerns were identified) or usual follow-up care. The primary goal of the intervention was to decrease rehospitalization rates.

Setting

This study was conducted at a large Massachusetts multispecialty medical group with 217 physicians at 15 sites throughout Central Massachusetts. All sites used an EHR from Epic Systems Corporation.

Study Sample

When the original trial was conducted in 2011, approximately 140,000 adults received primary care through this medical group, of which approximately 24,000 were aged ≥65 years and were members of a local health plan. Patients who were...
members of this local health plan with primary care providers within this medical group and were discharged to home from the primary hospital used by the medical group from August 26, 2010, to August 25, 2011, were included in the trial. A total of 1282 patients were randomized to the intervention arm. In our analysis, we included only the 799 patient discharges for which PCP medication alerts were triggered (corresponding to 713 patients). These alerts were sent to 75 PCPs.

The Institutional Review Boards at Reliant Medical Group and the University of Massachusetts Medical School approved this study, and waiver of consent was obtained.

Variables and Data Sources

Data available from the original trial included details about the timing and content of alerts, the scrambled identifier of the physician to whom the alerts were sent, and additional PCP characteristics including age (<50 vs ≥ 50 years), gender, and specialty (internal medicine, family medicine, PCP without a Doctor of Medicine degree such as a nurse practitioner, and subspecialist acting as PCP). To approximate full- versus part-time status of the physicians, we categorized the total number of patient encounters for each physician during the year prior to alert delivery in quartiles (0-2326, 2327-2783, 2784-3173, and >3173) across the 75 PCPs to whom alerts were sent. We collected the following information about the relevant patients: age (65-74, 75-84, and ≥85 years), gender, Charlson comorbidity index score (categorized as 0, 1, 2, and ≥3), dates and length (≤2 days, 3 days, and ≥4 days) of the related hospitalization, number of office visits in the past year (≤6, 7-11, 12-18, and >18), patient outcomes, and scrambled patient identifiers. Our research team grouped all the alerts sent during the intervention into three categories: information about new and high-risk medications at the time of hospital discharge (“information only”), recommendation to cancel or modify doses of medications (“medication recommendation”), and recommendation to order tests—laboratory tests or, in a few cases, eye exams—to monitor the impact of high-risk medications or titrate their doses (“test recommendation”).

For this descriptive study, we sought a range of additional data elements from the EHR access and audit logs (described below) to provide information on the opening of alerts and track specific physician actions within the EHR. We captured the timing of alert opening relative to alert delivery (≤24 hours, 24-48 hours, and >48 hours) within office hours (8 AM-5 PM Monday through Friday) as compared to outside office hours. We also identified the user opening the alert (the intended PCP vs a staff member or provider other than the intended PCP).

We gathered data on the following variables pertaining to the PCP’s InBasket load categorized by quartile: total number of notifications in the InBasket at the time of alert delivery (≤42, 43-69, 70-157, and >157), number of unopened notifications in the InBasket at the time of alert delivery (0, 1-4, 5-9, and >9), and number of notifications delivered to the InBasket in the 7 days prior to alert delivery (≤344, 345-453, 454-546, and >546). Finally, we compared alerts delivered on Saturdays to those delivered on all other days, because those arriving on Saturday were the only alerts for which the 24 hours postdelivery did not include any weekday time.

Our goal was to identify factors associated with the alerts that impacted physician review of patient information (eg, review of EHR information related to prescribed medications, laboratory test results, and laboratory orders) or physician orders for medications or laboratory tests.

Identifying Primary Care Physicians’ Actions in the Electronic Health Record Through Use of Access and Audit Logs

We analyzed EHR log data corresponding to the 2-day period following opening of 799 alerts (593 information only, 37 medication recommendations, and 169 test recommendations) sent to 75 PCPs’ InBaskets. These three types of alerts highlighted new medication concerns for older patients posthospital discharge; all were intended to prompt review of the recently hospitalized patient’s chart within the EHR by the PCP. Expected actions for test recommendations included viewing test results or ordering tests. Expected actions for medication recommendations included viewing medication lists and discontinuing or ordering medications. For information-only alerts, appropriate action was left to the judgment of the PCP, but expected actions were similar to those for medication recommendations and included performance of medication reconciliation, which would entail viewing medication lists and possibly discontinuing or ordering medications. In all cases, reviews of other parts of the patient chart could be expected in support of information gathering and decision making.

In order to retrieve data on the 2-day period following alert opening, the data manager needed to first identify the location and format of data generated by the locally developed alert system. This work was accomplished through careful coordination between a physician with EHR access and a data manager. Simulated patients were created, and alerts were triggered for these simulated patients. Following this, a collaborating physician from the medical group opened the alerts and then opened and viewed various sections within the EHR corresponding to the simulated patient’s chart. The data manager used the collaborating physician and simulated patient identifiers together with the dates and times of triggering activities to locate these actions within the EHR’s logs and tables. This allowed her to identify the code generated by the locally developed alert system, indicating that an alert had been sent. From that base, the unique identifiers generated for each delivered alert could be extracted. Using the audit log table, we then obtained time stamps for each alert opened (hour, minute, and second) and an identifier for the person opening the alert in order to track actions. Alerts could be opened by the PCP to whom they were addressed or other members of the care team.

Immediate Actions

We identified the first time the alert was opened by the addressed PCP. The InBasket view of the EHR version used during the study period only displayed the alert message and several clickable buttons that served as direct links to summaries of sections of the corresponding patient’s chart; thus, navigation to other sections of the EHR was required to gain any additional information. After opening the alert, some PCPs navigated to sections of the EHR for the patient triggering the alert, whereas some moved on to a different alert or the electronic record for...
a different patient. Using time stamps, we captured the time spent by the PCP on the alert itself, and we captured the total time spent on the relevant patient. Total time included the duration during which the alert was displayed in the EHR plus the time the PCP spent navigating sections of the EHR corresponding to the relevant patient.

Using the EHR access log table, we identified each action taken by the provider during the 5-minute period immediately following alert opening. Data elements from each action provided information on the exact time (hour, minute, seconds) of the action as well as codes indicating the specific section of the EHR opened and the patient to whom it related. Codes indicating the component of the EHR accessed by the PCP were complex, requiring additional physician-data manager collaboration to categorize. Actions that we considered as viewing relevant patient information included opening a section of the electronic medical record (medications, laboratory, orders, results, encounters, demographic information, other clinical information, nonclinical information, and information entry) or choosing one of several options on the alert that served as direct links to summaries of components of that patient’s record. Actions that we considered as not viewing relevant patient information included opening a notification related to a different patient, opening a section of a different patient’s medical record, or doing nothing further in the EHR for 5 minutes.

**Subsequent Relevant Actions**

Considering that PCPs might be opening alerts briefly in between patient visits and might return to the patient record later to address issues raised in the alert, we sought to broaden the window for tracking PCP’s actions. For our analysis of subsequent relevant actions taken by the PCP, the time window studied included the day of alert opening and the following day. Extracted data included a timestamp as well as codes indicating the EHR component accessed (categorized in the same manner as with immediate action analyses described above). In addition to the information extracted from the access log table, we captured evidence of orders placed for medications (new medication, change, or discontinuation) and laboratory tests. We focused only on actions taken in the EHR for the patient of interest (eg, the patient for whom the alert was triggered).

We categorized PCP actions under the broad heading of general action (includes viewing any patient data, creating documentation, and placing any orders). Within this broad group, we defined subcategories: medication-specific action (viewing the patient’s medication list or ordering a medication) and laboratory-specific action (viewing or ordering laboratory tests).

**Contextual Factors**

We also examined contextual factors potentially relevant to alert opening and subsequent EHR action. These included the number of messages and unopened messages in the physician’s InBasket as well as the flow of messages during the prior week. Capturing a snapshot of the EHR status at a historical point in time (eg, number of InBasket messages at the time of alert delivery) presented challenges. To recreate the InBasket at the moment of alert delivery, we began by assembling all the messages delivered to a specific physician’s InBasket during the 1-year period prior to alert delivery. We then eliminated any messages for which the record indicated that the message was “completed” (eg, deleted from the InBasket) prior to the date of alert delivery. This provided a count of the number of messages remaining in the InBasket. To calculate the number of messages that remained unopened at the time of alert delivery, we identified those for which there was no log entry indicating opening on or prior to the alert delivery date. We also calculated the total number of notifications that arrived in the InBasket during the week prior to alert delivery.

**Data Analysis**

**Immediate Actions**

For assessment of the immediate response during the 5 minutes after alert opening, we focused only on those cases in which the physician to whom the alert was sent was the first person to open the alert. We categorized the immediate next action by the physician as one related or not related to the relevant patient. We used bivariate analyses to assess the relationship between performing an immediate relevant action and alert type, timing of alert opening relative to alert delivery, provider and patient characteristics, and contextual factors. We performed multivariate analyses to obtain odds ratios (OR) in the presence of more than one variable. Since some PCPs received multiple alerts over the 1-year period, we used generalized estimating equations with a logit link and a binomial distribution to account for clustering of measures within PCPs. To estimate the total time attributable to the alert in the 5 minutes following opening, we calculated the length of time spent by the PCP with the alert open (ie, displayed on the EHR computer screen) and combined this with the total time (immediately following alert opening) spent viewing sections of the EHR for that patient.

**Subsequent Relevant Actions**

When assessing factors related to relevant subsequent actions, we included all first openings of each alert irrespective of whether the addressed physician or a covering physician or staff member opened the alert, but tracked behavior of the addressed physician. Similar to the process for the immediate actions, we performed bivariate and multivariate analyses using generalized estimating equation models to assess the relationship between performing subsequent relevant actions and the covariates mentioned above. We also assessed the effect of alert opening by the addressed physician on the likelihood of subsequent actions.

**Results**

**Overview**

In the overall group of 799 alerts opened, 627 (78.5%) were opened by the addressed PCP. Of this subgroup, we were able to track actions immediately following PCP alert opening for 616 alerts (11 alerts had no available data). The analysis was then expanded to include the remaining 172 (21.5%) alerts opened by staff or a provider other than the PCP to track actions over the day of alert opening and the following day. Alerts that did not show evidence of action within this timeframe were
classified as alerts not followed by timely PCP action (Figure 1).

Immediate Actions

Among the 616 tracked alerts, 208 (33.8%) were immediately followed by viewing of the relevant patient’s EHR (Table 1). Of 445 information-only alerts, 28.1% (125/445) were followed by immediate viewing of the patient’s EHR, as were 54.8% (17/31) of the medication-recommendation alerts and 47.1% (66/140) of the test-recommendation alerts.

In multivariate analyses predicting immediate viewing of the patient’s electronic information, the only factor that reached statistical significance was the type of alert. As compared to information-only alerts (reference group), the odds ratio (OR) of immediate action for medication-recommendation alerts was 4.03 (95% CI 1.67-9.72); the OR for test-recommendation alerts was 2.14 (95% CI 1.38-3.32). In the 5 minutes postopening, the mean time PCPs spent on the patient of interest—with the alert on display and while navigating relevant patient’s EHR—was 106 seconds (median, 64 seconds). Alerts not immediately followed by viewing of the relevant patient’s EHR were kept on display for a mean time of 26 seconds (median, 15 seconds; Table 2).

Figure 1. Overview of alert opening. Asterisk indicates that 11 alerts had no data available on immediate action. PCP: primary care physician.
Table 1. Immediate electronic health record actions taken by primary care providers after opening noninterruptive alerts. We identified the first time the alert was opened by the addressed primary care physician and extracted from the electronic health record access log table data on the first action taken by the provider during the 5-minute period immediately following alert opening.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics of alerts, physicians, patients, and contextual factors</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Immediate action&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; taken in the record of the patient who triggered the alert, n (%)</th>
<th>No immediate action&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; taken in the record of the patient who triggered the alert, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>616</td>
<td>208 (33.8)</td>
<td>408 (66.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alert type</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information only</td>
<td>445</td>
<td>125 (60.1)</td>
<td>320 (78.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication recommendation</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>17 (8.2)</td>
<td>14 (3.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test recommendation</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>66 (31.7)</td>
<td>74 (18.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time to alert opening</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opened ≤1 hour</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>32 (15.4)</td>
<td>87 (21.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opened ≤24 hours</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>88 (42.3)</td>
<td>164 (40.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opened &gt;24 hours</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>88 (42.3)</td>
<td>157 (38.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Characteristics of the primary care physician</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>72 (34.6)</td>
<td>132 (32.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>136 (65.4)</td>
<td>276 (67.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of patient encounters in the study year (quartiles)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;0 and ≤2326</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>19 (9.1)</td>
<td>23 (5.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;2326 and ≤2783</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>33 (15.9)</td>
<td>82 (20.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;2783 and ≤3173</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>70 (33.7)</td>
<td>133 (32.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;3173</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>86 (41.3)</td>
<td>170 (41.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient characteristic - Charlson comorbidity score</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>18 (8.7)</td>
<td>40 (9.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>20 (9.6)</td>
<td>47 (11.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥2</td>
<td>491</td>
<td>170 (81.7)</td>
<td>321 (78.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contextual factors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opening within office hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No: Opened outside office hours</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>110 (52.9)</td>
<td>202 (49.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes: Opened 8 AM to 5 PM Mon-Fri</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>98 (47.1)</td>
<td>206 (50.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total number of notifications (opened + unopened) in InBasket at time of alert delivery</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤42</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>42 (20.2)</td>
<td>117 (28.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;42 and ≤69</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>50 (24)</td>
<td>102 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;69 and ≤157</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>62 (29.8)</td>
<td>91 (22.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;157</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>54 (26)</td>
<td>98 (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of unopened notifications in InBasket at the time of alert delivery</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤0</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>60 (28.8)</td>
<td>129 (31.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;0 and ≤4</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>43 (20.7)</td>
<td>92 (22.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;4 and ≤9</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>50 (24)</td>
<td>95 (23.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;9</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>55 (26.4)</td>
<td>92 (22.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notification count in the week prior to alert delivery</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤344</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>54 (26)</td>
<td>92 (22.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;344 and ≤453</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>48 (23.1)</td>
<td>111 (27.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;453 and ≤546</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>42 (20.2)</td>
<td>115 (28.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Time spent by the primary care physician in electronic charts of patients triggering an alert during the 5 minutes postalert opening.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time spent in the electronic chart, by category</th>
<th>Time (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time spent in the chart of the relevant patient (n=616 alerts)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time spent in the chart when the primary care physician took immediate action in the record of the patient who triggered the alert(^a) (n=208)</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time spent in the chart when the primary care physician took no immediate action in the record of the patient who triggered the alert(^b) (n=408)</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time spent in the chart of the relevant patient, by alert type</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information only (n=445)</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication recommendation (n=31)</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test recommendation (n=140)</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Actions that we considered as viewing relevant patient information included opening a section of the electronic medical record (medications, laboratory, orders, results, encounters, demographic information, other clinical information, nonclinical information, and information entry) or choosing one of several options on the alert that served as direct links to summaries of components of that patient’s record.

\(^b\)Actions that we considered as not viewing relevant patient information included opening a notification related to a different patient, opening a section of a different patient’s medical record, or doing nothing further in the electronic health record for 5 minutes.

Subsequent Relevant Actions

In the overall group of 799 alerts opened, 538 (67.3%) were followed by PCP-related actions during the day of opening or the next day (Table 3). Among information-only alerts, 64.4% (382/593) were followed by a general action in the EHR; 16.0% (95/593), by a medication-specific action; and 16.9% (100/593), by a laboratory-specific action. Among medication-recommendation alerts, 78.4% (29/37) were followed by a general action; 48.6% (18/37), by a medication-specific action; and 54.1% (20/37), by a laboratory-specific action. Among test-recommendation alerts, 75.1% (127/169) were followed by a general action, 24.3% (41/169) were followed by a medication-specific action, and 35.5% (60/169) were followed by a laboratory-specific action.

On multivariate analysis (Table 3), alerts containing specific instructions for the PCP (medication recommendations or test recommendations) were significantly more likely to be associated with subsequent action by the PCP compared to information-only alerts. Compared to information-only alerts, the ORs of medication-specific action were significantly greater for medication recommendations (OR: 5.59; 95% CI 2.42-12.94) and test recommendations (OR: 1.71; 95% CI 1.09-2.68). Likewise, the ORs of laboratory-specific action were significantly greater for medication recommendations (OR: 7.37; 95% CI 3.64-14.97) and test recommendations (OR: 2.75; 95% CI 1.73-4.38).

There was no significant association between the timing of alert opening and responsive action. As expected, subsequent relevant action by the PCP was more likely for alerts opened by the addressed PCP as compared to alerts opened by staff or another provider, although only the association with medication-specific action reached statistical significance (general action, OR: 1.41; 95% CI 0.81-2.45; medication-specific action, OR: 2.13; 95% CI 1.35-3.37; laboratory-specific action, OR: 1.65; 95% CI 0.99-2.73).
Table 3. Multivariate analysis results for factors associated with primary care providers’ subsequent action following opening of noninterruptive alerts. Alerts were opened by the addressed primary care provider, staff, or provider other than the addressed primary care provider. The primary care provider’s actions in the electronic health record related to the relevant patient were tracked over the day of alert opening and the following day.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics of alerts, physicians, patients, and contextual factors</th>
<th>Total alerts</th>
<th>General action(^a) in electronic health record taken by PCP(^b)</th>
<th>Medication-specific action(^c) taken by PCP</th>
<th>Laboratory-specific action(^d) taken by PCP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N (%)</td>
<td>Action is taken, N (%)</td>
<td>AOR(^e) (95% CI)</td>
<td>Action is taken, N (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>799</td>
<td>538 (67.3)</td>
<td>N/A(^f)</td>
<td>154 (19.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alert type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information only</td>
<td>593 (74.2)</td>
<td>382 (71)</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>95 (61.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication recommendation(^g)</td>
<td>37 (4.6)</td>
<td>29 (5.4)</td>
<td>2.0 (0.9- 4.8)</td>
<td>18 (11.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test recommendation(^h)</td>
<td>169 (21.2)</td>
<td>127 (23.6)</td>
<td>1.7 (1.1- 2.5)</td>
<td>41 (26.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to alert opening</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opened ≤24 h after delivery</td>
<td>472 (59.1)</td>
<td>308 (57.2)</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>88 (57.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opened &gt;24 h and ≤48 h after delivery</td>
<td>137 (17.1)</td>
<td>97 (18)</td>
<td>1.2 (0.6- 2.4)</td>
<td>27 (17.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opened &gt;48 h after delivery</td>
<td>190 (23.8)</td>
<td>133 (24.7)</td>
<td>1.2 (0.7- 2.2)</td>
<td>39 (25.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opened by PCP/other staff</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opened by staff/provider other than PCP</td>
<td>172 (21.5)</td>
<td>100 (18.6)</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>17 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opened by PCP</td>
<td>627 (78.5)</td>
<td>438 (81.4)</td>
<td>1.4 (0.8-2.5)</td>
<td>137 (89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCP characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;50 years</td>
<td>296 (37.0)</td>
<td>203 (37.7)</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>63 (40.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥50 years</td>
<td>503 (63.0)</td>
<td>335 (62.3)</td>
<td>1.0 (0.7- 1.4)</td>
<td>91 (59.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>264 (33.0)</td>
<td>182 (33.8)</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>54 (35.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>555 (67.0)</td>
<td>356 (66.2)</td>
<td>0.6 (0.4- 1.0)</td>
<td>100 (64.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of patient encounters in study year (quartiles)(^i)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;0 and ≤2326</td>
<td>80 (10.0)</td>
<td>58 (10.8)</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>8 (5.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;2326 and ≤2783</td>
<td>163 (20.4)</td>
<td>94 (17.5)</td>
<td>0.6 (0.3- 1.4)</td>
<td>18 (11.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;2783 and ≤3173</td>
<td>247 (30.9)</td>
<td>168 (31.2)</td>
<td>1.0 (0.5- 2.1)</td>
<td>54 (35.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;3173</td>
<td>309 (38.7)</td>
<td>218 (40.5)</td>
<td>1.5 (0.7- 3.3)</td>
<td>74 (48.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal medicine</td>
<td>118 (14.8)</td>
<td>445 (82.7)</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>129 (83.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family medicine</td>
<td>661 (82.7)</td>
<td>79 (14.7)</td>
<td>0.7 (0.4- 1.2)</td>
<td>22 (14.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-MD(^j) PCP</td>
<td>11 (1.4)</td>
<td>6 (1.1)</td>
<td>0.3 (0.1- 1.2)</td>
<td>2 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subspeciality</td>
<td>9 (1.1)</td>
<td>8 (1.5)</td>
<td>3.0 (1.0- 9.6)</td>
<td>1 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65-74 years</td>
<td>255 (31.9)</td>
<td>171 (31.8)</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>55 (35.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75-84 years</td>
<td>349 (43.7)</td>
<td>241 (44.8)</td>
<td>1.1 (0.7- 1.6)</td>
<td>57 (37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥85 years</td>
<td>195 (24.4)</td>
<td>126 (23.4)</td>
<td>0.9 (0.5- 1.4)</td>
<td>42 (27.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Action is taken when the alert is opened or in the following 24 h after opening.
\(^b\) PCP indicates primary care provider.
\(^c\) Medication-specific action is taking a medication.
\(^d\) Laboratory-specific action includes taking a laboratory test or obtaining a laboratory result.
\(^e\) AOR indicates adjusted odds ratio.
\(^f\) N/A indicates not applicable.
\(^g\) Medication recommendation is when a medication is recommended.
\(^h\) Test recommendation is when a test is recommended.
\(^i\) Number of patient encounters in study year is divided into four quartiles.
\(^j\) Non-MD indicates non-physician doctor.
## Characteristics of alerts, physicians, patients, and contextual factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics of alerts, physicians, patients, and contextual factors</th>
<th>Total alerts</th>
<th>General action in electronic health record taken by PCP</th>
<th>Medication-specific action taken by PCP</th>
<th>Laboratory-specific action taken by PCP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N (%)</td>
<td>Action is taken, N (%)</td>
<td>AOR (95% CI)</td>
<td>AOR (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>418 (52.3)</td>
<td>284 (52.8)</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>81 (52.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>381 (47.7)</td>
<td>254 (47.2)</td>
<td>0.9 (0.7-1.3)</td>
<td>73 (47.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Number of office visits in the previous 12 months

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of office visits</th>
<th>Total alerts</th>
<th>General action</th>
<th>Medication-specific action</th>
<th>Laboratory-specific action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Action is taken, N (%)</td>
<td>AOR (95% CI)</td>
<td>AOR (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤6 visits</td>
<td>205 (25.7)</td>
<td>125 (23.2)</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>41 (26.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;6 and ≤11 visits</td>
<td>219 (27.4)</td>
<td>142 (26.4)</td>
<td>1.3 (0.9-2.0)</td>
<td>36 (23.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;11 and ≤18 visits</td>
<td>194 (24.3)</td>
<td>144 (26.8)</td>
<td>2.1 (1.3-3.6)</td>
<td>42 (27.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;18 visits</td>
<td>181 (22.7)</td>
<td>127 (23.6)</td>
<td>1.7 (1.0-2.7)</td>
<td>35 (22.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Charlson comorbidity score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Charlson comorbidity score</th>
<th>Total alerts</th>
<th>General action</th>
<th>Medication-specific action</th>
<th>Laboratory-specific action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Action is taken, N (%)</td>
<td>AOR (95% CI)</td>
<td>AOR (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>78 (9.8)</td>
<td>51 (9.5)</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>17 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>92 (11.5)</td>
<td>56 (10.4)</td>
<td>0.7 (0.3-1.4)</td>
<td>16 (10.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>118 (14.8)</td>
<td>80 (14.9)</td>
<td>0.9 (0.4-1.8)</td>
<td>21 (13.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥3</td>
<td>511 (64.0)</td>
<td>351 (65.2)</td>
<td>0.8 (0.4-1.4)</td>
<td>100 (64.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Length of stay

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length of stay</th>
<th>Total alerts</th>
<th>General action</th>
<th>Medication-specific action</th>
<th>Laboratory-specific action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Action is taken, N (%)</td>
<td>AOR (95% CI)</td>
<td>AOR (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤2 days</td>
<td>360 (45.1)</td>
<td>229 (42.6)</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>65 (42.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 days</td>
<td>281 (35.2)</td>
<td>199 (37)</td>
<td>1.4 (1.0-2.1)</td>
<td>57 (37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥4 days</td>
<td>158 (19.8)</td>
<td>110 (20.4)</td>
<td>1.5 (0.9-2.5)</td>
<td>32 (20.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Contextual factors

#### Total number of notifications in InBasket at the time of alert delivery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total number of notifications</th>
<th>Total alerts</th>
<th>General action</th>
<th>Medication-specific action</th>
<th>Laboratory-specific action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Action is taken, N (%)</td>
<td>AOR (95% CI)</td>
<td>AOR (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤42</td>
<td>207 (25.9)</td>
<td>146 (27.1)</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>43 (27.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;42 and ≤69</td>
<td>194 (24.3)</td>
<td>134 (24.9)</td>
<td>0.9 (0.5-1.5)</td>
<td>32 (20.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;69 and ≤157</td>
<td>199 (24.9)</td>
<td>135 (25.1)</td>
<td>0.7 (0.4-1.2)</td>
<td>37 (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;157</td>
<td>199 (24.9)</td>
<td>123 (22.9)</td>
<td>0.5 (0.3-1.0)</td>
<td>42 (27.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Number of unopened notifications in InBasket at the time of alert delivery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of unopened notifications</th>
<th>Total alerts</th>
<th>General action</th>
<th>Medication-specific action</th>
<th>Laboratory-specific action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Action is taken, N (%)</td>
<td>AOR (95% CI)</td>
<td>AOR (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤0</td>
<td>251 (31.4)</td>
<td>165 (30.7)</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>50 (32.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;0 and ≤4</td>
<td>183 (22.9)</td>
<td>122 (22.7)</td>
<td>1.0 (0.7-1.5)</td>
<td>34 (22.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;4 and ≤9</td>
<td>185 (23.2)</td>
<td>127 (23.6)</td>
<td>1.2 (0.7-2.0)</td>
<td>32 (20.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;9</td>
<td>180 (22.5)</td>
<td>124 (23)</td>
<td>1.5 (0.9-2.5)</td>
<td>38 (24.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Notification count in the week prior to alert delivery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notification count in the week prior to alert delivery</th>
<th>Total alerts</th>
<th>General action</th>
<th>Medication-specific action</th>
<th>Laboratory-specific action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Action is taken, N (%)</td>
<td>AOR (95% CI)</td>
<td>AOR (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤344</td>
<td>200 (25.0)</td>
<td>146 (27.1)</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>39 (25.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;344 and ≤453</td>
<td>201 (25.2)</td>
<td>127 (23.6)</td>
<td>0.7 (0.4-1.0)</td>
<td>43 (27.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;453 and ≤546</td>
<td>199 (24.9)</td>
<td>135 (25.1)</td>
<td>0.7 (0.5-1.1)</td>
<td>35 (22.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;546</td>
<td>199 (24.9)</td>
<td>130 (24.2)</td>
<td>0.7 (0.4-1.1)</td>
<td>37 (24)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Day of the week alert sent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day of the week alert sent</th>
<th>Total alerts</th>
<th>General action</th>
<th>Medication-specific action</th>
<th>Laboratory-specific action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Action is taken, N (%)</td>
<td>AOR (95% CI)</td>
<td>AOR (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All other days</td>
<td>633 (79.2)</td>
<td>418 (77.7)</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>119 (77.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Contextual factors showed no consistent patterns. There was some suggestion of a stronger likelihood for responsive action if the relevant patient had more than 11 office visits in the past year. Responsive actions were also more likely taken by physicians with more patient encounters and less likely by physicians with total number of InBasket notifications at the time of alert delivery in the top quartile (>157 alerts).

Electronic Health Record Access and Audit Logs

**Challenges**

We were able to identify all the data that were required to track provider behavior in the EHR access and audit logs; however, a substantial effort was required to identify and interpret these data. We encountered two main challenges in data retrieval and interpretation. As detailed below, these challenges pertained to capturing a historical snapshot (eg, number of InBasket messages at a given time in the past) and interpreting data elements from access and audit logs in the absence of clear data documentation.

**Capturing a Historical Snapshot of Electronic Health Record Status**

Our access logs do not keep successive records of evolving EHR elements (examples include InBasket message lists or medication lists, both of which have elements added and deleted over time). Thus, in order to capture the status of a provider’s InBasket retrospectively, we had to retrieve data generated many months prior and couple this with longitudinal follow-up data to determine the status at the time of interest. Specifically, to recreate a list of InBasket messages present at the time of alert delivery, we obtained an estimate of the date on which the earliest arriving messages were generated (we went back 1 year) and then captured all the messages generated from that point forward. We honed this large list using status data reflecting whether the message was opened and whether it had been “completed” (eg, deleted) prior to the date of alert delivery. Messages that were marked as completed (and those postponed to return at a future date) were removed; the remaining were concluded to be messages present in the InBasket at the time of alert delivery.

**Interpretation of Data Elements Required an Iterative Approach With Physician-Data Manager Collaboration**

We encountered challenges in deciphering the variable names for data elements drawn from the audit logs. These data had not previously been used for research purposes, and therefore, we lacked clear documentation for the interpretation of many variables. Accurately interpreting data elements required iterative work by the physician/data manager team. Using a simulated patient record in the EHR, our physician collaborator performed actions through the physician user interface and then worked with the data manager to compare results captured simultaneously through the audit log. Both a physician’s perspective (providing insight into routine actions taken by physicians within an EHR) and the data manager’s informatics knowledge (and access to data tables) were essential for this effort.

**Discussion**

Our descriptive study assessed the use of EHR log data to track provider behavior following opening of noninterruptive medication alerts. More than three-quarters of alerts (78.5%; 627/799) were opened by the PCP to whom they were directed, allowing us to assess immediate PCP action; of these, 208 alerts were followed by immediate action. Expanding our analysis to include alerts opened by staff or covering physicians, we found that an additional 330/799 alerts showed evidence of action by the end of the following day. The remaining 261 alerts showed no evidence of PCP action. Compared to information-only alerts, alerts containing specific instructions (including medication and test recommendations) were significantly more likely to be followed by EHR action; these alerts were also more likely to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics of alerts, physicians, patients, and contextual factors</th>
<th>Total alerts</th>
<th>General action in electronic health record taken by PCP</th>
<th>Medication-specific action taken by PCP</th>
<th>Laboratory-specific action taken by PCP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N (%)</td>
<td>Action is taken, N (%)</td>
<td>AOR (95% CI)</td>
<td>Action is taken, N (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>166 (20.8)</td>
<td>120 (22.3)</td>
<td>1.3 (0.7- 2.2)</td>
<td>35 (22.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aGeneral Action in electronic health record includes opening a section of the electronic medical record (medications, laboratory, orders, results, encounters, demographic information, other clinical information, nonclinical information, and information entry) or choosing one of several options on the alert that served as direct links to summaries of components of that patient’s record.

bMedication-specific action includes medication list viewing and ordering.

cLaboratory-specific action includes laboratory viewing and ordering.

dPCP: primary care physician.

eAOR: adjusted odds ratio.

fN/A: not applicable.

gMedication recommendations were automated electronic health record InBasket alerts that contained warnings about interactions or recommendations for dose changes.

hTest recommendations were automated electronic health record InBasket alerts identifying the need for laboratory monitoring for high-risk medications.

iWe categorized the total number of patient encounters for each physician during the year prior to alert delivery in quartiles across the 75 primary care physicians to whom alerts were sent to approximate full- vs part-time status.

jMD: doctor of medicine.
prompt medication-specific action such as medication ordering, changing, and discontinuing or medication list viewing.

Not all alerts were followed by provider action, indicating that other factors may have played a role in providers’ decision to act on information or recommendations provided in the alerts.

Data from access and audit logs provide a rare “behind-the-scenes” glimpse into how health care team members spend their time and where they direct their attention. These log data have been used successfully to understand questions of the health care team’s communication [26], trainee skill [27], and clinical workflow [6,7]. As we demonstrate in this paper, EHR logs can also provide valuable implementation data that can be used to improve future CDS interventions. Log data can help a research team understand whether a CDS message was opened by the addressed recipient, how long it was viewed for, and what kind of actions followed the viewing.

There are numerous ways a research team can benefit from this knowledge. Our finding that few physician, patient, and contextual aspects impacted the opening of and action on alerts is reassuring. It does not appear that subgroups of PCPs or patients would require varying approaches for alert-based communication. Tracking rates of opening for noninterruptive messages can identify a need for improved safety measures (eg, escalation of unopened time-sensitive messages). Understanding who opens these messages lends insight into a care team’s triage processes, which might alter the design of the intervention (eg, physician-directed CDS sent to a team where all messages are opened initially by nurses might prompt the team to modify message content or change the method of communication) [4].

Realizing that providers spend an extremely short period of time with alerts open might prompt those designing these alerts to adapt messages accordingly (eg, include fewer words and optimize visibility of key text). For the intervention discussed in this paper, we preceded implementation by having two of the group practice primary care physicians review all messages generated by the system for four months. Of the tested alert types, the reviewers selected those included in the final intervention with the goal that all alerts would be necessary and actionable. For the medication information-only alerts, which focused specifically on new or high-risk medications, the reviewers were certain that recipients would review the full medication list for these patients. Alerts that were categorized as information-only may have been perceived by PCPs as not requiring further action, since they did not include specific recommendations. The brief viewing time and low level of activity after viewing information-only alerts suggests that this type of alert should be reconsidered before including them in future interventions. Tracking patterns of EHR behavior after alert opening might suggest useful shortcuts to make the alert more user-friendly (eg, if users routinely navigate to the medication list after opening the alert, providing a link directly to this destination might enhance the user experience). In sum, to understand why an EHR–based CDS intervention is (or is not) effective, researchers should be asking whether that intervention was delivered as planned and what subsequent steps were taken by recipients after intervention delivery.

In this descriptive study, we focused on use of access and audit logs for understanding the impact of noninterruptive alerts. This approach is particularly necessary for studying noninterruptive alerts, which are usually opened outside of a patient encounter and thus present challenges for those seeking to pinpoint the timing of downstream actions. Access and audit log data can also be applied to a variety of questions pertaining to transmission of EHR–based information. Examples include tracking of information viewing (eg, understanding when a care team member opens and reads a clinic note, laboratory or test report, or other updated EHR information) as well as tracking the timing of documentation and ordering.

Access and audit logs could also be helpful in trying to reduce the InBasket burden for physicians. Log data can reveal which types of alerts and notifications physicians act upon; those that are commonly left unopened or are not generally followed by any action could be candidates for elimination or modification. These data can also inform enhancements to the structure of the InBasket. Unopened or unacted upon messages can be moved to and organized within separate folders to which the providers can return at a later time.

In addition to the two challenges identified here (difficulties in capturing a historical snapshot from the EHR and difficulty in interpretation of data elements in the absence of clear documentation), there are additional issues to consider when using access and audit log data. Site-to-site variability in the use of certain variables may introduce differences in interpretation of audit logs across sites. Data managers may not have privileges granted to retrieve access or audit log data. The large volume of data generated through access and audit logs may necessitate policies for limitations in what a site stores (and for how long). Understanding the local situation at an early stage of research planning may facilitate use (for instance, planning to download log data before they are deleted at a site that stores them for only a limited period). Planning ahead and setting up log data to provide real-time information as an intervention is implemented can make the process much simpler.

There are limitations to this study. We may not have captured all PCP actions after alert opening relevant to the postdischarge patient, such as actions taken outside of the EHR. The age of the data (from a trial conducted in 2011) may not accurately reflect current provider workflow in upgraded versions of the EHR with respect to opening of alerts and responsive actions. Direct causality (EHR action due to alert opening) is not proven simply by demonstrating close temporal proximity. Our study is descriptive and could be supported by future qualitative work examining the physicians’ own perspectives on their EHR actions following alert opening.

An EHR–based alert system intervention alone does not improve clinical patient outcomes in high-risk populations. Nonetheless, the availability of information in the EHR can benefit similar studies trying to understand the link between provider behavior in the EHR and patient care and outcomes. Although analysis of EHR logs presents many challenges, data from these logs can provide researchers with insight into designing impactful EHR–based CDS and alert interventions.
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Abstract

Background: A well-designed, adequately documented, and properly maintained patient record is an important tool for quality assurance and care continuity. Good clinical documentation skills are supposed to be a fundamental part of dental student training.

Objective: The goal of this study was to assess the completeness of electronic patient records in a student clinic.

Methods: Completeness of patient records was assessed using comparative review of validated cases of alveolar osteitis treated between August 2011 and May 2017 in a student clinic at Columbia University College of Dental Medicine, New York, USA. Based on a literature review, population-based prevalence of nine most frequently mentioned symptoms, signs, and treatment procedures of alveolar osteitis was identified. Completeness of alveolar osteitis records was assessed by comparison of population-based prevalence and frequency of corresponding items in the student documentation. To obtain all alveolar osteitis cases, we ran a query on the electronic dental record, which included all cases with diagnostic code Z1820 or any variation of the phrases “dry socket” and “alveolar osteitis” in the notes. The resulting records were manually reviewed to definitively confirm alveolar osteitis and to extract all index items.

Results: Overall, 296 definitive cases of alveolar osteitis were identified. Only 22% (64/296) of cases contained a diagnostic code. Comparison of the frequency of the nine index categories in the validated alveolar osteitis cases between the student clinic and the population showed the following results: severe pain: 94% (279/296) vs 100% (430/430); bare bone/missing blood clot: 27% (80/296) vs 74% (35/47) to 100% (329/329); malodor: 7% (22/296) vs 33%-50% (18/54); radiating pain to the ear: 8% (24/296) vs 56% (30/54); lymphadenopathy: 1% (3/296) vs 9% (5/54); inflammation: 14% (42/296) vs 50% (27/54); debris: 12% (36/296) vs 87% (47/54); alveolar osteitis site noted: 96% (283/296) vs 100% (430/430; accepted documentation requirement); and anesthesia during debridement: 77% (20/24) vs 100% (430/430; standard of anesthetization prior to debridement).

Conclusions: There was a significant discrepancy between the index category frequency in alveolar osteitis cases documented by dental students and in the population (reported in peer-reviewed literature). More attention to clinical documentation skills is warranted in dental student training.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(1):e13008) doi:10.2196/13008
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Introduction

A clinical record is a fundamental part of patient care delivery [1]. Its completeness is important for many reasons. A record’s main purpose is to serve as a means of communication among providers themselves and between providers and their colleagues [2]. Clinical decision support is dependent on accurate and complete dental records [3], which also aid in the evaluation of...
a patient’s care [4]. In the event of a lawsuit, the record serves as evidence [5] and its contents are necessary to determine whether the diagnosis and treatment met appropriate standards [6]. With the expansion of dental informatics applications, it is even more essential to have a complete record in order to ensure proper analysis and results in outcomes research [5]. However, there are known issues with the completeness of electronic medical records (EMRs).

In the past decade, electronic patient records became a ubiquitous part of dental care delivery [7]. Oral health data accumulated in the process of clinical care represent a rich and readily available recourse for scientific investigation and data analytics [8]. Recent analysis of electronic dental records (EDRs) helped identify predictors of implant survival [9] as well as the prevalence and risk factors of peri-implantitis [10]. Application of machine learning techniques [11] and temporal analytics [12] resulted in new opportunities for knowledge discovery and predictive analytics [13]. With the increasing use of EMRs as an important resource for scientific discovery, potential barriers for secondary analysis of EMR have been recognized [14]. Completeness of EMR is one of the most frequently discussed issues that may limit the use of EMR data for clinical and population health research [15]. This issue was reported to be particularly relevant in the evaluation of medical student documentation [16]; however, no systematic assessment of the completeness of EMR in dental student clinics has been performed.

Since the widespread introduction of EMRs, numerous studies have indicated gaps in documentation. A study at the University of Michigan examined whether there were differences in the reported eye symptoms between EMRs and eye symptom questionnaires that patients fill out. Exact agreement was found in only 23.5% (38/162) of cases. In cases where patients reported three or more symptoms, data from the eye symptom questionnaire always varied from the EMR data [17]. A similar study at the Mayo Clinic compared symptoms of chest pain, dyspnea, and cough between information forms patients received prior to the appointment and EMRs, for the purpose of identifying stable angina pectoris. They found that the two documents had varying levels of positive agreement (ratio): 74 for chest pain, 70 for dyspnea, and 63 for cough [18]. Researchers at Duke University analyzed records for completeness for quality purposes, but concluded that improper documentation for colorectal cancer impeded their ability to accurately calculate patient performance. Of the 499 patients eligible for the analysis, only 66 had sufficient documentation. In addition, only 86% (427/499) of EMRs confirmed a diagnosis, 29% (143/499) were missing the age, and only 38% (188/499) stated the TMN stage [19].

Other studies indicated that the quality of documents in EDRs may be suboptimal [5,20]. However, there is a lack of systematic studies on the completeness of EDRs. The goal of this project was to review the documentation quality of EDRs in a dental school clinic.

Methods

Data Source

EDRs of patients examined at Columbia University’s College of Dental Medicine were analyzed.

Data Collection

The study was a retrospective analysis of EDRs from patients with dry sockets diagnosed at Columbia University’s College of Dental Medicine between August 2011 and May 2017. We ran a query on the college’s database to find EDRs containing diagnostic code Z1820, the phrases “dry socket” and “alveolar osteitis,” or a variation of those two phrases. All queries were performed using structured query language in the Oracle database containing data from an EDR system called axiUm (Exan Group, Las Vegas, NV).

For the purpose of this study, a dry socket was defined by a diagnostic Z code at the initial encounter. Alternatively, it was defined by the presence of a key word in a note combined with clinical evidence and explicit documentation of the patient with alveolar osteitis or dry socket. Z codes are represented by a list of diagnostic codes and terms developed for use with EDR, as previously described [21].

After reviewing the literature on dry socket [22-28], we compiled a list of 17 criteria related to dry socket. Five were related to treatment: curettage, irrigation, anesthesia, intra-alveolar medication, and medication. Three were symptoms: pain, radiating pain, and tenderness on palpation. Nine were signs: lack of blood clot, malodor, low-grade fever, bare bone, lymphadenopathy, pus, erythema, inflamed gingiva/socket, and debris. The last category was the socket site of dry socket. Severe pain was a necessary symptom for dry socket diagnosis [25,28].

Data Analysis

A dental student reviewed each of the query results to confirm the presence of a dry socket. The cases were also analyzed for the presence of any of the 17 criteria mentioned above. Pertinent positive and negative results for dry socket criteria were both recorded for further analysis. The student then reviewed the available literature on dry socket statistics to determine the prevalence of symptoms in the literature. Both the positive and negative criteria were compared to the baseline figures from this literature.

Results

A total of 150 records with diagnostic Z codes were identified, and another 787 records were identified by searching for a mention of dry socket or alveolar osteitis in the notes (Figure 1). Both queries resulted in a number of duplicate cases, which were removed. The dry socket/alveolar osteitis dataset had 11 duplicate cases, and the Z code data set contained 13 duplicate cases. In addition, 101 of the remaining cases overlapped (ie, had both diagnostic Z codes and dry socket or alveolar osteitis in the notes). These overlapping cases were not counted twice in the study. After removing duplicates and overlapping cases, the final number of combined cases was 812.
Cases were then categorized based on the dental record content (Table 1). An explicit diagnosis of dry socket was found in 278 EMRs. Another 18 EMRs had a diagnostic Z code and the patient received treatment for dry sockets, but the dentist never explicitly stated that the patient presented with a dry socket; these were also included as definitive dry sockets for the purpose of this study. Totally, 296 cases (of 812, 36.5%) were categorized as definitive dry sockets, and 108 cases (of 812, 13.3%) of possible dry sockets had notes of treatment of dry sockets, but the dentist did not include a diagnostic code or any definitive diagnoses of dry socket in the note. This misdocumentation is important, but could not be included in the data, as there is no way to confirm the patient had a dry socket from the records. The remaining cases were classified as follows:

- Follow-up treatment of both definitive dry sockets and possible dry sockets (226/812, 27.8%).
- Cases that were definitively classified as nondry sockets: These patients’ records were included in the query because they contained the key word to rule out the diagnosis, history of previous dry socket, mention of dry socket paste, or similar reference (117/812, 14.4%).
- Referrals to the oral surgery clinic: Such referrals for further evaluation were also a common finding. The referrals were not followed up to determine if these patients were later seen in Columbia (43/812, 5.3%). An additional segment of charts belonged to patients whose only encounter populated in our search was for a follow-up in our clinic for a dry socket (19/812, 2.3%). The final and smallest group of charts contained a Z code, but no note was found in the system for the encounter. This may have been a kink in the system or oversight by the provider (3/812, 0.4%).

Definitive dry socket cases were analyzed for correctness of EMR documentation. The demographics of patients of the 296 records are outlined in Table 2. Women (196/296, 66.3%) were affected by dry socket more frequently than men. The age group with the highest frequency of dry socket included adults between the ages of 20 and 39 years (146/296, 49.3%). Table 3 demonstrates the extraction characteristics of the definitive dry sockets studied. Molars were the most frequent sites for dry socket, with the third molar represented in 37.5% of the cases (111/296). Tooth extraction was performed under the supervision of faculty from the Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery in 82.8% (245/296) cases. About half of the tooth extraction procedures were carried out by predoctoral students (145/296, 46.3%) and the remaining extractions were performed by postdoctoral students, the majority of whom were represented by residents of the Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery. A similar pattern was observed for location and provider type for the tooth extraction follow-up visits during which dry socket was diagnosed and treated.
Table 1. Categories of classifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Definitive dry socket</td>
<td>Diagnostic code with signs, symptoms, and treatment, or explicit clinical diagnosis</td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry socket follow-up</td>
<td>Follow-up to case classified as definitive dry socket, possible dry socket, or other treatment</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible dry socket</td>
<td>Presented with symptoms and treated for dry socket, but no explicit diagnosis or Z code</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referral</td>
<td>Referred to the Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not dry socket</td>
<td>Diagnosis excluded by provider, history of previous dry socket in notes, or similar finding</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry socket treatment follow-up or missing other documentation</td>
<td>Only the follow-up on previous treatment was contained in the query</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete notes</td>
<td>Notes were not populated but contained the Z code</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Patient demographics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>100 (33.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>196 (66.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;20</td>
<td>11 (3.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-39</td>
<td>146 (49.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-59</td>
<td>82 (27.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-79</td>
<td>53 (17.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;80</td>
<td>4 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>23 (7.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>4 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>9 (3.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>120 (40.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>139 (47.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not disclosed</td>
<td>1 (0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>195 (65.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>68 (22.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>30 (10.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>2 (0.68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian</td>
<td>1 (0.34)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two general types of misdocumentation were encountered and calculated while analyzing the 296 cases of definitive dry socket (Table 4). The first was any missing gross documentation necessary for diagnosis of dry socket to support the clinical diagnosis of this condition and to provide documentation necessary for patient follow-up and care continuity. These included documented pain, visible bone, or lack of blood clot. We also included the missing socket position when diagnosing a dry socket. Of the 296 cases, 220 (74.3%) were missing at least one of the abovementioned factors. The second type of misdocumentation was the number of cases without a diagnostic Z code. Of the 296 cases, 232 (78.4%) did not contain the diagnostic code. All cases analyzed were documented after the Columbia University College of Dental Medicine implemented diagnostic codes.
Possible misdocumentation was also found in the remaining 516 cases that were not labeled as definitive dry socket. There were 108 cases of patients who presented with symptoms of dry sockets and received treatment for dry sockets. However, their charts did not include a Z code or any definitive diagnoses by the provider. Although many of these patients fulfilled the requirements to be classified with a dry socket, they could not be included in the analysis because they lacked a basic documented confirmation. As previously stated, 206 cases were classified as follow-up appointments to initial treatment of definitive dry socket. From these cases, another category of misdocumentation emerged: 16 of the cases contained a diagnostic Z code, although the actual diagnosis and initial treatment of the dry socket did not contain this code. The latter type of misdocumentation does not have any direct consequences, but reveals a reluctance to use dry socket diagnosis or lack of education regarding diagnostic codes.

The final group of misdocumentation was found in the 19 cases categorized as follow-up to the initial appointment for dry socket, in which the patient’s first documented encounter with the word dry socket or alveolar osteitis was in the follow-up. The clinical note in 14 of these 19 cases indicated that the patient was previously seen in the clinic or emergency room to treat the dry socket. The implication is that these patients were seen and treated for a dry socket previously in the clinic, but the earlier documentation lacked any of the three search terms (dry socket, alveolar osteitis, and Z code) used to identify cases for this analysis.

### Table 3. Extraction characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extracted tooth</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third molar</td>
<td>111 (37.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First and second molars</td>
<td>125 (42.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premolars</td>
<td>40 (13.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Department of extraction treatment</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery</td>
<td>245 (82.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodontics</td>
<td>13 (4.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>38 (12.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Provider group for extraction</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>145 (46.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery</td>
<td>65 (24.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General practice residency</td>
<td>23 (8.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced education in general dentistry</td>
<td>18 (6.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodontics</td>
<td>14 (5.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>31 (10.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location of dry socket treatment</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery</td>
<td>242 (81.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced education in general dentistry</td>
<td>17 (5.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodontics</td>
<td>14 (4.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>23 (7.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Provider groups for dry socket diagnosis</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>143 (48.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery</td>
<td>49 (16.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General practice residency</td>
<td>42 (14.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced education in general dentistry</td>
<td>26 (8.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodontics</td>
<td>13 (4.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>23 (7.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Types of misdocumentation encountered (N=296).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of misdocumentation</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Missing documentation necessary for diagnosis (pain, bone visible, or socket position)</td>
<td>220 (74.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Z codes</td>
<td>232 (78.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treated for dry socket and had symptoms, but no definitive diagnosis</td>
<td>108 (36.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry socket follow-up is Z code but no initial encounter</td>
<td>16 (5.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry socket follow-up was searchable but not the original case</td>
<td>14 (4.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These cases were categorized for purposes of misdocumentation but were not included in the analysis of misdocumentation of definitive dry sockets.

Definitive dry socket signs, symptoms, and treatments completeness compared to the best values available in the literature are presented in Figure 2. Presence of severe pain was considered a necessary symptom for dry socket diagnosis. The clinical notes only contained pain as a symptom in 94% (279/296) of the cases. Bare bone [23], open socket [25], or missing blood clot [26] was mentioned in 74% (35/47) to 100% (329/329) of the dry socket cases. In our clinic, any of these related terms were mentioned in 27% (80/296) of cases. In the 296 definitive dry socket cases, the word “bone” was only found in 50 cases and “clot” was found only 25 times; some of these cases overlapped. These terms are germane and necessary for a diagnosis of dry socket, and the lack of documentation is troublesome. Malodor [22] was documented in 33% (18/54) to >50% of the dry socket cases in the literature [27]; however, its documentation was only present in 7% (22/296) of our cases. Radiating pain toward the ear was present in 56% (30/54) of the cases in the literature [22], but was mentioned only in 7% (24/296) of our cases (documentation of radiating pain alone was included in this number, as we did not require ear or side of face to be documented). Lymphadenopathy [22] was present in 9% (5/54) of the cases in the literature [23], but in only 1% (3/296) of our cases. Inflammation was present in 50% (27/54) of the cases in the literature [22]; however, in the dental record, only 14% (42/296) of cases mentioned inflammation and 15% (44/296) (with some overlap with inflammation cases) mentioned erythema.

A comparison between the notes of predoctoral dental students and postdoctoral faculty and residents is outlined in Table 5. The nine selected signs, symptoms, and other documentation related to dry socket diagnosis were analyzed. Predoctoral students were more likely to properly document the location of the dry socket, while postdoctoral students were more likely to document malodor, presence of debris, and anesthesia administration during socket debridement. Misdocumentation of the remaining categories was equal (both groups were within 1% of one another for the other five categories) as compared to the expected values (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Signs and symptoms in misdocumentation. DS: dry socket; CDM: clinical dental record.
Our ultimate finding was that misdocumentation occurs in EDRs to varying degrees within a dental school clinic. The dental records reviewed lacked many signs and symptoms that are necessary and expected to be recorded for a diagnosis of dry socket. This misdocumentation was prevalent in the notes of both predoctoral and postdoctoral students. The major limitation of this study, as with other electronic record retrospective studies, was our ability to confirm the diagnosis of dry socket. We also could not confirm whether patients actually had the symptoms omitted. We were forced to rely on the information provided by the documenter.

Discussion

Our findings of the demographics and tooth extraction characteristics among patients with dry socket are congruent with previous reports. As previously determined, women are more likely to have dry socket than men [25,36]. The tooth position is most likely to be a third molar compared to any other individual area [37]. People in their 20s and 30s are at a higher risk for alveolar osteitis [38]. Two major types of misdocumentation that were found and analyzed in this study have been previously mentioned in the literature, including lack of supporting documentation for clinical diagnosis [25,28] and absence of appropriate diagnostic codes [39].

Analysis of characteristics of providers who performed tooth extraction and dry socket diagnosis confirmed the external validity [40] of our study sample, as the resulting characteristics accurately reflected routine dental care delivery patterns for these types of procedures occurring in the student clinic. The majority of the cases were carried out under supervision of a preceptor from the Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery. About half of the extractions and dry socket diagnoses were carried out by predoctoral students, and the rest were performed by postdoctoral residents of whom approximately half were represented by residents of the Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery. The fact that the predoctoral and postdoctoral dental surgeons were equally presented in our study followed recent guidance on EMR data quality–assessment methodology [29] that promulgates the use of validated population-based prevalence as a gold standard [30-31]. Following these guidelines, the comparison between the validated symptom prevalence and symptom frequency found in our EDR review was used to identify completeness of symptom documentation in EDR in this study. This approach has been successfully used in a number of previous studies to identify completeness of smoking status records [32], obesity reporting [33], hypertension records [34], and depression prevalence [35]. To minimize bias toward inflating misdocumentation rates, whenever several verified estimates of a population-based frequency for a particular symptom were available, a comparison was made between the lowest population-based frequency and the frequency found in the EDR, as previously described [29-32].

The results of documentation completeness in EDRs in this study are corroborated by the following reports. In Minnesota, a discrepancy was found between the American Dental Association’s recommendation for dental record accuracy and the actual accuracy in dental practices [41]. In Finland, researchers observed a discrepancy between the quality of treatment a dentist believed he/she provided and the treatment the patient actually received, as contained in the EDR [42]. EMRs have also been shown to have issues with accuracy [43]. In an adult cardiology clinic, researchers discovered “very poor” completeness values for signs such as chest pain and shortness of breath [44]. In a systemic review of EMR completeness in primary care, Thiru [45] found that records of diagnoses with clear clinical criteria had a higher rate of completeness than those without clear criteria. This is relevant to dry socket, a diagnosis with unclear criteria. A trauma center study also found incompleteness of certain categories in the EMR [46]. Similarly, a study conducted with inpatient records at Menelik II Referral Hospital, a government hospital in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, found “low” EMR completeness compared to the expected standard of 100% [47]. Legal Medical Record Standards stated that “Each Medical Record shall contain sufficient, accurate information to identify the patient, support the diagnosis, justify the

Table 5. Comparison between the notes of predoctoral dental students and postdoctoral faculty and residents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Predoctorate (n=143), n (%)</th>
<th>Postdoctorate (n=151), n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Severe pain</td>
<td>135 (95)</td>
<td>144 (94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bare bone/missing blood clot</td>
<td>31 (22)</td>
<td>49 (32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malodor</td>
<td>6 (4)</td>
<td>16 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiating pain to ear</td>
<td>12 (8)</td>
<td>12 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphadenopathy</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflammation</td>
<td>21 (15)</td>
<td>21 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debris</td>
<td>12 (8)</td>
<td>24 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry socket site noted</td>
<td>140 (98)</td>
<td>143 (93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anesthesia mentioned during debridement</td>
<td>2ᵃ (50)</td>
<td>18ᵇ (82)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ᵃTotal for this group is 4 students.
bTotal for this group is 22 faculty and residents.
treatment, document the course and results, and promote continuity of care among health care providers” [48]. Following this simple instruction can vastly improve the delivery of care.

To resolve the issues with incomplete or inaccurate records, dental education should emphasize more on proper documentation and ensure its incorporation into the clinic routine. Documenters need to remember that their records are not simply for their own convenience, but may serve legal, research-related, or forensic purposes [1, 49]. To this end, each record must be complete, without implicit assumptions, and follow a method that makes it easily accessible to any reader. Thierer [50] found an improvement in EDR accuracy by incorporating an in-service intervention for faculty members and a Moodle site course on documentation for students.

Our findings have important implications for future research that uses EMR data. Better understanding of the potential limitations of electronic health record data use promotes fidelity and reproducibility of secondary data analysis [51]. A variety of approaches are being implemented to address the potential limitations of EMR data [52] such as deep learning techniques [53] for imputing missing data, symbolic operations for time interval analytics [54], and calibration to reduce measurement error in prevalence estimates based on EMR data [55]. A growing number of studies employ common data models combined with cross-linked semantic ontologies to harmonize EMR data [56] and confirm with the Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability, and Reusability principles [57].

We believe there are three sequential steps necessary for improving EDRs. The first step is additional training predoctoral and postdoctoral students on the importance of note comprehensiveness. As per a systemic review by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education, a live intervention with interactive techniques is the most effective way to change a physician’s behavior to influence patient outcomes [58]. Interventions should therefore be constructed accordingly. The next step is adding disease- and condition-specific worksheets to the EDR. The worksheets should contain categories pertinent to the specific diagnosis, with drop-down boxes for the practitioner to complete. This prevents the inadvertent omission of crucial categories. The last step is adding a clinical decision support tool to EDRs. The tool embodies evidence-based dentistry, an approach being adopted by an increasing number of dental schools and practitioners. However, this tool operates properly only if practitioners enter complete and accurate data into EDRs in a way that computers can easily analyze. Thus, strict compliance with the first two steps is critical. This will result in refined EDRs, which can potentially lead to superior and safer delivery of care at a lower cost [59]. Although some information in EDRs may seem largely irrelevant, the EDR is a critical depository of data, with limitless research possibilities. If properly executed, it may improve diagnoses, treatment, and dentistry as a whole.
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Abstract

Background: Concerns about privacy and personal data protection resulted in reforms of the existing legislation in the European Union (EU). The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) aims to reform the existing directive on the topic of personal data protection of EU citizens with a strong emphasis on more control of the citizens over their data and in the establishment of rules for the processing of personal data. OpenEHR is a standard that embodies many principles of interoperable and secure software for electronic health records (EHRs) and has been advocated as the best approach for the development of hospital information systems.

Objective: This study aimed to understand to what extent the openEHR standard can help in the compliance of EHR systems to the GDPR requirements.

Methods: A list of requirements for an EHR to support GDPR compliance and also a list of the openEHR design principles were made. The requirements were categorized and compared with the principles by experts on openEHR and GDPR.

Results: A total of 50 GDPR requirements and 8 openEHR design principles were identified. The openEHR principles conformed to 30% (15/50) of GDPR requirements. All the openEHR principles were aligned with GDPR requirements.

Conclusions: This study showed that the openEHR principles conform well to GDPR, underlining the common wisdom that truly realizing security and privacy requires it to be built in from the start. By using an openEHR-based EHR, the institutions are closer to becoming compliant with GDPR while safeguarding the medical data.
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Introduction

The computer-based patient record has been considered an essential technology for health care in the last 25 years [1] even though their cost-effectiveness still needs more research to be fully assessed [2]. Currently, health care activities strongly rely on collected patient data and are feeding big data-driven health care projects that, among other aims, seek reliable predictors of health outcomes [3]. Health care professionals deal with a great volume of data, as their activities are heavily dependent on information accessed, as well as the way it is processed, managed, and made available.

Information technology (IT) development has enabled health care institutions to improve the collection and processing of health data, raising new concerns regarding the sensitivity of the information processed by information systems (ISs), namely, the risks concerning patient data protection and privacy.
Although easy access to information is crucial to routine clinical practice, privacy, and security of medical information, it cannot be neglected, considering the consequences the misuse of medical information can present to the patient’s personal life. The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act privacy and security rules clearly emphasize the need of privacy of health information of the patient while allowing for sharing among different agencies [4].

One example of patient data misuse is the use of medical records for research without consent. This misuse is unfortunately widespread in the institutions that we have contact with. Often, this is a concern after the patient data are already accessed and just before the research is sent for publishing. This attracts little scrutiny compared with, for instance, biospecimen research, where concerns about genomic privacy prompted recent US federal proposals to mandate consent [5]. Moreover, cybersecurity threats against health care organizations are rising in numbers and severity [6,7]. New threats include hacktivism and organized crime, targeting individual identified data stored in hospitals and offices. New technologies and policies are needed to address the risks [8].

Health care data standards such as HL7 v2, HL7 FHIR [9], DICOM [10], or openEHR are central in the quality of the implemented patient records and have also tried to address security issues. Nevertheless, the pressure on health care to comply to new data protection rules is rising, so these standards must also be revisited taking this into consideration.

**General Data Protection Regulation**

The European Union (EU) General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is the most important change in data privacy regulation in 20 years [11]. The GDPR replaces the Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC in an increasingly data-driven world that is vastly different from the time in which the 1995 directive was established. The GDPR was designed to harmonize data privacy laws across Europe to protect and empower all EU citizens’ data privacy and to reshape the way organizations across the region approach data privacy. Although the key principles of data privacy still hold true to the previous directive, many changes have been proposed to the regulatory policies. The GDPR was adopted on 27 April 2016. It becomes enforceable from 25 May 2018, after a 2-year transition period at which time those organizations in noncompliance will face heavy fines. So, it is of utmost importance for health care institutions to acknowledge the regulation’s requirements, analyze what is imposed in the obligations, and verify the compliance of the organization and its ISs, as well as, when necessary, to define strategies to adopt necessary measures.

Regarding principles relating to processing of personal data, the GDPR includes lawfulness and transparency toward the data subject; there must be a clear purpose for data collection and limitation regarding the further processing of data other than archiving; data processing should be adequate, relevant, and limited to what is necessary, fulfilling the principle of data minimization; personal data should be accurate and, when necessary, kept up-to-date (accuracy); personal data should be kept in a form, which permits identification of data subjects for no longer than is necessary (storage limitation); personal data should be processed in a manner that ensures its appropriate security (integrity and confidentiality); and the controller shall be responsible for and be able to demonstrate compliance with the regulation (accountability).

Regarding the rights of the data subjects, the GDPR defines the rights that controllers must make possible, such as the rights to be informed, of access by the data subject, to rectification, to erasure (commonly known as the right to be forgotten), to portability, to limitation to processing, to restriction of processing, to not be subject to automated individual decision making, including profiling, and to withdraw consent for processing of data. The controllers are obliged to implement technical and organizational measures that can answer to the data subject’s request, regarding their rights, but also at a security level.

Organizations must incorporate concepts such as privacy by design and by default in the development of their systems, to comply with GDPR requirements related to the protection of the personal data they process. Even though these requirements are seen as a restriction for medical research, there are pointers in the literature to the standardization of the data in Europe and uniformization of a digital single market together with the GDPR, which will facilitate medical research when the research is considered in the public interest [12].

**OpenEHR**

OpenEHR presents a set of principles for an interoperable EHR systems architecture based on a multilevel, single source modeling approach. OpenEHR’s specifications are published by the openEHR Foundation, an entity responsible for the development of the specifications and the availability of specific tools enabling the standard’s use. One of the main goals of openEHR is to enable the development of EHR systems to be able to communicate with each other, without loss of meaning, thus achieving semantic interoperability.

Modeling in openEHR relies on a 2-level scheme that separates the content from the form in which it is defined. The openEHR Architecture Overview states that, under the 2-level approach, the first level is a stable reference information model, which defines basic concepts for logical data representation, which also act as primitives for the second layer of models. These primitives include data types, structures, and the connections between them controlling how they can be assembled to create clinical content definitions in the second level. The clinical content definitions consist of data points, and groups are defined in the form of constraint structures, known as archetypes, on the first layer primitives. Archetypes can be used to create other more complex archetypes and also templates which are representations of datasets for specific domain use cases. Thus, an openEHR Archetype is the model (or pattern) for the capture of clinical information—machine-readable specification of how to store patient data using the openEHR Reference Model whereas archetypes describe complete domain-level data structures such as diagnosis or test result, and a template provides the means for grouping archetype-defined data points for particular business purposes.
With this 2-level approach, the clinical content is structured outside the software, allowing EHR systems to be more flexible, as the modifications concerning the clinical knowledge are realized solely by the modifications of the archetypes, without compromising the integrity of the software or data of an EHR repository which is based on the Reference Model [13].

OpenEHR offers a new paradigm of systems modeling, relying on a very stable model at the software level and a very flexible modeling that reflects the evolution of knowledge at the domain level. There are tools to help the modeling process such as the Clinical Knowledge Manager which is a Web-based repository that contains archetypes and templates developed by an international group of specialists. This platform supports collaboration open to everyone (specially clinicians, IT professionals, and software engineers), where participants can author, review, translate, and maintain archetypes and templates.

**Aim**

Given the nature of openEHR as a standard being used to build EHR systems, it is important to understand to what extent the openEHR principles address the requirements mandatory to GDPR. This research aimed to study if and how openEHR addresses the GDPR requirements.

**Methods**

The study was performed in 3 steps: (1) identify the requirements for a health information system (HIS) compliant with GDPR; (2) identify the openEHR security principles regarding the functionalities of an HIS; and (3) determine the correspondence of the openEHR principles to the GDPR requirements.

**General Data Protection Regulation Requirements**

The list of the GDPR requirements was created by reading the legislation by specialists (authors of this paper: LFA and MS). The list of requirements was built with a strong input on the global description of the system, focusing on the identification of the GDPR goals and the later translation to system functionalities. The requirements were described using the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Guide for Developing System Requirements Specifications [14].

A search was conducted on the PubMed database for papers related to the GDPR using the GDPR keyword. The search returned a list of 29 papers from which the ones without an abstract as well as the ones that did not relate specifically to the subject in hand were removed. We were left with 5 papers that were reviewed to obtain higher level groups for the GDPR requirements.

**OpenEHR Principles**

The list of openEHR architectural features relevant to GDPR was compiled from the openEHR Architecture Overview [13] by specialists (authors of this paper: GB and SF), aiming to identify its main principles in view of the functionalities of an openEHR-based system. A description of each principle was agreed upon by the specialists.

We identified and listed the openEHR features, with a strong focus on the functionalities of a system rather than the implications of the architecture.

**Matching General Data Protection Regulation Requirements With OpenEHR Features**

Each feature can match more than one requirement, and a requirement can be matched by more than one feature. To be considered as a match, the openEHR features should meet the GDPR requirements in a straightforward way by the simple implementation of its architecture.

**Results**

The results section presents the (1) list of the GDPR requirements, (2) the openEHR GDPR–related features, (3) a table that matches the requirements with the features, and (4) a list of requirements not met by openEHR GDPR–related features.

**General Data Protection Regulation Requirements**

The article review on the GDPR in PubMed left us with a list of 5 articles that were relevant for the subject of GDPR in health care. Moreover, 2 of the 5 articles focus on data sharing [15,16] and set Consent, Privacy, Security Measures, Adequacy of use, and Oversight as a high-level grouping of GDPR concerns in health care data sharing. Furthermore, another 2 articles were related to the concerns of the GDPR in research [17] and in the area of radiology [10]. Although the first focus was on a review of the GDPR for medical research, it does not provide a usable division of the requirements, focusing instead on the changes GDPR brings to researchers; the second focus was on term definitions such as portability of health care data, personal data breaches, anonymization, pseudonymization, and encryption, in which requirements affect the lawful processing of data for research. The final article describes a system that focuses on the audit and traceability helping institutions fulfill the need that GDPR imposes in the institution to know who, when, and what is done with their data [18]. On top of these articles, we analyzed an article by Mense and Blobel [9] where the authors analyze the GDPR requirements, extract some key factors from the legislation, and match them against multiple HL7 standards including CDA, FHIR, and HL7 v2. They synthesize the GDPR legislation into 7 key factors that we enumerate next:

1. Data protection by design and by default.
2. Data portability.
3. Right to be forgotten—notification requirement.
4. Unambiguous consent.
5. Privacy notices.
6. Right to Access and Records of processing activities.
7. Explicit and formally represented policies.

In our analyses of the GDPR legislation [11], we identified a total of 50 requirements grouped into 7 groups. The requirements were aggregated into the following groups:

1. Limitations to data processing, which include requirements directly related with data processing limitation for the institution.
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2. Data quality and accountability, which include requirements related with integrity, accuracy, and audit.
3. Consent by data subject, requirements related with consent and authorization.
4. Empowerment of data subject, requirements that increase the rights of the data subjects on their data.
5. Data breaches, requirements directly related with data breaches and how to proceed in case of a data breach.
6. Data portability and interoperability, requirements related to authorized data sharing.
7. Privacy control and impact assessment, requirements related with Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) and privacy by default and by design.

The complete list of the requirements is defined in Textbox 1.

OpenEHR Design Principles
The following 8 features were identified in openEHR as being relevant to GDPR:

Feature 1: 2-Level Modeling
2-level modeling promotes the separation of the reference model (stable information model that defines the logic structure of the EHR and the demographic data) from the content model (the definition of clinical domain as archetypes and templates modeled by clinical professionals. Essentially, archetypes and templates are datasets external to any system’s software). The Reference Model is implemented at the software level, whereas the Domain Model is set through the archetype and template modeling. This results in the separation and independence of software structure from its content, enabling flexible, interoperable, and scalable health systems. Fundamentally, all openEHR systems support the same data structure and remain able to communicate, regardless of how many changes are made to domain information definitions.

Feature 2: Separation of Clinical and Demographic Information
One of the openEHR design principles is to enable the complete separation of the EHR from identifiable demographic information via separated repositories with flexible referencing. In case of a data breach of the EHR repository, it allows the identity of the data subject to be preserved, unless the demographic repository is also breached. This principle strengthens the data subject’s anonymization regarding the information in their EHR, as it is used as an instance in the EHR, called Party_Self, to make a reference to the data subject. This information works as an optional external reference, such that the EHR can be set to provide 3 levels of separation. The external identifier is determined in the instance Party_Self by:

- Nowhere in the EHR (every Party_Self instance is left empty). This is the safest way, and it means that the connection between the EHR and the patient needs to be made outside the EHR, by connecting the EHR identifier (EHR.ehr_id) and the subject’s identifier.
- Only once in the EHR_STATUS object (subject’s attribute) and nowhere else. It is a very safe measure if the EHR_STATUS object is protected in any way.
- In any Party_Self instance, this is a reasonable solution in a safe environment appropriate to copy parts of the record on demand.

Feature 3: Service Model
openEHR service model [19,20] specifies a formal, abstract definition of interfaces to be implemented in an openEHR system. Implementations can follow these abstract definitions to allow interoperability between various implementations. The service model currently consists of the EHR Service, the Query Service, and the Definitions Service. The EHR Service allows the consultation of data made available by the EHR Application Programming Interface (API). The detail level of the consulted data may vary, allowing the access to more complex records, such as changes in versions, or it may allow the search of simpler elements, such as single clinical data items, patient identifications, etc. The Definitions Service allows access to an archetype repository, acting as an important tool for access to important information by medical professionals (eg, if they need an archetype that is not on his/her local repository for certain medical treatment). The service model thus takes on an important role in controlling the availability of data, as well as the possibility of consultation, allowing the definition of safe and intuitive views.

Features 4 and 5: Version Control—Versioning and Digital Signature
Important openEHR features related to GDPR relate to data integrity support. The EHR or demographic repository is managed using Versioned Objects. Versioned Objects are used to contain the versions of a Composition or Party structure, which in turn contain fine-grained clinical and demographic data, respectively. The set of changes to items in any update to the system is called a Contribution (more commonly known as a change set). Each change set works as a transaction, ensuring the consistency and integrity of the data repository. Changes made by users (creating new records, deleting records, modifying records, and transferring records) are not performed at the item/record level but at the level of the repository as a whole. This means that no version is deleted or modified; all the changes are physically implemented as new versions in the repository. This principle ensures indelibility (no information is deleted). Version control includes the possibility of each version having a digital signature, created as a primary-key encrypted of a hash of a representation approved of the compromised version. In a versioned system, the digital signature acts as a verification of integrity, a measure of authentication and also as a measure of nonrepudiation.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Limitations to data processing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Purpose limitation: The system shall admit the definition of a purpose for the limitation of processing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Data minimization: The system must allow the definition of the minimum of data fields required for processing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Period of storage limitation: The system must allow the definition of deadlines for the processing of specific personal data, in order with the purpose of processing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Method storage limitation: The system must allow the storage of data in a way that only identifies the data subjects during the necessary time relative to the purpose.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Limitation of processing of personal data: The system must be able to limit the processing of personal data according to the consent given by the data subject.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data quality and accountability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Accuracy: The system must allow the update of the personal data whenever necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Integrity and confidentiality: The system must support the adoption of technical and organizational measures that ensure the security of processing, namely, the protection against unauthorized processing or against the loss, destruction, or accidental harm of personal data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Accountability: The system must allow the demonstration of compliance with the data processing principles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Statement of accountability: The system must support the demonstration of compliance with codes of conduct and certified procedures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Conditions of processing: The system must record data describing the legal context that allows the processing of data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Record of processing: The system shall be able to keep an up-to-date and accurate record of all the processing activities and must allow the record of processing to be written in an electronic format.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Availability of records of processing: The system must allow access to consult its records of processing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Location of data: The system must be able to identify and locate a subject’s data that must be limited inside the system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consent by data subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Explicit consent: The system must be able to record and show the consent of the data subjects for the collection of personal data and the purpose for collecting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Management of consent: The system must allow changes to the consent by the data subject.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Record of consent: The system must be able to keep a record of consent or consents to distinguish it from other content.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Withdrawal of consent: The system must ensure the ability to withdraw consent (opt-out) in an easy and clear way, using the same means in which the consent was obtained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Features of the consent: The system must ensure that the consent provision by a subject is active, not obtained through silence, inactivity, or prechecked boxes, and that it is confirmed in words.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lawfulness of processing after withdrawal of consent: The system shall be able to ensure the lawfulness of data processing after the withdrawal of consent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Objection to processing: The system must support the cessation of processing in response to a request by the data subject.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data subject empowerment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Information provided to data subject: The system must inform the data subject about the conditions and rules relating to data processing and privacy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Means to provide information to data subjects: The system must have a means of providing such information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Verification of the identity of the data subject: The system must allow the verification of the identity of data subjects upon the request.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Data subject request: The system must support the receipt of data subject’s request.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Response to request: The system must enable the solicitation to the data subject’s request by the same means the request was made.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Data subject access: The system must provide a copy of the data subject’s personal data at processing on request.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Data subject request action: The systems must support the means for the data subject to request access to the subject’s data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Information accessed by the data subject—The system must enable access to the data subject’s information and actions such as the following:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Purpose of processing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Categories of personal data held by the system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The recipients or categories of recipients to whom personal data have been or will be disclosed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- The period for which personal data will be stored.
- The existence of the right to request from the controller rectification or erasure or restriction of data processing.
- Right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority.
- Available information as to the source of data collection, if personal data were not collected from the data subject.
- Existence of automated decision making, including profiling.
- Response to data subject request: The system must allow the response to the data subject’s request in a commonly used means.
- Data subject direct access: The system must provide a secure method for the direct access of the data subject to their personal data.
- Personal data rectification: The system must allow the rectification of inaccurate personal data by the data subject.
- Personal data erasure: The system must allow the erasure of personal data when consent is removed or when the purpose on which the data were gathered is no longer valid.
- Legitimate interest: The system must be able to demonstrate to the data subject the legitimate interest for the processing, including retrieval, modification, and sharing.
- Confirmation of data processing: The system must be able to confirm the processing of the data subject’s personal data in each case requested by the subject.

5. Data breaches
- Records of data breaches: The system must keep a record of data breaches that were detected.
- Records of data breaches nature: The system must register information regarding the nature of data breach.
- Data breach description: The system must keep a record of information regarding the nature of data breach in a format subject to be sent to the supervisory authority.
- Data breach notification deadline: The system must enable the notification procedure of the supervisory authority in 72 hours.
- Data breaches notification procedures: The system must support the development of procedures for the report of internal breaches.

6. Data portability and interoperability
- Portability of personal data: The system must allow the portability of personal data in a structured, common, automatic format.
- Portability of personal data between controllers: The system must be able to transfer personal data to another controller.
- Interoperability of systems and formats: The system must enable interoperability for the transfer and portability of personal data.
- Communication between institutions: The system must allow the communication between institutions involved in the processing of the same personal data.
- Cross-border data transfers: The system must allow the transfer of personal data to other countries.
- Cross-border data transfers guarantee: The system must enable the recording of the proper measures presented by the third country or international organization that allows the transfer of personal data.

7. Privacy control and impact assessment
- Privacy by design: The system must allow the pseudonymization and encryption of data and must be able to apply data minimization measures, storing only minimal needed data.
- Privacy by default: The system must ensure the processing of personal data relevant to the purpose and it must ensure that no personal data are made available without human intervention.
- Access control measures: The system must make data unintelligible in case of unauthorized access.
- Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) records preservation: The system must allow the preservation of DPIA.
- DPIA consultation: The system must allow the consultation of the DPIA when the controller requires it.

Features 6 and 7: Access Control—Access Control List and Configurations

openEHR access control is set through the object named EHR_ACCESS. This object works as a gate to all access information, being that any decision regarding access information should be based on the policies and rules established in it. OpenEHR’s EHR allows the definition of an access control list, indicating the identified individuals and their categories. The definition of the access control list should consider relevance of the user’s identity access either in terms of time or duration of access. When creating an EHR, openEHR allows the definition of a gatekeeper responsible for the access control configurations. The gatekeeper becomes an identity recognized in the EHR, usually being the own patient (in case of mentally competent adults) or a relative or legal tutor (in case of being...
a child or mentally incapable). The gatekeeper sets who can make changes in the access control list, being that all changes are kept in the audit trail. These features could make use of recent developments in security technologies referred to in the literature [21,22], although they still need field validation in the health care area.

**Feature 8: Audit Trailing**

All changes that are made, at all levels, in the EHR are recorded in the audit trail, with data related to the identity of the user, timestamp, purpose (of the alterations performed), digital signature, and relevant version information.

### Matching General Data Protection Regulation Requirements With OpenEHR Principles

Table 1 presents the existing matches between the GDPR requirements and the openEHR principles.

The results obtained showed that openEHR GDPR–related features satisfied at least 1 identified GDPR requirement.

The GDPR requirement Method Storage Limitation (1.4), listed in Textbox 1, is fulfilled by the Separation of EHR and demographic information, allowing a separate storage of demographic and clinical data. The identity of the data subject is automatically preserved when the clinical and demographic information are separated. In that way, although the clinical data are stored for treatment, the demographic data are only connected to the EHR through an external identifier, allowing the identification of the data subject only during the necessary period of the purpose of processing (typically only on a device used by an authorized health professional during a health care process).

Integrity and Confidentiality (2.2), listed in Textbox 1, is a complex requirement in the GDPR and is thus fulfilled by a group of openEHR architectural features. Data versioning allows the creation of new EHR versions, ensuring indelibility, and is thus an important measure against the loss, destruction, or accidental corruption of EHR data, guaranteeing trustworthy and reliable information at all moments of processing. The digital signing of data ensures the authentication, nonrepudiation, and integrity of the EHR, acting as an important security and integrity measure of the personal data and its processing. The access control rules are included in the openEHR architecture by design, and it ensures the confidentiality of the patient’s data by limiting the occurrence of an unauthorized or illicit processing, because of the definition of who is authorized to access the data. There is also a component that identifies who can access or change the access control rules, it sets the individuals who can change the configurations of the access list, contributing to legitimate and justified accesses and ensuring the integrity of processing. On top of these preventive features, the openEHR services architecture [23] includes a System Log service that records access actions, as well as identity of the users, date and time, and justification of the action, ensuring the integrity of the data and postaccess analyses. (This service is not defined by openEHR but assumed to be an implementation of, eg, IHE ATNA.) These design features ensure the security of processing, correctly identifying when, who, what, and how data were accessed, and allowing a postaccess audit.

Accountability (2.3), Record of processing (2.6), and Availability of records of processing (2.7), listed in Textbox 1, are fulfilled by the audit trail feature, which allows the system to keep a record of all information related to the processing of data. This way, it is possible to demonstrate compliance with the principles and obligation of the requirements, as it is possible to see information related to access and actions taken in the EHR. Due to its traceability, it allows the creation of a record of personal data processing that can become available to the data authorities.

The requirement Verification of the identity of the data subjects (4.3), listed in Textbox 1, is fulfilled by the service model of the openEHR. The EHR has an identifier associated to a single patient, ensuring the identification of the data subject’s identity if necessary.

Data subject access (4.6) and Data subject direct access (4.10), listed in Textbox 1, are two of the requirements that we identified for the GDPR and can be fulfilled by the Access control feature of the openEHR. The data subject can be granted access using the access control list and can manage this list through the Access control configurations. Data subject direct access is fulfilled by an extra feature, the Service Model feature that allows the creation of direct access reference to the subject’s data by the subject.

Confirmation of data processing (4.14), listed in Textbox 1, requirement is fulfilled by the audit trailing feature of the openEHR principles. In the audit trail, systems can store every action that is done on the subject’s data. Also, it is possible to check what changes were done to the data through the different versions created in each action.

Data portability and interoperability are, by design, a key focus of the openEHR architecture and 2-level modeling, so the GDPR requirements 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, and 6.5 can be matched by these features. The interoperability point of the requirement 6.3 is also fulfilled with the integration of another of the openEHR principles, the Service Model that allows the creation of different interfaces, in different systems around the institution, using the same data. By supporting different views that allow the consultation of the same EHR, the record maintains its integrity and structure, ensuring interoperability.

Privacy by design and by default were identified as requirements 7.1 and 7.2 in Textbox 1. The separation of demographic and clinical data by design improves the protection of the data subject identification by separating the EHR from the identifiable demographic information, only relating them by an external identifier. By default, during health care, only the EHR data should be considered. Privacy by default is also matched by the Access control list and its configuration that endures the access and availability of information and ensures that the data are only processed and accessed for the purpose settled, by those authorized to do it, safeguarding the patient’s data privacy.
Table 1. List of the 17 General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) requirements that are met by openEHR principles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GDPR requirements</th>
<th>openEHR principles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method storage limitation</td>
<td>—-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integality and confidentiality</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountability</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record of processing</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability of records of processing</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verification of the identity of the data subjects</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data subject access</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data subject direct access</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmation of data processing</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portability of personal data</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portability of personal data between controllers</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interoperability of systems and formats</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-border data transfers</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy by design</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy by default</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aRepresents no match.
bX represents a match in the table.

General Data Protection Regulation Requirements Not Met by OpenEHR Principles

Textbox 2 presents the 35 GDPR requirements that are not met by openEHR principles.

Regarding requirements from group 3, although none of the openEHR principles identified could match this requirement, the implementation of openEHR architecture could help to fulfill the requirement related to explicit consent through the creation of an archetype Consent. This archetype would allow the recording and management of Consent, allowing the controller to keep all the information necessary.

Regarding requirement 4.13, the information regarding the legitimate interest of processing could be included in an archetype, although even without this, the system can often infer legitimate access by analyzing, for example, hospital admission and discharge dates and association of subject to the general practitioner’s clinic. Regardless, better methods are needed in the future. In case of consent being the legitimate interest for the processing, this information could be recorded along with the consent.
Textbox 2. Requirements that are not met by openEHR principles. DPIA: Data Protection Impact Assessment.

1. Limitations to data processing
   - Purpose limitation
   - Data minimization
   - Period of storage limitation
   - Limitation of processing of personal data

2. Data quality and accountability
   - Accuracy
   - Statement of accountability
   - Conditions of processing
   - Location of data

3. Consent by data subject
   - Explicit consent
   - Management of consent
   - Record of consent
   - Withdrawal of consent
   - Features of the consent
   - Lawfulness of processing after withdrawal of consent
   - Objection to processing

4. Data Subject empowerment
   - Information provided to data subject
   - Means to provide information to data subjects
   - Data subject request
   - Answer to request
   - Data subject request form
   - Information accessed by the data subject
   - Response to data subject request
   - Personal data rectification
   - Personal data erasure
   - Legitimate interest

5. Data breaches
   - Records of data breaches
   - Records of data breaches nature
   - Data breach description
   - Data breach notification deadline
   - Data breaches notification procedures

6. Data portability and interoperability
   - Communication between institutions
   - Cross border data transfers guarantee

7. Privacy control and impact assessment
   - Access control measures
Discussion

Principal Findings

OpenEHR acts mainly on requirements that either shape the functional layer of the system or relate to data traceability, integrity, and confidentiality. Data protection by design, portability, and interoperability are ensured by openEHR’s architecture because of the 2-level modeling and separation of clinical and demographic data. Personal data integrity and confidentiality are mainly addressed by the access control, versioning, and audit trail features.

Nevertheless, openEHR is a valuable tool for the fulfillment of requirements that are not directly met, such as definition of notification forms (for data subjects and data authorities), the creation of a means of communication for records, and preservation of Data Protection Impact Assessment and records of compliance with codes of conduct and certifications.

These requirements need to be addressed from an organizational point of view, either through the reform of existing processes or the definition of new ones. However, the versioning and audit trail features can support the recording of important information related to the data processing and data breaches.

Apart from the clinical content models (archetypes and templates), openEHR does not support the automatic creation of other needed documentation for GDPR such as a structure to store the consent but can be backed up by the principles (namely the traceability of the data, actions, and users).

OpenEHR’s architectural features can still help fulfill requirements related to consent. Versioning and audit trailing allow systems to record and verify any action or access made in the EHR. By acknowledging the deadlines for the processing, it is possible to identify if there are any data being processed without the consent of the data subjects. Thus, even if the openEHR architecture does not include dedicated features for some GDPR requirements, it presents itself as an important support in relation to the processes that an institution must implement.

It should be noted that some of the GDPR requirements, namely the ones related to the organizational processes, are probably not satisfiable by any EHR architecture. However, it is important to note the organizational reforms that must be conducted require actions not only at the level of their organizational processes and services but also specifically at the level of their systems.

Limitations

To our knowledge, there is no formal list of GDPR requirements for an EHR system. The list of requirements we propose in this study is intended as a starting point for further discussion and future work.

Conclusions

OpenEHR is a promising approach to the development of EHR systems compliant with GDPR, allowing institutions to respond to functional needs focused on the privacy and security of health data. It is also a strong solution for issues related to data portability and data protection by default, which are now required by the regulation.

Primarily, openEHR is a good solution for issues related to privacy and data protection, the main goals of GDPR.

The use of IT has become essential to health care delivery. OpenEHR defines an integrated environment, focused on the provision of health care and access to quality information, which helps institutions conform to the GDPR requirements ensuring the privacy and protection of personal data.
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Abstract

Background: Critically ill patients require constant point-of-care blood glucose testing to guide insulin-related decisions. Transcribing these values from glucometers into a paper log and the electronic medical record is very common yet error-prone in intensive care units, given the lack of connectivity between glucometers and the electronic medical record in many US hospitals.

Objective: We examined (1) transcription errors of glucometer blood glucose values documented in the paper log and in the electronic medical record vital signs flow sheet in a surgical trauma intensive care unit, (2) insulin errors resulting from transcription errors, (3) lack of documenting these values in the paper log and the electronic medical record vital signs flow sheet, and (4) average time for docking the glucometer.

Methods: This secondary data analysis examined 5049 point-of-care blood glucose tests. We obtained values of blood glucose tests from bidirectional interface software that transfers the meters’ data to the electronic medical record, the paper log, and the vital signs flow sheet. We obtained patient demographic and clinical-related information from the electronic medical record.

Results: Of the 5049 blood glucose tests, which were pertinent to 234 patients, the total numbers of undocumented or untranscribed tests were 608 (12.04%) in the paper log, 2064 (40.88%) in the flow sheet, and 239 (4.73%) in both. The numbers of transcription errors for the documented tests were 98 (2.21% of 4441 documented tests) in the paper log, 242 (8.11% of 2985 tests) in the flow sheet, and 43 (1.64% of 2616 tests) in both. The numbers of transcription errors per patient were 0.4 (98 errors/234 patients) in the paper log, 1 (242 errors/234 patients) in the flow sheet, and 0.2 in both (43 errors/234 patients). Transcription errors in the paper log, the flow sheet, and in both resulted in 8, 24, and 2 insulin errors, respectively. As a consequence, patients were given a lower or higher insulin dose than the dose they should have received had there been no errors. Discrepancies in insulin doses were 2 to 8 U lower doses in paper log transcription errors, 10 U lower to 3 U higher doses in flow sheet transcription errors, and 2 U lower in transcription errors in both. Overall, 30 unique insulin errors affected 25 of 234 patients (10.7%). The average time from point-of-care testing to meter docking was 8 hours (median 5.5 hours), with some taking 56 hours (2.3 days) to be uploaded.

Conclusions: Given the high dependence on glucometers for point-of-care blood glucose testing in intensive care units, full electronic medical record-glucometer interoperability is required for complete, accurate, and timely documentation of blood glucose values and elimination of transcription errors and the subsequent insulin-related errors in intensive care units.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(1):e11873) doi:10.2196/11873
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Introduction

Background

Glycemic control in critically ill patients is essential to improve clinical outcomes and decrease morbidity and mortality [1-8], specifically for patients admitted to intensive care units (ICUs) for more than 3 days [2] and for patients admitted to surgical trauma ICUs (STICUs) compared with medical ICUs [7]. Critically ill patients require constant point-of-care tests (POCTs) for blood glucose to guide initiation and titration decisions regarding continuous insulin infusion following insulin management protocols. Handheld blood glucose monitoring devices or glucometers are widely used in ICUs for this purpose for convenience and portability [9,10].

Transcribing blood glucose readings from glucometers into a paper log and different flow sheets in the electronic medical record (EMR) by health care professionals is a very common yet error-prone practice in ICUs, given the lack of interoperability or connectivity between glucometers and the EMR in many US hospitals [11]. Interoperability allows for wireless transfer of blood glucose values from glucometers to the EMR without the need for manual data entry. Despite the call for system interoperability and emerging research describing frameworks and prototypes for seamless integration of medical device data into the EMR using different connectivity standards [12-15], medical device-EMR connectivity is limited in the United States. In a national survey of 825 US hospitals, the Health Information and Management Systems Society Analytics team reported a lack of interoperability and emerging research describing frameworks and prototypes for seamless integration of medical device data into the EMR using different connectivity standards [12-15], medical device-EMR connectivity is limited in the United States. In a national survey of 825 US hospitals, the Health Information and Management Systems Society Analytics team reported a lack of interaction between EMRs and medical devices in 70% of the hospitals. The remaining 30% of the hospitals reported an interface of an average of 2.6 device types (out of 11 devices) with their EMRs. Interestingly, none of the hospitals provided an interface between glucometers and the EMR [11].

Extensive literature exists on the use of glucometers in ICUs. However, most studies focused on the glucometers’ accuracy in comparison with other blood glucose analytical measures [16-24]. Research on transcription errors is also available [25-27]; however, there is a paucity of research on transcription errors of blood glucose values obtained by glucometers into the EMRs and the subsequent insulin errors [28]. Although the use of glucometers with high specificity and sensitivity is essential in critical care settings to prevent harmful effects of erroneous blood glucose readings and the subsequent underdose or overdose of insulin therapy, accurate and instant documentation of blood glucose values obtained by glucometers into the EMR is equally important to inform glycemic control and insulin management decisions.

Objective

This study examined (1) transcription errors of blood glucose values obtained by a glucometer that were documented in the paper log by technicians and in the EMR vital signs flow sheet by nurses in the ICU, (2) insulin errors resulting from transcription errors of blood glucose values, (3) lack of documenting blood glucose values in the paper log and the EMR vital signs flow sheet, and (4) meter docking time.

Methods

Design, Sample, and Setting

This secondary data analysis study examined 5049 blood glucose tests for transcription errors, insulin errors, lack of documenting blood glucose values in the paper log and the EMR, and meter docking time. The study took place in a 30-bed STICU located in a 705-bed university teaching hospital with a large referral base in the southwestern United States. The STICU has an annual admission rate of 1600 patients and an approximate monthly admission rate of 133 patients. At the time of the study, there were 46 full-time and 11 part-time nurses and 13 technicians working in the unit. The average range of blood glucose POCTs performed on patients in the unit is 4200 to 4300 tests per month.

After obtaining institutional review board approval from the University of Texas and the University Health System (number 20140330H), we performed the audit of blood glucose tests and insulin data in a 20% stratified sample of all blood glucose tests available in the meters for patients admitted during 4 months (July to October 2016). Stratification was based on the working shift (day or night) as the only possible factor that may introduce transcription errors of blood glucose readings as a result of fatigue expected at the end of each working shift and on the night shift. Additionally, when we selected a blood glucose test, we also included all blood glucose tests pertinent to the same patient within the same episode of admission to evaluate errors per patient. This resulted in a total of 5049 blood glucose tests.

Description of the Point-of-Care Testing of Blood Glucose

The point-of-care glucose testing device is Accu-Chek Inform II (Roche Diagnostics Corporation, Indianapolis, IN, USA). Figure 1 depicts a functional workflow model for this process of testing. The process starts by the physician ordering a POCT. The nurse informs the technician about the order, who in turn performs the test using the glucometer and transcribes the result into a paper log—a grid that includes the patient’s name, visit identification number (VIN), room number, time and date of the test, and the result. The VIN is a unique number for each patient episode of admission that is obtained by scanning the patient’s wristband at the time of performing the test.

Nurses then manually enter the readings for each patient into the EMR vital signs flow sheet and use this information to inform their insulin management decisions following physician orders and insulin management protocols. Clinical decisions include whether to continue to monitor, repeat the test to verify critical blood glucose values, inform the physician, give insulin, and titrate the insulin drip based on the insulin management...
The blood glucose values entered by nurses into the EMR vital signs flow sheet can be obtained (1) from the glucometer itself by manually searching the readings using the time of the test and the patient VIN to locate the test value, (2) from the technician, who verbally endorses the value to the nurse if he or she is available in the unit, or (3) by checking the value transcribed by the technician into the paper log.

The technician docks the meter by placing it into the meter base unit within 24 hours after the time of the first test for a given day. Meters maintain log data for up to 2000 readings. Since the meter can be docked after 24 hours of use, nurses usually base their insulin management decisions on the readings transcribed by the technicians into the paper log or the readings entered by the nurses into the vital signs flow sheet. By docking the meter, readings are automatically uploaded into the RALS-Plus database, which interfaces with the EMR laboratory flow sheet. These data include the examiner’s employee identification number, patient identification (name, VIN), date and time of the test, time the meter was docked, and blood glucose values. It is worth noting that there is no direct link or seamless transfer of data in the EMR between the vital signs flow sheet and the EMR laboratory flow sheet.

The RALS-Plus v1.5.1 (Alere North America, LLC, Orlando, FL, USA) is a bidirectional interface software for in-hospital glucometers that uploads meter data into the EMR laboratory flow sheet only. The software also generates different types of reports for quality improvement. Data can be generated based on criteria such as the start and end date of the test, blood glucose values, patient VIN, sample type, and test location. Reports can be emailed, printed, saved, or exported into an Excel, rich text (rtf), or pdf file format.

**Figure 1.** Workflow model of the point-of-care-testing of blood glucose. PC: personal computer.
Main Outcome Variables

Transcription Errors

Since the focus of this study was transcription errors, we assumed that technicians follow best practices in obtaining blood samples and in meter use according to the unit policies and procedures and the glucometer’s user manual. Blood glucose values uploaded into RALS-Plus are those in the meters and they are transferred to the EMR laboratory flow sheet. These values are accurate. Transcribing blood glucose values from the meters to the paper log and the EMR vital signs flow sheet may result in 3 potential types of errors (Table 1). The “corresponding values” (Table 1) in the paper log and the EMR vital signs flow sheet are based on the same patient VIN, same date of the test, and within a 1-hour time frame from the POCT (time in RALS) to the time the test was transcribed into the paper log or the EMR vital signs flow sheet.

Table 1. Types of errors in transcribing blood glucose values from meters to the paper log and the electronic medical record (EMR) vital signs flow sheet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper log</th>
<th>EMR vital signs flow sheet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flow sheet correct</td>
<td>Flow sheet correct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper correct</td>
<td>No error: The blood glucose value in the RALS database matches the corresponding value transcribed by technicians and nurses into the paper log and the EMR vital signs flow sheet for a given test in a given date and time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper wrong</td>
<td>Paper log error: Any discrepancy regardless of the magnitude between blood glucose value in the RALS database and the corresponding value transcribed by the technician into the paper log.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow sheet wrong</td>
<td>Vital signs flow sheet error: Any discrepancy regardless of the magnitude between blood glucose value in the RALS database and the corresponding value transcribed by nurses into the EMR vital signs flow sheet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow sheet wrong</td>
<td>Paper log and vital signs flow sheet error: The 2 blood glucose values transcribed by technicians and nurses into the paper log and the EMR vital signs flow sheet for a given test in a given date and time do not match the value in the RALS database.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Undocumented Values of Blood Glucose Tests

Untranscribed or undocumented blood glucose values are those available in RALS database but were not transcribed into the paper log or entered into the EMR vital signs flow sheet.

Insulin Errors Related to Erroneously Transcribed Blood Glucose Values

For each transcription error, we also examined whether that error resulted in giving the wrong dose of insulin. We evaluated the wrong insulin dose based on administering a higher or lower insulin dose, regardless of the magnitude of the difference, than the one recommended by the protocol for the correct blood glucose value (the value in the RALS system) or not giving insulin when it should be administered to the patient according to the insulin management protocol based on the correct blood glucose value.

Meter Docking Time

As mentioned above, we considered a 1-hour time frame from the POCT (time in RALS or glucometer) to the time the test result was transcribed into the paper log or the EMR vital signs flow sheet when we retrieved the time for transcribing blood glucose values. Meter docking time was retrieved from the RALS database and is the time from the POCT to the time meters were docked (readings were uploaded into the EMR laboratory flow sheet).

In addition to these outcomes, we also collected patient demographics and clinical-related information such as age, sex, diagnosis, diabetes status, admission and discharge dates, and total number of POCTs the patient underwent during the ICU stay.

Data Collection Procedure

We took the following steps in the sequence identified to collect the data. Three nurse educators collected the data from the paper log and the EMR vital signs flow sheet to enhance objectivity.

First, we accessed the RALS database for the selected study months and downloaded the Excel file (Microsoft Corporation). The file included the patient’s name, VIN, EMR number, test date and time, blood glucose value (meter value), and time of docking the meter.

Second, we selected a stratified sample of 20% of the blood glucose readings and the related information from RALS from the Excel file. In addition to the 20% sample of readings, we went back and selected all pertinent blood glucose tests within the episode of admission for all VINs included in the stratified sample.

Third, for each test selected from RALS, we accessed the EMR and obtained patient demographics and clinical-related information based on the VIN, as well as the corresponding values of blood glucose transcribed into the vital signs flow sheet and time of documentation. We also accessed the laboratory flow sheet to make sure that the tests in RALS were pertinent to that patient.

Fourth, for each test selected from RALS (step 2) for each patient and based on the VIN, we accessed the paper log using the patient’s name and VIN as the identifiers. We obtained the corresponding blood glucose value for each test using the date and a 1-hour time frame from the POCT (time in RALS) as the matching codes. We also obtained the actual time of the test documented in the paper log.

Data Analysis

We used R statistical computing software v3.5.1 (R Foundation) to analyze the data. Patients’ characteristics and all types of errors were presented using descriptive statistics. We examined
the difference in number of POCTs between diabetic and nondiabetic patients using Student t test with significance set at P<.05.

We limited the analysis of transcription errors to cases where the results of the blood glucose tests were transcribed by clinicians and nurses. For example, the denominator for the paper log transcription errors was the number of blood glucose readings transcribed into the paper log, excluding missing values (ie, when the readings were not transcribed).

Table 2. Patient characteristics (N=234).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient characteristic</th>
<th>Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age in years, mean (SD)</td>
<td>57.5 (17.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of stay in days, mean (SD)</td>
<td>24.8 (48.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of point-of-care tests per patient, mean (SD)</td>
<td>25.5 (67.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male sex, n (%)</td>
<td>131 (56.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes status, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>44 (32.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>93 (67.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>97 (41.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Comparison of the number of point-of-care tests between diabetic and nondiabetic patients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diabetes status</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes (n=44)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>60 (126)</td>
<td>792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No diabetes (n=93)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19 (40)</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Missing Documentation and Transcription Errors

Table 4 describes the number of tests that were not transcribed into the paper log or the EMR vital signs flow sheet, or both, as well as the number of transcription errors. In the vital signs flow sheet, 40.88% of the tests (2064/5049 tests) were not transcribed. Of the blood glucose tests, 4.73% (239/5049 tests) were not transcribed in the paper log and in the EMR vital signs flow sheet at the same time.

Table 4. Number of undocumented blood glucose tests and number of transcription errors among the 5049 tests analyzed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Undocumented tests, n (%)</th>
<th>Tests analyzed for errors, n</th>
<th>Errors among tests analyzed, n (%)</th>
<th>Range of error, mg/dL (mmol/L)</th>
<th>Error rate per patient (N=234)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper log</td>
<td>608 (12.04)</td>
<td>4441</td>
<td>98 (2.21)</td>
<td>–92 to 92 (–5.1 to 5.1)</td>
<td>0.4 (98/234)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vital signs flow sheet</td>
<td>2064 (40.88)</td>
<td>2985</td>
<td>242 (8.11)</td>
<td>–110 to 80 (–6.1 to 4.4)</td>
<td>1.0 (242/234)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both</td>
<td>239 (4.73)</td>
<td>2616</td>
<td>43 (1.64)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.2 (43/234)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aRange of difference between the correct blood glucose value and the erroneously transcribed value.

bN/A: not applicable.

We analyzed all types of transcription errors when the blood glucose value was transcribed (Table 4). Of the transcription errors among the 4441 transcribed tests in the paper logs, there were 98 (2.21%) errors. These errors were related to 30 of the 234 patients (12.8%). Of the 2985 transcribed values in the vital signs flow sheet, there were 242 (8.11%) errors related to 63 of the 234 patients (26.9%). The total number of paper log and vital signs flow sheet transcription errors among the 2616 tests

Results

Patient Characteristics and Number of Point-of-Care Tests

The 5049 blood glucose tests analyzed for transcription errors, undocumented blood glucose readings, and meter docking time were pertinent to 234 unique patients, each with a unique VIN. Table 2 presents the patients’ characteristics. Most of the patients with documented diabetes status in the dataset did not have diabetes (93/234). Of the 234 patients, 97 were with unknown diabetes status. The average number of POCTs performed on diabetic patients (Table 3) was significantly higher than on nondiabetic patients (t47=-2.17, P=.03). One of the patients had 792 POCTs during his stay (Table 3). The median number of POCTs for diabetic patients was 12 tests.
analyzed was 43 (1.64%), related to 24 of the 234 patients (10.3%). Overall, among the 234 patients, there were 68 (29.1%) unique patients involved in all types of errors.

Errors in the paper log resulted in transcribing a blood glucose value that was up to 92 mg/dL (5.1 mmol/L) lower or 92 mg/dL (5.1 mmol/L) higher than the correct value (the one in the EMR laboratory flow sheet or RALS). However, most errors, those between the 25th and 75th percentiles, were 12 mg/dL (0.7 mmol/L) lower to 7 mg/dL (0.4 mmol/L) higher than the accurate value. In the EMR vital signs flow sheet, the difference between the correct blood glucose value and the erroneously transcribed value was 110 mg/dL (6.1 mmol/L) lower to 80 mg/dL (4.4 mmol/L) higher. Most errors, those between the 25th and 75th percentiles, were 3 mg/dL (0.16 mmol/L) lower to 4 mg/dL (0.2 mmol/L) higher than the accurate values.

There were no significant differences in the number of transcription errors between the day shift and night shift (Table 5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Total errors, n (%)</th>
<th>Day shift, n (%)</th>
<th>Night shift, n (%)</th>
<th>Chi-square</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper log</td>
<td>98/4441 (2.21)</td>
<td>53/2790 (1.90)</td>
<td>45/1651 (2.73)</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vital signs flow sheet</td>
<td>242/2985 (8.11)</td>
<td>163/1847 (8.83)</td>
<td>79/1138 (6.94)</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both</td>
<td>43/2616 (1.64)</td>
<td>24/1639 (1.46)</td>
<td>19/977 (1.94)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Insulin Errors**

The 242 transcription errors in the EMR vital signs flow sheet resulted in 24 insulin errors. These errors resulted in giving 10 U lower to 3 U higher insulin dose than the dose that should have been given had there been no transcription errors. The 98 transcription errors in the paper log resulted in 8 insulin errors and giving 2 to 8 U lower insulin dose than the dose that should have been given had there been no transcription errors. The 43 errors in the EMR vital signs flow sheet and paper logs resulted in 2 insulin errors, both with 2 U lower than the correct insulin dose. Overall, there were 30 unique insulin errors that affected 25 of the 234 patients (10.7%).

**Documentation Time**

The average time from the POCT to the time meters were docked (readings were uploaded into the EMR laboratory flow sheet) was 8 hours with a median of 5.5 hours. Most readings, between the first and the third quartiles, took 1.3 to 12 hours to be uploaded into the EMR laboratory flow sheet. Some of the readings took 56 hours (2.3 days) to be uploaded into the EMR laboratory flow sheet.

In addition to these outcomes, we found 40 readings that were documented to some patients’ EMRs and the paper log after the date of discharge.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

This study examined transcription errors of blood glucose tests obtained by a glucometer and documented in the paper log by ICU technicians and in the EMR vital signs flow sheet by ICU nurses. Insulin errors resulted from transcription errors of blood glucose values, the number of undocumented blood glucose tests in the paper log and the EMR vital signs flow sheet, and the average meter docking time. Research on the use of glucometers in ICU and non-ICU settings is extensive. However, most of these studies focused on precision and accuracy of the glucometers, sources of glucometer measurement errors, and the difference in sensitivity and specificity between glucometer devices from different vendors [16-29]. Nevertheless, glucometers are commonly used handheld devices to measure blood glucose at the point of care, specifically in ICUs to inform timely clinical decisions regarding insulin therapy. To our knowledge, this is the first study to examine transcription errors of blood glucose tests obtained by glucometers and to focus on the urgent need for EMR-glucometer interoperability.

Transcription errors ranged from 2% for paper log errors to 8% for vital signs flow sheet errors. These errors resulted in a total of 30 insulin errors and affected 11% of the patients. The higher percentage of transcription errors in the vital signs flow sheet than in the paper log might be explained by a clinical workflow that has nurses obtain the results of blood glucose tests from 3 different sources, which are the paper log, the technicians, or the glucometers, while the technicians obtain the values only from the glucometers. Transcription errors in the vital signs flow sheet are clinically more significant than transcription errors in the paper log because they inform nurses’ insulin management decisions. These errors affected 63 (27%) patients.

It is important to note that we examined transcription errors and the associated insulin errors only when the blood glucose test results were transcribed by technicians and nurses. The very high percentage of untranscribed values (ie, up to 41% untranscribed into the vital signs flow sheet, n=2064) could mask the actual rate of transcription errors. Possible explanations for not transcribing blood glucose values might be workload issues and the assumption that all readings eventually will be available in the laboratory flow sheet in the EMR after docking the meter. In addition, finding 40 readings documented to some patients’ EMRs and the paper log after the date of discharge.

**Table 5. Difference in transcription errors between the day shift and night shift.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Total errors, n (%)</th>
<th>Day shift, n (%)</th>
<th>Night shift, n (%)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper log</td>
<td>98/4441 (2.21)</td>
<td>53/2790 (1.90)</td>
<td>45/1651 (2.73)</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vital signs flow sheet</td>
<td>242/2985 (8.11)</td>
<td>163/1847 (8.83)</td>
<td>79/1138 (6.94)</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both</td>
<td>43/2616 (1.64)</td>
<td>24/1639 (1.46)</td>
<td>19/977 (1.94)</td>
<td>.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

http://medinform.jmir.org/2019/1/e11873/
24 hours by technicians. This long time period hinders the availability of the tests’ values at the point of care, making these data unusable for immediate clinical decisions. Furthermore, our results showed that, in reality, docking the meters might take up to more than 2 days. Therefore, there is an urgent need for full glucometer-EMR connectivity to allow for seamless transfer of meter data into other fields of the EMR (ie, the vital signs flow sheet) in order to eliminate data transcription errors and the associated insulin errors.

The few available studies on medical devices-EMR connectivity have focused on vital signs monitors in ICUs and supported improved efficiency and elimination of transcription errors when vital signs monitoring devices are connected to the EMR [14]. The results of our study support the urgent need for a comprehensive and instant connectivity to transfer glucometer data to all fields of the EMR to better inform clinical decisions and eliminate insulin errors associated with transcription errors. On the other hand, from an engineering perspective, interoperability challenges do exist. These may include lack of research describing successes and challenges, the complexity of data elements, and the difference in type of information and formats in which information is stored and displayed. Most important, studies supported the potential for new types of errors in device connectivity, such as transferring the data into the wrong patient’s EMR, in addition to the slow speed of the interface attributed to the slow speed of older medical devices and computers [12]. Therefore, the process of and errors associated with interoperability should be carefully examined.

Limitations
The results of this study should be interpreted in light of the following limitations. First, since workload, admission rate, and the large number of monthly POCTs are inherent factors that may affect transcription errors, our results can only be generalized to STICUs with a similar workload and rate of POCTs. Second, we limited the errors examined in this study to transcription errors; measurement errors of blood glucose values that may result from inappropriate testing or scanning the wrong patients were beyond the scope of this study. Third, because we collected retrospective data, our risk assessment was limited to identifying the number of insulin errors resulting from transcription errors without identifying the clinical consequences or adverse events of insulin errors. On the other hand, insulin is a high-alert medication and errors in its administration may cause serious hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia, seizures, coma, ketoacidosis, and even death [30].

Conclusions
Transcription errors of blood glucose values obtained by glucometers do exist and result in insulin errors. Given the high dependence on glucometers for POCTs of blood glucose in ICUs, full EMR-glucometer interoperability is required for complete and accurate documentation of blood glucose values, and elimination of transcription errors and the subsequent insulin-related errors in ICUs.
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- **ICU**: intensive care unit
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Background: Geriatric syndromes in older adults are associated with adverse outcomes. However, despite being reported in clinical notes, these syndromes are often poorly captured by diagnostic codes in the structured fields of electronic health records (EHRs) or administrative records.

Objective: We aim to automatically determine if a patient has any geriatric syndromes by mining the free text of associated EHR clinical notes. We assessed which statistical natural language processing (NLP) techniques are most effective.

Methods: We applied conditional random fields (CRFs), a widely used machine learning algorithm, to identify each of 10 geriatric syndrome constructs in a clinical note. We assessed three sets of features and attributes for CRF operations: a base set, enhanced token, and contextual features. We trained the CRF on 3901 manually annotated notes from 85 patients, tuned the CRF on a validation set of 50 patients, and evaluated it on 50 held-out test patients. These notes were from a group of US Medicare patients over 65 years of age enrolled in a Medicare Advantage Health Maintenance Organization and cared for by a large group practice in Massachusetts.

Results: A final feature set was formed through comprehensive feature ablation experiments. The final CRF model performed well at patient-level determination (macroaverage F1=0.834, microaverage F1=0.851); however, performance varied by construct. For example, at phrase-partial evaluation, the CRF model worked well on constructs such as absence of fecal control (F1=0.857) and vision impairment (F1=0.798) but poorly on malnutrition (F1=0.155), weight loss (F1=0.394), and severe urinary control issues (F1=0.532). Errors were primarily due to previously unobserved words (ie, out-of-vocabulary) and a lack of context.

Conclusions: This study shows that statistical NLP can be used to identify geriatric syndromes from EHR-extracted clinical notes. This creates new opportunities to identify patients with geriatric syndromes and study their health outcomes.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(1):e13039) doi:10.2196/13039
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Introduction

Geriatric syndromes encompass multifactorial health conditions in older adults that generally do not fit into specific disease categories [1,2]. Geriatric syndromes, such as walking difficulty, falls, and incontinence, are often associated with adverse outcomes, such as morbidity, mortality, hospitalizations, and nursing home admissions [3]. Measuring geriatric syndromes at a population level is of great interest to health care providers and researchers to determine correlates of adverse outcomes. Hazra et al [4] contrasted health status, as measured by geriatric syndromes, of men and women aged 100 years or older. In addition, Anzaldi et al [5] measured prevalence of geriatric syndromes among individuals aged 65 years or older who had a mention of frailty in their clinical notes.

However, the multifactorial nature of geriatric syndromes complicates commonly accepted definitions for the recognition, diagnosis, and coding of these syndromes [1]. As a consequence, geriatric syndromes are often poorly captured by diagnostic codes (eg, International Classification of Diseases [ICD]9/10 codes) in the structured field of electronic health records (EHRs) [5], thus limiting research opportunities. Yet the unstructured clinical note (ie, free text) of EHRs contains rich information that describes geriatric syndromes. Considering the high adoption rate of EHRs among health care providers, unlocking information from clinical notes would yield a valuable resource for geriatric research and patient- and population-level interventions.

We propose a method to automatically identify patients exhibiting geriatric syndromes by analyzing text in clinical notes. We focus on 10 geriatric syndrome constructs: falls, malnutrition, dementia, severe urinary control issues, absence of fecal control, visual impairment, walking difficulty, pressure ulcers, lack of social support, and weight loss. We present methods based on natural language processing (NLP), specifically information extraction, that identify spans of text (ie, phrases) that attest to a geriatric syndrome. Previously, such clinical NLP has been leveraged to extract medical entities and concepts [6], such as disorder entity [7,8], medication [9], adverse drug reaction [10], smoking status [11], and risk [12].

Clinical NLP techniques can be roughly divided into two types: rule-based systems and machine learning (ie, statistical) techniques. Rule-based systems, which have long been the norm in the clinical setting, rely on manual definition of rules (eg, regular expressions) that identify phrases of interest in notes. For example, Anzaldi et al [5] and Kharrazi et al [13] developed a set of regular expressions to extract 10 geriatric syndrome constructs from clinical notes. The performance of rule-based approaches, however, requires significant domain expertise and is limited by the inflexibility of rule-based pattern matching. Therefore, statistical NLP methods based on machine learning techniques have long become the norm in the NLP community, with both academic research and industry systems relying almost exclusively on these methods [6]. Statistical methods rely on the construction of a manually annotated dataset to train a machine learning model; the trained model is then applied to extract entities and concepts from unannotated notes.

We propose to extract geriatric syndrome constructs from clinical notes using the conditional random field (CRF), a supervised statistical machine learning model that shows superior performance in many general and clinical information extraction tasks [3,7,8]. However, unlike most work in clinical NLP that focuses on well-defined entities and concepts (eg, based on Unified Medical Language System concepts), geriatric syndromes are often open-ended without clear definitions. For instance, the text spans of the geriatric syndrome constructs are much longer (ie, average length of 3.3 words) than well-defined entities and concepts (eg, average length of disorder entities are 1.8 tokens [ie, words]) [14]. Additionally, a lack of a clear coding standard for some of the geriatric syndrome constructs [1] means annotations are inconsistent, often including or excluding adjacent terms in the annotated construct mention. These challenges call into question the ability to develop a statistical NLP system for identifying patients with geriatric syndromes.

The objective of this paper is to explore the efficacy of a CRF model and various feature sets (ie, attribute) sets for the identification and classification of geriatric syndromes from clinical text. We consider the use of three feature sets: a base feature set, a token-enhanced set, and a set that includes contextual information. We evaluate the effectiveness of the model at identifying specific mentions (ie, phrases) as well as the overall ability to associate a construct with a patient (ie, aggregation over multiple notes). We report results on each of the 10 individual constructs and examine the factors that cause the accuracy of the trained model to vary over these constructs.

Methods

We begin with a description of the dataset followed by the clinical NLP model used to identify geriatric syndrome constructs. We then describe our data and experimental setting.

Dataset

We used anonymized EHR data shared with us by a large multispecialty medical group from New England, United States, for a cohort of elderly patients enrolled in a regional Medicare Advantage Health Maintenance Organization. We utilized a cohort of 18,341 members aged 65 years or older who received health insurance coverage between 2011 and 2013 and were assigned to this medical group as their primary source of medical care from this health plan. Clinical notes are documentations associated with patients’ encounters; the top five encounter types were phone calls (37.8%), office visits (30.2%), refill (11.6%), letter (3.2%), and notation (2.6%). All data were stored on a secured network approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Johns Hopkins University School of Public Health (IRB number 6196).

For the analysis reported here, we randomly selected a small sample of 185 patients from the above cohort and included all of their unstructured clinical notes, resulting in a dataset of 8442 notes. These notes were manually annotated by three physicians to indicate mentions of the 10 constructs. All the physicians went through a training phase and coded a similar text to ensure an acceptable agreement could be reached before conducting
the annotation. Each note was annotated by one of the physicians. Table 1 shows a few example annotations. The clinical notes were structured into sections indicated by a section header (eg, **Patient Medical History** and **Current Outpatient Prescriptions**). We segmented the notes by section using a list of keywords [15] and applied sentence segmentation and tokenization using the clinical Text Analysis Knowledge Extraction System (cTAKES) (Apache) [16], a clinical text-processing tool.

### Clinical Natural Language Processing Algorithm

We modeled the construct identification and classification as a sequence labeling task. In a sequence labeling task, the model identifies and types spans of text according to established guidelines. Common sequence labeling tasks include part-of-speech taggings (ie, identifying each word as a noun, verb, or adjective) and named entity recognition (ie, identifying spans of text that refer to people, organizations, and locations by name). CRFs [17] are widely used statistical models for sequence labeling tasks in both traditional NLP [18] and clinical NLP [6-8]. In addition, CRFs were used by several validated systems in clinical note information extraction shared tasks [7,8]. We utilized the linear-chain CRF implementation from the CRFSuite software package developed by Naoaki Okazaki [19] for our work.

As a supervised machine learning algorithm, the CRF estimates (ie, learns) model parameters based on an annotated dataset (ie, training set). The trained model can then predict the labels of sequences without annotation. A key input to the model is a set of features: attributes of the input upon which the CRF builds a model and estimates parameters. Feature choices are a critical factor in determining the resulting performance of the model [17].

We designed and evaluated three sets of features to extract from the clinical note. These features capture basic information of the tokens (ie, words), enhanced information of the token, and the global context:

1. **Basic Features**: This set of features includes the lowercase of the token, the part-of-speech tag of the token, as identified by cTAKES, and three orthographic features that indicate whether the token is numeric, in uppercase, or in title case. In addition, we captured the local context of the token by incorporating these features from the previous and next token. In total, each token has 18 feature types.

2. **Enhanced Token Features**: This set of features captures additional features about the token. Many studies show that the stem of the token is a useful feature for information extraction tasks [20], thus we encoded it as another feature and explored how these features perform in the EHR domain. We used another two orthographic features to indicate whether the token is an ICD9 code [21] (hereafter, Is-ICD9-Code; we could not evaluate ICD10 code, as our dataset predates the release of ICD10 code in 2015) and whether the token is a medical measurement unit (eg, kg or mL; hereafter, Is-Medical-Unit). To obtain these two features, we compared the token against the ICD9 codes [21] and common medical measurement units and encoded them as two binary features. The mention of a construct may not necessarily indicate the associated geriatric syndrome for the patient. The mention may be negated or reflect uncertainty in the diagnosis or could refer to another individual (eg, patient’s family member). To identify such cases, we used cTAKES to obtain three attributes: negation, uncertainty, and subject of the construct entity mention. We encoded these as three features for each token (hereafter, Entity-Attributes).

### Global Context: Our final feature set captures high-level context based on characteristics of the patient or clinical note. We first consider the section in which a token appears, as some section headers may suggest the mention does not refer to the patient (eg, **Family History**). Our second global context feature uses ICD9 codes mentioned in the text. Prior work [5,13] identified a list of 295 ICD9 codes that are indicative of the 10 constructs; Table 2 details the number of ICD9 codes per construct. We leveraged this list to encode 10 binary features to indicate the mapping of a token to the 10 constructs (hereafter, ICD9-Annotation). That is, one binary feature that corresponds to the construct will be true when the token is in the list; otherwise, all 10 of the binary features are false. Alternatively, we utilized this list to modify the prediction from the CRF as a postprocessing step. When the token is present in the list, we altered its label to reflect the construct label from the list, even if the CRF failed to identify a corresponding construct mention (hereafter, ICD9-Annotation-Post).

### Experimental Setting

Following standard evaluation conventions, we randomly split the 185 annotated patients into a training set (N=85), validation set (N=50), and test set (N=50). From Table 3, we see the 10 constructs have skewed distributions. In the training set, the two most dominant constructs were walking difficulty and lack of social support, which were present in 66% (56/85) and 62% (53/85) of patients, respectively; the two rare constructs, malnutrition and pressure ulcers, were present in only 9% (8/85) and 11% (9/85) of patients, respectively. We estimated model parameters on the training set, tuned the hyperparameters of the training algorithm, chose features to include on the validation set, and evaluated our final trained model on the held-out test set. This evaluation procedure ensures that test set performance reflects real-world system accuracy, as choices of algorithm design and parameter estimates are made blind to the test set data.
Table 1. Example sentences from clinical notes that contain a construct: annotated construct phrases are italicized.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Example sentence from clinical notes (verbatim)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absence of fecal control</td>
<td>She has also been experiencing urinary incontinence and a few episodes of fecal incontinence too.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dementia</td>
<td>Patient has dementia and daughter feels as though it has worsened since Labor day.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falls</td>
<td>She suffered a fall this past Tuesday and then was complaining of left shoulder pain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight loss</td>
<td>Sed rate had been mildly elevated except the last one over 70 but in setting of acute illness and weight loss.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malnutrition</td>
<td>Inadequate energy intake as evidenced by weight loss.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure ulcers</td>
<td>She has 2 intragluteal decubitus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of social support</td>
<td>She is alone at home much of the day.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe urinary control issues</td>
<td>She has a suprapubic catheter in (placed under interventional radiology at) because she was having pain on urination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual impairment</td>
<td>Has been seen by vision rehab and is registered with of blind.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking difficulty</td>
<td>Ambulates slowly, uses vital signs as above.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Statistics related to the 10 constructs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Number of ICD9 codes that indicate a construct (n)</th>
<th>Average number of tokens per construct</th>
<th>Average number of mentions per patient in the test set</th>
<th>Perplexity on test set&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absence of fecal control</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>11.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dementia</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>26.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falls</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>9.04</td>
<td>57.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight loss</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>13.53</td>
<td>33.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malnutrition</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>13.92</td>
<td>100.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure ulcers</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>5.67</td>
<td>66.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of social support</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>15.23</td>
<td>29.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe urinary control issues</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>13.71</td>
<td>117.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual impairment</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>9.31</td>
<td>57.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking difficulty</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>12.59</td>
<td>84.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>ICD9: International Classification of Diseases 9.
<sup>b</sup>Perplexity is computed on the test set based on the construct-specific language model trained on the training set: detailed in the Error Analysis section.

We performed feature ablation experiments on the validation set to assess the effectiveness of the proposed features. In each experiment, we trained the CRF on the training set using basic features and one or more features from the proposed feature sets, evaluating the trained model on the validation set. For each experiment, we used the validation set to tune model hyperparameters in a grid search manner. Example hyperparameters are L2 regularizer and maximum number of iterations; the learning rate of stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is automatically determined by CRFSuite. We also assessed both the limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS) algorithm and SGD optimization methods, selecting SGD as our final training algorithm for its better performance. Finally, we trained the model with the best feature combination and hyperparameter settings and reported the final performance on the test set.

We consider four different evaluation metrics for our CRF. The most restrictive evaluation measure is phrase-exact, in which we mark a prediction as correct only if the extracted and identified phrase exactly matched the labeled phrase. Under this metric, for the sentence “This patient walks with a walker,” an answer would only be correct if it identified the phrase “with a walker” (ie, the provided annotation) as walking difficulty but not if it selected “walks with a walker.” While this type of evaluation is standard in many information extraction tasks, it is too strict considering that our goal is to associate a geriatric syndrome with the patient. On the other hand, we also observed our three annotators sometimes exhibiting inconsistency in including or excluding unimportant words (eg, prepositions and verbs) in the annotated phrase (eg, “with a walker,” “walks with a walker,” or “walker”). Therefore, we consider a partial matching metric (ie, phrase-partial), which marks a prediction as correct if the predicted phrase overlaps with the manual annotation. In this setting, the above prediction for walking difficulty would be correct. Such partial matching has also been adopted in other clinical information extraction tasks [7,8].
Table 3. The construct and nonconstruct distribution among three datasets based on manual annotation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Training set (3901 notes)</th>
<th>Validation set (1739 notes)</th>
<th>Test set (2802 notes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Token (N=1,083,670), n (%)</td>
<td>Patient (N=85), n (%)</td>
<td>Token (N=435,851), n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absence of fecal control</td>
<td>126 (0.01)</td>
<td>12 (14)</td>
<td>126 (0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dementia</td>
<td>631 (0.06)</td>
<td>15 (18)</td>
<td>276 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falls</td>
<td>1419 (0.13)</td>
<td>37 (44)</td>
<td>293 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight loss</td>
<td>365 (0.03)</td>
<td>21 (25)</td>
<td>263 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malnutrition</td>
<td>115 (0.01)</td>
<td>8 (9)</td>
<td>82 (0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure ulcers</td>
<td>308 (0.03)</td>
<td>9 (11)</td>
<td>18 (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of social support</td>
<td>2026 (0.19)</td>
<td>53 (62)</td>
<td>1410 (0.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe urinary control issues</td>
<td>694 (0.06)</td>
<td>16 (19)</td>
<td>81 (0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual impairment</td>
<td>324 (0.03)</td>
<td>16 (19)</td>
<td>141 (0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking difficulty</td>
<td>2253 (0.21)</td>
<td>56 (66)</td>
<td>1315 (0.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonconstruct</td>
<td>1,075,409 (99.24)</td>
<td>85 (100)</td>
<td>431,846 (99.08)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Denotes the number of tokens in the dataset that were labeled as certain constructs.
b Denotes the number of patients in the dataset who were identified containing certain constructs.

Since our goal was to associate constructs with patients, we considered two additional metrics. First, we identified the prediction of a construct as correct if that construct appeared anywhere in the clinical note (ie, note-level), which may occur when an annotator missed a construct mention. We also considered a patient-level evaluation, in which we marked a prediction as correct if the patient had the associated construct (eg, an annotator identified it somewhere in an associated note).

We computed the popular information extraction metrics of precision (ie, true positive/[true positive + false positive]), recall (ie, true positive/[true positive + false negative]), and their harmonic mean (F1 or F measure). These metrics are related to sensitivity (ie, true positive rate) and specificity (ie, true negative rate). We provide these metrics for each of the four evaluation types and report model performance on each of the 10 constructs. We also report micro- and macroaveraged results, where microaveraging computes the average over every construct mention and macroaveraging gives equal weight to every construct. The difference reflects the variations of prevalence among the constructs. For all validation set choices, we used microaveraged F1 on the phrase-partial matching metric.

Error Analysis
To gain more insights, we performed an in-depth analysis on the system’s errors. We quantified the chances that the CRF model would confuse the mention of one construct with another. Additionally, we trained 10 construct-specific bigram language models (ie, a probability distribution to estimate the relative likelihood of text) using the construct’s mention texts from the training set. We then computed the perplexity (ie, a measurement of how well a probability distribution predicts a sample) of each construct language model on mentions of the construct in the test set. In short, the perplexity captures how “surprised” the model would be by a construct reference in the test data based on how the construct was referenced in the training data.

Ethical Considerations
This study was approved by the IRB of Johns Hopkins University School of Public Health (IRB number 6196). Participant consent was not required as data was deidentified prior to analysis.

Results
We measured the micro- and macroaverage phrase-partial results of models with optimal hyperparameters on the validation data (see Table 4). Using the basic feature set alone, the CRF achieved a macroaverage F1 score of 0.583 and a microaverage F1 score of 0.727. Most additional features improved the F1 score. Of these, the most effective single feature was the stem, which improved the macroaverage F1 score by 0.103, a relative improvement of 17.7%, and improved the microaverage F1 score by 0.033, a relative improvement of 4.5%, when compared to the basic model using basic features. The two exceptions were token-enhanced features: Is-ICD9-Code and Is-Medical-Unit. Though the two features did not improve the F1 score, they did increase the microaverage precision from 0.93 to 0.959 (Is-ICD9-Code) and 0.948 (Is-Medical-Unit). This suggests that they could still contribute to overall improvements when combined with other features focused on improving recall.
Table 4. Phrase-partial evaluation on the validation set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature set and features</th>
<th>$P$ value(^a)</th>
<th>Macroaverage</th>
<th>Microaverage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basic features</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>N/A(^b)</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>0.450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enhanced token features</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B+Is-ICD9(^d)-Code</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.874</td>
<td>0.472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B+Is-Medical-Unit</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>0.402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B+Entity-Attributes</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.823</td>
<td>0.398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B+Stem</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>0.856</td>
<td>0.572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contextual features</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B+Section</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.783</td>
<td>0.544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B+ICD9-Annotation</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.888</td>
<td>0.462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B+ICD9-Annotation-Post</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.823</td>
<td>0.478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Combination (B+Enhanced+Context)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B+all Enhanced (C+E+S]+all Context (T+A+AP)(^i)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>0.633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B+Enhanced (C+E+S)+Context (T+A+AP)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td>0.483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B+Enhanced (C+E+S)+Context (A+AP)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.874</td>
<td>0.529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B+all Enhanced (C+U+E+S)+Context (A+AP)(^j)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.862</td>
<td>0.567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B+Enhanced (C+S)+Context (A+AP)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.799</td>
<td>0.509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-CRF(^m) model</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only uses annotated ICD9 codes as a rule to identify constructs</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.803</td>
<td>0.139</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)We conducted McNemar's test to measure the difference between the results of using basic features and other features.

\(^b\)N/A: not applicable.

\(^c\)B: basic.


\(^e\)C: Is-ICD9-Code.

\(^f\)U: Is-Medical-Unit.

\(^g\)E: Entity-Attributes.

\(^h\)S: stem.

\(^i\)T: section.

\(^j\)A: ICD9-Annotation.

\(^k\)AP: ICD9-Annotation-Post.

\(^l\)The best-performing model is italicized.

\(^m\)CRF: conditional random field.

In contrast, the section feature leads to a significant improvement on recall but lowers the precision by a large margin. Therefore, we further evaluated combinations of these three features and other features on the validation set. The best-performing model (L2 regularizer=0.2, maximum number of iterations=100) on validation data was trained with all the features except section and achieved a macroaverage F1 score of 0.684 and a microaverage F1 score of 0.768. This model significantly ($P<.001$ via McNemar's test) outperformed the basic model with a macroaverage F1 score of 0.101, a relative improvement of 17.3%, and a microaverage F1 score of 0.041, a relative improvement of 8.8%. Additionally, we implemented a simple rule-based method that only uses the annotated ICD9 codes to identify constructs in a sentence. As expected, this method achieved a very low recall (0.139 at macroaverage and 0.059 at microaverage) and F1 score (0.236 at macroaverage and 0.111 at microaverage), which further validates that geriatric syndromes are poorly captured by diagnosis code. This also demonstrates the importance of developing models to identify constructs by mining unstructured text.

We evaluated this best-performing CRF model on the test set and report per-construct results in addition to overall averages.
The CRF obtained macroaverage F1 scores of 0.394 for phrase-exact, 0.666 for phrase-partial, 0.759 for note, and 0.834 for patient. Microaverage F1 scores were 0.410 for phrase-exact, 0.661 for phrase-partial, 0.787 for note, and 0.851 for patient. Across all constructs, precision was higher than recall, meaning that the model favored accurate predictions over coverage of construct mentions. By relying on this high-precision approach and the repetition of construct mentions in patient’s clinical notes (see Table 2), the CRF obtained a much higher performance on patient than on the other three evaluations—phrase-exact, phrase-partial, and note.

Performance varied widely for different constructs (see Table 5 and Figure 1). On a phrase-partial analysis, seven constructs generated an F1 score of over 0.7, of which absence of fecal control was the best (0.857), while the three worst constructs—malnutrition, weight loss, and severe urinary control issues—obtained scores of 0.155, 0.394, and 0.532, respectively. To understand the F1 variance across the constructs, we performed an in-depth error analysis of system errors. Overall, 97.0% of errors were caused by missing the constructs; the model seldomly confused mentions of one construct for another.

One primary cause of low recall was the limited training instances, which limited the variations observed during training. The training set contains 3901 notes from 85 patients, but only 0.76% of tokens indicated any of the 10 geriatric syndromes. For the three poorly performing constructs, we found that both malnutrition and severe urinary control issues had a high out-of-vocabulary (OOV) rate in the test set (ie, many of the words used to refer to these constructs were unobserved during training).

We measured the perplexity scores for each construct (see Table 2). This score measures how unprepared the model would be by the construct’s mention in the test set. Malnutrition (100.64) and severe urinary control issues (117.48) showed a much higher perplexity score than the other constructs, confirming higher OOV rates as compared to the other constructs. However, the poor performance of weight loss was primarily caused by confusion between intentional weight loss (ie, nonconstruct; patients who are overweight and thus trying to lose weight) and unintentional weight loss (ie, our construct). Since intentional weight loss is dominant, the CRF identified incidents of weight loss as nonconstruct, yielding a very low recall (0.272) and F1 score (0.394).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Phrase-exact</th>
<th>Phrase-partial</th>
<th>Note</th>
<th>Patient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>Precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absence of fecal control</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.625</td>
<td>0.714</td>
<td>0.750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dementia</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>0.350</td>
<td>0.337</td>
<td>0.703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falls</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>0.279</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>0.942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight loss</td>
<td>0.571</td>
<td>0.215</td>
<td>0.312</td>
<td>0.714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malnutrition</td>
<td>0.577</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>0.577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure ulcers</td>
<td>0.304</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>0.957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of social support</td>
<td>0.551</td>
<td>0.541</td>
<td>0.546</td>
<td>0.707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe urinary control</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>0.690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual impairment</td>
<td>0.687</td>
<td>0.456</td>
<td>0.548</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking difficulty</td>
<td>0.517</td>
<td>0.394</td>
<td>0.447</td>
<td>0.842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macroaverage</td>
<td>0.496</td>
<td>0.327</td>
<td>0.394</td>
<td>0.813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microaverage</td>
<td>0.493</td>
<td>0.351</td>
<td>0.410</td>
<td>0.785</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. The evaluation results of the best-performing model on the test set.
Figure 1. The F1 scores of the best-performing model on the test set. BC: absence of fecal control; DE: dementia; FL: fall; WL: weight loss; ML: malnutrition; PU: pressure ulcers; SS: lack of social support; UC: severe urinary control issues; VI: visual impairment; WD: walking difficulty; Macro: macroaverage; Micro: microaverage.

Discussion

Principal Findings

Geriatric syndromes are often not captured in EHRs’ structured fields, which requires examining of EHRs’ free text to identify older adults with such syndromes [5,13]. We applied NLP techniques to identify patients who have geriatric syndromes by analyzing their clinical notes. We trained CRF models with three sets of features to identify phrases that indicate geriatric syndromes and aggregated identified phrases to make patient-level determinations. Our best-performing model obtained a macroaverage F1 score of 0.834 and microaverage F1 score of 0.851 for identifying 10 geriatric syndrome constructs for patients. Our system identified most patients with geriatric syndromes by mining EHRs’ clinical notes and could support research on geriatric syndromes.

Technical Challenges and Opportunities

Extracting and identifying geriatric syndromes is much more difficult than well-defined entity extraction. For instance, in the disorder entity extraction task of the 2013 Shared Annotated Resources/Conference and Labs of the Evaluation Forum (ShARe/CLEF) eHealth Evaluation Lab [22], a shared task focusing on clinical NLP, the best-performing system [23] also relied on CRF models but obtained much better results (phrase-partial F1=0.873) than did ours (macroaverage F1=0.666, microaverage F1=0.661). Our model heavily favors precision over recall (eg, macroaverage precision=0.813 vs macroaverage recall=0.564 at phrase-partial) and exhibits varied performance on different constructs; it works well on the absence of fecal control (F1=0.857), visual impairment (F1=0.798), and fall (F1=0.770), but poorly on malnutrition (F1=0.155), weight loss (F1=0.394), and severe urinary control issues (F1=0.532). These variations are primarily caused by the high OOV rates of malnutrition and severe urinary control issues as well as the confusion between intentional weight loss (ie, nonconstruct) and unintentional weight loss (ie, our construct). These challenges may limit statistical NLP models in geriatric syndrome research since the models will miss a large portion of patients with malnutrition, severe urinary control issues, and weight loss.

Our error analysis suggests several directions of future work. We can lower OOV rates by obtaining additional annotated clinical notes. However, manual annotation is time-consuming and costly (eg, it took approximately 240 person-hours in total for the three experts to annotate 185 patients); we thus prefer other solutions. One approach would be to generalize representations away from lexical forms, replacing words or phrases with embeddings. Embeddings are a form of high-dimensional dense vector representation where similar words or phrases tend to be close to each other. Such embeddings could be trained with a large number of unlabeled notes in an unsupervised fashion [24,25], which have shown to be effective in clinical NLP tasks [26,27]. Since we can learn embeddings even for words unseen in training, this may mitigate the OOV problem. In addition, we should identify the larger context of the mention to differentiate intentional and unintentional weight loss. For example, if the note discusses obesity, it is a strong indicator that the weight loss is intentional. This contextual information may be reflected in the diagnostic
codes in the structured field of EHRs or the larger context in the free text. We could incorporate the contextual information into the extraction model through the use of learned representations of the context (ie, embeddings). Finally, recent interest in deep learning model architectures [28] have shown promise on clinical data [29,30]. These models may provide added benefits over CRFs.

Clinical and Population Health Implications

Our work has implications for managing older adult patients by enabling clinicians and researchers to identify a broader set of patients with geriatric syndromes using EHRs’ free text. For example, a wider identification of geriatric syndromes enables clinicians to adjust interventions and provides researchers the opportunity to expand study cohorts [13]. However, extracting geriatric syndromes from clinical notes may require dealing with multiple EHR issues, such as lack of data-quality specifications for EHRs and increased rate of missing data over time [31], challenges with incorporating questionnaires within the EHRs’ architecture (eg, geriatric frailty questionnaires) [32], and variation of EHR use and maturation across different health delivery systems [33].

Population health management efforts are increasingly using EHR data for risk stratification of patient populations [34-38]. Our model increases the coverage of risk stratification models developed specifically for an older adult population. Identification of new cases of geriatric syndromes will enable care coordinators and case managers to better manage patient populations [34], which can lead to more streamlined and efficient workflows. Furthermore, our work has implications for extracting nonclinical information, such as social determinants of health (SDH)—an open-ended construct similar to geriatric syndromes—from EHRs’ free text. SDH is a combination of lifestyle, behavioral, social, economic, and environmental factors that are powerful drivers of health and well-being [39]. Similar to geriatric syndromes, SDH are poorly captured by diagnostic codes in EHRs [40-42]. More broadly, our success with NLP techniques for geriatric syndromes suggests that other areas that actively use SDH information to bridge the gap between population and public health may similarly benefit from EHRs’ free text and NLP techniques [43-46].

Limitations

This work has several limitations. First, given the evolving concept of geriatric syndromes and their varied contextual information mentioned in clinical notes, and despite the rigorous training of the annotators, annotations were slightly inconsistent in including or excluding unrelated contextual wording (eg, including or excluding the location of a fall in addition to the event of a fall). Additionally, from error analysis, we also observed a few cases where our CRF model correctly identified the construct mentions but were missed by human annotators. These issues could be alleviated when soliciting multiple experts to repeatedly annotate the notes. Second, we only experimented with the 185 annotated patients, while our dataset contains a large portion of unlabeled notes (ie, 18,156 patients). It will be interesting to apply our CRF model to the unlabeled notes and see how these 10 geriatric syndromes distribute in the larger population. Third, we limited our study to 10 constructs of geriatric syndromes, but many other types of geriatric syndromes (eg, delirium and functional decline) exist. We plan to generalize our model to extract other geriatric syndromes when their annotations are available. Finally, we did not analyze the temporal patterns of the geriatric syndrome constructs. Future studies should investigate whether the temporal patterns of a construct, especially if deemed resolvable over time such as lack of social support, will be altered differently by different NLP solutions (eg, measuring temporal accuracy).

Conclusions

We have presented an NLP solution for the automatic identification and classification of patients exhibiting geriatric syndromes by analyzing free text in patient clinical notes. We formulated the problem as an information extraction task and trained a CRF model to identify geriatric syndrome constructs from text. We presented enhanced features for this task and created a final system that obtains a microaverage F1 of 0.851 for patient-level determination of constructs. Our error analysis revealed that new words and a lack of context account for the worst-performing constructs. Future work should develop strategies that do not require additional training annotations to mitigate these errors.
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Abstract

Background: The National Health and Family Planning Commission (NHFPC) in China organized a nationwide survey to investigate the informatization in hospitals and regional Health and Family Planning Commissions (HFPCs) in 2017. The survey obtained valid results from 79.69% (2021/2536) of major hospitals and 81% (26/32) of provincial and 73.1% (307/420) of municipal HFPCs. The investigated topics covered hardware infrastructure, information resources, applications, systems, and organizations in health informatics.

Objective: This study aimed to provide evidence collected from the survey regarding China’s health informatization and assist policy making regarding health informatics in the 13th Five-Year Plan of China.

Methods: Based on the survey, the paper presented the status quo of China’s health informatization and analyzed the progress and potential problems in terms of the country’s health information development policies.

Results: Related policies have helped to construct 4-level information platforms and start converging the regional data to the 3 centralized databases. The principle of informatics has been transiting from finance-centered to people-centered. Alternatively, the quality, usability, and interoperability of the data still need to be improved.

Conclusions: The nationwide survey shows that China’s health informatization is rapidly developing. Current information platforms and databases technically support data exchanging between all provinces and cities. As China is continuing to improve the infrastructure, more advanced applications are being developed upon it.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(1):e12238) doi:10.2196/12238
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Introduction

In May 2011, the 12th Five-Year Plan and its corresponding subplans made by the State Council of the People’s Republic of China (PR China) were approved. One of the subplans, Instructions for Accelerating Population Health Informatization [1], emphasized that health informatization was a crucial part of the national informatization framework and an important aspect of continuing reform of medical health in China. The difficulty of making a comprehensive plan of health
informatization for a country with 1.4 billion people was probably beyond imagination. In China, the National Health and Family Planning Commission was responsible for proposing the plan and the related policies. In 2010, the NHFPC initialized the 3521 Project, which was known as China's health informatization road map and later upgraded to the 4631-2 Project in 2013 [1,2]. Figure 1 illustrates the planned 4631-2 Project and its numeric representations:

- The 4 stands for the 4-level information platforms, which include the national information platforms, provincial information platforms, municipal information platforms, and county-level information platforms. On each platform, the medical data from different regions are integrated and shared.
- The 6 stands for 6 primary types of applications, including public health, medical service, medical guarantee, drug administration, family plan, and integrated management. The 6 types of applications are deployed on each of the 4-level information platforms.
- The 3 stands for 3 demographic health information databases (DHID) constructed on each of the 4-level information platforms, including a demographic information database (DID), electronic medical record database (EMRD), and electronic health record database (EHRD) [3]. The DID contains fundamental population information, family planning service management information, and floating population management information, etc. The EMRD stores all information from the electronic medical record. The EHRD regards the residents' personal health information as the key and stores all information from the electronic health record (EHR), which is defined as "digitally stored health care information about an individual’s lifetime with the purpose of supporting continuity of care, education, and research and ensuring confidentiality at all times" [4].
- The 1 stands for one efficient and centralized network covering all kinds of health care institutions at all levels (including Chinese medical institutions).
- The 2 stands for health information standards, security, regulations, and legislation.

Figure 1. The 4631-2 Project framework of health informatization.
In October 2016, the State Council of PR China issued the Plan for Healthy China, in which the importance of informatization in health care was reemphasized [5]. Subsequently, the NHFPC released the National Population Health Informatization Development Plan (NPHIDP13) in January 2017 containing the fundamental policies [6]. At the beginning of the NPHIDP13, NHFPC conducted a nationwide survey requiring the participation of thousands of hospitals and all provincial and municipal health and family planning commissions (HFPCs). Based on the survey and its analysis, the paper discussed health informatization progress in China and its challenges. It showed that although the country’s health informatization had been initialized relatively later than many countries, it has been developing at a rapid and steady pace. The initial goal of constructing the EHR systems and sharing data among regions had been achieved. With the construction of the EHRD, the development of health informatization had started transiting from finance-centered to people-centered. Some prominent problems remain: low data quality, data usability, and interoperability are yet to be solved, and the national structure of 4-level information platforms has been really challenging. The survey investigated the progress of health informatization and would support policy- and strategy-making. To our knowledge, this paper is the first on research about health informatization based on a nationwide survey in China, and similar research is rare.

Methods

The survey consists of 3 comprehensive questionnaires including the Hospital Informatization Questionnaire, the Regional HFPC Informatization Questionnaire, and the Big Data Technology in Health Informatization Questionnaire. Each questionnaire was developed by a group of 8 experts and covers a range of key aspects of informatization, including administration, applications, hardware infrastructure, big data applications, information exchange platforms, information security, and related standards. In all, 32 provincial HFPCs, 420 municipal HFPCs, and 2536 major hospitals were invited. Valid responses came from 81% (26/32) of provincial HFPCs, 73.1% (307/420) of municipal HFPCs, and 79.69% (2021/2536) of hospitals.

The NHFPC is the state administrative department for health-related affairs in the State Council of PR China. The provincial and municipal HFPCs are local district branches under the supervision of the NHFPC. A provincial HFPC was responsible for the health affairs of the corresponding province, including ensuring public health; implementing health policies; promoting health care reform; and managing affiliated medical administrations, hospitals, and schools. Similarly, the municipal HFPC has the same responsibility at the municipal level. Among 2021 hospital respondents, there were 42 NHFPC-affiliated hospitals, 371 provincial NHFPC-affiliated hospitals, and 1608 municipal NHFPC-affiliated hospitals.

Similar research regarding health informatization has been carried out in a number of countries [7-10]. Compared with this research, our information was collected from an official survey conducted by the country’s health ministry (NHFPC), and the survey covered a wider range about health informatization, including hardware and software of health infrastructure, national data exchanging platforms, health informatization applications, investment, and staffing.

Results

Three Phases of Informatization

The 4631-2 Project, the guidance of health informatization in China, consisted of 3 phases. The first phase was to improve health information technology (IT) hardware infrastructure and the application systems of routine businesses and set up the information standards and security systems. The second phase was to construct the information platform levels according to region levels. The hierarchy and mechanism enabled data exchange between different regions and applications. The third phase was to apply big data technologies, artificial intelligence (AI), and Internet Plus (China’s plan to manage its information superhighway) proposed in a government work report from March 5, 2015, that refers to the application of the internet and other IT in conventional industries [11] and enables advanced applications (eg, predictive modeling, clinical decision support, disease or safety surveillance, public health, and research) [2,12].

People-Centered Health Information Infrastructure

The various medical information systems, such as EHR systems, were the fundamental data resources. The continuously improved EHR systems and 3 DHIDs converged the data and gradually became the central resources. The NHFPC had promoted nationwide deployment of EHR systems and regular data synchronization into the EHRD to compile a complete EHR for each citizen regardless of where the original data were generated. Each region’s local HFPC was responsible for the implementation of the EHRD. The survey showed that 86% (18/22) of provincial HFPCs and 75.6% (232/307) of municipal HFPCs had established the EHRD as of March 2017. Meanwhile, 71% (15/21) of provincial HFPCs and 70.4% (216/307) of municipal HFPCs had EHRs for 70% population in the corresponding regions. In addition, 16.19% (3,880,879/23,956,343) of provincial and 14.31% (271,920/1,900,209) of municipal HFPC EHRs were built in 2016 alone.

Data from 6 types of applications and related systems were organized into the other 2 core databases, the DID and EMRD. The survey showed that 96% (22/23) of provincial HFPCs had built DIDs and 48% (10/21) of provincial and 31.6% (97/307) of municipal HFPCs had started constructing EMRDs. The NPHIDP13 had explicitly required the data from 6 applications and other related systems to be available to 3 DHIDs. It had also required that the 3 DHIDs should be integrated following the people-centered principle. Meanwhile, NPHIDP13 had explicit criteria about system consistency, accuracy, and integrity.

Data Exchanging on the Four-Level Information Platforms

Centralized medical data had significant potential for applications and research. Enabling information sharing within and across regions had been attempted by a few countries and...
was demonstrated to be difficult for various reasons [13-17]. The 4631-2 Project supported regional informatization that collected data from 6 primary types of applications, 3 population health information databases (PHIDs), and other public health systems. Systematic informatization also promoted sharing data within and across regions. As the development of 4-level information platforms was the core task of regional informatization, the platforms’ construction had been one of the key tasks in the Instructions for Accelerating Population Health Informatization [1]. In the 4-level information platforms, most data were generated at the provincial and municipal platforms, so these 2 levels of the platforms naturally became the focuses of the survey. As of March 2017, 32% (7/22) of provincial and 35.2% (108/307) of municipal HFPCs had built the information platforms. All provincial and all but 17 (6%) of the municipal HFPCs had started establishing information platforms. More importantly, all 32 provincial platforms had been connected with the national platforms. The 4-level information platforms offered 2 advantages. The first was centralization of storing and sharing health information. The 4-level information platforms also connected public health information systems with medical and health service institutions within regions. The integration and sharing within the information platforms would directly improve the management efficiency of health administrations, for example, by providing panoramic information of the entire country during an epidemic breakout. The second was to unify management for EHRs. Based on the information platforms, unified management could facilitate various nationwide standardization.

**Advanced Applications**

Advanced applications based on the converged data and technologies like big data, AI, and Internet Plus were considered to have great potential to benefit the people and the health care industry [18-20]. The NPHIDP13 plan had been designed with this consideration. The survey showed that 67% (16/24) of provincial and 31.8% (100/314) of municipal HFPCs and 32.35% (647/2000) of hospitals had implemented various big data applications. Business intelligence reports, medical quality control warnings, clinical medical records, and related data retrieval had been well received by the users. A poll within the survey showed that 76.00% (1520/2000) of medical professionals expressed the lack of IT staff and the actual work needs. The survey showed that 76.00% (1520/2000) of medical professionals expressed the lack of IT staff and the actual work needs.

The combination of big data, AI, and Internet Plus still needed to overcome technical and technological challenges to reveal the true potential and support the most demanded applications (eg, precision medicine and AI-assisted clinical decision support systems) [21-23]. One of the issues was the collection and processing of multimodel data from various sources. The NPHIDP13 had tried to structure the data as much as possible. The Big Data Technology in Health Informatization Questionnaire showed that 45.10% (902/2000) of hospitals had implemented big data, 41.40% (828/2000) had semistructured electronic medical record health big data, 28.50% (570/2000) had unstructured medical image data, and 6.00% (120/2000) had unstructured omics data. For regional HFPCs, 24% (5/21) of provincial and 15.9% (50/314) of municipal HFPCs had unstructured medical image data, and 48% (10/21) of provincial and 1.9% (6/314) of municipal HFPCs had unstructured omics data. Meanwhile, the unstructured data, which could be 80% or 85% of overall data, needed more professional curating staff and technologies like natural language processing and image processing to automatically process it [24,25].

**Investment and Staffing**

The national health informatization project was extremely complex and expensive, but the Chinese government played an essential and supportive role in the project: increases were not seen in local medical service prices and data privacy and usability were better assured. As of March 2017, the 32 provincial platforms received ¥1.87 billion (US $276.6 million) from the central government (not including funds from local governments). During the 12th Five-Year Plan, the central government invested more than ¥10 billion (US $1.5 billion) into health informatization [1,3,6]. Since health care reform in 2009, the number of doctors (approximately 1,730,000 in 2015) has increased by 3.3% annually. The annual rate of new nurses is even larger (9.9%, approximately 472,000 in 2015). The increasing rate of pharmacists is 3.1% (approximately 109,000 in 2015) [26-28]. In comparison with the increasing number of medical professionals, the number of IT professionals is relatively low. Often, the responsibility of the IT departments must be limited in coordinating the needs with the health IT service providers due to a limited number of IT staff. According to the survey, 19% (4/21) of provincial and 85.0% (267/314) of municipal HFPCs had fewer than 9 IT staff members. For the hospitals, only 7.00% (140/2000) had more than 20 full-time IT staff members; the number of IT staff was not enough to meet the actual work needs. The survey showed that 76.00% (1520/2000) of medical institutions expressed the lack of IT staff and the difficulty of recruitment.

**Standards and Certification**

Standards, motivation, and credibility were 3 keys to effective interoperability of health information technology [29]. Standards provided the possibility of efficient communications, motivation promoted the usability and consequently created more data, and credibility ensured a trustworthy environment for using data. China’s information standardization framework comprises 3 parts: data standards, technology standards, and security and privacy standards (Figure 2). Since 2010, 283 national health informatization standardization projects had been approved and initiated, ranging from data acquisition and exchange to information management, storage, cataloging, and security, etc. Among the approved standards, 33 have been adopted by consortiums. Of 250 planned industry standards, 209 have been published, 16 will be published soon, another 16 have passed preliminary assessment, and 10 are under development.
Informatization standards not only cover hardware-related issues such as data acquisition, storage, and transmission, called hard standards, but also software-related issues such as metadata standards, information usage standards, supervision and certification, called soft standards. Generally, soft standards are relatively immature compared with hard standards. Furthermore, hard and soft standards should be better integrated within the information standardization framework (Figure 2). Many existing information standards still play separate roles, forming the biggest barriers for interoperability. With awareness of these issues, the NHFPC is making efforts to improve the synergy of health informatization standards to enhance interoperability.

To help the regional HFPCs and hospitals stay informed about standardization and better implementation of standards, a series of certification programs has been launched by the NHFPC. The National Medical Health Information System’s Interconnection and Interoperability Standardization Certification was started in 2013. The certification covers a wide range of data standards, document sharing, platform functions, hardware infrastructure, information security, business applications, etc [30]. As shown by the survey, 9.1% (24/263) of municipal platforms participated in the certification in 2017. Because the program for provincial platforms just started, only one provincial platform has participated. Meanwhile, 46% (8/17) of provincial and 31.3% (77/246) of municipal HFPCs have a clear timeline for taking part in the program. Figure 3 shows the regional HFPCs’ planned schedule of participating the program.
Discussion

Principal Findings

Compared with 59.9% of eligible nonprofit hospitals that get funding in the United States [31], almost all major hospitals in China are public and nonprofit. The Chinese government is responsible for funding support and therefore plays a more active role in health informatization.

One of the key achievements in recent years was the development of nationwide 4-level information platforms. It was an ambitious and challenging task that established a certain level of connectivity between HFPCs in the country. This might enhance information sharing and collaboration and may directly support allocating health care resources according to regional differences. For medical professionals, it largely improved information accessibility—for example, to be able to make rapid diagnoses based on more complete information or reduce the number of reexamination cases. For patients, it improved the accessibility of health information and enabled interregional medical health and insurance services. For health administrations, it delivered real-time intelligence of dynamic situations about health service resources to support scientific management, such as inspecting and maintaining reasonable medical expenses. The potential of converged data was still far from being fully exploited and many more data applications were still under development. The survey showed that 71% of provincial HFPCs regarded developing and improving applications as a main task for the future.

Another more serious problem is low data quality. According the analysis of the survey, empty or invalid data, disorders of disease description language, lack of retrieval tools, lack of metadata management, and inability to handle the text data of electronic medical records are prominent problems in China’s health informatization. Only 66.8% of municipal NFPCs implements or plans to implement data quality management system standards. The problem is serious and may cause unexpected barriers for the usability of the 3 databases and the platform. Without high-quality local data, centralized medical data on the 4-level information platforms won’t play a real role and advanced applications based on converged data and technologies like big data and AI will not have a solid foundation. The survey also reported that 74% of provincial HFPCs put this at the top of the list of problems to be solved.

To summarize, we list the best practices and corresponding barriers and successes of the national health informatization implementation in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Best practices</th>
<th>Main barriers</th>
<th>Successes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Three demographic health information databases</td>
<td>Low data quality</td>
<td>Large enough coverage for population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four-level information platforms</td>
<td>Difficultly exchanging data</td>
<td>National health data exchanging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced informationalized applications</td>
<td>Unstructured data processing</td>
<td>Big data, AI, and Internet Plus applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Established standards</td>
<td>Lack of synergy of standards</td>
<td>A total of 283 national standardizations were approved</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusions
Health informatization in China started in the relative recent years and has developed at a very rapid pace. Its objective is to enable advanced clinical research and applications at the beginning while the IT infrastructure is built. Initially, informatization aimed to improve efficiency and administration of finances. Gradually, informatization transitioned from finance-centered to people-centered in order to bring full potential in terms of health outcomes. The transition was naturally occurring while the goal of informatization was explicitly set to bring more benefits for every patient in NPHIDP13.

According to NPHIDP13, personalized health care services and products based on perception technology will start being applied and promoted by 2020; DHIDs storing individual lifelong records for the entire population will be eventually built; and novel technologies, which might bring revolutionary outcomes in health care and research, were considered while designing the current systems and planning future advanced applications. Generally, NPHIDP13 planned the projects for the period of 2016 to 2020 to solve remaining problems. They include upgrading current systems with new technologies, continuing development of applications of key businesses, improving coverage of the population in 3 DHIDs, and improving interconnection and interoperability between the 4-level platforms.
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Abstract

Background: The rapid aging of the Taiwanese population in recent years has led to high medical needs for the elderly and increasing medical costs. Integrating patient information through electronic health records (EHRs) to reduce unnecessary medications and tests and enhance the quality of care has currently become an important issue. Although electronic data interchanges among hospitals and clinics have been implemented for many years in Taiwan, the interoperability of EHRs has not adequately been assessed.

Objective: The study aimed to analyze the efficiency of data exchanges and provide suggestions for future improvements.

Methods: We obtained 30 months of uploaded and downloaded data of EHRs among hospitals and clinics. The research objects of this study comprised 19 medical centers, 57 regional hospitals, 95 district hospitals, and 5520 clinics. We examined 4 exchange EHR forms: laboratory test reports, medical images, discharge summaries, and outpatient medical records. We used MySQL (Oracle Corporation) software (to save our data) and phpMyAdmin, which is a Personal Home Page program, to manage the database and then analyzed the data using SPSS 19.0 statistical software.

Results: The quarterly mean uploaded volume of EHRs among hospitals was 52,790,721 (SD 580,643). The quarterly mean downloaded volume of EHRs among hospitals and clinics was 650,323 (SD 215,099). The ratio of uploaded to downloaded EHRs was about 81:1. The total volume of EHRs was mainly downloaded by medical centers and clinics, which accounted for 53.82% (mean 318,717.80) and 45.41% (mean 269,082.10), respectively, and the statistical test was significant among different hospital accreditation levels ($F_2=7.63; P<.001$). A comparison of EHR download volumes among the 6 National Health Insurance (NHI) branches showed that the central NHI branch downloaded 11,366,431 records (21.53%), which was the highest, and the eastern branch downloaded 1,615,391 records (3.06%), which was the lowest. The statistical test among the 6 NHI branches was significant ($F_5=8.82; P<.001$). The download volumes of laboratory test reports and outpatient medical records were 26,980,425 (50.3%) and 21,747,588 records (40.9%), respectively, and were much higher than medical images and discharge summaries. The statistical test was also significant ($F=17.72; P<.001$). Finally, the download time showed that the average for x-rays was 32.05 seconds, which was the longest, and was 9.92 seconds for electrocardiogram, which was the shortest, but there was no statistically significant difference among download times for various medical images.

Conclusions: After years of operation, the Electronic Medical Record Exchange Center has achieved the initial goal of EHR interoperability, and data exchanges are running quite stably in Taiwan. However, the meaningful use of EHRs among hospitals...
and clinics still needs further encouragement and promotion. We suggest that the government’s leading role and collective collaboration with health care organizations are important for providing effective health information exchanges.

(JMir Med Inform 2019;7(1):e12630) doi: 10.2196/12630
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Introduction

Background

Many US studies have shown that electronic health records (EHRs) reduce repeated exams and medications, which can cause unnecessary costs, thereby improving patient safety and quality of care [1-8]. The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 authorizes the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) to award incentive payments to eligible professionals (EPs) and hospitals that demonstrate meaningful use of certified EHRs. The CMS EHR Incentive Program encourages EPs and hospitals to adopt EHRs and apply their meaningful use in 3 stages over 5 years. Clinically, the definition of meaningful use is using certified EHR technology to improve the quality, safety, and efficiency, which results in better clinical outcomes. Meaningful use sets specific objectives that EPs and hospitals must achieve to qualify for the CMS incentive programs. These specific objectives are divided into core and menu sets to check and pay those who meet these requirements, as detailed in the Clinical Quality Measure, such as electronically capturing health information in a standardized format, engaging in rigorous health information exchanges, and improving health outcomes [9].

Taiwan’s EHRs were initially developed by the National Health Informatics Project in 2004. The EHR exchange was implemented in 3 stages: stage 1 (2008-2011) began and promoted the EHR plan, stage 2 (2010-2012) accelerated EHR adoption in hospitals and clinics, and stage 3 (2013-2015) subsidized the interoperability and application of EHRs. According to statistics of the Electronic Medical Record (EMR) Exchange Center (EEC) in 2016, 411 of 496 hospitals (80.4%) and about 5244 of 9782 private clinics (53.6%) were certified as having interoperable EHRs [10].

On the basis of the configuration of the EHR data exchange system in Taiwanese hospitals (Figure 1), patients are allowed to use a National Health Insurance (NHI) integrated circuit (IC) card and can ask their physician to retrieve their medical information from hospitals they have previously visited. Patients have to sign a written consent form to authorize the physician before retrieving their medical records. The EEC functions only as an EHR index generation and search service platform for hospitals and clinics. Hospitals’ information systems are connected to the EEC through an EMR gateway. The hospital converts laboratory test reports, medical images, discharge summaries, and outpatient medical records in its EMR system into standardized files and saves them on the EMR gateway. The EEC generates an index of all XML files on EMR gateways of all hospitals and provides search and retrieval services for hospitals and clinics. In this system, Health Level 7 (HL7)/Clinical Document Architecture, Release 2 (CDA R2) standards are used to generate clinical documents and the Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE) Cross-enterprise Document Sharing (XDS) profile for the communication infrastructure. The EMR gateway receives clinical documents from the hospital information system, registers the metadata in the document registry (EEC), and stores them for 6 months. An example of a patient who asked a hospital to retrieve and download his discharge summary for receiving continuous care is illustrated in Figure 2.

Some large hospitals in Taiwan have met level-6 requirements of the EMR Adoption Model, which was built by the Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society [11,12]. Taking EMR information of Taichung Veterans General Hospital (TVGH) [12] as an example, almost 90% of medical records for outpatients, emergency visits, examinations, operations, and inpatients in this medical center were digitalized. As 80%-90% of patients registered before their visit to TVGH, drug duplications and interactions can automatically be detected by the exchange records through the EEC. Therefore, it can effectively alert physicians and prevent them from prescribing unnecessary medications and treatments.

In addition to continuously implementing paperless and interoperable medical records, Taiwan launched the Smart Healthcare plan in 2009, which uses information and communications technology (ICT) to provide a Pharma Cloud System [13] to reduce therapeutic duplications and enhance public medication safety. The Personal Health Bank [14,15], a set of personal health records applied in 2014, allows patients to access their health data for various health-enhancing applications. Under these innovative services, the delivery of integrated health care in Taiwan can become more convenient and effective.

Objective

The study aimed to analyze the efficiency of data exchanges and provide suggestions for future improvements.
Methods

Data of this study provided by the EEC of the Ministry of Health and Welfare consisted of 19 medical centers (>500 beds), 57 regional hospitals (>300 beds), 95 district hospitals (>100 beds), and 5520 clinics. The study period was from January 2015 to June 2017, for a total of 30 months. A total of 4 EHR exchange forms consisted of discharge summaries, outpatient records (including medication sheets), laboratory tests, and medical images. We used MYSQL software to save our data and used phpMyAdmin to manage them. Finally, we used SPSS 19.0 statistical software to analyze the variables, such as EHR exchange forms, accreditation level, geographic area, and time required for the EHRs to be downloaded.

Results

Descriptive Data of Uploaded and Downloaded Electronic Health Record Volumes

We used 3 months (1 quarter) as the analytical unit of EHR upload and download volumes, and the study period was from January 2015 to June 2017. The mean hospital uploaded EHR
volume was 52,790,721, with an SD of 580,643, a maximum of 58,546,658, and a minimum of 45,549,300 records (Figure 3). The line in Figure 3 illustrates that the volume of uploads by hospitals tended to be stable. However, the volume of downloads by hospitals fluctuated (Figure 4). The mean hospital download volume was 650,323, with an SD of 215,099, a maximum of 1,085,665, and a minimum of 59,087 records. In the first quarter of each year, the download volume was significantly lower than the average because of the lunar new year vacation. The ratio of uploaded to downloaded EHRs was about 81:1.

**Variables Affecting the Uploaded Volume of Electronic Health Records**

Hospital upload and download volumes of EHRs were analyzed by hospital accreditation level, NHI branch, and EHR format, as shown in Table 1. First, average volumes of uploaded EHRs ranked by hospital accreditation of medical centers (>500 beds) with 200,927,617, regional hospitals (>300 beds) with 223,199,389, and district hospital (>100 beds) with 10,378,021 records, which reached statistical significance ($F=154.81; P<.001$). A comparison of the 6 NHI branches representing 6 different geographical regions of Taiwan showed that the Taipei branch had the highest average volume with 18,031,142, whereas the eastern branch had the lowest with 1,615,391 records, and the statistical test was significant ($F=360.52; P<.001$). Moreover, the 4 EHR exchange forms indicated that the highest volume was for laboratory tests with 26,980,425.5 records. Discharge summaries were the lowest with 675,093.5 records, and this was significant according to the statistical test ($F=887.23; P<.001$).
Table 1. Uploaded and downloaded volumes of electronic health records for different accreditation levels, National Health Insurance branches, and electronic health record forms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable and category</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>F value (degrees of freedom)</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>Scheffe test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uploaded EHRs*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accreditation level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical centers (A); District hospitals (B); Regional hospitals (C)</td>
<td>20,092,761.7 (1,169,657.3); 22,319,938.9 (2,300,920.9); 10,378,021.1 (1,073,403.2)</td>
<td>154.8 (2)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>A&gt;C; B&gt;A, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHI branch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taipei (A); Northern (B); Central (C); Southern (D); Kaoping (E); Eastern (F)</td>
<td>18,031,142.3 (1,771,219); 6,444,815.4 (636,379.5); 11,366,431.6 (60,1067.2); 7,453,093.0 (708,056.1); 7,898,723.0 (790,655.7); 1,615,391.7 (125,642.2)</td>
<td>360.5 (5)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>A&gt;B, C, D; E=F; B&gt;F; C&gt;B, D, E; D&gt;B, F; E&gt;B, D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EHR form</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory tests (A); Discharge summaries (B); Medical images (C); Outpatient records (D)</td>
<td>26,980,425.5 (2,053,721.2); 675,093.5 (81,408.80); 3,406,489.6 (302,759.2); 21,747,588.4 (1,853,264.3)</td>
<td>887.2 (3)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>A&gt;B, C, D; C&gt;B; D&gt;B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downloaded EHRs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accreditation level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical centers (A); District hospitals (B); Regional hospitals (C); Clinics (D)</td>
<td>318,717.8 (332,577.7); 2,523.4 (1623.5); 2,286.3 (996.2); 269,082.1 (199,866.6)</td>
<td>7.63 (3)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>A&gt;B, C, D; B&gt;C; D&gt;B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHI branch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taipei (A); Northern (B); Central (C); Southern (D); Kaoping (E); Eastern (F)</td>
<td>130,172.5 (62,431.2); 69,089.4 (37,708.3); 305,230.0 (272,800.0); 58,500.3 (44,413.6); 15,463.7 (12,255.4); 14,173.4 (8116.1)</td>
<td>8.82 (5)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>A&gt;B, D, E; F; C&gt;B, A, D, E, F; C&gt;B, A, D, E, F; D&gt;E, F; F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EHR form</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory tests (A); Discharge summaries (B); Medical images (C); Outpatient records (D)</td>
<td>242,572.3 (168,448.7); 10,081.2 (4778.7); 42,038.8 (19,924.8); 297,937.0 (132,678.9)</td>
<td>17.72 (3)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>A&gt;B, C; C&gt;B; D&gt;A, B, C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aEHRs: electronic health records.
bNHI: National Health Insurance.

Variables Affecting the Downloaded Volumes of Electronic Health Records

Table 1 shows that the highest average volume was 318,717.8 downloads by medical centers, followed by clinics with 269,082.1, and the statistical test among hospital accreditation levels was significant ($F=7.63; P<.001$). In a comparison of EHR downloaded volumes among the 6 NHI branches, the central NHI branch had the highest volume with 305,230 downloads, and the eastern branch had the lowest volume with 14,173.4 downloads, and it was also statistically significant among the 6 NHI branches ($F=8.82; P<.001$). In addition, among downloaded volumes of the 4 EHR forms, outpatient medical records was the highest with 297,937.0 downloads, followed by laboratory tests with 242,572.3, which were both much higher than those for medical images and discharge summaries, and the statistical test was also significant ($F=17.72; P<.001$).
Furthermore, we focused on the average download times of the 6 medical images. Table 2 shows that x-rays took the longest at 32.05 seconds, and electrocardiogram (EKG) took 9.92 seconds, which was the shortest, but there was no statistically significant difference. Finally, when each district was compared with the other 5 districts according to the geographical location in Taiwan, all the highest download volumes occurred within that district as illustrated in Table 3. This indicates that patients tended to obtain treatments within their daily living sphere instead of crossing into a different area, possibly to avoid the extra cost and inconvenience of transportation.

Table 2. Required download times for different medical images. \( F \) value (degrees of freedom)=0.29 (5); \( P=.91 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medical images</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ultrasound</td>
<td>21.3 (10.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-ray</td>
<td>32.1 (42.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computed tomography</td>
<td>20.3 (7.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic resonance image</td>
<td>31.3 (35.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endoscopy</td>
<td>23.6 (13.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrocardiogram</td>
<td>9.9 (9.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Download volumes of electronic health records among six different districts in Taiwan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Downloaded by</th>
<th>Taipei</th>
<th>Northern</th>
<th>Central</th>
<th>Southern</th>
<th>Kaoping</th>
<th>Eastern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,093,087</td>
<td>169,168</td>
<td>23,674</td>
<td>18,851</td>
<td>9,793</td>
<td>6428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taipei</td>
<td>95,138</td>
<td>562,343</td>
<td>31,288</td>
<td>4856</td>
<td>4248</td>
<td>2509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern</td>
<td>12,773</td>
<td>9415</td>
<td>787,002</td>
<td>23,384</td>
<td>4865</td>
<td>889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>8154</td>
<td>4188</td>
<td>19,085</td>
<td>540,814</td>
<td>15,266</td>
<td>549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern</td>
<td>1503</td>
<td>1861</td>
<td>1194</td>
<td>5329</td>
<td>146,179</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaoping</td>
<td>4671</td>
<td>1640</td>
<td>655</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>1025</td>
<td>133,664</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

Upload Volumes of Electronic Health Records Among Hospitals Tended to Be Steady

The vision of Taiwan’s ECC is that hospitals’ and clinics’ physicians can view patients’ most recent 6 months of medical records with the patient’s consent and the physician’s authorization using the patient’s NHI IC card and the physician’s professional IC card. Hospitals’ upload volumes of EHRs were about 4.5 million to 60 million quarterly (average 52,790,721) during the study period from January 2015 to June 2017. In the beginning, we estimated that upload volumes would slowly decrease as the government’s subsidy ended. However, hospital upload volumes of EHRs were quite stable. A possible reason is that the EHR project management office [16], an official EHR exchange standards task force in Taiwan in charge of EHR training, education, demonstration, awards, and subsidies for hospitals and clinics, continued monitoring hospitals’ compliance by publishing their weekly upload volumes. Therefore, hospitals had to conduct EHR uploads as a daily operation, and many hospitals used the application programming interface (API) [12] to automatically meet the requirements of the EEC. Figure 3 illustrates that hospital uploads were well maintained and tended to be steady.

Moreover, based on the service capacity and investment of hospital information systems, it is understandable that the total upload volumes of EHRs by medical centers (>500 beds) and regional hospitals (>300 beds) were significantly higher than those by district hospitals (>100 beds).

Download Volumes of Electronic Health Records Among Hospitals and Clinics Fluctuated

The average quarterly volume of EHR downloads by hospitals and clinics was 592,629 records. Compared with the upload volume listed above, the ratio was about 81:1. In other words, when hospitals uploaded 81 EHRs, only 1 was downloaded by physicians for medical purposes. Under the current policy of the NHI, although the integrated medical care and referral system was strongly promoted and encouraged, the download volumes of EHRs among hospitals and clinics fluctuated. On the basis of physicians’ practice behaviors and hospital accreditation, Table 1 shows that medical centers (>500 beds) and clinics downloaded 318,717.8 and 269,082 records, respectively, which accounted for more than 95% of the total download volume. This means that more efforts are needed to implement 2-way referrals among hospitals and clinics for patients’ continuous care. Moreover, Table 3 illustrates that each district’s internal download volume was significantly higher than that of the other 5 different districts. We believe that patients were constrained by time and costs, so seeking cross-regional medical treatment is rare in Taiwan, and this also proved a resident life circle exists in local people.
In Taiwan, in addition to EHR exchanges provided by the EEC, the NHI administration also launched a Pharma Cloud system in 2015 [17]. Physicians in hospitals and clinics were requested to inquire into patients’ medications during previous visits throughout this system. Under the single-payer NHI system, hospitals and clinics have to comply with regulations of the NHI administration, or otherwise, their reimbursements will be denied. However, download volumes of EHRs did not decline because of the NHI administration’s service. On the contrary, as Figure 4 illustrates, volumes significantly increased in 2016 because of the API for the EEC. It facilitated hospitals automatically downloading EHRs a day before a patient’s visit. Especially in the third quarter of 2016 (Figure 4), the download volume surged because medical centers put a lot of effort into EHR exchanges to meet the requirements of hospital accreditation.

We believe that effective health information exchange can avoid repeated examinations and medications [18,19] and reduce unnecessary medical expenses [6,20]. Thus, the CMS of the United States requires health care providers who accept government subsidies to achieve the criteria of meaningful use [9]. Although the volume of EHRs exchanged by hospitals and clinics gradually increased in Taiwan, whether it really contributes to the continuous care of patients is still unclear and worthy of further study.

Download Times of the 4 Electronic Health Record Forms Required by Hospitals and Clinics Did Not Significantly Differ

Table 2 illustrates that download times for ultrasound, EKGs, computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, and endoscopic images, and x-rays were between 9.92 and 32.05 seconds. When hospitals and clinics downloaded different types of medical images, the required times did not significantly differ (P > .914). However, when we interviewed some physicians, they complained that the waiting times for downloads were too long, especially for x-rays, and it definitely affected their intention to use this service. The gap between our data and physicians’ experiences may come from the time measurement. We counted the time from when the EEC received a request from a hospital to when the gateway at the hospital received the downloaded medical image. Due to high outpatient service volumes and a variety of physician practice styles, it was difficult for us to detect how much time elapsed from the hospital gateway to the physician’s terminal when these medical images were being checked. Moreover, in some hospitals, the computing priority of the information system may have affected download speeds, so physicians were unable to promptly review downloaded images.

Building Up an Integrated Cross-Hospital Health Care Model

Data exchanges among health organizations are based on interoperable EHRs. The services provided by EEC met the requirements of functional and semantic interoperability. We adopted the HL7/CDA R2 and Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine standards to generate clinical documents and IHE XDS profile for the communication infrastructure. Therefore, a physician can read laboratory test reports, medical images, discharge summaries, and outpatient medical records through these interoperability standards by EHR exchanges. Taiwan has invested more than 10 years in building up the EHR infrastructure and legal system [21]. The final goal of the government is to provide continuous care for patients and achieve cross-hospital integrated health care. Many similar examples in the United States and Europe have actively implemented cross-hospital integrated health care. Regional Health Information Exchange Organizations in the United States, which are in charge of cross-regional data exchanges, have focused on the meaningful use in various health care settings. Kaiser Permanente Health Connect [22] provides continuous care to 1.1 million insured persons through EHRs from its 38 hospitals and 650 clinics and gives patients the latest medical information. SmartCare [23] in Europe has developed a standard interoperable platform to share data with 23 regional stakeholders to provide integrated health care services. A LinkCare project called NEXES, an integrated health care shared knowledge community, supports healthy and independent living by chronically ill patients and the elderly by health care professionals. It is an ICT-enabled integrated care program in large-scale trials (5200 patients), targeting prevalent chronic conditions (mainly chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, chronic heart failure, and diabetes) and is being run in Barcelona and Alicante, Spain, and Athens, Greece, in Europe [24]. We believe that the interoperability and connectivity of EHRs are not only the future of health care but they are also big challenges around the globe. Thus, the government has to play a leading role in defining policies and offering incentives to encourage health care organizations to engage in cross-hospital integrated health care.

Limitations

Due to high outpatient service volumes and a variety of physician practice styles, we could not detect how much time it took from hospital gateways to physicians’ terminals when medical data were being checked. We suggest that future studies measure the time physicians actually spend on data review except on data only from the ECC.

Conclusions

After years of operation, volumes of EHRs uploaded to the EEC by hospitals were stable but download volumes of EHRs fluctuated. The primary goal of the EEC for promoting cross-hospital data exchanges was achieved. However, the meaningful use of EHRs among hospitals and clinics needs further encouragement and promotion for reducing unnecessary medications and examinations and enhance the quality of care. We suggest that the government’s leading role and collective collaboration with health care organizations are important keys to providing effective health information exchanges.
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Abstract

Background: Defining clinical phenotypes from electronic health record (EHR)–derived data proves crucial for clinical decision support, population health endeavors, and translational research. EHR diagnoses now commonly draw from a finely grained clinical terminology—either native SNOMED CT or a vendor-supplied terminology mapped to SNOMED CT concepts as the standard for EHR interoperability. Accordingly, electronic clinical quality measures (eCQMs) increasingly define clinical phenotypes with SNOMED CT value sets. The work of creating and maintaining list-based value sets proves daunting, as does insuring that their contents accurately represent the clinically intended condition.

Objective: The goal of the research was to compare an intensional (concept hierarchy-based) versus extensional (list-based) value set approach to defining clinical phenotypes using SNOMED CT–encoded data from EHRs by evaluating value set conciseness, time to create, and completeness.

Methods: Starting from published Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) high-priority eCQMs, we selected 10 clinical conditions referenced by those eCQMs. For each, the published SNOMED CT list-based (extensional) value set was downloaded from the Value Set Authority Center (VSAC). Ten corresponding SNOMED CT hierarchy-based intensional value sets for the same conditions were identified within our EHR. From each hierarchy-based intensional value set, an exactly equivalent full extensional value set was derived enumerating all included descendant SNOMED CT concepts. Comparisons were then made between (1) VSAC-downloaded list-based (extensional) value sets, (2) corresponding hierarchy-based intensional value sets for the same conditions, and (3) derived list-based (extensional) value sets exactly equivalent to the hierarchy-based intensional value sets. Value set conciseness was assessed by the number of SNOMED CT concepts needed for definition. Time to construct the value sets for local use was measured. Value set completeness was assessed by comparing contents of the downloaded extensional versus intensional value sets. Two measures of content completeness were made: for individual SNOMED CT concepts and for the mapped diagnosis clinical terms available for selection within the EHR by clinicians.

Results: The 10 hierarchy-based intensional value sets proved far simpler and faster to construct than exactly equivalent derived extensional value set lists, requiring a median 3 versus 78 concepts to define and 5 versus 37 minutes to build. The hierarchy-based intensional value sets also proved more complete: in comparison, the 10 downloaded 2018 extensional value sets contained a median of just 35% of the intensional value sets’ SNOMED CT concepts and 65% of mapped EHR clinical terms.
Conclusions: In the EHR era, defining conditions preferentially should employ SNOMED CT concept hierarchy-based (intensional) value sets rather than extensional lists. By doing so, clinical guideline and eCQM authors can more readily engage specialists in vetting condition subtypes to include and exclude, and streamline broad EHR implementation of condition-specific decision support promoting guideline adherence for patient benefit.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(1):e11487) doi:10.2196/11487
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Introduction

Overview

Given widespread adoption of electronic health records (EHRs) certified to follow terminology standards, why does achieving interoperable clinical phenotype definitions remain challenging? Practical approaches to analytic interoperability among EHR-originated datasets would provide value both for population health analytics and clinical research [1-3]. Clinical registries define most patient subpopulations—important clinical phenotypes—by either a shared condition or a shared exposure (eg, to a type of procedure or medication) [4]. EHRs now encode patient conditions in clinical terminologies mapped to SNOMED CT, an international comprehensive clinical terminology [5-7]. By federal standard, exchanging patient conditions (problems) between EHRs via health information exchanges employs SNOMED CT concepts.

Accordingly, clinical quality measures derived from EHR data increasingly define clinical phenotypes with SNOMED CT concept value sets, analogous to the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) code value sets traditionally defined for claims data. Initial SNOMED CT value sets primarily have taken an “extensional” form—that is, an enumerated list of terms—in keeping with the long-standing structure of ICD code value sets [8]. But SNOMED CT, being a polyhierarchical ontology, affords the powerful option of employing rule-based or “intensional” value sets leveraging the relationships within the ontology. Such intensional value sets can more concisely identify included and excluded subtypes of a clinical condition by referring to SNOMED CT’s hierarchical “is a” supertype-subtype (parent-child) relationships. Those subtype relationships can be a close match to clinicians’ thinking about clinical phenotypes and the subtypes of conditions they wish to be included or excluded. In a report on 125 such hierarchy-based value sets, we’ve shown they also are simple to create in an EHR and employ in an analytic data warehouse [9].

In the United States, the governmental Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) employs public quality measures to help assure the quality of health care for Medicare beneficiaries, primarily the elderly or disabled. In this study, we examined value sets defining 10 conditions referenced by 2018 Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) high-priority electronic clinical quality measures (eCQMs) for adults. We compare corresponding intensional versus extensional SNOMED CT value sets for their conciseness, time to construct, and completeness of SNOMED CT concept inclusion. We also compare their completeness in covering the SNOMED CT-mapped clinical terms selectable by clinicians within the EHR as patient Problem List entries and encounter diagnoses, since those selections ultimately drive clinical phenotypes for population health activities and pragmatic clinical studies employing EHR source data.

Extensional SNOMED CT Value Sets

Why Value Sets?

Transactional source data from administrative and clinical information systems typically include diagnosis information encoded in either ICD or SNOMED CT. Value sets of specified ICD or SNOMED CT terms define conditions (clinical phenotypes) for use in clinical guidelines, clinical quality measures, and patient registries [4]. Two categories of conditions commonly need to be defined: (1) one or more primary, population-defining conditions and (2) comorbid conditions used for exclusions and/or risk stratification.

Why SNOMED CT Value Sets?

To be certified for the Meaningful Use program in the United States, EHRs must be able to transmit patient diagnosis information to another EHR using SNOMED CT–encoded concepts [10,11]. Thus, in most EHRs clinicians enter patient conditions onto their Problem List by using either SNOMED CT directly, or, more commonly, a clinician-friendly clinical terminology premapped to SNOMED CT concepts. Both methods enable preserving a higher level of clinical fidelity and relevant clinical detail than ICD does due to the enhanced clinical specificity of SNOMED CT [9].

Why Extensional SNOMED CT Value Sets?

Extensional value sets refer to simple lists of codes or concepts. ICD value sets traditionally have been constructed this way, in keeping with the structure of ICD [12,13]. As the need for SNOMED CT value sets arose, the same approach was continued. The innovative Value Set Authoring Tool made available in 2013 by the Value Set Authority Center (VSAC) initially supported only creation of extensional value sets [14].

Challenges with Extensional SNOMED CT Value Sets

Extensional value sets, as specifically enumerated lists, are brittle and prone to “break” or become stale with updates to the underlying terminology. SNOMED CT updates can include addition of new clinical concepts or refining an existing concept by creating or expanding its “descendant” concepts. Preexisting extensional value set lists cannot handle these automatically and may require frequent reupdating after new SNOMED CT version releases, followed by reimportation or copying into every EHR or other system employing the value set.
Some extensional value sets include many items, which inhibits rapid human comprehension of exactly which subtypes of a given clinical condition are being included and excluded. Thus clinical vetting of such value sets becomes laborious. Similarly, construction of the value set and performing quality assurance are correspondingly difficult and labor-intensive. Inaccuracies in value sets can significantly affect clinical quality measure calculations [15].

Intensional Value Sets of SNOMED CT Concept Hierarchies

SNOMED CT intensional value sets, by contrast, are rule-based and leverage the polyhierarchy structure of SNOMED CT. That is, one can include or exclude an entire “tree” of real-world condition subtypes via a single reference to a SNOMED CT concept and all its descendants. Combining such tree references with simple Boolean logic (or with SNOMED CT Expression Constraint Language) enables efficient definition of a desired clinical phenotype [9]. For instance, osteoporosis and all of its subtypes can be defined by reference to one SNOMED CT concept (SCT ID 64859006 Osteoporosis) and all its descendants. The corresponding extensional list would require 42 SNOMED CT concepts to fully define. In turn, in our EHR 2287 diagnosis clinical terms map to this single SNOMED CT concept hierarchy; a clinician selecting any one of these for a patient’s diagnosis would automatically include them in the broad computable clinical phenotype of osteoporosis.

Possible benefits of SNOMED CT intensional value sets include closely matching how clinicians think about what condition subtypes to include or exclude from a given clinical phenotype. Being able to reference the entire tree of a concept’s descendants enables far simpler, succinct value set definitions that are easier to understand and construct. Additionally, they should be more resilient to change and less likely to omit descendants and break with future SNOMED CT concept additions. Consequently, intensional value sets have potential to be simultaneously simpler and more complete and thus more useful for population health analytics and clinical research using EHR data.

Objective of the Study

For each of 10 conditions (clinical phenotypes), evaluate the differences between an intensional (concept hierarchy-based) versus extensional (list-based) SNOMED CT value set approach in (1) conciseness, (2) time to create, and (3) completeness of both SNOMED CT concepts included and relevant clinical terms available for clinician selection in an EHR.

Methods

Selection of Value Sets

Value sets included in this study were identified starting from the CMS website for choosing Merit-Based Incentive Payment System (MIPS) quality measures [16]. MIPS measures were filtered for high-priority measures and data submission method of EHR, yielding 21 candidate measures. Four measures covering the following 4 common adult conditions were selected: hypertension, diabetes mellitus, depression, and prostate cancer. Next, the online VSAC “search value sets” feature was employed to find condition-defining SNOMED CT value sets for these measures [17]. Value sets were first filtered for CMS eCQM Release = “eCQM Update 2018 EP-EC and EH” and Code System = “SNOMEDCT”. Then each of the eCQMs was selected individually, displaying the related SNOMED CT value sets. Any value sets specifying a condition (diagnosis) were included, yielding an initial total of 12 SNOMED CT extensional value sets (see Multimedia Appendix 1).

Software

Creation of EHR vendor-neutral SNOMED CT intensional value sets and automatic derivation of extensional value sets were both done using Symedical (Clinical Architecture LLC), a clinical terminology management and mapping software tool for health care professionals. SNOMED CT intensional value sets (groupers) for EHR-based registry and clinical decision support functionality were created using the grouper management features of our EHR, Epic (Epic Systems Corporation). The clinical terminology vocabulary within University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center’s Epic EHR during this study was the proprietary IMO Problem IT terminology, version 2018 R1 (Intelligent Medical Objects Inc), mapped to the SNOMED CT International Edition July 2017 release and the SNOMED CT US Edition September 2017 release.

Procedures

Using the VSAC website’s “export value set results” feature, the list of codes for each SNOMED CT extensional value set was exported to Excel (Microsoft Corp) for subsequent comparison.

Comparable intensional (rule-based) value set diagnosis groupers for these conditions were established in our EHR. The majority already existed, having been created for disease registries and/or clinical decision support [1]; two were newly created for this study (pain related to prostate cancer, personality disorder). Identically matching intensional value sets were then constructed in Symedical (in addition to Epic), and the time to construct each intensional value set recorded. Intensional value sets were defined using a “search, drill-up, drill-down” approach previously described [9]. Existing and newly-defined intensional value sets were vetted by medical informaticians and clinicians by deriving the full list of included SNOMED CT concepts for review.

To enable meaningful direct comparison with intensional value sets, two combinations of VSAC value sets were performed prior to comparing the SNOMED CT concept lists: (1) chronic kidney disease, stage 5, (CKD-5) was combined with end-stage renal disease (ESRD) since clinically they refer to the same condition, and so only one intensional value set covered both, and (2) major depression including remission was combined with dysthymia, as together they constitute the condition of depressive disorders covered by a single intensional value set. This yielded a final set of 10 clinical conditions for comparison. The eCQMs, VSAC value set identifiers, and extensional value set contents are available in Excel format in Multimedia Appendix 1.
The pregnancy value set (2.16.840.1.113883.3.526.3.378) downloaded from VSAC was found to include concepts focused on pregnancy itself but in general did not include concepts for complications or disorders of pregnancy. Our existing EHR-based intensional value set for pregnancy deliberately included the latter to provide a broad net for identifying any pregnant patients via EHR-entered diagnoses and problems. Accordingly, to better match the VSAC contents, we constructed a second narrow intensional value set for pregnancy based on the pregnancy conditions listed in the VSAC extensional value set by deliberately omitting SNOMED CT concepts for pregnancy-related conditions (eg, complication occurring during pregnancy, disorder of pregnancy). The VSAC extensional pregnancy value set was compared separately with both the broad and the narrow intensional pregnancy value sets.

For each intensional value set, a corresponding extensional value set list was automatically derived using Symedical (ie, a list of all included SNOMED CT concept descendants). These derived extensional value sets were downloaded and stored for subsequent analysis. The intensional value sets and corresponding derived extensional value sets are available in Excel format in Multimedia Appendix 2.

Measures and Outcomes

Value Set Definition Conciseness

Conciseness of value set definition was measured simply by the number of SNOMED CT concepts needed to fully define the set, either as a list (extensional value set) or the number of concepts in the defining rule (intensional value set). A dimensionless ratio to define was calculated in two forms:

- Ratio to define (download) = (# concepts in VSAC-downloaded extensional value set) / (# concepts in intensional value set defining rule)
- Ratio to define (derived) = (# concepts in derived extensional value set) / (# concepts in intensional value set defining rule)

Time to Construct

The purpose of the “Time to Construct” measure is to gauge the time needed at each healthcare organization to construct in their local systems, such as their EHR, an approved value set definition received from a defining group such as VSAC (or a local clinical terminology committee). The preceding upfront “time to define” the value set, including iterative clinical review, is purposefully not included.

The time to construct in Symedical each of 11 intensional value sets (including both pregnancy value set versions) as well as 3 of the extensional value sets (CKD-5 & ESRD; prostate cancer; pain related to prostate cancer) was measured. From this a best-fit linear equation was derived: time (min) = 0.4177*(# SNOMED CT concepts) + 3.8707. This corresponds to an obligation time of just under 4 minutes to construct any value set (eg, for configuring basic common settings), plus approximately 0.42 minutes (25 seconds) to add each SNOMED CT concept. The time to construct the remaining extensional value sets was estimated using this equation.

The difference in time to construct an extensional versus an intensional value set was calculated as (time to construct extensional value set) – (time to construct intensional value set), expressed in minutes. The dimensionless ratio was calculated as (time to construct extensional value set) / (time to construct intensional value set).

Completeness: SNOMED CT Concepts

For each of 10 conditions, the list of SNOMED CT concepts included in the VSAC-downloaded set and the intensional-derived set were compared. The total number of concept discrepancies present in one set and not the other was assessed by summing two discrepancy types:

- Number of concepts present in the VSAC-downloaded set but not in the intensional-derived set
- Number of concepts present in the intensional-derived set but not in the VSAC-downloaded set

Since virtually all of the SNOMED CT concepts in the downloaded extensional value sets were included in the corresponding intensional-derived value set, the ratio of the two was calculated as: (# concepts in intensional-derived set) / (# concepts in VSAC-downloaded set), expressed as a number greater than 1. The percentage of SNOMED CT concepts included in the downloaded extensional value set was calculated as: (# concepts in VSAC-downloaded set) / (# concepts in intensional-derived set), expressed as a percentage.

Completeness: Electronic Health Record Clinical Term Coverage

To evaluate the impact of condition-specific discrepancies, value sets were created in the EHR in both an intensional form (existing) and an extensional form (to exactly match the VSAC list of concepts, without including descendants). The EHR automatically creates a compiled list of IMO-sourced clinical terms mapped to the SNOMED CT value set. These IMO clinical terms comprise the diagnoses visible to clinicians for selection as Problem List entries and as diagnoses to associate with patient orders, encounters, and professional charges. The number of clinical terms compiled for each intensional and extensional value set was recorded. Comparisons were then performed on the number of clinical terms available for selection by clinicians in the EHR that would result in patient inclusion in a given clinical phenotype.

Just as for SNOMED CT concept completeness, the ratio of the two was calculated as (# clinical terms from intensional-derived set) / (# clinical terms from VSAC-downloaded set), expressed as a number greater than or equal to 1. The percentage of clinical terms covered by the downloaded extensional value set was calculated as: (# clinical terms from VSAC-downloaded set) / (# clinical terms from intensional-derived set), expressed as a percentage.

Results

Overall Format of Result Tables

Tabulated comparisons by each of the 10 conditions follow. Summary calculated measures are included at the bottom of each table. In addition to overall sums and ratios, the median
of the 10 condition-specific values was selected as the primary measure of central tendency. This method was chosen a priori to avoid the potential for skew if one or more conditions exhibited marked difference from the others or contained many more concepts. The minimum, maximum, and range across the 10 conditions are also reported.

For pregnancy, both the narrow and broad definitions are shown in tabular form; however, only the more narrow intensional value set based on the CMS extensional value set was used in all summary calculations (to avoid double-counting). Use of the narrow pregnancy definition reduces the reported differences between intensional and extensional value sets so that the summary findings and conclusions shown are conservative. Were the broad pregnancy definition selected instead, the magnitude of effects would be larger. All tables are available in Excel format in Multimedia Appendix 3.

### Value Set Conciseness

We expected that intensional value sets should be more concise to construct by leveraging the hierarchical supertype-subtype structure of SNOMED CT. Table 1 shows that the median number of SNOMED CT concepts employed to define a condition with the VSAC value sets was 21.5 concepts versus only 3.0 for intensional value sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition name</th>
<th>SNOMED CT concepts to define</th>
<th>Time to construct</th>
<th>Set of 10 conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extensinal(^a) (n)</td>
<td>Intensional (n)</td>
<td>Ratio to define</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CKD-5(^d) and ESRD(^e)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney transplant</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy, narrow</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy, broad(^f)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bipolar disorder</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>49.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression and dysthymia</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality disorders</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostate cancer</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain related to prostate cancer</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall sum, ratio, or %</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Download from Value Set Authority Center. 
\(^b\)Derived from intensional. 
\(^c\)Ext/int: extensional/intensional 
\(^d\)CKD-5: chronic kidney disease, stage 5. 
\(^e\)ESRD: end-stage renal disease. 
\(^f\)Not included in summary calculated measures (overall sum, median, minimum, maximum, range).

For the full extensional value sets derived from the intensional rules, the median number of concepts-to-define was 78.5 concepts. The median ratio of concepts needed to fully define an equivalent extensional value set was 25 times that needed for the intensional value set rule.

As one example, the clinical phenotype of personality disorder is specified by 26 SNOMED CT concepts in the downloaded extensional value set (Figure 1). In contrast, the corresponding intensional value set rule (inferring intent of subtypes desired from examining the VSAC downloaded list) includes just two concepts: (1) Personality disorder (SCT ID 33449004), including descendants, AND NOT (2) Organic personality disorder (SCT ID 36217008), including descendants. This rule includes all 26 SNOMED CT concepts in the VSAC extensional value set plus an additional 22 closely related concepts that reasonably belong.
for 48 included concepts and a concept ratio-to-define of 48/2 or 24.0.

Time to Construct
Not surprisingly, more concise value sets are easier and faster to construct, perform quality assurance on, review, and update as needed. As shown in Table 1, it takes 6 to 8 times longer to construct an extensional value set completely equivalent in contents to an intensional value set (median 6.7, overall ratio 7.9). In this set, constructing intensional value sets (groupers) for all 10 conditions was accomplished in just 1 hour (60 minutes) of keyboard time, while constructing the equivalent extensional value sets required nearly 11 hours (650 minutes). The median construction time for these 10 conditions was 5 minutes for an intensional value set and 37 minutes for an equivalent extensional value set.

Completeness: SNOMED CT Concepts
SNOMED CT is updated twice yearly [18] and an intensional rule-based approach presumably should be more resilient to updates by automatically including new descendants within an existing included hierarchy, for instance. Accordingly, we examined the relative completeness of downloaded extensional versus corresponding intensional value sets.

Figure 1. (a) SNOMED CT extensional value set list (26 items) downloaded for the condition personality disorder, shown as green-colored members of a SNOMED CT hierarchy (partial diagram only). Red-colored items aren’t on the list, downloaded from the Value Set Authority Center. (b) Matched intensional value set combining SNOMED CT hierarchies with Boolean logic: personality disorder (disorder; 33449004), including descendants AND NOT organic personality disorder (disorder; 36217008), including descendents. (c) Implementation of intensional value set in an electronic health record (EHR) (Epic Systems). (d) Implementation of intensional value set in an EHR-agnostic terminology software program (Symedical). Also shown is part of the exactly equivalent extensional value set (containing 48 SNOMED CT concepts), automatically derived from the intensional logic.

Table 2 compares the number of SNOMED CT concepts included in the full extensional list derived from the intensional rule versus the extensional 2018 list downloaded from VSAC. Across the 10 conditions, the full derived list included a median of 3.3 times as many SNOMED CT concepts as the corresponding downloaded list (range 1.1 to 19.4). In percentage terms, a median of only 35% of SNOMED CT concepts in the full derived extensional list were present in the corresponding downloaded extensional list (range 5% to 91%), as shown in Figure 2 (left panel).

The vast majority of discrepancies between the two sets of extensional lists (877/889, 98.7%) were present in the intensional-derived list only and missing from the VSAC-downloaded list (Table 2); 1.3% (12/889) of concepts in the VSAC download were not in the intensional-derived list. Of these 12, 6 were kidney transplant procedural concepts rather than disorder or condition concepts and had no corresponding diagnosis clinical terms defined in the EHR’s clinical terminology. The remaining 6 were judged clinically relevant omissions from the intensional-derived list.

Completeness: Coverage of Relevant Electronic Health Record Clinical Terms
Pragmatic clinical trials, registries, and other research projects that rely on EHR data for clinical phenotypes need the most accurate and complete value sets possible to define primary and comorbid conditions. We thus compared the number of EHR clinical terms (sourced from IMO, overall n>800,000) selectable by clinicians that are in extensional versus intensional value set compiled lists (see Table 3 and Figure 2, right panel).

In 9 of 10 conditions, the number of EHR clinical terms identified using the downloaded extensional value set was less than when using the corresponding intensional value set, in some cases dramatically so. In this subset of 10 conditions, a median 65% of the EHR diagnostic clinical terms selectable by clinicians that are in extensional versus intensional value set compiled lists was less than when using the corresponding intensional value set, in some cases dramatically so. In this subset of 10 conditions, a median 65% of the EHR diagnostic clinical terms selectable by clinicians that are in extensional versus intensional value set compiled lists was less than when using the corresponding intensional value set, in some cases dramatically so.
# Table 2. Comparison of downloaded versus derived SNOMED CT value set contents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition name</th>
<th>SNOMED CT concepts included in value set</th>
<th>Extensional(^a) (n)</th>
<th>Extensional(^b) (n)</th>
<th>Ratio (derived/VSAC)</th>
<th>SNOMED CT concepts included in VSAC download (%)</th>
<th>Total (n)</th>
<th>Only in VSAC download (n)</th>
<th>Only in intensional-derived (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CKD-5(^c) and ESRD(^d)</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney transplant</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy, narrow</td>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy, broad(^e)</td>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1262</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1227</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bipolar disorder</td>
<td></td>
<td>99</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression and dysthymia</td>
<td></td>
<td>72</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality disorders</td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td></td>
<td>89</td>
<td>441</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostate cancer</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain related to prostate cancer</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall sum, ratio, or %</td>
<td></td>
<td>375</td>
<td>1240</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>889</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>877</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Set of 10 conditions

- Overall median: 21.5, 78.5, 3.3, 35, 31, 0, 28
- Overall minimum: 5, 19, 1.1, 5, 3, 0, 3
- Overall maximum: 99, 441, 19.4, 91, 358, 6, 355
- Overall range: 94, 422, 18.3, 86, 355, 6, 352

---

\(^a\)Download from Value Set Authority Center (VSAC).

\(^b\)Derived from intensional.

\(^c\)CKD-5: chronic kidney disease, stage 5.

\(^d\)ESRD: end-stage renal disease.

\(^e\)Not included in summary calculated measures (overall sum, median, minimum, maximum, range).
**Figure 2.** Left: SNOMED CT concepts included in 2018 extensional value sets as a percentage of those in intensional value sets. Right: Electronic health records clinical terms included using the 2018 extensional value sets as a percentage of those using intensional value sets. CKD-5: chronic kidney disease, stage 5; ESRD: end-stage renal disease; Ca: cancer.

**Table 3.** Number of diagnosis clinical terms selectable by clinicians in the electronic health record by source of value set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition name</th>
<th>Extentional(^a) (n)</th>
<th>Intensional (n)</th>
<th>Ratio (intensional/VSAC)</th>
<th>EHR(^b) clinical terms included in VSAC download (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CKD-5(^c) and ESRD(^d)</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>586</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>5473</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney transplant</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>708</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy, narrow</td>
<td>23,429</td>
<td>24,043</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy, broad(^e)</td>
<td>23,429</td>
<td>47,812</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bipolar disorder</td>
<td>1640</td>
<td>1744</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression and dysthymia</td>
<td>978</td>
<td>1946</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality disorders</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>724</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>11,997</td>
<td>33,707</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain related to prostate cancer</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall sum, ratio, or %</td>
<td>39,445</td>
<td>69,332</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Set of 10 Conditions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Extensional (n)</th>
<th>Intensional (n)</th>
<th>Ratio (intensional/VSAC)</th>
<th>EHR (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall median</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>1234</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall minimum</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall maximum</td>
<td>23,429</td>
<td>33,707</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall range</td>
<td>23,380</td>
<td>33,558</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Download from Value Set Authority Center (VSAC).

\(^b\)EHR: electronic health record.

\(^c\)CKD-5: chronic kidney disease, stage 5.

\(^d\)ESRD: end-stage renal disease.

\(^e\)Not included in summary calculated measures (overall sum, median, minimum, maximum, range).
Discussion

Principal Results

For 10 conditions referenced by the CMS 2018 high-priority clinical quality measures, we compared extensional SNOMED CT lists of codes downloaded in the fall of 2018 from the VSAC with intensional (rule-based) value sets for the same conditions. Intensional value set definitions were far more concise (median number of concepts needed for equivalent value sets 3 vs 75), faster to construct (median 5 vs 37 minutes each), and more complete. VSAC-downloaded value sets were missing a median 65% of the SNOMED CT concepts included in the intensional rule-based value sets and 35% of the mapped diagnosis clinical terms selectable by clinicians within the EHR.

The conciseness of intensional value sets expedites construction in the EHR. This should also streamline vetting with busy clinical experts and harmonizing multiple value set specifications of the same real-world condition. Many systems will directly import large extensional value set files, mitigating the value set construction time/workload difference for those organizations. Still, someone must create the source value sets initially and periodically update them, and some customer organizations will have to enter them manually as well. For those, the large time reduction offered by intensional value set definitions remains an advantage. Because intensional value sets are rule-based and can include references to all descendants of a parent concept, they are more likely to include all relevant concepts than an enumerated list. That is, they are less likely to inadvertently omit descendant concepts and more likely to remain complete following future SNOMED CT updates.

Clinical Phenotyping for Clinical-Translational Studies Using Electronic Health Record Data

Pragmatic clinical trials, registries, and other clinical and translational research studies employing EHR data for computable clinical phenotypes (rather than manual abstraction) rely on having as accurate and complete value sets to define primary and comorbid conditions as feasible [19,20]. Concern typically arises about missing diagnosis data not yet entered in the EHR by clinicians on the patient’s Problem List or as Encounter Diagnoses. While Problem List completeness in particular remains a subject of active inquiry and improvement efforts [21-26], this study raises a different concern for completeness of value set definitions when physicians and advanced practice providers have conscientiously recorded their patients’ specific diagnoses in the EHR. In this subset of 10 conditions, a median 35% of the EHR diagnostic clinical terms selectable by clinicians in a commonly used EHR are missing when using a published extensional value set compared with using a simpler rule-based intensional value set. Patients for whom those missing EHR terms are selected by clinicians will fail to be included in the selected population with the clinical phenotype. Controlling for comorbid conditions in multivariable modeling will similarly be negatively impacted by missing clinical EHR terms. Defining clinical phenotypes more completely with rule-based intensional value sets leveraging SNOMED CT’s hierarchical structure advances the feasibility and reliability of pragmatic clinical studies and learning health care system cycles conducted with EHR data produced during normal clinical care [27-29].

Analytic Interoperability for Population Health

With the expansion of clinically integrated networks and cross-institution specialty registries to provide and measure value-based care, definition of subpopulations of patients becomes crucial for risk assessment and tailored interventions [1,30-32]. Many networks encompass a variety of EHRs. Since the designated interoperability language between EHRs for diagnoses (conditions) is SNOMED CT, employing SNOMED CT value sets enables EHR-agnostic consistent definition of subpopulations for registries, clinical decision support to promote best practices within the EHR, care gap closure, and quality measurement [9]. This provides analytic interoperability across disparate EHRs even if using clinical terminologies from different vendors. The populations that would most benefit from intervention may change over time, thus generating requests for new computable clinical phenotype definitions. The conciseness and clinical understandability of intensional value sets streamline rapid-cycle definition and vetting by specialists, as well as more facile and consistent implementation across a broad range of EHRs, population health tools, and clinical settings. These advantages make employing SNOMED CT concept rule-based intensional value sets a higher quality, better fit-for-purpose method for defining computable clinical phenotypes for population health than traditional extensional lists.

Authoring Practice Guidelines and Electronic Clinical Quality Measures for Streamlined Implementation

With the expansion in medical knowledge and appreciation of the complexities of achieving optimal care for subpopulations of patients with a wide variety of conditions, the number of clinical practice guidelines continues to grow [33,34]. Significant effort and expense (in terms of experts’ time) goes into writing consensus guidelines and optimal practices for a condition. Achieving real-world practice change takes a long time and is often incomplete [35-37]. EHR-based clinical decision support has been shown to improve clinical process measures across multiple clinical domains [38-48].

Yet current guidelines can be difficult to implement as point-of-care clinical decision support to help “make the right thing the easy thing to do” for busy clinicians within their daily work tool, the EHR [49-53]. Non–value-added work can include:

- Translating prose definition of conditions covered by guideline, conditions excluded, and comorbid conditions into value sets implementable in EHRs to cover clinical terms/codes present in EHRs in practice
- Translating prose definitions of medication types and/or procedure types into EHR-implementable value sets
- Translating prose descriptions (and some flow charts and decision trees, if constructed ambiguously) into implementable decision algorithms for clinical decision support logic [54]

EHRs have local codes that can hamper implementation, but increasingly these are mapped to standard terminology codes
to achieve interoperability with other EHRs as organizations participate in health information exchanges [27].

To accelerate implementation, we propose that specialty guideline and eCQM writing committees include a medical informaticist (as either a consultant or a formal member of the writing group representing a clinical informatics specialty society). During initial guideline development discussion and through subsequent detailed specification, the medical informaticist could then assist specialist experts on the committee in expressing the clinical conditions relevant to the guideline or eCQM in a SNOMED CT supertype-subtype form, readily implementable in an EHR or other internet-accessible repository as a concise, easily shareable intensional rule (Figure 3).

Doing so would avoid the considerable extra work of constructing a de novo extensional value set, vetting the full list with clinical experts, distributing it, and having multiple teams of EHR analysts and clinical informaticists around the country independently reverse-engineer the list into a supertype-subtype rule-based form to gain its benefits of conciseness, maintainability, completeness, and understandability for their local EHR implementation. In lean terms, that extra work (red arrows in Figure 3) could be considered non–value-adding waste. In contrast, coproducing concise, shareable SNOMED CT intensional value sets contemporaneously with the guideline and/or eCQM specification would expedite practical dissemination of clinical decision support to promote the new best practice in a consistent and accurate manner.

Limitations

Challenges When Using SNOMED CT

Navigating the SNOMED CT Hierarchy and Selecting Concepts for an Intensional Value Set

Because of the polyhierarchical structure of SNOMED CT, potential exists for inadvertently including descendant branches and/or individual concepts which do not belong. The “search, drill-up, drill-down” approach employed mitigates that risk by explicitly exploring if the currently-selected concept in a SNOMED CT hierarchy browser is too general or too narrow [9]. A helpful additional mitigation strategy is to expand the intensional rule to show all included SNOMED CT concepts as a derived extensional list (we used Symedical for this purpose), then having a clinician view this list for any additional concepts which should be excluded. These then similarly can be evaluated with the “search, drill-up, drill-down” method to find the optimal concept in the hierarchy for exclusion along with its descendants.

Changes to SNOMED CT

Importantly, although intensional value sets retain accuracy and completeness across many updates to SNOMED CT’s contents, they are not impervious to changes [55-57]. With intensional rules referencing SNOMED CT’s hierarchical structure, additions of new descendants are generally automatically included. Some value sets may need clinical vetting for updates after new SNOMED CT releases, perhaps particularly when an intensional rule includes some, but not all, of a parent concept’s children. To enhance rapid re-vetting when needed, automated detection of new SNOMED CT concept additions that are within the span of a given rule-based grouper would be useful. One question to explore further is whether a specific inclusion strategy (include these specific siblings) versus an exclusion strategy (include all the children of the parent except these specific children) proves more resilient (remains more complete and accurate).

Migrations of existing SNOMED CT concepts to a different location in the hierarchy due to cleanup of SNOMED CT quality issues [58] pose a different challenge, although in many cases an intensional value set will handle the correction gracefully [9]. As clinicians and medical informaticists work with intensional value sets to define important clinical phenotypes, iterative improvements in SNOMED CT’s hierarchical arrangement will likely ensue, following the data quality aphorism “what gets used, gets better” [1].

Scope of This Paper’s Analysis and Differences in Value Set Intent

One limitation of this paper is that the comparable intensional value sets were developed and vetted only at one institution (University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center) and cannot be considered to represent national specialty society views. However, our experience demonstrates feasibility for a medical informaticist to build an initial candidate rule for defining a condition, then identify any clinical inclusion/exclusion questions for vetting with a clinician specializing in the condition [9]. For multi-institutional and/or specialty society vetting, a Modified Delphi technique can be employed as was successfully used by Buchanan [59] previously to gain working consensus across institutions. Our vision is that increasingly intensional value sets are produced as a byproduct of clinical guideline and eCQM authoring, dramatically reducing the need for individual institutions to reinvent the wheel (Figure 3).
This study only covers 10 conditions and may not be representative of all and so should be considered merely as a deep dive into one set of conditions for CMS-designated eCQMs (as described in the Methods section). We took a conservative approach in matching intensional definitions to VSAC-downloaded extensional definitions, otherwise differences reported between intensional and extensional value set completeness would have been even greater. Specifically, for pregnancy we did not use our existing broad pregnancy intensional value set; instead we constructed a new, much more narrowly defined value set intended to match the scope of the VSAC-released pregnancy value set. Similarly, for pain related to prostate cancer, we lacked an existing intensional value set and constructed our new intensional value set closely mirroring the contents of the VSAC extensional value set. Both result in minimizing differences between the extensional and intensional approaches.

On the other hand, for hypertension our existing intensional value set includes all forms of hypertension (meant to represent the scope covered by recent hypertension guidelines [60-62]), whereas the VSAC-downloaded extensional value set was specific to essential (primary) hypertension. The latter did not include SNOMED CT concepts for the general concept of “Hypertensive disorder, systemic arterial (disorder)” not specified to be primary or secondary, for secondary hypertension, or for “Complication of systemic hypertensive disorder (disorder)”. Replacing our existing hypertension intensional value set with one mirroring the contents of the VSAC-downloaded essential hypertension value set would have increased this condition’s values for % completeness of both SNOMED CT concepts and EHR terms. However, our pre-specified use of medians instead of means (averages) results in no change in the overall median values reported of 35% completeness for SNOMED CT concepts and 65% completeness for EHR clinical terms.

Inconsistencies in SNOMED CT polyhierarchy “is a” definitions may lead to inadvertent inclusion of unwanted descendants of a seemingly wholly-appropriate SNOMED CT concept. Use of the “search, drill-up, drill-down” method during intensional value set definition can reduce the likelihood of this, as can clinical review of the full list of included SNOMED CT concepts derived from the intensional definition [9]. As discovered, such unwanted descendants can be specifically excluded in the intensional rule. Also requests to update the “is a” relationship in SNOMED CT to a more specific parent(s) can be made through the SNOMED CT Content Request Service. Once the subsumption has been updated in SNOMED CT, the value set intensional rule typically can be further simplified.

Conclusions

Although extensional lists of codes have long been used for ICD-based value sets, the use of extensional lists of SNOMED CT codes is suboptimal and fails to leverage the capabilities and clinical relevance of ontological relationships within SNOMED CT. Compared with SNOMED CT extensional (list) value sets, intensional (rule-based) value sets are far simpler to create, maintain, understand, and vet with specialist clinicians. For the 10 conditions studied here from the 2018 CMS high-value eCQMs for the MIPS program, intensional value sets also proved substantially more complete than their corresponding extensional list versions: a median 35% of diagnosis terms selectable in the EHR by clinicians were missing when using a downloaded extensional value set, with risk of failing to identify patients with a given clinical phenotype despite physician-entered discrete diagnoses in the EHR.

Consequently, in the EHR era we believe defining conditions as computable clinical phenotypes preferentially should employ SNOMED CT concept hierarchy-based (intensional) value sets rather than extensional lists. By doing so, clinical guideline and eCQM authors can streamline broad EHR implementation of condition-specific decision support promoting guideline adherence and patient benefit.
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Abstract

Background: In 2015, the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) nationally implemented a transgender e-consultation (e-consult) program with expert clinical guidance for providers.

Objective: This mixed-methods project aimed to describe providers’ program experiences, reasons for nonuse of the program, and ways to improve the program use.

Methods: From January to May 2017, 15 urban and rural VA providers who submitted at least one e-consult in the last year participated in semistructured interviews about their program experiences, which were analyzed using content analysis. From November to December 2017, 53 providers who encountered transgender patients but did not utilize the program participated in a brief online survey on the reasons for nonuse of the program and the facilitators encouraging use.

Results: Qualitative analysis showed that providers learned of the program through email; colleagues; the electronic health record (EHR) system; and participation in the VA Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender committees or educational trainings. Providers used the program to establish care plans, hormone therapy recommendations, sexual and reproductive health education, surgical treatment education, patient-provider communication guidance, and second opinions. The facilitators of program use included understandable recommendations, ease of use through the EHR system, and status as the only transgender resource for rural providers. Barriers to use included time constraints, communication-related problems with the e-consult, impractical recommendations for underresourced sites, and misunderstanding of the e-consult purpose. Suggestions for improvement included addition of concise or sectioned responses, expansion of program awareness among providers or patients, designation of a follow-up contact person, and increase in provider education about transgender veterans and related care. Quantitative analysis showed that the common reasons for nonuse of the program were no knowledge of the program (54%), no need of the program...
(32%), and receipt of help from a colleague outside of e-consult (24%). Common suggestions to improve the program use in quantitative analyses included provision of more information about where to find e-consult in the chart, guidance on talking with patients about the program, and e-mail announcements to improve provider awareness of the program. Post hoc exploratory analyses showed no differences between urban and rural providers.

**Conclusions:** The VA transgender e-consult program is useful for providers, but there are several barriers to implementing recommendations, some of which are especially challenging for rural providers. Addressing the identified barriers and enhancing the facilitators may improve program use and quality care for transgender veterans.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(1):e11695) doi:10.2196/11695
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**Introduction**

Transgender is an umbrella term that encompasses individuals with gender identities (ie, the core sense of self as male, female, both, or neither) that conflict with societal prescriptions of masculinity and femininity associated with sex assigned at birth. Transgender individuals experience numerous health disparities [1] including health risk (eg, victimization [2]), health outcomes (eg, depression and HIV [3]), and barriers to health care access [4], all of which can create complex care needs. In addition, they often require medical care specific to their gender affirmation (ie, gender experience reflecting their gender identity) including mental health services; evaluations for hormone therapy; prescription and monitoring of hormones; gender-affirming surgery and postoperative care; and specialty services such as urology, endocrinology, and speech therapy [5]. In addition to specific services, there are unique needs related to documentation, particularly sex assigned at birth, which health systems often link to other important medical services including laboratory test values, medication dosages, and critical health screens such as breast or prostate examinations. Although awareness of care for transgender patients is growing, health system-level efforts to improve transgender patients’ care are limited. There is a paucity of formative research on how providers can collaborate with specialists to obtain expert clinical guidance on transgender-specific care for their transgender patients [6].

Achieving equity in health and health care, irrespective of gender, is a specific objective for the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) [7]. The VA has a higher rate of transgender individuals than the United States (US) population [8], and the transgender veteran population has increased annually in the VA over the last decade [9]. Recognizing the need to serve transgender veterans, in 2011, the VA issued a national policy on health care for transgender veterans. To increase the VA's capacity to provide high-quality care to transgender veterans, the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender (LGBT) Health Program in the VA Office of Patient Care Services developed a transgender e-consultation (e-consult) program to provide expert clinical guidance for VA health care providers; the program was implemented nationally in April 2015 and was described previously [10].

Generally, e-consults provide a technology-based platform through which teams of providers with expertise in a specific medical condition or process of care can assist providers in medical centers where experts may not exist locally [11]. The VA program allows transgender veterans to receive health care from their local providers, with remote support from experts in transgender health care, thus reducing or eliminating the need for veterans to travel to tertiary VA sites for care. The program includes interdisciplinary teams with expertise in transgender health care at three sites: Minneapolis, Tucson, and Loma Linda. Each expert team comprises at least 4 members (eg, primary care physician, psychologist, social worker, nurse, endocrinologist, and pharmacist). Consultations typically address 4 main topics: mental health evaluation and hormone readiness (eg, questions about diagnosis of gender dysphoria and assessment of readiness for gender-affirming surgery and hormone therapy); psychotherapy (eg, gender counseling and gender-informed treatment for comorbid conditions); primary medical questions (eg, addressing expected outcomes, assessing medical risks, and recommended monitoring of gender affirmation pharmacologically and medically); and prescription of hormone therapy (eg, how to safely prescribe hormone therapy for gender affirmation).

Since the e-consult is a relatively new resource for VA providers, there is a critical need for formative evaluation that can guide future implementation research [12] to, for example, examine how this program serves system needs and explore how the program can be improved through minor adjustments. Ultimately, understanding the processes and outcomes of the VA transgender e-consult program is critical for measuring its impact on enhancing care for transgender veterans. This project aimed to describe providers’ program experiences through qualitative analysis, determine the reasons for nonuse of the program, and identify methods for improving program use through a quantitative survey.

**Methods**

**Ethical Considerations**

All qualitative activities were conducted as part of a quality-improvement initiative by the directors of VA's LGBT Health Program in the Office of Patient Care Services; therefore, no subject approval or informed consent to participate was required. The quantitative analyses were approved by the Institutional Review Board of the VA Pittsburgh Healthcare System.
Qualitative Methods

We received the LGBT Health Program’s list of unique VA providers who used the VA transgender e-consult program, from the program’s national launch in April 2015 through December 2016. We categorized the provider roster by urban and rural sites based on urban-rural definitions of the VA Office of Rural Health [13]. Subsequently, we randomly selected 32 users from urban sites and 34 users from rural sites. In January 2017, the selected providers received a recruitment email from the LGBT Health Program that explained the project goals and invited them to participate in a 20- to 30-minute semi-structured phone interview to discuss their experiences with the transgender e-consult program. Approximately 1 week later, a project team member sent a follow-up email to the pertinent providers and reached out via direct phone calls. These efforts resulted in interviews with 3 urban and 6 rural providers. In May 2017, this process was repeated for providers who had not yet participated in the interviews, resulting in additional interviews with 1 urban and 5 rural providers (a total of 4 urban and 11 rural provider interviews).

With guidance from personnel who direct and administer the e-consult program, we developed a semi-structured interview guide based on the most-germane needs identified. The initial set of guiding questions were as follows: How did providers learn about the availability of e-consultation? How useful was the e-consultation response? How did the treatment plan change as a result of the consultation? Were there provider-perceived changes in patient outcomes as a result of the consultation? What were the challenges or limitations of the e-consultation program? From the guiding questions, the project team developed and finalized an interview guide with open-ended questions and additional probes to direct in-depth inquiry. From January to May 2017, a trained interviewer conducted interviews, which were audio-recorded and transcribed for analysis.

Microsoft Word 2016 (Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA) was used to transcribe the audio recordings verbatim to identify categories across interviews. The interviews were analyzed using conventional qualitative content analysis [14]. Using inductive analysis, the narrative text was reviewed using open coding. The coder read the interview transcripts multiple times to develop and refine categories in order to describe health care providers’ experiences using the e-consult program. The lists of categories were sorted and grouped according to similar content for various aspects of providers’ experiences in using the program under higher-order headings, with reduction of the data by content areas.

We performed quality control and bias mitigation in several ways. First, an experienced qualitative researcher reviewed the codebook prior to completion of the coding process. Second, the same researcher reviewed 20% (4 transcripts) of the samples of coded transcripts to ensure transparency and comprehensibility in the application of codes. The results were subsequently reviewed and discussed by three of the authors before their finalization.

Quantitative Methods

For the survey portion of our project, VA’s administrative data were extracted from April 1, 2015, through April 1, 2017, for all inpatient and outpatient visits in which a transgender-related International Classification of Diseases (ICD)-9 or ICD-10 diagnosis code was noted for the visit (eg, gender-identity disorder, transsexualism, and personal history of sex reassignment). For each visit, the names of all unique providers who noted the diagnosis code were extracted to create a census of providers who encountered a transgender patient during the study period. The list of providers who had used the transgender e-consult program during the study period was cross-referenced with the total list of providers who encountered a transgender patient, and the providers who used the e-consult were removed. The remaining providers represented the eligible sample of providers who had encountered transgender patients during the study period, but did not utilize the e-consult program (n=14,502). Of the eligible providers, a random sample of 300 providers was selected, regardless of the provider type (eg, social worker or primary care physician). Email addresses of all providers were manually collected from the VA's global contact list, and addresses of 279 providers (of 300, 93%) were available, which comprised the analytical sample for this project. Providers received a recruitment email on November 13, 2017, which explained the purpose of the research project and provided a link to a brief 9-item survey on VA's internal network via REDCap (Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN). Two weeks later (November 27), a second recruitment email was sent to all providers who had not completed the survey.

In the brief online survey, VA providers were asked to identify their discipline from social work, psychology, psychiatry, primary care, primary care nursing, endocrinology, speech therapy, nursing, and other. Providers indicating “other” were asked to elaborate on their answer. Before beginning the project with the VA, providers were asked if they ever received any training on providing health care to transgender patients; response options were yes, >1 hour; yes, 1 to <3 hours; yes, ≥3 hours; and no. Using the same response options, participants were asked if they ever received training when working for the VA. In addition, providers indicated the number of transgender patients they had cared for in the last 12 months. Finally, providers were asked, “Based on your own perception of the VA facility in which you do most of your work, how would you classify your VA facility?” The response options were urban, rural, or highly rural.

Three questions focused on the transgender e-consult program. First, providers indicated if they had ever used the program. For individuals who indicated “yes,” they were thanked for their participation, and the survey ended. Individuals who indicated that they had not used the e-consult program received two additional questions. The first queried the providers about the issues that prevented them from using the program, and the response options included the following: I did not know about it, I do not know how to access it, I have not needed to use it yet, I am comfortable with my level of knowledge with transgender care, my patient(s) told me they did not want me to use it, I have a colleague I can call on for help, template takes too long to complete, and other. The second item queried
providers about the factors that would encourage them to use the program. Response options included the following: provision of more information about where to find e-consult in the chart, allotment of more time to complete an e-consult, encountering more transgender patients, VA-wide email announcements about the program, guidance on how to talk with patients about the program, and other. For both items, providers could choose more than one option, and persons indicating “other” were asked to elaborate on their answer.

Univariate statistics were used to describe the sample. Chi-square tests of independence and t-tests were used to examine categorical and mean differences, respectively. All quantitative analyses were conducted using Stata or SE, version 14.2 (StataCorp, College Station, TX). Values of P<0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results

Qualitative Evaluation

Participant Characteristics

Of the 15 interview participants included, most were primary care providers (12/15), practiced at VA for >10 years (7/15), categorized their current VA facility as rural (9/15), had no transgender-specific training (9/15), encountered 1 transgender patient in the last year (6/15), and reported that the program was 90%-100% useful for their specific needs (7/15) (Table 1). In addition, 27 of the total consultations were e-consults, and the majority (9/15) of the providers used the program at least once.

Fourteen VA health care providers participated in a telephone-based interview, of which 1 participant sent written responses via email because they could not schedule an interview. The longest interview lasted for 30 minutes 19 seconds, and the shortest was of 7 minutes 36 seconds; the mean interview time was 18 minutes 9 seconds. Six major areas were identified: how providers learned about the e-consult program, reasons for using the program, facilitators for using the program, barriers to using the program, and suggestions for improving the program. Table 2 includes exemplar quotes for each of the following categories identified during qualitative analyses.

Ways Providers Learned of the E-Consult Program

Providers commonly received information about the program through an email from the VA’s LGBT Health Program. Local providers or colleagues such as pharmacists, mental health providers (eg, psychologists), and gynecologists also educated interviewees before the e-consult as well as when another provider asked for assistance or advice through “word of mouth.” In addition, providers learned about the program by seeing “Transgender E-Consultation” as an option in the VA electronic health record (EHR). Some providers saw this option when entering an e-consult request in a different specialty area, whereas others saw it while going through orders. Other providers learned about the program through participation in local VA LGBT-specific activities or educational lectures for providers about transgender care.

Reasons for Using the E-consult Program

Providers used the program to create individual patient-care plans, particularly providers with “extremely limited” transgender care experience. Some examples focused on gender-affirming medical care, including determining whether the patient was a good candidate for medical transition and the type of monitoring necessary during the transition process. Others sought recommendations about hormone therapies. Although there were “general medication questions,” most asked specific questions about appropriate medication doses and adjustments to optimize therapeutic outcomes and address safety concerns (eg, potential adverse effects). Furthermore, providers used the consult for education about sexual and reproductive health to help make care decisions such as those regarding standard preventative health-screening tests (eg, mammograms for transgender women) and gynecology for transgender men. Others desired education about available surgical treatment options (eg, breast augmentation and bilateral mastectomy). Moreover, providers sought guidance for communication with transgender patients on, for example, information about hormone therapy they should provide their patients and the responses they should expect. E-consults also provided a second opinion when providers were uncertain about a health care decision, especially in complex cases or cases involving high risk. The consults were found to be especially helpful when they confirmed what the provider already informed the patient or helped bolster provider decision that were made against patient preferences.

Results of Using the E-consult Program

Providers sometimes modified care plans for their transgender patients after obtaining an e-consult response, including a formal diagnosis. Modifications included addition of recommended gender dysphoria evaluations, health screenings, medication monitoring, and meeting standard time frames for follow-up care. Most treatment plan changes were related to dosage of hormone therapy and addition of specialist referrals. Providers who used the program became more comfortable and confident in their assessments and in relaying testing and treatment decisions for transgender patients. Some providers felt confident in their judgment before the e-consult, but a second opinion confirmed what they discussed and decided with the patient. E-consults helped improve patient-provider relationships by placing those interactions and care provision in line with the gender (ie, body, identity, and expression) of their patients. In addition, the e-consults provided patients added motivation to follow recommendations because experienced providers were involved. Moreover, communication during clinic interactions improved because the e-consult request requires providers to answer a number of questions about the patient, which encouraged them to collect additional relevant information from the patient during their visit. Discussing recommendations with their patients allowed them to engage in informed, shared decision making about their care.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the 15 Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) providers from qualitative interviews.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Providers, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of VA health care provider</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary care</td>
<td>12 (80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental health</td>
<td>3 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transgender-specific training (in VA and nonVA settings)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>9 (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>6 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Years in practice at VA</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-3 years</td>
<td>3 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;3-5 years</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;5-7 years</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;7-10 years</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;10 years</td>
<td>7 (47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of transgender patients in the last year</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;5</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of e-consults performed</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9 (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Usefulness of the e-consult program</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;90%-100%</td>
<td>7 (47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;80%-90%</td>
<td>4 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;70%-80%</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;60%-70%</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;50%-60%</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤50%</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No answer</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location of facility (participant self-report)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>9 (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>3 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suburban or mixed</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No answer or not asked</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location of facility (defined by the Office of Rural Health)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>11 (73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>4 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categories</td>
<td>Quotation examples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Topic 1: Ways providers learned of the program</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email notification</td>
<td>“There was an email with a flier.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informed by other staff members</td>
<td>“My pharmacist or my mental health provider at the clinic showed me how to access that consult.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Via the EHR&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; system</td>
<td>“Through the VA Consult Program, ...through the orders, you can go to the e-consult request and order sections in the records and there’s ‘Transgender E-Consults’ you can click on.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in VA LGBT&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; activities and educational trainings</td>
<td>“Through one of those lectures that we got about transgender care.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Topic 2: Reasons for using the program</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish a care plan</td>
<td>“My experience with the gender reassignment is extremely limited.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendations about hormone-replacement therapies</td>
<td>“I was having too much testosterone and I needed to...see if I was doing something not quite right. They gave me some tips like, ‘Yes, we want this level for the testosterone in order for...transition’.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education about sexual and reproductive health care</td>
<td>“I wasn’t sure how to screen her because I didn’t know...how often to get her a mammography.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education about surgical treatment options</td>
<td>“What options we might have available for surgical interventions.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance regarding patient-provider communica-</td>
<td>“I typically will ask about what types of responses should I expect...What should I tell patients about what type of breast size increase they may expect.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second opinion</td>
<td>“This fellow is a senior and he’s got multiple medical problems and he’s on anticoagulants, and lots of cardiac issues, and hormones would be a really bad idea. (I used the consult to) just evaluate him and see if he’s a candidate.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Topic 3: Results of using the program</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care-plan modifications</td>
<td>“It was helpful for outlining starting medicines and then following the intervals for following those with laboratories.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased provider comfort with and confidence in</td>
<td>“They actually had a template to walk someone through it. And it was exceptional. Because, while I have worked with this population before, I really, at that point, wasn’t comfortable starting from scratch in the assessment.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transgender care provision</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved patient-provider relationships</td>
<td>“I thought (the e-consult) did ask questions that kind of allowed me to ask the patient more questions. So, it kind of delved a bit, so that if you are new to it...”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continued use of the e-consult program</td>
<td>“I’ve only offered it to the one patient, but on multiple occasions.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Topic 4: Facilitators for using the program</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responses contain understandable and informative</td>
<td>“I do exactly what they say, and if it doesn’t work they say ‘This is the next step you should take.’ They’ll say, ‘Go ahead and give us a call back.’”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recommendations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility and ease of program use by providers</td>
<td>“It was just on our primary (EHR) page, so it was really easy to find... When we put in for consults, it’s on the very main screen.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>through the EHR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quick response to e-consult request</td>
<td>“They answered my inquiry right away.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provider knowledge of the program’s existence</td>
<td>“Knowing it was out there.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only available transgender-specific resource for</td>
<td>“I don’t have much of a choice. The only resource we have is to use the e-consult.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>providers at rural sites</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Topic 5: Barriers to using the program</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time-consuming process for the provider to submit an</td>
<td>“They pull in parts of notes from the mental health evaluation, from my evaluation, from all sorts of things. So, the note is not clear when it comes back... They probably have a dozen pages where they (explain) hormone levels, when they should be checked... It’s meant to prevent re-consult, which is frustrating. It’s very cumbersome...all that stuff just automatically gets tacked onto the bottom of the consult.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-consult and read through recommendations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous e-consult response did not answer the</td>
<td>“One of the responses I received in the e-consult was that I should become an advocate and get more programs. And, honestly, that answer left me feeling demoralized. It was just unrealistic given my workload.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>question asked</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication-related problems with e-consult</td>
<td>“It’s not really clear from the consult, they want you to submit another e-consult...sometimes you may, six months later, have a question...that may require the submission of a new e-consult (rather than just adding a comment to the existing consult)”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> EHR: Electronic Health Record<br><sup>b</sup> LGBT: Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Quotation examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Impractical e-consult recommendations</td>
<td>“The recommendation (to) see the patient back in a couple months and the follow-up intervals they recommended, to be honest I can’t accommodate.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provider misunderstanding of e-consult purpose</td>
<td>“I just don’t know why they didn’t take the case and take over.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of provider understanding of transgender patients and their specific health care needs</td>
<td>“I had been kind of thinking of her as a man in my head... I had been seeing her for about a year before I had even thought about this... I think it was just a lack of awareness.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 6: Suggestions to improve the program</td>
<td>“Appropriate hormone levels, intervals for checking labs, any changes in preventative care, if those were in separate sections. Because now...it’s just kind of merged into one on-going paragraph.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adding concise and sectioned e-consult responses</td>
<td>“Perhaps market it more...I’m pretty sure not a lot of people know it exists.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expanding provider and patient awareness about the program</td>
<td>“To have a contact person who I could have more of a dialogue with. There were multiple people contributing to the e-consult, but no one contact person that I could ask logistical questions.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designating a contact for follow-up after the e-consult</td>
<td>“Maybe a little more education on the consult...the consult education was provided after they...look at things and then they were like, ‘Oh, well, this was what you needed to do.’ But if, in the consult itself, you list all of the pre-requisites that are necessary (for transitioning).”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing provider education about transgender veterans and transgender-specific health care</td>
<td>“Perhaps market it more...I’m pretty sure not a lot of people know it exists.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarification for providers on e-consult operational processes and timelines</td>
<td>“Some idea of the turnaround process would have been helpful.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Facilitators for Using the E-consult Program

E-consult responses contained “timely and up-to-date information” that was useful and easily understood because it did not contain jargon. They appreciated the fact that the e-consult was reviewed by an expert multidisciplinary team in transgender care and saw them as “coaches.” The recommendations reportedly provided a clear “road map” for where to start and how to proceed with care. The program was said to be “easy to access” and use through the VA EHR system, which also made it “easier for continuity of care” because information such as test and treatment results can be added, accessed together, reviewed, and incorporated into a patient’s care plan.

Providers who used e-consults received responses in a “timely manner,” ranging from 2 days to 2 weeks, depending on the question, which was much shorter than the time for other types of consultations they requested in the past. The program made providers aware of other existing health care services and resources (eg, sexual and reproductive health care services). Some rural providers said they used the e-consult program because they believed it was their only available resource for patient-specific transgender health. In particular, providers at rural sites said there were no on-site providers or resources they could consult about care for transgender patients.

Barriers to Using the E-consult Program

The providers reported that entering the required information to submit an e-consult and reading the responses could be time consuming. For example, providers had to enter extensive patient information, some of which was not directly relevant to their question (eg, “Mental health things like suicide or homicide, interpersonal violence”). Some providers thought the template contained repetitive questions. Others said the responses were too long (eg, “If you printed it off, it would probably be like 20 pages long”) and not user friendly, including templated information and irrelevant information that they would not use. One provider was frustrated when the response did not address her question and suggested unrealistic and broad changes in her practice.

Communication-related issues were noted with receipt of the response and follow-up questions, some of which related to the technology central to e-consults. For example, in a situation with multiple e-consults for different questions about the same patient over time, it was unclear whether providers should add a new e-consult or add comments to their previous e-consult. Providers were also unable to follow recommendations because they found them impractical or unfeasible (eg, too busy due to their existing workload). Some providers at rural facilities could not follow recommendations because they lacked the necessary local resources, and the e-consult did not help them access the required resources. A few providers misunderstood the e-consult purpose, which led them to misuse the e-consult and question why their request was not met. For example, some providers thought a referral request would result in other providers taking over their patient’s care. Some providers did not use e-consult due to a lack of understanding about transgender patients, including dimensions of gender (ie, body, identity, and expression) and transgender-specific health care needs.

Suggestions for Improving the E-consult Program

Providers suggested streamlining responses into sections to make them easier to read and understand. Redundant or templated sections could be moved to a common share point on the VA intranet. Additionally, providers suggested increasing provider and patient awareness of the program; for example, “Getting information out that, if the veteran has concerns, they
can go to their primary care clinics and get the process started, so they don’t have to go outside the VA.” Providers also suggested designating a point-person after an e-consult is completed, so that providers can follow-up and discuss the issue, and not just receive a one-sided, one-time response. Further, they suggested provision of additional provider education about transgender-specific health care needs through the e-consult and the VA Specialty Care Access Network-Extension for Community Healthcare Outcomes program. Creation of new programs would help educate providers about transgender veterans, including dimensions of gender and transgender-specific health care. Providers suggested that additional information and clarification be given to providers about the e-consult program’s operational processes and timeline for e-consults, including the estimated time required to enter an e-consult request and average wait time for a response.

Table 3. Comparison between urban and rural providers in 53 provider surveys.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Urban (n=35)</th>
<th>Rural (n=18)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discipline, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social work</td>
<td>6 (17.6)</td>
<td>2 (11.1)</td>
<td>.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>7 (20.6)</td>
<td>3 (16.7)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatry</td>
<td>4 (11.8)</td>
<td>3 (16.7)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary care</td>
<td>5 (14.7)</td>
<td>3 (16.7)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>5 (14.7)</td>
<td>4 (22.2)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>7 (20.6)</td>
<td>3 (16.7)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Training in transgender health prior to working with the VA b, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, 1 hour</td>
<td>5 (14.7)</td>
<td>1 (5.6)</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, &gt;1 to &lt;3 hours</td>
<td>8 (23.5)</td>
<td>3 (16.7)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, &gt;3 hours</td>
<td>4 (11.8)</td>
<td>3 (16.7)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>17 (50.0)</td>
<td>11 (61.1)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Training in transgender health while working with the VA, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>19 (57.6)</td>
<td>7 (38.9)</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>14 (42.4)</td>
<td>11 (61.1)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prior use of transgender e-consult, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2 (5.9)</td>
<td>3 (16.7)</td>
<td>.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>32 (94.1)</td>
<td>15 (83.3)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reasons for nonuse of the e-consult, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did not know about it</td>
<td>17 (50.0)</td>
<td>12 (66.7)</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not know how to access it</td>
<td>7 (20.6)</td>
<td>5 (27.8)</td>
<td>.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have not needed to use it yet</td>
<td>12 (35.3)</td>
<td>5 (27.8)</td>
<td>.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfortable with knowledge of transgender care</td>
<td>6 (17.6)</td>
<td>1 (5.6)</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient(s) told me they did not want me to use it</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have a colleague I can call on for help</td>
<td>11 (32.3)</td>
<td>2 (11.1)</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Template takes too long to complete</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Suggestions to encourage use of the e-consult, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More information about where to find e-consult in the chart</td>
<td>18 (52.9)</td>
<td>11 (61.1)</td>
<td>.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have more time to complete an e-consult</td>
<td>6 (17.6)</td>
<td>4 (22.2)</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeing more transgender patients</td>
<td>10 (29.4)</td>
<td>5 (27.8)</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-wide email announcements about the program</td>
<td>14 (41.2)</td>
<td>9 (50.0)</td>
<td>.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance on how to talk with patients about the program</td>
<td>17 (50.0)</td>
<td>8 (44.4)</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of years working in VA, mean (SD)</td>
<td>7.0 (0.8)</td>
<td>6.8 (1.4)</td>
<td>.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aNot applicable.
bVA: Department of Veterans Affairs
Quantitative Evaluation

Overall Analysis

Comparison of the three demographic characteristics between the census of providers who had encountered a transgender patient during the study period and the random sample of survey participants showed no significant differences in facilities ($P = .36$), number of visits ($P = .48$), and number of patients ($P = .31$) (data not shown). Of the 279 eligible providers, 53 responded to the survey (19% response rate). Providers were evenly distributed across disciplines (Table 3).

Among primary care practitioners, 5 were physicians, 3 were nurse practitioners, and 10 were “other” (ie, nurse practitioner in gynecology, art therapist, blind rehabilitation, clinical pharmacy specialist, physician in physical medicine and rehabilitation, nonspecific primary care provider, certified nutrition specialist, psychiatric nurse practitioner, registered dietitian nutritionist, vascular surgeon, or inpatient physician). On an average, the practitioners worked in the VA for 6.9 years (SD 5.3; range, ≤1–25 years). A total of 35 respondents (66%) viewed their VA facility as urban; 15 (28%), as rural; and 3 (6%), as highly rural.

Over half (53%) of the sample had no training in providing transgender health care before working in the VA. Among those who had prior training, 11% had 1 hour, 21% had >1 to <3 hours, and 15% had >3 hours of training. In addition, half of the sample (50%) indicated that while they were working for the VA, they received some form of training on providing care for transgender patients.

Nearly one-third (32%) of the providers encountered only 1 transgender patient in the previous 12 months, and 5 providers (9%) did not encounter any transgender patients in the last 12 months. The majority of the providers (87%) had encountered 1-9 transgender patients over the last 12 months, and 2 providers encountered >10 transgender patients.

The most-common reasons for nonuse of the e-consult were as follows: no knowledge about it, no need for it, and receipt of help from a colleague (Figure 1). The most-common suggestions to improve the program use were provision of more information about how to find and access e-consult through the EHR, VA-wide email announcements about the program, and guidance on how to talk with patients about the program (Figure 2).

Urban and Rural Differences

Post hoc exploratory analyses were conducted on the basis of the self-reported locale of the providers. Rural and highly rural respondents were combined in one category because of the small number of providers in highly rural facilities. We found no overall differences between urban and rural providers (Table 3).

Figure 1. Reasons for not using e-consultation from 53 provider surveys.
Discussion

Principal Findings

Increase of provider knowledge about transgender patients’ needs can reduce misconceptions and stigma and facilitate high-quality care provision [1,15]. The VA has improved transgender health care by becoming the first and largest US health care system to design and implement a national e-consult program for transgender health care to “respond to specific inquiries on a case-by-case basis” [10].

Because formal transgender health care is relatively new to the VA, it is crucial to understand health care providers’ experiences with a program designed to enhance their practice. Lessons learned can guide improvement and inform other health care organizations that may want to develop or replicate such a program. Some large health care organizations have implemented e-consult programs for several system needs, mainly those facilitating low-cost connections with specialists and continuity of care within the system [16-18]. The implementation of e-consults as a relatively inexpensive, structural service that consolidates clinical expertise into an accessible resource can be an asset for vulnerable populations and providers who serve them. Our study revealed the abovementioned assets among providers caring for patients who are transgender (eg, increased provider comfort with and confidence in transgender care provision) and elucidated the importance of the program in ensuring flexibility in response to provider’s dynamic needs (eg, structured responses to reduce response time).

Because the VA operates the single-largest health care system in the United States, we were able to specifically examine the experiences of providers at rural sites. Qualitative data showed that rural providers who have used e-consult faced unique challenges in providing quality care to transgender veterans. In particular, they did not have on-site providers with knowledge of and experience in transgender-specific care, who they could consult about the veteran. At times, they were unable to follow the e-consult recommendations they received for a specific patient, because the recommendations were not feasible at their location. Thus, the e-consult program did not provide local resources needed to follow providers’ advice. These themes highlight a conundrum that required more directed inquiry, such as exploring how providers in rural areas can deliver the same quality of care as their urban peers, consolidating e-consult responses to rural providers in order to develop tailored guidelines for providing transgender care in underresourced areas, or convening system-focused consensus meetings to bring together providers and administrators from both urban and rural settings to discuss creative quality-improvement strategies.

Although our quantitative analyses showed no statistically significant differentiation between urban and rural providers, the results suggested that rural respondents may be less likely than their urban peers to indicate that they have colleagues who can be informally called for help, reiterating that rural areas generally have limitations to health care infrastructure and availability of providers [19-21], which could have negative effects for care of unique minority populations such as transgender individuals [22-24]. Further research is needed to develop a better understanding of transgender health from the inputs of both providers and patients, specifically in rural settings.

Our results are consistent with existing research findings that highlight ongoing barriers to provision of quality transgender-specific care in VA and nonVA settings [25-28]. Although continually revised standards of care for transgender patients have been available through the World Professional Association for Transgender Health for over 2 decades [29], the majority of health care professionals do not receive training in transgender health [1]. For instance, in a survey of 132 deans representing medical schools in the United States and Canada, one-third reported 0 hours of LGBT-related content delivered during
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Abstract

Background: Successful models of information and communication technology (ICT) applied to cost-effective delivery of quality care in low- and middle-income countries (LMIC) are an increasing necessity. Severe thalassemia is one of the most common life-threatening noncommunicable diseases of children globally.

Objective: The aim was to study the impact of ICT on quality of care for severe thalassemia patients in LMIC.

Methods: A total of 1110 patients with severe thalassemia from five centers in India were followed over a 1-year period. The impact of consistent use of a Web-based platform designed to assist comprehensive management of severe thalassemia (ThalCare) on key indicators of quality of care such as minimum (pretransfusion) hemoglobin, serum ferritin, liver size, and spleen size were assessed.

Results: Overall improvements in initial hemoglobin, ferritin, and liver and spleen size were significant ($P<.001$ for each). For four centers, the improvement in mean pretransfusion hemoglobin level was statistically significant ($P<.001$). Four of five centers achieved reduction in mean ferritin levels, with two displaying a significant drop in ferritin ($P=.004$ and $P<.001$). One of the five centers did not record liver and spleen size on palpation, but of the remaining four centers, two witnessed a large drop in liver and spleen size ($P<.01$), one witnessed moderate drop ($P=.05$ for liver; $P=.03$ for spleen size), while the fourth witnessed a moderate increase in liver size ($P=.08$) and insignificant change in spleen size ($P=.12$).

Conclusions: Implementation of computer-assisted treatment planning and performance assessment consistently and positively impacted indexes reflecting effective delivery of care to patients suffering from severe thalassemia in LMIC.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(1):e9291) doi:10.2196/medinform.9291
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Introduction

Internet access has grown dramatically in low- and middle-income countries (LMIC) [1]; however, whether improved access to information and communication technologies (ICTs) can improve outcomes is an ongoing debate [2-6]. In fact, the application of information systems to improve access to health care in developing countries has faced many failures related to factors such as mismatch between ICT designs and local user actual needs, system maintenance, upgrades, and repairs [7-9]. The shifting need in many LMIC from infectious diseases and primary health care to chronic noncommunicable diseases (NCD) requiring tertiary care and specialized medical competencies underscores the urgent need to improve access to qualified consultation, patient monitoring, and outcomes assessment. Context-appropriate, friendly, and user-driven ICT systems may play a key role in achieving those goals.

Health care continues to be a challenge in India with only 7 physicians and 17.1 nurses for every 10,000 people against a global mean of 17.1 and 25.3, respectively [10]. Overburdened and underfunded health care prioritizes situations requiring acute medical care. The emergence of NCD in LMIC is driving many families into poverty (an estimated 40 million people a year only in India [11,12]), and the issue of consistency and value assessment in medical care becomes increasingly critical [13]. Last but not least is the need of data management to strengthen health care systems, support governments and other health-providing bodies, and improve research and higher medical education [14,15].

In the pediatric age group, severe hemoglobinopathies, namely severe thalassemia and sickle cell disease (SCD), represent the most frequent life-threatening NCD globally and are a major burden to affected families and health care systems [16-21]. It has been estimated that if the survival rate of children with SCD in Africa increases to only 50% from the current African norm, more than 6 million Africans will be living with SCD [22]. In India, severe thalassemia—a thalassemia syndrome with an inability to spontaneously maintain hemoglobin levels at or above 7 g/dL—is still the largest challenge in the spectrum of hereditary disorders [23-25].

Significant improvements have been made in the care and management of severe thalassemia in the last few decades [26,27]. However, the World Health Organization estimated that only about 9.6% of transfusion-dependent patients suffering from hemoglobin disorders are actually transfused in Southeast Asia [28] and management decisions are often driven by immediate short-term needs rather than established best practices and guidelines. The cumulative impact of years of improper management results in an avoidable morbidity and mortality burden [24,29,30].

The primary objective of care and management of severe thalassemia is to maintain adequate hemoglobin levels while controlling iron overload [31]. In the context of the developing world, it also includes the need to reverse the impact of ineffective and insufficient management from the past [32,33]. Pretransfusion hemoglobin level is the marker for adequacy of blood transfusions. Serum ferritin is a widely used and acceptable marker for iron overload [34,31]. Liver and/or spleen enlargement also reflect inadequate management and are quite easy to monitor by clinical examination; in fact, liver size on palpation remains one of the most relevant predictors of bone marrow transplant outcome [35,36].

With over 10,000 new patients with severe thalassemia estimated to be born in India alone every year [37], the challenge is to create smart delivery systems that reduce the burden on health care professionals while improving outcomes. We used information technology as an enabler to assist delivery of care to severe thalassemia patients.

Methods

Study Design

We measured the impact of computer-assisted treatment planning and performance assessment in five centers in India that adopted ThalCare between 2011 and 2017, namely Indira Gandhi Institute of Child Health in Bangalore, Project Samraksha (Rashtrotthana Parishat) in Bangalore, Thalassemia and Sickle Cell Society in Hyderabad, Rural Development Trust in Ananthpur, and Jai Shivshakti Center for Thalassemia (Jawaharlal Nehru Medical College) in Belgaum.

We selected four quality-of-care indicators: (1) pretransfusion hemoglobin level, (2) serial serum ferritins, (3) liver size, and (4) spleen size. First and fifth quarterly means of each parameter where compared with the intent of quantifying the impact made after a year of use. A total of 4709 visits, 3782 liver measurements, 3825 spleen measurements, and 957 ferritin tests were included in the study. The setup of the centers, staffing, patient age, and gender are summarized in Table 1.

Software Platform Description

The Web-based health ICT platform ThalCare is designed specifically to cater to data management and analytics needs of centers involved in care of severe thalassemia. It was built using free and open-source tools including LAMP (Linux, Apache, MYSQL, and PHP) and software stack using Drupal. This cloud-hosted app is accessible through any internet-enabled device with user-specific password-protected accounts. The system was secured and maintained in line with best practices for Web-based health care software. The app was remotely backed up periodically, the software stack was kept updated and guarded against known vulnerabilities, all user activity was logged, and inactivity-triggered timeouts enforced. The users had role-wise filtered access to data related to their own centers.
Table 1. Details of the centers and enrollment information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>IGICH</th>
<th>SAM</th>
<th>TSCS</th>
<th>RDT</th>
<th>JSCT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Host institution</td>
<td>Attached to a major academic children’s hospital</td>
<td>Attached to a stand-alone blood bank</td>
<td>Attached to a stand-alone blood bank</td>
<td>Attached to a rural hospital</td>
<td>Attached to a medical college</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctors, n</td>
<td>1 part-time</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 part-time</td>
<td>1 part-time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurses, n</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinators, n</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients, n(^b)</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient age (years), median(^b)</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient sex, n(^b)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)IGICH: Indira Gandhi Institute of Child Health; JSCT: Jai Shivshakti Center for Thalassemia; RDT: Rural Development Trust; SAM: Project Samraksha; TSCS: Thalassemia and Sickle Cell Society.

\(^b\)Data taken at the end of the fifth quarter of adoption of ThalCare.

The system allows capturing patient’s contact details, demographic details, socioeconomic information, past severe thalassemia management history, vaccination status, related medical details of other members of the family, etc, at enrollment. Thereafter every patient intervention, including vital signs recordings, clinical notes, blood transfusions, medical prescriptions, laboratory investigations, complications and their management, and growth-related information, are captured on the ICT platform. With comprehensive use of technology, the units are essentially paperless in their operations.

The majority of nurses and coordinators who entered most of the data had never used computer systems before and started using the system after one day of training. In the initial stages, data were reviewed daily and feedback was provided by phone or online sessions. A technology support team was always available on call and provided timely assistance. Within the first month of using the system, all relevant medical data were available on the system.

Textbox 1. Indicators available on the information and communication technology platform.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Biochemistry</strong></td>
<td>displays parameters outside reference range and reminds of the need to repeat the test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bone marrow transplant eligibility</strong></td>
<td>checks if one or more healthy sibling is available and if age is less than prescribed cut-off age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Complete blood count</strong></td>
<td>warns of cytopenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chelation</strong></td>
<td>notifies if chelation information is not available and indicates if there is a need to start chelation; also suggests if dose of the chelator is outside the prescribed ranges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ferritin</strong></td>
<td>alerts on the grading of the ferritin levels and give reminders for tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hemoglobin</strong></td>
<td>alerts if the patient has been discharged with the inappropriate hemoglobin levels in the past visits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serology</strong></td>
<td>alerts if the patient has one or more transfusion-transmitted infections and reminds for repeating the tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transfusion</strong></td>
<td>alerts on the rate of fall of hemoglobin per week and warns of ineffective blood transfusion therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ultrasound</strong></td>
<td>alerts on hepatosplenomegaly as per grading and reminds to repeat the tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vaccination</strong></td>
<td>alerts on vaccination status</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scheduling

Requests are sent to the blood bank specifying when blood will be needed, and visits are scheduled sufficiently in advance to match blood availability thus minimizing idle time for patients. An alert is generated for a missed appointment prompting the staff to contact families and reschedule visits.

Treatment Planning

When a patient comes for review, the caregiver updates the clinical record and reviews the system records for alerts on required interventions. The staff plan the day based on the inputs from patient indicators (Textbox 1). The system calculates the volume of blood to be transfused for each child based on preprogrammed configurable formulas; it enables investigations to be done at specified intervals thus facilitating early detection of complications, generates laboratory investigation forms and labels, and interfaces with multiple external laboratory information systems to place requests and retrieve reports.
Care Management
When meeting a patient, the caregiver has a summary of alerts and the system suggests possible interventions. Centers can deactivate certain alerts and only those which require action are visible to avoid alert fatigue [2,38]. Categorized clinical notes allows doctors to find context-appropriate details. Continuous dose adjustment is critical to the success of iron chelation therapy [39,40]: the system prompts if the medication doses do not agree with treatment protocols based on laboratory results and patient’s weight. The system also tracks compliance to treatment by tracking the purchase/issue of drugs [41] dispensed directly by centers.

Change in patient’s growth, blood counts, and other laboratory values are tracked over time. The system automatically converts height, weight [42,43], and ultrasound measures [44] into age-adjusted z scores and presents them as charts for better visualization. Laboratory values are color-coded using the red-amber-green methodology, and tooltips provide reference ranges. Subsequent patient visits are also scheduled based on the volume of blood transfused and the estimated posttransfusion hemoglobin levels.

All complications are recorded and tracked on the system enabling a comprehensive understanding of patient-specific medical needs.

Networking and Collaboration
The ICT platform enables point-of-care professionals to seek advice from more experienced centers. Queries posted on the system are answered asynchronously by experts who are part of the network and have access to the entire clinical history. This enables relatively junior local doctors to team up with specialists and enhance clinical management. Periodic review of the center’s progress and challenges is also done through online meetings.

Blood Bank Coordination
The ICT platform allows the clinical team to monitor qualitative and quantitative aspects of associated blood bank support including time elapsed between collection and issue of blood, leukoreduction/depletion, blood request processing time, unavailability of blood locally, demand for replacement blood, and transfusion reaction.

Outcomes and Performance Monitoring
In addition to severe thalassemia treatment planning and daily workflow organization, the ICT platform can generate outcome analysis and drive quality control. The Thal Report Card is a periodic autogenerated ICT report which summarizes the status of the patients at the center and allows for a quick review of the center’s performance. The report is automatically emailed to the health care providers and administrators every week and at the beginning of the month so that everyone involved has a clear view of the status and challenges.

Adverse changes in metrics in the report card act as triggers for quality improvement at the center. Objective evaluation allows discussions to be based on quantified hard data. Most centers have weekly meetings to discuss unit-specific issues and monthly meetings to discuss overall direction and progress. Transparent reporting is also a motivator for involved personnel, who get immediate visibility and recognition, and has allowed nursing staff at these institutions to take on a more active role in patient care and monitoring. The centers also participate in annual preview with peer benchmarking and sharing of best practices.

Transparency, Accountability, and Community Engagement
Another key aspect of the Thal Report Card is that it enables data-driven communication with funding agencies, regulators, administrators, and patient groups to monitor progress. Positive changes act as a catalyst to further aid resource mobilization, while transparent reporting builds accountability leading to continuous quality improvement.

Patient App
The ICT platform allows patients to log in and track their medical progress, see laboratory reports and appointments, and interact with the treating team leading to enhanced awareness and involvement (Figure 1). This helps maintain accurate and updated personal medical information while eliminating the need for paper documents and vastly simplifying record keeping. However, this was useful only for the more educated patients/families.

Statistical Analysis
Data collected from the ICT platform was summarized using MS Excel. The mean values of the pretransfusion hemoglobin levels and liver and spleen sizes were compared using Welch t test (independent two-sample, two-tailed assuming unequal size and unequal variance) and ferritin was compared using matched-pair t tests using R version 3.3.2.
Results

Adequacy of Blood Transfusions

Overall improvement in pretransfusion hemoglobin was highly significant (P<.001) and the same was seen in four centers (Table 2). The improvement was statistically significant in four (P<.001), whereas the fifth center saw a marginal drop of 0.1 gm/dL (P=.09).

The number of visits increased from a mean of 0.7 (range 0.5-1.5) visits per month to 1.1 (range 0.8-1.4) visits per month. Four centers sourced all blood from the attached blood banks. The need for patients to get blood from outside fell from 17% to 11% in the fifth center. The mean duration between collection and issue of blood was 4.3 (SD 2.9) days. In three centers, blood was processed within 3 hours; one center did not measure this time and the remaining center took 4.7 hours. Transfusion-transmitted infection prevalence was 1.8% (range 0%-2.9%). Of this, 1.7% was detected at registration with ThalCare and 0.12% was detected subsequently.

Iron Overload Management

The overall reduction in mean ferritin levels was significant (P<.001). Two centers achieved significant reduction in mean ferritin levels (P<.001 and P=.004), two had an insignificant drop (P=.80 and P=.50), and the remaining one had an insignificant increase (P=.80) (see Table 2).

Of the 983 changes made to chelation drug doses, 521 (53.0%) were made as a response to system-generated alerts for dose change.

Response to Liver and Spleen Size on Palpation

Overall, there was highly significant improvement in liver (P<.001) and spleen (P<.001) sizes. One center did not record liver and spleen size. Two witnessed highly significant drops in liver and spleen size (P<.01), one witnessed moderate drop (P=.05 for liver; P=.03 for spleen), while the fourth witnessed increase in liver size (P=.08) and insignificant change in spleen size (P=.12) (see Table 2).
Table 2. Change in the key parameters in the first year of adoption of ThalCare.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Pretransfusion Hb (g/dL)</th>
<th>Ferritin (ng/mL)</th>
<th>Liver size (cm)</th>
<th>Spleen size (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P value</td>
<td>P value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>8.0 (1.6)</td>
<td>1009</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>4940 (4628)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGICH ₪</td>
<td>7.1 (1.4)</td>
<td>151</td>
<td></td>
<td>3856 (3050)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAM ₫</td>
<td>8.2 (2.0)</td>
<td>232</td>
<td></td>
<td>5376 (2843)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSCS ₪</td>
<td>8.2 (1.3)</td>
<td>405</td>
<td></td>
<td>3281 (1537)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDT ₫</td>
<td>7.9 (1.6)</td>
<td>221</td>
<td></td>
<td>3959 (4051)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSCT ₫</td>
<td>7.5 (1.7)</td>
<td>369</td>
<td></td>
<td>5916 (6380)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P value</td>
<td>P value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>8.3 (1.3)</td>
<td>2891</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>3517 (2262)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGICH</td>
<td>7.7 (1.4)</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>2849 (1647)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAM</td>
<td>8.7 (1.3)</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>4569 (2916)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSCS</td>
<td>8.1 (1.3)</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>3363 (2039)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDT</td>
<td>9.1 (1.3)</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>3404 (2328)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSCT</td>
<td>9.5 (1.4)</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>3363 (1785)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Not applicable.

b IGICH: Indira Gandhi Institute of Child Health.

c SAM: Project Samraksha.

d TSCS: Thalassemia and Sickle Cell Society.

e RDT: Rural Development Trust.

f JSCT: Jai Shivshakti Center for Thalassemia.

Other Changes

For each day of work at the thalassemia clinic, a mean 1.3 (range 1.0-1.7) users logged in with at least one record posted from within the center. Multiple log-ins/posts by the same user were counted as 1. The mean records posted per day was 30.6 (range 17.0-53.8).

The total percentage of external consultations ranged from 0% to 92% with a mean of 19.24% (786/4086). Nurses and coordinators from three centers heavily relied on remote advice. Involvement of remote hematologists helped identify 23 patients with SCD and 7 patients with hereditary spherocytosis, all of whom were being inappropriately treated with blood transfusions. This was subsequently corrected.

No nurse initially delegated to work in the thalassemia day care center changed job location during the study period.

Identification of candidates suitable for transplantation led to 391 patients getting human leukocyte antigen-typed and prepared for bone marrow transplantation from these centers. In all, 43 were transplanted with overall survival of 93% and disease-free survival of 77% at a mean cost of US $13,000 per transplant, including pretransplant preparation and late complications [45,46]. For these patients, online software specific for bone marrow transplantation was used [47].

Discussion

The adoption of an electronic system for patient care was smooth in all centers. The high degree of daily usage (1.3 user log-ins per center and 30.6 posts per day) demonstrates that the ICT platform was well received and operated by the users. We believe that the use of information technology and outcome measurement led to much-needed recognition of the impact created by individuals in the team—especially at a junior level—and may have contributed to the low professional turnover observed in our centers [48].

The ICT platform integrates with the laboratory information systems relieving both health care professionals and parents from the effort of tracking and securing reports. Autogenerated labels for samples, computer-generated blood request forms, and electronic laboratory integration decreased work burden. No additional manpower was recruited just for data management and no additional compensation paid for ICT platform usage.

More patients were managed (increase of 0% to 83% with a mean of 18% between centers) after the adoption of ICT platform. The cost of using ThalCare was less than US $200 per month per center.

Of all amendments made to chelation doses, 53% were triggered by the ICT platform. Unintended omissions of clinical interventions such as timely dose modification were significantly reduced, even as the clinicians devoted a similar amount of
time. We observed better adherence to prescribed regular investigations and better estimation of the blood volume to be transfused.

Ensuring regular supply of blood is a considerable challenge in LMIC and often the family is made responsible to organize blood [49]. The ICT platform helped improve the relationship between treatment center and blood banks as pointed out by the reduced need for third-party blood banks. Regular sharing of data on the turnaround time for blood processing, time between collection and issue of blood products, reporting of transfusion reactions, and careful monitoring of transfusion-transmitted infections allowed the blood banks to implement internal changes meeting the specific requirements of the severe thalassemia clinic.

Often the only medical record available for a child diagnosed with severe thalassemia continues to be notebooks, files, or at best a preprinted diary, which are often soiled, worn out, and prone to being lost. The ICT platform relieves the family from the burden of having to maintain the essential medical history of the child. Unfortunately, so far the uptake of the patient app has been very limited primarily for socioeconomic reasons. This is an area of concern which we continue to work on.

Poverty, ignorance, and illiteracy continue to be significant challenges in LMIC [12,50]. Often the responsibility of adhering to treatment protocol, including getting regular tests done and seeking appointments, is passed on to the family. The socially better-placed families end up getting better quality of care—even as the neglect of the most vulnerable ones continues [51]. Systematic monitoring of each patient’s clinical status allows early identification of those patients who need more attention—decoupling the family’s socioeconomic status from the actual awareness and recognition of the patient’s needs. By achieving this, the ICT platform has the potential to improve equity in access to care.

All blood components were provided free of charge [52] and centers were largely supported by nonprofit organizations mentioned in the Acknowledgment section. The mean overall cost per child was about US $1000 per year. This is a third of the cost of management estimated in India in 2008 (which is likely to have increased with inflation) [53].

With NCD-related health care costs rising and becoming an increasing concern globally, the need for judicious, accountable, and traceable use of resources seems increasingly relevant. The ICT platform enables measurability of the delivery of care, provides a way to maintain an internal check, and to generate outcome reporting.

An example of the impact on strategic planning aided by the ICT platform is the decision on purchasing deferoxamine infusion pumps and loaning them to the patients. Similarly, data continues to support the centers in their decision to select the method for leukoreduction of blood products.

The role of ICT in enabling tertiary care in developing countries has been described earlier [47] and challenges on the road to sustainable implementation have been noted [54-56]. Our experience shows successful adoption and sustained use of the ICT platform across five centers in different settings with enhanced outcomes.

Given the general shortage of qualified health care professionals, the ICT platform may have a critical role enabling networking and collaboration. Electronically maintained, well-structured records help overcome wide gaps in the availability of specialists. It is notable that 19% of all consultations were made by health service providers outside the center; the number was as high as 92% for a less experienced center. It is important to highlight that when aided online, the less experienced centers performed as well as their more experienced counterparts. The fact that mismanaged patients were identified and their treatment course corrected by peers from more experienced centers is an example of the possibilities such a model of collaboration brings in. The system can enable that knowledge and best practices are propagated seamlessly allowing centers to be involved in more frequent and well-directed knowledge exchange with peers.

A unique differentiator of this experience has been the fact that unlike the usual practice of limiting the use of ICT to enable collaboration between centers for seeking advice on telemedicine basis or specific periodic interactions, ICT was used for asynchronous teamwork. Apart from being more traceable, this makes it convenient across individual schedules and time zones, thereby creating a sort of patient-specific forum.

In conclusion, our model suggests that computer-assisted treatment planning and performance assessment can significantly improve indexes associated with the effective delivery of care to patients suffering from severe thalassemia. In our experience, a focused context-appropriate, user-driven online IT (Information Technology) tool can have major impact on health care delivery and, importantly, this can occur independently of additional financial and professional resources. Finally, our observation underscores how ICT assists objective outcome reporting, which is the ultimate indicator of quality of care.
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Abstract

Background: The data missing from patient profiles in intensive care units (ICUs) are substantial and unavoidable. However, this incompleteness is not always random or because of imperfections in the data collection process.

Objective: This study aimed to investigate the potential hidden information in data missing from electronic health records (EHRs) in an ICU and examine whether the presence or missingness of a variable itself can convey information about the patient health status.

Methods: Daily retrieval of laboratory test (LT) measurements from the Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care III database was set as our reference for defining complete patient profiles. Missingness indicators were introduced as a way of representing presence or absence of the LTs in a patient profile. Thereafter, various feature selection methods (filter and embedded feature selection methods) were used to examine the predictive power of missingness indicators. Finally, a set of well-known prediction models (logistic regression [LR], decision tree, and random forest) were used to evaluate whether the absence status itself of a variable recording can provide predictive power. We also examined the utility of missingness indicators in improving predictive performance when used with observed laboratory measurements as model input. The outcome of interest was in-hospital mortality and mortality at 30 days after ICU discharge.

Results: Regardless of mortality type or ICU day, more than 40% of the predictors selected by feature selection methods were missingness indicators. Notably, employing missingness indicators as the only predictors achieved reasonable mortality prediction on all days and for all mortality types (for instance, in 30-day mortality prediction with LR, we achieved area under the curve of the receiver operating characteristic [AUROC] of 0.6836±0.012). Including indicators with observed measurements in the prediction models also improved the AUROC; the maximum improvement was 0.0426. Indicators also improved the AUROC for Simplified Acute Physiology Score II model—a well-known ICU severity of illness score—confirming the additive information of the indicators (AUROC of 0.8045±0.0109 for 30-day mortality prediction for LR).

Conclusions: Our study demonstrated that the presence or absence of LT measurements is informative and can be considered a potential predictor of in-hospital and 30-day mortality. The comparative analysis of prediction models also showed statistically significant prediction improvement when indicators were included. Moreover, missing data might reflect the opinions of examining clinicians. Therefore, the absence of measurements can be informative in ICUs and has predictive power beyond the measured data themselves. This initial case study shows promise for more in-depth analysis of missing data and its informativeness in ICUs. Future studies are needed to generalize these results.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(1):e11605) doi:10.2196/11605
Introduction

Background

The increased adoption of electronic health record (EHR) systems has boosted interest in the secondary use of EHR data [1]. Although the literature has introduced various dimensions for EHR data quality, completeness and correctness have been reported as the fundamental dimensions [1,2]. Although these issues can also be observed in paper-based records, EHR brought us the opportunity to identify them faster and helped us with addressing them. The data missing from clinical contexts are substantial [3,4] and unavoidable [5]; many studies have focused on resolving this issue [6-8]. Although many researchers treat missing data as a challenge [9-18], others continue to debate whether lack of completeness also provides useful information [4,19-21]. Researchers do agree that a part of this incompleteness is not random or because of imperfections in the data collection process [21,22]. Recently, Angiel et al [21] demonstrated that the laboratory ordering time (ie, the interval between 2 orders of a laboratory test; LT) for some LT is more informative than the actual values in predicting 3-year survival. Our study focuses on systematically investigating the implications or possible value of lack of data, particularly in intensive care units (ICUs) and proposes a representation method for missing data to capture hidden information. In general, 2 reasons are given for missing data in EHRs:

• No intention to collect: the clinical variable was never measured because there was no clinical indication to do so—the patient was not suffering from a relevant symptom or comorbidity [4] or it could not be measured [19].

• Intention to collect: records are missing although the variables were measured [4].

Therefore, the health care process (eg, clinicians’ decision to order a test and nurse data entry) affects the recorded EHR and can cause incompleteness in data.

Incomplete EHR data can complicate or prohibit the data analysis process, as many machine learning (ML) algorithms assume that there are no missing data in the dataset or require users to clean the data in the preprocessing stage and so provide a complete dataset. Therefore, from a research perspective, the ideal situation is to increase the amount and accuracy of EHR documentation by employing approaches that focus on intention to collect such as reducing the error in data entry or increasing data documentation in terms of resolution. Although the current amount of testing and bloodwork has been reported as actually redundant in ICUs [23-25] and requires extra time and work from clinicians [4], these approaches suffer from their own shortcomings. Besides analytical methods that can handle missing data (that are missing at random) such as decision trees (DTs) or mixed-effects models for longitudinal data, other approaches usually assume missing data are missing completely at random. In general, the literature proposes 3 analytical approaches: complete case analysis (CCA) or deletion, available case analysis (ACA), and imputation.

CCA starts with the list of variables included in the analysis and discards records with missing data on any of the variables. However, this subsample might not be a random sample of the population. Although researchers argue that sample selection based on the predefined eligibility criteria in randomized clinical trials can limit the external generalizability of these studies [26], CCA in studies using EHR data can also potentially threaten the external validity of a study [19] and cause bias as the literature shows a statistically significant relationship between severity of illness and data completeness [20]. A study [19] on 10,000 EHRs from patients receiving anesthetic service showed that patients with an anesthesiologists physical status (ASA) [27] class-4 fitness rating had 5.05 more days with laboratory results and 6.85 more days with medication orders than patients with ASA class 1, suggesting more data are recorded for sicker patients than healthier patients. Thus, imposing complete case requirements when using EHR data for secondary use can cause bias toward selecting patients with more severe conditions (or several comorbidities). Despite this drawback, CCA has been identified as the leading approach in studies on ICU data [28]. That said, CCA provides valid inference only when data are missing completely at random (MCAR), which is unlikely in practice [29].

The ACA (or pairwise deletion) uses all available data for a given analysis. In other words, it maximizes the availability of data by an analysis-by-analysis basis [30]. The advantage of this method is that more data are included in each analysis than with CCA. It also allows for valid inference by likelihood-based models when missing data are ignorable—often the case when the data are missing at random (MAR) [29]. Although ACA is an improvement to CCA [30], it also has limitations. As different samples are being used in each analysis, not only is comparison of various analyses impossible [31] but also using different samples for estimating the parameters of interest has occasionally led to biased or mathematically inconsistent results [32-34].

Imputation methods, which try to draw inferences from incomplete data, rely on knowing the mechanism of missingness, which cannot be validated from the available data. Single imputation methods suffer from 2 problems. First, an inference based on imputed data can be biased if the underlying assumptions are not valid. Second, because imputed data are assumed to be true, the model’s statistical precision is overstated. Multiple imputation methods, in spite of their promising performance, rely on parametric assumptions that, if not valid, can lead to incorrect imputation. Due to these limitations, imputation methods should be used with caution and checking underlying assumptions with clinicians is highly recommended [5]. However, Gorelick [35], in a simulation study, demonstrated that either CCA or imputation could cause bias in predictive modeling, and that assuming missing values to be normal when missingness rates are high and substituting them with normal values would also cause substantial bias. In brief, if primary assumptions are not fully satisfied, neither considering complete or available cases nor imputating missing data is likely to yield...
reliable results. Furthermore, these statistical methods on their own are not sufficient to capture the hidden information about the patient health status and care process in the complex EHR data. Alternatively, we can try to learn from what is missing rather than only dealing with missingness as a deficiency.

**Objectives**

This case study provides evidence that missing data in ICU might be missing because of the patient’s health status or health care process and introduces a new method for representing patient profiles. In this representation, auxiliary variables, called indicators, are used to represent the presence or absence of a measurement and might convey the possible hidden information in the missing data. Then, by employing various analytical methods, this study attempts to demonstrate the informativeness of missing data. In the rest of the study, the term missing data is used to describe not-at-random missing information in patient profiles. In other words, the potential informativeness of data that has not been recorded by choice is of interest.

**Methods**

**Measurement Protocol and Data Collection**

As patient monitoring strongly relies on clinical needs, no universal standards for ICU data completeness have been established [36-38]. However, a study by Frassica in 2005 [39] published a list of the top 80% of LTs common to all ICU patients within a university teaching hospital. We revised this list based on the presence of these tests in our database and updated it with input from an ICU clinician to reflect current practices (Textbox 1).

The data for this study were collected from the Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care III (MIMIC-III) [40] database which contains data from 38,597 distinct adult patients admitted to the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston, Massachusetts, between 2001 and 2012. For patient cohort selection, a tailored version of the generalized cohort selection heuristics for retrospective EHR studies introduced by Harrell et al [41] was used. The data for first admission to 1 of the 5 ICUs—medical ICU, surgical ICU, cardiac care unit, cardiac surgery recovery unit, and trauma surgical ICU—were extracted for adult patients (aged 15 years or older). Included patients must have had at least one data point in any of the variable categories during the first, second, and third days of their ICU stay.

**Data Preprocessing and Missing Data Representation**

Each day’s extracted data were mapped into a matrix with columns for measurements and rows for patients. Therefore, we had a column for each daily measurement of LTs, resulting in 36 columns for LTs. An auxiliary matrix was generated to store binary values reflecting the presence (0) or absence (1) of measurements. As many well-performing ML algorithms are designed to work with a complete data matrix, 2 methods—predictive mean matching (PMM) [42] and hot deck (HD)—were used to impute missing values. PMM is a commonly used and well-accepted imputation method in public health research [43] and is also robust against model misspecification [44]. HD imputation is used commonly in applied data analysis when missing data exist [45].

**Textbox 1.** A total of 36 laboratory tests used in investigating informativeness of missing data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable category and variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Top 80% laboratory tests and profiles common to all intensive care units [39] reviewed and revised by domain expert</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Alanine aminotransferase (ALT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Alkaline phosphatase (ALK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Aspartate aminotransferase (AST)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Arterial blood gases: pH, partial pressure of carbon dioxide (PCO₂), and partial pressure of oxygen (PO₂)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Base excess (BE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Basic metabolic panel: sodium (Na), potassium (K), chloride (Cl), bicarbonate (HCO₃⁻), anion gap (AG), blood glucose (BG), blood urea nitrogen (BUN), and creatinine (Cr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Complete blood count: white blood cells (WBCs), red blood cells (RBCs), hemoglobin (HGB), hematocrit (HCT), mean corpuscular volume (MCV), mean corpuscular hemoglobin (MCH), mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration (MCHC), red cell distribution width (RDW), platelet count (PLT), absolute monocytes (MO), absolute eosinophils (EO), absolute basophils (BA), absolute lymphocytes (LY), and absolute neutrophils (NE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Lactate (Lac)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Calcium (Ca)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Magnesium (Mg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Phosphate (Phos)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Partial thromboplastin time (PTT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Prothrombin time (PT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Total bilirubin (TBil)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Given that imputed values are indistinguishable to the ML algorithm from true values, we combined the original matrix and auxiliary matrix to form an augmented matrix that directly indicates where values were imputed. This was done to mitigate the risk of treating imputed values the same as actual values, in a setting where the underlying reason for missing data is not fully known (Figure 1). Missing data indicators in this augmented matrix might also provide extra information about the reliability of the values (actual and imputed values) and potentially preserve any meaningful missing data patterns. Missingness indicators have been used as a method of handling missing data in epidemiological and clinical studies. However, in the current use of indicators, missing values are set to a fixed value (0 or the normal value for the variable) and the indicators are used as dummy variables in analytical models to indicate that a value was missing [46,47]. Studies have shown that this method causes bias as the missing values are imputed with a single value [48]. In our study, we are not using indicators as dummy variables; instead, we are introducing them as a source of information to be used besides imputation methods.

Validation
Several validation techniques are available in medical research. In this study, for all experiments where applicable, we used cross-validation technique (10-fold cross-validation). We also repeated the cross-validation procedure several times (20 times) to acquire more stable results as suggested in the literature [49].

Figure 1. An example of the augmented data matrix, the imputed data matrix (imputed values are underlined and italicized), and the auxiliary matrix (containing the missingness indicators: 0-present, 1-absent).
Assessments

Exploratory Analysis

First, the trends of missingness among LTs were visualized for comparison. Afterward, pairwise correlation among indicators, using Phi coefficient, was done to explore the general behavior of missingness. The Elixhauser [50] and the Charlson [51] comorbidity indices are the most common comorbidity scores in clinical applications. The literature has shown that the Elixhauser Comorbidity Index (ECI) in general has the best performance [52-55]. This better performance can be the result of (1) including new comorbidities in ECI, (2) the differences in the coding of variables common between both indices, or (3) a combination of the first and second factors [53]. The Simplified Acute Physiology Score II (SAPS-II) [56] scoring system that has been widely used by most ICUs for predicting illness severity was also chosen. Therefore, the association of missingness rates with ECI and SAPS-II was investigated using Spearman correlation. Besides the clinical information, SAPS-II also has the information about type of admission (scheduled surgical, medical, or unscheduled surgical) and presence of 3 chronic diseases (metastatic cancer, hematologic malignancy, and AIDS).

Feature Selection

After exploratory analyses, we assessed the importance of the indicators as potential predictors. First, we used feature selection methods, which are widely used to determine which predictors should be used in a model, particularly for high-dimensional data [22]. Two copies of the augmented matrix (derived from HD and PMM imputation) were fed to various feature selection methods. Our study considered in-hospital and 30-day postdischarge mortality as outcomes. Overall, we used 2 categories of supervised feature selection methods described below.

First, filter techniques evaluated the importance of a predictor by looking at data properties. Filter methods, in general, use a metric to identify irrelevant features and filter out the redundant predictors from the data matrix [57]. We selected 3 different metrics: LR beta value, relief algorithm [58], and information gain (InfGain) [59]. The relief algorithm examines the relevance of predictors based on their power to distinguish between similar patients with the same and different outcome. InfGain measures the reduction in entropy of the class variable achieved by partitioning the data based on the index predictor; relevant predictors receive a high InfGain value [60]. This ensemble of the scoring methods was then used to determine the normalized informativeness of all predictors. Aggregating these methods in one score provides a tool for comparing predictors from different aspects.

Second, we used embedded techniques to search for the optimal set of predictors. In these techniques, feature selection is embedded in the model’s construction and interacts with the classifier. Least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO), used in this study, is a penalizing method in this category. LASSO regression in its objective functions considers a penalty that equals to the sum of the absolute values of the coefficients. As absolute function ($L_1$ norm) is not differentiable, the estimated coefficients are close to 0, and some will be exactly 0 resulting in an automatic variable selection. For this and the next experiments, 10-fold cross-validation with 20 repeats was used (leading to 200 repetitions in total). This number of repetitions is recommended to achieve desired accuracy for prediction performance estimation [49].

Predictive Modeling

In the last assessment, we first trained group of classification models, including DT, logistic regression (LR), and random forest (RF), on the indicator and imputed data matrices and evaluate their performance for predicting desired outcomes using the area under the curve of the receiver operating characteristic (AUROC) validation metric. Thereafter, new models were trained using the augmented data matrix and their performance was compared with that of the original to determine whether the indicators have predictive power and can boost the models’ predictive accuracy. We also investigated the predictive performance of SAPS-II score, and then we added indicators to these scores to examine the impact of indicators beyond SAPS-II score. It is worth mentioning that in this assessment, the absolute accuracy of the models is not of our interest, instead, the relative improvement in the performance when including indicators as input. That is, achieving the best possible mortality prediction AUROC is not the objective of this study.

Results

Population

The analyses of the first 24 hours ICU stays included 32,618 patients but decreased to 20,381 for the second 24-hour interval, as many patients were discharged after 24 hours. The third 24-hour period included 13,670 patients. Of these groups, 10.99% (3586/32,618), 13.59% (2769/20,381), and 16.19% (2213/13,670) experienced death in-hospital and 15.12% (4933/32,618), 18.26% (3722/20,381), and 21.32% (2915/13,670) experienced death within 30 days of discharge, respectively. Figure 2 demonstrates the retrospective study design.

Exploratory Analysis

Missingness rates for LTs ranges from 1.36% (445/32,618) to 88.27% (12066/13,670) in the first 72 hours after admission. Figure 3 shows the missingness rate for LTs over 3 days. Absolute basophils (BA), absolute eosinophils (EO), absolute monocytes (MO), absolute lymphocytes (LY), absolute neutrophils (NE), alanine aminotransferase (ALT), alkaline phosphatase (ALK), aspartate aminotransferase (AST), total bilirubin (TBil), and lactate (Lac) were among the less-common LTs and were missing in the profiles of more than 60% of patients.

We calculated the association between each indicator and the mortality flag. Although association values were small, on day 1, ALT, ALK, AST, and TBil stand out as the top LTs associated with both types of mortality.
Figure 2. The retrospective cohort study design. LOS: length of stay.

Figure 3. The average missingness rate among patients for laboratory tests in the first 72 hours of admission.
On days 2 and 3, partial pressure of carbon dioxide (PCO$_2$), partial pressure of oxygen (PO$_2$), and base excess (BE) were the top LTs associated with both mortality types. Lac also joined the top tests on day 2 for 30-day mortality. Detailed association values are provided in See Multimedia Appendix 1.

Figure 4 visualizes the pairwise correlations among indicators. In total, 7 major groups of highly correlated ($\rho \geq .95$) indicators were observed in the results using Phi coefficient: (1) BA, MO, NE, EO, and LY; (2) mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration (MCHC), red cell distribution width (RDW) mean corpuscular volume (MCV), red blood cell (RBC), and mean corpuscular hemoglobin (MCH); (3) BE, PCO$_2$, and PO$_2$; (4) TBil, ALT, AST, and ALK; (5) Blood urea nitrogen (BUN) and creatinine (Cr); (6) chloride (Cl) and bicarbonate (HCO$_3$); (7) partial thromboplastin time (PTT) and prothrombin time (PT).

The Spearman correlation between missingness rates and ECI was also calculated daily. Results show a statistically significant correlation between these variables (day 1: $\rho = -.233$; day 2: $\rho = -.196$; day 3: $\rho = -.184$; $P < .001$). The same assessment was done using SAPS-II. The results were in line with the previous one and demonstrate higher correlation (day 1: $\rho = -.315$; day 2: $\rho = -.277$; day 3: $\rho = -.234$; $P < .001$). These findings are interesting as they confirm that the missingness of data is associated with patient severity of illness.

Feature Selection: Missing Data Indicators as Important Predictors

Each of the imputation methods was applied to the original dataset, and the potential informativeness of missingness indicators in comparison with actual variables was investigated using an ensemble of the most representative filter selection methods [61]: LR beta value, relief, and InfGain. Table 1 shows the top 18 variables selected on each day based on the PMM-generated imputed matrix predicting 30-day mortality. BUN, RDW, and anion gap (AG) were among the top variables in all 3 days. Indicators for TBil, phosphate (Phos), calcium (Ca), and Lac were selected on the first day, whereas indicators for Lac, BE, PO$_2$, and PCO$_2$ were among the top features on the second and third days. PTT and pH indicators were also among the important indicators on the third day.
Table 1. The top 18 variables selected on each day after employing predictive mean matching imputation with regard to 30-day mortality. I at the beginning of the variables’ names means indicator. Numbers represent the ranking after aggregating the ranking results from the 3 different feature selection methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day 1</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Day 2</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Day 3</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BUN(^a)</td>
<td>.762397</td>
<td>AG(^b)</td>
<td>.795419</td>
<td>RDW(^c)</td>
<td>.748997</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDW</td>
<td>.680087</td>
<td>HCO(_3)(^d)</td>
<td>.783337</td>
<td>BUN</td>
<td>.666667</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCHC(^e)</td>
<td>.668965</td>
<td>BUN</td>
<td>.77677</td>
<td>HCO(_3)</td>
<td>.544964</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AG</td>
<td>.540484</td>
<td>BE(^f)</td>
<td>.609532</td>
<td>BE</td>
<td>.540542</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-Ca(^g)</td>
<td>.436429</td>
<td>RDW</td>
<td>.608711</td>
<td>pH</td>
<td>.488433</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr(^h)</td>
<td>.436071</td>
<td>I-PO(_2)^i</td>
<td>.587151</td>
<td>AG</td>
<td>.450426</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCO(_3)^j</td>
<td>.416741</td>
<td>I-PCO(_2)</td>
<td>.585947</td>
<td>I-Lac(^j)</td>
<td>.418716</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO(_2)(^k)</td>
<td>.404289</td>
<td>I-BE</td>
<td>.585592</td>
<td>I-pH</td>
<td>.40463</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCV(^l)</td>
<td>.386964</td>
<td>Cl(^m)</td>
<td>.53158</td>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>.400008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-Phos(^n)</td>
<td>.374431</td>
<td>PT(^o)</td>
<td>.462085</td>
<td>Phos</td>
<td>.387661</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTT(^p)</td>
<td>.353913</td>
<td>Lac</td>
<td>.461869</td>
<td>I-PCO(_2)</td>
<td>.387019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGB(^q)</td>
<td>.342786</td>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>.451999</td>
<td>I-PO(_2)</td>
<td>.386739</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>.32767</td>
<td>PTT</td>
<td>.424956</td>
<td>I-BE</td>
<td>.385935</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lac</td>
<td>.320339</td>
<td>Na(^f)</td>
<td>.422474</td>
<td>PCO(_2)</td>
<td>.367257</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>.320299</td>
<td>Phos</td>
<td>.419171</td>
<td>NE(^o)</td>
<td>.360791</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-Lac</td>
<td>.318216</td>
<td>I-Lac</td>
<td>.415475</td>
<td>MCV</td>
<td>.351266</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCO(_2)</td>
<td>.316668</td>
<td>MCV</td>
<td>.368343</td>
<td>I-PTT</td>
<td>.338352</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-TBil(^t)</td>
<td>.31277</td>
<td>MCHC</td>
<td>.363146</td>
<td>Lac</td>
<td>.331205</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)BUN: blood urea nitrogen.  
\(^b\)AG: anion gap.  
\(^c\)RDW: red cell distribution width.  
\(^d\)HCO\(_3\): bicarbonate.  
\(^e\)MCHC: mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration.  
\(^f\)BE: base excess.  
\(^g\)CA: calcium.  
\(^h\)Cr: creatinine.  
\(^i\)PO\(_2\): partial pressure of oxygen.  
\(^j\)Lac: lactate.  
\(^k\)PCO\(_2\): partial pressure of carbon dioxide.  
\(^l\)MCV: mean corpuscular volume.  
\(^m\)Cl: chloride.  
\(^n\)Phos: phosphate.  
\(^o\)PT: prothrombin time.  
\(^p\)PTT: partial thromboplastin time.  
\(^q\)HGB: hemoglobin.  
\(^r\)Na: sodium.  
\(^s\)NE: absolute neutrophils.  
\(^t\)TBil: total bilirubin.

Similar results were observed when using the HD imputation method, except that ALT and Phos were also selected on the first and second day, respectively. Moreover, PTT and pH indicators were not among the important indicators on the third.
Results for in-hospital mortality were slightly different (Table 2). Although the selected indicators were almost the same as for 30-day mortality, more indicators were selected on the first day for in-hospital mortality, implying that indicators are more associated with in-hospital mortality than 30-day mortality. Detailed results are available in Multimedia Appendix 1.

To validate our previous results, we assessed the predictive power of the indicators using embedded feature selection methods. Each day, a LASSO model was trained on the augmented data from HD and PMM imputation using 10-fold cross-validation with 20 repeats. In general, the AUROC of mortality prediction (in-hospital and 30-day postdischarge) and number of selected variables decreased from days 1 to 3 (Table 3).

Moreover, prediction of in-hospital mortality resulted in higher AUROCs than 30-day mortality. Regardless of mortality type, on all days, more than 40% of the predictors selected by the best-performing model were indicators. Moreover, more than 61% of selected predictors were indicators on the third day. Sliding lambda to compromise the predictor number and model performance led to almost the same results. Generally, more than 40% of the selected predictors were indicators, and on the third day, this number increased to 61%.

Results in this section once more confirm the informativeness of missing data as missingness indicators have been selected by various feature selection methods. The high percentage of selected indicators also implies that the actual value of an LT is not always required in outcome prediction; instead, knowledge about whether the test was performed would suffice.

**Predictive Modeling: Missing Data Indicators in Predictive Modeling**

In the second assessment, we compared the performance of a set of 3 classification models (DT, LR, and RF) using the indicators, imputed and augmented data matrices, and SAPS-II score with or without indicators with 10-fold cross-validation over 20 repeats. We investigated whether including indicators can improve prediction and whether indicators alone have predictive power. For our LR, the iteratively reweighted least square method was used to fit the model. The complexity parameter (CP) for DT was tuned based on the model performance. On the basis of some preliminary model fitting, we set the CP value to vary from 0 (including all variables and having a large tree) to .02 for each model and then we picked the best performance model. In all models, the best-tuned model had a CP greater than 0. Figure 5 shows the AUROC with 95% CI for all 3 days with regard to 30-day mortality (Multimedia Appendix 1 provides the AUROC values for 30-day mortality and in-hospital mortality).

Including indicators improved the AUROC in all modeling techniques, on average by 0.0511; the maximum improvement was 0.1209 (Figure 5). AUROC has been demonstrated as an insensitive metric, for which an increase of 0.01 suggests meaningful improvement and is clinically of interest [62-64]. Although using only indicators demonstrated reasonable performance in all scenarios (AUROC=0.6019 [0.0862]>0.5), conventional scores such as SAPS II perform better (AUROC=0.6390 [0.0853]) on their own. Therefore, models trained only on indicators are not sufficient. However, including indicators with conventional scores can improve the performance (AUROC=0.7263 [0.0578]). The SAPS-II score has information for age, heart rate, systolic blood pressure, Glasgow coma scale, temperature, mechanical ventilation administration, partial pressure of oxygen in the arterial blood (PaO$_2$), fraction of inspired oxygen (FiO$_2$), urine output, BUN, sodium (Na), potassium (K), HCO$_3$, TBil, white blood cells (WBCs), presence of chronic diseases, and type of admission. These results demonstrate that indicators have information beyond that included in SAPS-II.

Figure 6 demonstrates the AUROC curves for LR 30-day mortality prediction on day 1.

This combination of findings provides more support for the informativeness of missing data. Employing the missing indicators in mortality prediction modeling can improve the results in comparison to not including them.
Table 2. The top 18 variables selected on each day after employing predictive mean matching imputation with regard to in-hospital mortality. I at the beginning of the variables names means indicator. Numbers represent the ranking after aggregating the ranking results from the 3 different feature selection methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day 1</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Day 2</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Day 3</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Score</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Score</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUN$^a$</td>
<td>.825715</td>
<td>BUN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>RDW$^b$</td>
<td>.75246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AG$^c$</td>
<td>.668918</td>
<td>RDW</td>
<td>.711852</td>
<td>BUN</td>
<td>.635729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDW</td>
<td>.573188</td>
<td>HCO$_3$$^d$</td>
<td>.684191</td>
<td>BE$^e$</td>
<td>.633926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCO$_3$</td>
<td>.531746</td>
<td>AG</td>
<td>.664339</td>
<td>HCO$_3$</td>
<td>.62367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCHC$^f$</td>
<td>.507343</td>
<td>BE</td>
<td>.528778</td>
<td>I-BE</td>
<td>.595553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCO$_2$$^g$</td>
<td>.489483</td>
<td>MCHC</td>
<td>.503805</td>
<td>I-PCO$_2$</td>
<td>.595238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl$^h$</td>
<td>.480181</td>
<td>PT$^i$</td>
<td>.453111</td>
<td>I-PO$_2$</td>
<td>.594924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>.452599</td>
<td>Cl$^k$</td>
<td>.429405</td>
<td>pH</td>
<td>.556242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-Lac$^l$</td>
<td>.436382</td>
<td>I-Lac</td>
<td>.425279</td>
<td>Phos$^m$</td>
<td>.494694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lac</td>
<td>.415773</td>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>.395266</td>
<td>AG</td>
<td>.492864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGB$^n$</td>
<td>.414263</td>
<td>I-PO$_2$</td>
<td>.382404</td>
<td>I-pH</td>
<td>.470007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>.402466</td>
<td>I-PCO$_2$</td>
<td>.381737</td>
<td>I-Lac</td>
<td>.469215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-TBil$^o$</td>
<td>.399363</td>
<td>I-BE</td>
<td>.381448</td>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>.415249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-Ca</td>
<td>.395278</td>
<td>PTT$^p$</td>
<td>.357339</td>
<td>Lac</td>
<td>.396136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-ALT$^q$</td>
<td>.376004</td>
<td>Phos</td>
<td>.352738</td>
<td>NE$^r$</td>
<td>.338372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-AST$^s$</td>
<td>.375944</td>
<td>Na$^t$</td>
<td>.345109</td>
<td>PT</td>
<td>.326491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LY$^u$</td>
<td>.375163</td>
<td>I-PT</td>
<td>.339396</td>
<td>LY</td>
<td>.319146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-ALK$^v$</td>
<td>.366346</td>
<td>BG$^w$</td>
<td>.320947</td>
<td>MCV$^x$</td>
<td>.314868</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$BUN: blood urea nitrogen.
$^b$RDW: red cell distribution width.
$^c$AG: anion gap.
$^d$HCO$_3$: bicarbonate.
$^e$BE: base excess.
$^f$MCHC: mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration.
$^g$PCO$_2$: partial pressure of carbon dioxide.
$^h$Cr: creatinine.
$^i$PT: prothrombin time.
$^j$PO$_2$: partial pressure of oxygen.
$^k$Cl: chloride.
$^l$Lac: lactate.
$^m$Phos: phosphate.
$^n$HGB: hemoglobin.
$^o$TBil: total bilirubin.
$^p$PTT: partial prothrombin time.
$^q$ALT: alanine transaminase.
$^r$NE: absolute neutrophils.
$^s$AST: aspartate transaminase
$^t$Na: sodium
$^u$LY: absolute lymphocytes.
$^v$ALK: alkaline phosphatase.
Table 3. Results from feature selection by least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) for 3 days (area under the curve of the receiver operating characteristics are reported with the SE). The best performing model refers to the model with a lambda value associated with minimum cross-validation error. The adjusted model refers to a LASSO model with the largest value of lambda such that the error remains within 1 SE of the minimum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria, outcome, and imputation method</th>
<th>Day 1</th>
<th>Day 2</th>
<th>Day 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AUROC</strong>a for best performing model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-day mortality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDb</td>
<td>0.7858 (0.0033)</td>
<td>0.7685 (0.0041)</td>
<td>0.7302 (0.0043)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMMc</td>
<td>0.7876 (0.0039)</td>
<td>0.7708 (0.0046)</td>
<td>0.7391 (0.0053)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-hospital mortality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD</td>
<td>0.7983 (0.0040)</td>
<td>0.7804 (0.0046)</td>
<td>0.7476 (0.0042)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMM</td>
<td>0.8007 (0.0047)</td>
<td>0.7838 (0.0049)</td>
<td>0.7582 (0.0054)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Indicators among selected predictors by the best performing model, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-day mortality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD</td>
<td>23 (43)</td>
<td>24 (48)</td>
<td>19 (707)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMM</td>
<td>26 (45)</td>
<td>26 (47)</td>
<td>17 (68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-hospital mortality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD</td>
<td>28 (46)</td>
<td>29 (48)</td>
<td>21 (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMM</td>
<td>29 (47)</td>
<td>27 (49)</td>
<td>24 (62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AUROC</strong> for adjusted model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-day mortality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD</td>
<td>0.7826 (0.0034)</td>
<td>0.7646 (0.0043)</td>
<td>0.7262 (0.0041)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMM</td>
<td>0.7840 (0.0038)</td>
<td>0.7667 (0.0045)</td>
<td>0.7339 (0.0044)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-hospital mortality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD</td>
<td>0.7944 (0.0043)</td>
<td>0.7762 (0.0047)</td>
<td>0.7439 (0.0041)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMM</td>
<td>0.7961 (0.0049)</td>
<td>0.7793 (0.0050)</td>
<td>0.7536 (0.0045)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Indicators among selected predictors by the adjusted model, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-day mortality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD</td>
<td>20 (45)</td>
<td>16 (48)</td>
<td>22 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMM</td>
<td>19 (45)</td>
<td>16 (52)</td>
<td>31 (62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-hospital mortality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD</td>
<td>20 (47)</td>
<td>13 (42)</td>
<td>16 (64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMM</td>
<td>18 (50)</td>
<td>11 (41)</td>
<td>16 (62)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aAUROC: area under the curve of the receiver operating characteristic.
bHD: hot deck.
cPMM: predictive mean matching.
Figure 5. The 95% CIs of the area under the curve of the receiver operating characteristic for logistic regression, decision tree, and random forest models on missingness indicators, simplified acute physiology score -II, and actual variables with and without the missingness indicators.

Figure 6. The receiver operating characteristic curves for logistic regression 30-day mortality prediction on day 1.

Discussion

Principal Findings

We used missingness indicators to represent missing information in patient profiles in ICU. The informativeness of these indicators was demonstrated in 3 sets of assessments. First, our exploratory analysis confirms that the missingness of data is associated with patient severity of illness or comorbidities. Afterward, by means of feature selection methods, the predictive power of the presence of an LT in the patient profile was found to be more than the actual measured value. Finally, missingness indicators noticeably improved the performance of mortality prediction models. The high correlation observed among some of the variable indicators suggests that all the variables in a set are typically measured or ordered together. Therefore, if a patient is missing 1 variable of a set, he or she will likely be missing the others as well. This fact is well represented in all 7
groups. The first group comprises the differential WBC counts (BA, MO, NE, eosinophil; EO, and LY), which itemizes the number of basophils, monocytes, neutrophils, eosinophils, and lymphocytes among present WBCs. The second group (RDW, MCHC, MCV, RBC, and MCH) comprises tests that are used to measure the actual number of RBCs and their physical characteristics. The third group (BE, PCO₂, and PO₂) consists of blood gas components and focuses on oxygen and carbon dioxide pressure as well as excess or deficit of base levels in the blood. Tbil, ALT, AST, and ALK in the fourth group are liver enzymes [65] that are ordered when a patient is suffering from or showing symptoms of a liver-related comorbidity. BUN and Cr mainly focus on kidney function. Bicarbonate; HCO₃ and chloride; Cl are the primary measured anions in the blood. PT along with PTT are used for investigating hemostasis and are the starting points for looking into potential bleeding or clotting complications. Therefore, the presence of a clinical variable in a patient profile can represent a comorbidity in the patient. Although LTs are mainly ordered for diagnostic and prognostic reasons, studies have shown widely diverse test-ordering behavior among clinicians for similar symptoms [66-68]. Therefore, indicators could also reflect the opinions, preconceptions, and biases of the treating clinicians. In other words, by using the missingness indicators, we are learning from practice patterns rather than physiologic patterns. Therefore, indicators as introduced in this study can then be used for modeling health care process in various applications such as clinical care, clinical research, health care economics, and health care policy [21,69].

Filter methods verified the importance of some indicators with regard to our outcomes. Results also demonstrated that indicators become more and more important on ICU days 2 and 3 (Tables 1 and 2). This observation aligns with clinical practice in which ICU clinicians might try to get a complete dataset on day 1 to fully investigate the patient and understand the situation but are likely to be more selective with LT ordering on subsequent days. The Lac indicator was associated with 30-day and in-hospital mortality on the second and third day. Lactate is usually used as a biomarker for shock states. The literature has constantly reported an association between lactate levels and mortality rates among critically ill patients [70]. Our study demonstrated that just the presence of this information could represent the severity of a patient’s illness, as patients with profound shock have a very high mortality rate in hospitals and ICUs [71]. Moreover, BUN [72-74], RDW [75-79], and AG [80-83] have been repeatedly determined as a risk factor of cause mortality and their indicators received a high score in our analysis. These results are consistent with those of Agniel et al’s [21] who demonstrated that the presence of these tests have significant association with odds of 3-years survival.

The LASSO model selected indicators among the clinical predictors of in-hospital mortality and 30-day mortality, implying the predictive power of indicators. More indicators than clinical variables were selected on the third day (60%-70% of selected predictors were indicators); the assessment demonstrates that indicators from the third day are more informative than those from the first, again supporting the idea that the practice patterns diverge later during ICU stays, so there is more variability in what gets measured. In other words, care on the first day is likely to be highly protocolized—all patients get the same tests regardless of their condition because their trajectory is still unclear. As time goes on, the patterns become more evident and ordering and prescribing practices change according to clinical need. This high percentage of selected indicators suggests that clinical variables are not always required in outcome prediction; instead, information about their presence would suffice.

The last assessment demonstrated that models trained on indicators alone in some scenarios have reasonable performance (for instance, in 30-day mortality prediction with LR, we achieved AUROC of 0.6836 [0.012]). These results imply that by considering missing data as noise or a random artifact, we can lose valuable information about patient outcomes. Moreover, indicators improved the AUROCs in most scenarios. Researchers in this field are looking for predictors that can be included in the models to improve the prediction results. Having a low-dimensional set of typical predictors plus these missing data indicators can actually lead to performance comparable with that achieved using typical predictors plus other potentially useful predictors identified a priori by medical researchers: First, in comparison with including extra numeric predictors, the computational load for performing mathematical calculations on binary values such as indicators is usually less. Second, binary data require less computational memory than numbers when performing data mining techniques. Finally, for some important clinical variables, storing the missing data indicators instead of the actual value better protects patient privacy while preserving predictive power. In other words, less privacy concern is expected in a situation when the type of test is disclosed rather than the actual test result. The comparative analyses on the predictive models showed that missing data indicators could improve the prediction models’ performance. Although literature considers a small increase (0.01) in AUROC meaningful and of clinical interest (because of insensitivity of AUROC) [62,64], including the indicators in our study could improve the average AUROC by 0.0511. Thus, missing data indicators can be introduced as informative predictors and be used to learn from. In other words, these indicators can be representative of physicians’ and patients’ opinions during the health care process. Furthermore, the overall model performance decreased over time perhaps implying that patients’ data on the first 24-hour has the highest level of information. The same pattern was also observed in the previous assessment. According to these observations, we can infer that presence or absence of a variable can be used in predicting patients’ severity of illness.

**Strengths and Limitations of the Project**

A significant strength of this study is its new insight on missing data in a real-world ICU database. The results confirm the predictive power of some indicators and their advantage over actual values in predictive modeling. The findings further clarify the factors associated with lack of data collection such as the healthier status of a patient or practice patterns of clinicians. These insights, in turn, can be used to design models that consider missing data and benefit from the hidden information. On the basis of our results, missingness indicators can be introduced as potential predictors of ICU patients’ outcome.
Despite the strength, significance, and novel nature of this study, there also exist limitations that cannot be overlooked. First, because of the nature of ICUs, the amount of missing data in MIMIC is less than that from a general ward. Therefore, our study may not fully demonstrate the informativeness of these indicators. Moreover, adding the indicators of interest to the actual data matrix increases the dimension of the matrix and may become computationally burdensome. Using other imputation methods, the power of missing data indicators may vary but this was beyond the scope of our study, which focused on providing evidence on missing data informativeness.

**Perspectives for Future Work**

Although our study demonstrates that missingness indicators are informative and have predictive power in mortality prediction in ICU, further studies are required to investigate their power in predicting other clinical outcomes. Future researchers can investigate the association between missingness patterns and patient diagnosis. They can also consider more sensitive criteria such as net reclassification or integrated discrimination improvements while preserving improvement in the AUROC as the first criterion. Moreover, as this study looked at the 3 days in the ICU independently, one can investigate if the missing data on a particular day are still informative given all the clinical and indicator variables from previous days. These future studies should also investigate the effect of missing rate on the predictive power of indicators. Another area of future work is examining the test-ordering behavior among clinicians, by using missingness indicators.

**Conclusions**

Our study has demonstrated that the missingness of data itself might be informative in ICU and might have added predictive value beyond observed data alone. Moreover, indicators for variables with higher missingness rates had more predictive power. In practice, the lack of a set of symptoms might lead health professionals to conclude that a particular set of tests is not required at the current stage. Therefore, these missing data are not a random occurrence. This study showed that the number of comorbidities is associated with a decreased rate of missing data. Therefore, rudimentary treatments of missing data (eg, CCA) can cause bias toward sicker patients. The study is also notable because it provided new insight about the informativeness of missing data and described how this information could be used in predicting mortality.
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Abstract

Background: Many intensive care units (ICUs) utilize telemedicine in response to an expanding critical care patient population, off-hours coverage, and intensivist shortages, particularly in rural facilities. Advances in digital health technologies, among other reasons, have led to the integration of active, well-networked critical care telemedicine (tele-ICU) systems across the United States, which in turn, provide the ability to generate large-scale remote monitoring data from critically ill patients.

Objective: The objective of this study was to explore opportunities and challenges of utilizing multisite, multimodal data acquired through critical care telemedicine. Using a publicly available tele-ICU, or electronic ICU (eICU), database, we illustrated the quality and potential uses of remote monitoring data, including cohort discovery for secondary research.

Methods: Exploratory analyses were performed on the eICU Collaborative Research Database that includes deidentified clinical data collected from adult patients admitted to ICUs between 2014 and 2015. Patient and ICU characteristics, top admission diagnoses, and predictions from clinical scoring systems were extracted and analyzed. Additionally, a case study on respiratory failure patients was conducted to demonstrate research prospects using tele-ICU data.

Results: The eICU database spans more than 200 hospitals and over 139,000 ICU patients across the United States with wide-ranging clinical data and diagnoses. Although mixed medical-surgical ICU was the most common critical care setting, patients with cardiovascular conditions accounted for more than 20% of ICU stays, and those with neurological or respiratory illness accounted for nearly 15% of ICU unit stays. The case study on respiratory failure patients showed that cohort discovery using the eICU database can be highly specific, albeit potentially limiting in terms of data provenance and sparsity for certain types of clinical questions.

Conclusions: Large-scale remote monitoring data sources, such as the eICU database, have a strong potential to advance the role of critical care telemedicine by serving as a testbed for secondary research as well as for developing and testing tools, including predictive and prescriptive analytical solutions and decision support systems. The resulting tools will also inform coordination of care for critically ill patients, intensivist coverage, and the overall process of critical care telemedicine.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(1):e13006) doi:10.2196/13006
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Introduction

Critical care telemedicine, or tele-ICU, is broadly defined as a collaborative, interprofessional care model for critically ill patients where the bedside intensive care unit (ICU) team and patient are networked to a centralized and often remotely located critical care team using telecommunication and computer systems [1,2]. Applications of tele-ICU include quality improvement, continuous monitoring of patients for early warning of deterioration, and varying degrees of clinical decision support, interventions, and consultations [3,4]. Although there exist several tele-ICU models [5,6], we refer to tele-ICU in the context of continuous patient monitoring and subsequent data generation from application of telemedicine in intensive care settings as opposed to more active models involving computer-generated alerts or those with interventions such as audio and video consultations.

Advances in data management infrastructure, biomedical sensors and devices, and computational methods, coupled with the current trend of consolidation of hospitals into large health care delivery systems, provide unique opportunities for not only enhancing tele-ICU capabilities to improve patient, physician, and system-level outcomes but also leveraging tele-ICU data for research and evaluation purposes. The full benefit of the influx of tele-ICU data, however, has yet to be realized.

The objective of this study was to explore opportunities and challenges of using multisite, multimodal data acquired through critical care telemedicine. Using a publicly available tele-ICU database (eICU Collaborative Research Database), we illustrate the quality and potential uses of remote monitoring data [7]. In addition, we present a case study on extraction of multiple respiratory failure patient cohorts to illustrate various strengths and limitations of the database. Specifically, we present 3 patient cohorts—endotracheal intubation patients, patients requiring other noninvasive ventilation therapy, and patients with both invasive and noninvasive treatments in the same visit—and attempt to generate relevant questions for further research.

Methods

The electronic ICU (eICU) database consists of deidentified data collected from patients admitted to adult ICUs between 2014 and 2015. It consists of a wide array of data from admission diagnosis, patient severity scores, standard and custom lab values, nurse charting, physiological data, and treatment records through discharge status. Clinical scores in the database include the Acute Physiology Score (APS) III and the Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) IV and IVa, both of which are examples of existing instruments that have been widely used in critical care settings for assessment of disease severity and outcome prediction [8].

Hospital data were extracted along with patient demographics, diagnoses, length of stay and mortality outcomes, and treatment records. APACHE IVa severity scores and prediction values were also extracted. Development of respiratory failure cohorts utilized multiple record types in the database that contain respiratory chart and treatment data. The specific cohorts were created using intubation and ventilator-type records. We then attempted to verify patients that required endotracheal intubation or noninvasive respiratory therapy with a redundant record within the database to validate that patients actually required ventilation. For example, one can confidently say that a patient with a record of endotracheal tube and a treatment record of endotracheal tube insertion was in fact intubated during their ICU stay compared with a patient who has ventilator setting records but no other indication of airway type or noninvasive respiratory therapy.

Data from the eICU database were extracted and preprocessed in Python version 2.7.14 using the Pandas [9] and Seaborn libraries [10], versions 0.23.4 and 0.9.0, respectively. A complete evaluation of all data tables in the eICU database is available [11].

Results

Participant Characteristics

The eICU database consists of 200,859 adult ICU stays at 208 hospitals including 139,367 unique patients with nearly equal numbers of male and female patients. The majority of patients are white. A high-level overview of the database is shown in Figure 1 and additional patient characteristics are presented in Table 1.
Figure 1. Infographic overview of the eICU Collaborative Research Database. ICU: intensive care unit.
Table 1. Basic patient characteristics in the critical care telemedicine (tele-ICU) database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unique patients, n</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>139,367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinct ICU(^b) admissions, n</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>200,859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, years, mean (SD)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>62.1 (16.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>108,379 (53.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>92,303 (45.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>134 (0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>155,285 (77.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>21,308 (10.61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>7464 (3.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3270 (1.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1700 (0.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown or unspecified</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>11,832 (5.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICU length of stay in days, mean (IQR(^c))</td>
<td>ICU</td>
<td>3.00 (2.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICU mortality, % of ICU admissions</td>
<td>ICU</td>
<td>5.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital length of stay in days, mean (IQR)</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>8.06 (7.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital mortality, % of admissions</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>9.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Not applicable.

\(^b\)ICU: intensive care unit.

\(^c\)IQR: interquartile range.

The ICU types covered in the database are wide ranging, with mixed medical-surgical ICU as the most common critical care setting (Figure 2). This is likely because of the configuration and workflow of ICUs within each hospital. The majority of hospitals in the eICU database are primarily nonteaching hospitals across most of the United States (Figure 3).

There were 431 admission diagnoses with several additional diagnosis records in the database that provide context and higher granularity to the reasons for admission. Patients with cardiovascular conditions accounted for more than 20% of ICU stays, and those with neurological or respiratory illness accounted for nearly 15% of ICU unit stays. Table 2 shows further details on the most frequent admission diagnosis by number of ICU stays and the associated percent of the total visits in the database with corresponding mortality rates and average ICU length of stay.
Figure 2. Frequency of admission to each intensive care unit type within the eICU Collaborative Research Database. ICU: intensive care unit; Med-Surg ICU: medical surgical ICU; CTICU: cardiothoracic ICU; SICU: surgical ICU; CCU-CTICU: coronary care/CTICU ICU; MICU: medical ICU; Neuro ICU: neurological ICU; Cardiac ICU: cardiological ICU; CSICU: cardiac surgery ICU.

Figure 3. (a) Hospital distribution by size and associated teaching status (b) hospital distribution by United States region and associated teaching status.
Table 2. Most frequent admission diagnosis categories with corresponding intensive care unit (ICU) mortality rate and average ICU length of stay.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Admission diagnosis name</th>
<th>ICU stays, n (%)</th>
<th>Average length of stay, days</th>
<th>Mortality, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular</td>
<td>79,560 (20.6)</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>4861 (7.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurologic</td>
<td>31,113 (8.07)</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>949 (3.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory</td>
<td>25,813 (6.69)</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>1408 (7.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal</td>
<td>17,726 (4.60)</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>681 (4.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sepsis, pulmonary</td>
<td>8862 (2.30)</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>904 (12.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metabolic or endocrine</td>
<td>8025 (2.08)</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>72 (1.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infarction, acute myocardial</td>
<td>7228 (1.87)</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>180 (2.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trauma</td>
<td>7136 (1.85)</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>303 (5.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebrovascular accident or stroke</td>
<td>6647 (1.72)</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>290 (5.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congestive heart failure</td>
<td>6617 (1.72)</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>302 (5.67)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Overview of Acute Physiology Score and Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) scores in the tele-ICU (critical care telemedicine) database with APACHE IVa predictions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Predicted&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acute Physiology Score, mean (IQR)&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>43.63 (27.00)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APACHE Score, mean (IQR)</td>
<td>55.49 (31.00)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensive care unit (ICU) length of stay, mean (IQR)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3.87 (3.02)</td>
<td>3.00 (2.31)</td>
<td>&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICU mortality, % of ICU admissions&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>5.49</td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital length of stay in days, mean (IQR)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>9.44 (5.88)</td>
<td>8.06 (7.04)</td>
<td>&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital mortality, % of admissions&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>9.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Prediction values taken from APACHE version IVa.
<sup>b</sup>IQR: interquartile range.
<sup>c</sup>N/A: not applicable.
<sup>d</sup>Predicted ICU and hospital mortality values are the averages of percent chance of dying of all patients.

Severity and Predictive Scoring Systems

Severity of illness and prognosis are captured in the eICU database as a function of the APACHE IVa score and consists of 288,090 entries. The APACHE evaluation also provides predictions of patient outcomes soon after ICU admission and includes probability of mortality, length of stay, and ventilation days and is used in conjunction with APS. An overview of APS and APACHE scores is presented in Table 3. The distributions of patient severity within the eICU database as a function of APACHE IVa stratified by discharge status of alive or expired is shown in Figure 4.

The APACHE mortality prediction distributions were normalized and segregated by discharge status as shown in Figure 5. This illustrates existing model deficiencies where predicted mortality is not reliable at higher severities [12,13]. Although the predictions for the survivors are reasonably accurate, the predictions for nonsurvivors are not. We include this to illustrate that although predictive models are useful in certain situations, they may not perform well in others because of the dynamics involved or issues with source data [14]. These results are consistent with evaluations of earlier versions of APACHE predictions [15] and are an area of improvement for tele-ICU to provide the best possible decision support for the fast-paced ICU environment.
**Figure 4.** Kernel density estimate (KDE) of Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) IVa scores within the eICU Collaborative Research Database stratified by actual intensive care unit mortality outcome.
Case Study on Respiratory Failure Patients

The selected respiratory failure patient cohorts and corresponding number of patients within each group developed from treatment records are shown in Figure 6. Possible noninvasive ventilation therapy failure was determined using treatment timestamps. Many endotracheal intubation records correspond to continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) and positive end expiratory pressure (PEEP) records at the same time. However, it is possible that patients with intubation treatment recorded after CPAP or PEEP treatment required intubation after failure of noninvasive respiratory therapy.

As a demonstration of database coverage and specificity within a particular patient cohort, we selected the 1004 patients that have definitive records of both endotracheal tube insertion and removal. Using the associated treatment time stamps for tube insertion and removal, intubation times were estimated as was the distribution of admission diagnoses across the same cohort (Figures 7 and 8).
Figure 6. Number of patients with particular respiratory-type treatment records in the eICU database. CPAP: continuous positive airway pressure; PEEP: positive end expiratory pressure.

Figure 7. Kernel density estimate (KDE) of intubation times for patients with endotracheal tube insertion and removal.
Discussion

Principal Findings

Investigation of the eICU Collaborative Research Database shows a wide range of illnesses from a large number of hospitals that span the continental United States. Organized as a relational database, it is highly versatile for narrowing research focus to specific critical care patient populations, and it allows for robust and generalizable analysis and modeling across multiple institutions and regions. The case study on respiratory failure patients illustrates the potential for cohort discovery and analysis of specific patient subgroups (see Figure 6) using unique identifiers across the database, coupled with the ability to query multiple record types such as treatment records, respiratory, medication, or laboratory data. For example, if using treatment records, one would find 8565 unique patients that required endotracheal intubation. If searching for patients with distinct records of both endotracheal tube insertion and removal treatments, the available cohort is limited to 1004 patients. Any combination of these data with other record types may limit or extend cohort size further.

Although the eICU database provides real-word critical care data from a diverse sample of hospitals and practice settings to evaluate interventions, there are some limitations to consider. First, the granularity of the data can be limiting, given the nature of data collection. For example, despite continuous collection of hemodynamic data, interventions such as tracheal intubation may be recorded with a margin of error because of a requirement for manual entry of events into the electronic medical record. Narrowing the window between when the intubation was performed and when the event was recorded could potentially be accomplished by using drugs associated with intubation. Regardless, this limitation makes studying peri-intubation complications difficult as one does not know whether a hemodynamic decompensation occurred before or after the intubation procedure. In addition, manually entered data could have deviations based on hospital-specific practices and protocol variations.

Second, though the eICU database is considered tele-ICU data, the mode of data collection and the origins of data are not well defined. Specifically, it is not clear which data are generated at the bedside versus the remote unit and by whom. Third, terminology variations across institutions and health information systems pose an additional hurdle. A study of a previous version of eICU data showed discrepancies in standards for laboratory and microbiology data for patients with primary cardiovascular diagnosis [16]. This suggests that cohort discovery on eICU data may also need to be reconfigured based on specific research questions.

Finally, a major caveat to the eICU database is that the absence of a record does not mean an event did not occur. This is true
of other similar databases; however, missing records are exacerbated in the eICU database because of data being from many different hospitals, and not all participating hospitals have interfaces in place to record all data types. Although there are methods for handling data sparsity and missing data [17,18], large quantities of missing data could negate the overall benefit of having a large number of hospitals in the database.

Despite these limitations, the most critical component of future tele-ICU operations and the eICU Collaborative Research Database is that of advanced analytics and clinical decision support. For example, cardiovascular complications arising from traumatic brain injury are common and are linked to increased morbidity and mortality [19]. Generally, monitoring the vital signs of the patient and controlling primary intracranial pathology are effective for proactive prevention of complications. Tele-ICU not only offers continuous display of vitals for remote monitoring but can also serve as a platform to (1) develop, implement, and test clinical and subclinical markers of patient decompensation and other adverse events and (2) further define the role of tele-ICU in improving the precision of electronic alerts [20]. For example, as alarm desensitization creates additional risk, much of the monitoring and resolving of alerts can be shifted to the tele-ICU [21].

Other large, publicly available databases, such as the Multiparameter Intelligent Monitoring in Intensive Care (MIMIC) database, have been widely used for secondary research purposes. MIMIC includes inpatient critical care data, spanning over 10 years from a single institution. An evaluation of the MIMIC database highlights the successful role of the database in risk assessment, medical personnel performance evaluation, and supporting development of clinical decision support systems [22]. The eICU database has strong potential for advancing the role of critical care telemedicine as MIMIC has been for bedside, inpatient critical care.

Conclusions

This work, to our knowledge, is the first of its kind to demonstrate the potential and versatility of a publicly available, large, critical care telemedicine database. The ability to extract and analyze wide-ranging patient subgroups from remote monitoring data for secondary research is one of the key strengths of such a resource. As highlighted through the case study on respiratory patients, there are some limitations such as data provenance and sparsity, which are typical of such resources. Nonetheless, tele-ICU data are particularly useful to catalyze efforts around developing robust clinical decision support systems for critical care that can be distributed between bedside and remote care teams, as well as identifying specific patient populations and associated clinical events that would be appropriate for such distributed care. Secondary insults, in particular, stand to benefit from remote monitoring and advanced analytical support because they are highly time sensitive and potentially reversible in critically ill patients, if mitigated promptly. The eICU database and the resulting tools will also inform coordination of care, intensivist coverage, and the overall process of critical care telemedicine.
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Abstract

Background: In children below the age of 2 years, bronchiolitis is the most common reason for hospitalization. Each year in the United States, bronchiolitis causes 287,000 emergency department visits, 32%-40% of which result in hospitalization. Due to a lack of evidence and objective criteria for managing bronchiolitis, clinicians often make emergency department disposition decisions on hospitalization or discharge to home subjectively, leading to large practice variation. Our recent study provided the first operational definition of appropriate hospital admission for emergency department patients with bronchiolitis and showed that 6.08% of emergency department disposition decisions for bronchiolitis were inappropriate. An accurate model for predicting appropriate hospital admission can guide emergency department disposition decisions for bronchiolitis and improve outcomes, but has not been developed thus far.

Objective: The objective of this study was to develop a reasonably accurate model for predicting appropriate hospital admission.

Methods: Using Intermountain Healthcare data from 2011-2014, we developed the first machine learning classification model to predict appropriate hospital admission for emergency department patients with bronchiolitis.

Results: Our model achieved an accuracy of 90.66% (3242/3576, 95% CI: 89.68-91.64), a sensitivity of 92.09% (1083/1176, 95% CI: 90.33-93.56), a specificity of 89.96% (2159/2400, 95% CI: 88.69-91.17), and an area under the receiver operating characteristic curve of 0.960 (95% CI: 0.954-0.966). We identified possible improvements to the model to guide future research on this topic.

Conclusions: Our model has good accuracy for predicting appropriate hospital admission for emergency department patients with bronchiolitis. With further improvement, our model could serve as a foundation for building decision-support tools to guide disposition decisions for children with bronchiolitis presenting to emergency departments.
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Introduction

Bronchiolitis refers to inflammation of the bronchioles, the smallest air passages in the lungs, mainly seen in children below the age of 2 years [1]. More than one-third of children in the United States have been diagnosed with bronchiolitis by the age of 2 years [1]. In children below the age of 2 years, bronchiolitis is responsible for 16% of the hospitalizations and is the most common reason for hospitalization [2-5]. In the United States, bronchiolitis annually leads to approximately 287,000 emergency department (ED) visits [6], 128,000 hospitalizations [2], and US $1.73 billion in total inpatient costs (2009) [2].

About 32%-40% of ED visits for bronchiolitis result in hospitalization [7-9]. Current clinical guidelines for bronchiolitis [10,11] acknowledge that due to a lack of evidence and objective criteria for managing bronchiolitis, clinicians often make ED disposition decisions of hospitalization or discharge to home subjectively [4,12]. This uncertainty in bronchiolitis management leads to large practice variation [3,12-23], increased iatrogenic risk, suboptimal outcomes, and wasted healthcare resources resulting from unnecessary admissions and unsafe discharges [15,21,24]. Approximately 10% of infants with bronchiolitis experience adverse events during hospital stay [25]. By examining the distributions of multiple relevant attributes of ED visits for bronchiolitis and using a data-driven method to determine two threshold values, we recently developed the first operational definition of appropriate hospital admission for ED patients with bronchiolitis [26]. Appropriate admissions cover both necessary admissions (actual admissions that are necessary) and unsafe discharges (Figure 1). Appropriate ED discharges cover both safe discharges and unnecessary admissions. Unsafe discharges are defined based on early ED returns. Unnecessary admissions are defined based on brief exposure to certain major medical interventions (Figure 1). Brief exposure was defined as exposure of ≤6 hours, with the threshold value of 6 hours chosen conservatively based on the median duration of major medical interventions received by a subset of patients who tended to have been admitted unnecessarily. Based on the operational definition, we showed that 6.08% of ED disposition decisions for bronchiolitis were inappropriate [26].

Thus far, several models have been built for predicting hospital admission in ED patients with bronchiolitis [7-9,27-29]. As our review paper [30] pointed out, these models have low accuracy and incorrectly assume that actual ED disposition decisions are always appropriate. An accurate model for predicting appropriate hospital admission can guide ED disposition decisions for bronchiolitis and improve outcomes. This model, which is yet to be built, would be particularly useful for less experienced clinicians, including junior clinicians and those in general practice who attend to children infrequently [31]. The objective of this study was to build the first model to predict appropriate hospital admission for ED patients with bronchiolitis. The dependent variable of the appropriate ED disposition decision is categorical and has two possible values: appropriate admission and appropriate ED discharge. Accordingly, the model uses clinical and administrative data to conduct binary classification.

Methods

Study Design and Ethical Approval

In this study, we performed secondary analysis of retrospective data. The Institutional Review Boards of the University of Washington Medicine, University of Utah, and Intermountain Healthcare reviewed and approved this study and waived the need for informed consent for all patients.

Patient Population

Our patient cohort consisted of children below the age of 2 years who visited the ED for bronchiolitis in 2013-2014 at any of the 22 Intermountain Healthcare hospitals. Intermountain Healthcare is the largest healthcare system in Utah, with 22 hospitals and 185 clinics delivering ~85% of pediatric care in Utah [32]. Similar to our previous paper [26], we adopted the approach used in Flaherman et al [33-35] to identify as many ED visits for bronchiolitis as possible. This approach included patients with an ED or hospital International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) primary discharge diagnosis code of bronchiolitis or bronchitis (466.x), viral pneumonia (480.x), adenoviral infection (079.0), rhinovirus infection (079.3), respiratory infection due to influenza (487.0 or 487.1), respiratory syncytial virus (079.6), H1N1 influenza (488.1, 488.11, or 488.12), influenza due to identified avian influenza virus (488, 488.0, 488.01, or 488.02), or influenza due to novel influenza A (488.81 or 488.82). Any of these discharge diagnosis codes, rather than only the discharge diagnosis code of bronchiolitis, could be assigned to an ED visit for bronchiolitis. In addition, this approach included all patients with any of the abovementioned codes as a nonprimary diagnosis code, as long as the ICD-9-CM primary diagnosis code was any of the following: apnea (786.03),...
shortness of breath (786.05), tachypnea (786.06), wheezing (786.07), other respiratory abnormalities (786.09), cough (786.2), fever (780.60 or 780.61), acute nasopharyngitis (460), acute upper respiratory infections (465.x), other specified viral infection (079.89), urinary tract infection (599.0), pneumonia unspecified organism (486), unspecified viral infection (079.99), volume depletion (276.5x), or respiratory failure (518.81 or 518.82) [26]. The ED visits for bronchiolitis captured by this approach in 2013-2014 are the focus of our study.

**Data Set**

From Intermountain Healthcare’s enterprise data warehouse, we extracted a clinical and administrative data set containing information of our patient cohort’s inpatient stays, ED visits, and outpatient visits at Intermountain Healthcare in 2011-2014. Our patient cohort included children below the age of 2 years who visited the Intermountain Healthcare ED for bronchiolitis in 2013-2014. By starting the data set in 2011, we ensured that for each ED visit by a target patient in 2013-2014, the data set included the patient’s complete prior medical history recorded within Intermountain Healthcare and necessary for computing features (also known as independent variables).

**Features**

The 35 candidate patient features fall into two disjoint categories. *Category 1* includes all known predictors of hospital admission in ED patients with bronchiolitis, which were consistently recorded at Intermountain Healthcare facilities and available as structured attributes in our data set [30,31]. These 15 predictors are age in days, gender, heart rate, respiratory rate, peripheral capillary oxygen saturation (SpO2), temperature, coinfection, rhinovirus infection, enterovirus infection, history of bronchopulmonary dysplasia, history of eczema, prior intubation, prior hospitalization, prematurity, and dehydration. For any vital sign that was recorded more than once during the ED visit, we used its last value as its feature value. Among all recorded values, the last value most closely reflected the patient’s status at the time of ED disposition.

*Category 2* consists of 20 features suggested by our team’s clinical experts BLS, MDJ, and FLN: race, ethnicity, insurance category (public, private, or self-paid or charity), the ED visit’s acuity level (resuscitation, emergent, urgent, semiurgent, or nonurgent), chief complaint, number of consults during the ED visit, number of laboratory tests ordered during the ED visit, number of radiology studies ordered during the ED visit, number of X-rays ordered during the ED visit, length of ED stay in minutes, hour of ED disposition, whether the patient is up-to-date with his/her immunizations, diastolic blood pressure, systolic blood pressure, weight, wheezing (none, expiratory, inspiratory and expiratory, or diminished breath sounds), retractions (none, one location, two locations, or three or more locations), respiratory syncytial virus infection, language barrier to learning, and whether the patient has any other barrier to learning. For either attribute of wheezing and retractions that was recorded more than once during the ED visit, we used its last value as its feature value. Among all recorded values, the last value most closely reflected the patient’s status at ED disposition time.

Based on the timestamp, all candidate features were available as structured attributes in our data set before the time of ED disposition. We used these features to build predictive models.

**Data Analysis**

**Data Preparation**

For each ED visit by a patient below the age of 2 years for bronchiolitis in 2013-2014, we used our previously developed operational definition of appropriate admission [26] (Figure 1) to compute the dependent variable’s value. For each numerical feature, we examined the data distribution, used the upper and lower bounds given by our team’s ED expert MDJ to identify invalid values, and replaced each invalid value with a null value. All temperatures<80°F or >110°F, all weights>50 pounds, all systolic blood pressure values of 0, all SpO2 values>100%, all respiratory rates>120 breaths/minute, and all heart rates<30 or >300 beats/minute were regarded as physiologically impossible and invalid. To ensure that all data were on the same scale, we standardized each numerical feature by first subtracting its mean and then dividing by its SD. We focused on 2 years of data for ED visits for bronchiolitis (2013-2014). Data from the first year (2013) were used to train predictive models. Data from the second year (2014) were used to evaluate model performance, reflecting use in practice.

**Performance Metrics**

As shown in Table 1 and the formulas below, we used six standard metrics to measure model performance: accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), and area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC). For instance, false negative (FN) is the number of appropriate admissions that the model incorrectly predicts to be ED discharges. Sensitivity measures the proportion of appropriate admissions that the model identifies. Specificity measures the proportion of appropriate ED discharges that the model identifies.

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + TN + FP + FN}
\]

\[
\text{Sensitivity} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}
\]

\[
\text{Specificity} = \frac{TN}{TN + FP}
\]

\[
\text{PPV} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}
\]

\[
\text{NPV} = \frac{TN}{TN + FN}
\]

TP is true positive, TN is true negative, and FP is false negative.

For the six performance metrics, we conducted 1000-fold bootstrap analysis [36] to compute their 95% CIs. On each bootstrap sample of the 2014 data, we computed our model’s performance metrics. For each of the six performance metrics, the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles in the 1000 bootstrap samples specified its 95% CI.
To show the sensitivity-specificity tradeoff, we plotted the receiver operating characteristic curve. The calibration of a model refers to how well the predicted probabilities of appropriate admission match with the fractions of appropriate admissions in subgroups of ED visits for bronchiolitis. To show model calibration, we drew a calibration plot [36]. A perfect calibration curve would coincide with the diagonal line. In addition, we used the Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test [36] to evaluate model calibration.

**Classification Algorithms**

We used Weka [37], a widely used open-source machine learning and data mining toolkit, to build machine learning classification models. Machine learning studies computer algorithms that learn from data, such as random forest, support vector machine, and neural network, and has won most data science competitions [38]. Weka integrates many commonly used machine learning algorithms and feature-selection techniques. We considered all 39 machine learning classification algorithms in the standard Weka package and adopted our previously developed automatic machine learning model selection method [39] and the training data of 2013 to automatically select the algorithm, feature-selection technique, and hyperparameter values and performs three-fold cross-validation to select the final combination maximizing the AUC. Compared to the other five performance metrics—accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV—AUC has the advantage of not relying on the cutoff threshold for deciding between predicted admission and predicted ED discharge.

**Demographic and Clinical Characteristics of the Patient Cohort**

Tables 2 and 3 show the demographic and clinical characteristics of our patient cohort: children below the age of 2 years who visited the ED for bronchiolitis in 2013 and 2014, respectively. The characteristics are mostly similar between both years. About 40.78% (1640/4022) and 38.26% (1368/3576) of ED visits for bronchiolitis ended in hospitalization in 2013 and 2014, respectively. About 35.80% (1440/4022) and 32.89% (1176/3576) of ED visits for bronchiolitis were deemed to be appropriate hospital admissions in 2013 and 2014, respectively.

Based on the $\chi^2$ two-sample test, for the 2013 data, the ED visits discharged to home and those ending in hospitalization showed the same distribution for gender ($P=0.49$) and different distributions for race ($P<0.001$), ethnicity ($P=0.01$), and insurance category ($P<0.001$). For the 2014 data, the ED visits discharged to home and those ending in hospitalization showed the same distribution for gender ($P=0.94$) and race ($P=0.61$) and different distributions for ethnicity ($P<0.001$) and insurance category ($P<0.001$). Based on the Cochran-Armitage trend test [41], for both the 2013 and 2014 data, the ED visits discharged to home and those ending in hospitalization showed different distributions for age ($P<0.001$).
Table 2. Demographic and clinical characteristics of children under the age of 2 years who visited the emergency department at Intermountain Healthcare hospitals for bronchiolitis in 2013.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Emergency department visits (N=4022), n (%)</th>
<th>Emergency department visits discharged to home (N=2382), n (%)</th>
<th>Emergency department visits ending in hospitalization (N=1640), n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;2 months</td>
<td>518 (12.88)</td>
<td>211 (8.86)</td>
<td>307 (18.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 to &lt;12 months</td>
<td>2424 (60.27)</td>
<td>1498 (62.89)</td>
<td>926 (56.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 to 24 months</td>
<td>1080 (26.85)</td>
<td>673 (28.25)</td>
<td>407 (24.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>2369 (58.90)</td>
<td>1414 (59.36)</td>
<td>955 (58.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>1653 (41.10)</td>
<td>968 (40.64)</td>
<td>685 (41.77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian or Alaska native</td>
<td>51 (1.27)</td>
<td>26 (1.09)</td>
<td>25 (1.52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>49 (1.22)</td>
<td>20 (0.84)</td>
<td>29 (1.77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black or African American</td>
<td>124 (3.08)</td>
<td>78 (3.27)</td>
<td>46 (2.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander</td>
<td>321 (7.98)</td>
<td>160 (6.72)</td>
<td>161 (9.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>2940 (73.10)</td>
<td>1784 (74.90)</td>
<td>1156 (70.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown or not reported</td>
<td>537 (13.35)</td>
<td>314 (13.18)</td>
<td>223 (13.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethnicity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>1321 (32.84)</td>
<td>826 (34.68)</td>
<td>495 (30.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Hispanic</td>
<td>2687 (66.81)</td>
<td>1549 (65.03)</td>
<td>1138 (69.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown or not reported</td>
<td>14 (0.35)</td>
<td>7 (0.29)</td>
<td>7 (0.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Insurance</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>2436 (60.57)</td>
<td>1338 (56.17)</td>
<td>1098 (66.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>1422 (35.36)</td>
<td>933 (39.17)</td>
<td>489 (29.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-paid or charity</td>
<td>164 (4.08)</td>
<td>111 (4.66)</td>
<td>53 (3.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asthma</td>
<td>207 (5.15)</td>
<td>72 (3.02)</td>
<td>135 (8.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic complex condition [40]</td>
<td>296 (7.36)</td>
<td>60 (2.52)</td>
<td>236 (14.39)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Demographic and clinical characteristics of children under the age of 2 years who visited the emergency department at Intermountain Healthcare hospitals for bronchiolitis in 2014.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Emergency department visits (N=3576), n (%)</th>
<th>Emergency department visits discharged to home (N=2208), n (%)</th>
<th>Emergency department visits ending in hospitalization (N=1368), n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;2 months</td>
<td>454 (12.70)</td>
<td>186 (8.42)</td>
<td>268 (19.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 to &lt;12 months</td>
<td>2079 (58.14)</td>
<td>1379 (62.45)</td>
<td>700 (51.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 to 24 months</td>
<td>1043 (29.17)</td>
<td>643 (29.12)</td>
<td>400 (29.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>2059 (57.58)</td>
<td>1273 (57.65)</td>
<td>786 (57.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>1517 (42.42)</td>
<td>935 (42.35)</td>
<td>582 (42.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian or Alaska Native</td>
<td>47 (1.31)</td>
<td>31 (1.40)</td>
<td>16 (1.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>68 (1.90)</td>
<td>40 (1.81)</td>
<td>28 (2.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black or African American</td>
<td>104 (2.91)</td>
<td>70 (3.17)</td>
<td>34 (2.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander</td>
<td>284 (7.94)</td>
<td>180 (8.15)</td>
<td>104 (7.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>2795 (78.16)</td>
<td>1708 (77.36)</td>
<td>1087 (79.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown or not reported</td>
<td>278 (7.77)</td>
<td>179 (8.11)</td>
<td>99 (7.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>1071 (29.95)</td>
<td>727 (32.93)</td>
<td>344 (25.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Hispanic</td>
<td>2484 (69.46)</td>
<td>1464 (66.30)</td>
<td>1020 (74.56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown or not reported</td>
<td>21 (0.59)</td>
<td>17 (0.77)</td>
<td>4 (0.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>2175 (60.82)</td>
<td>1241 (56.20)</td>
<td>934 (68.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>1256 (35.12)</td>
<td>860 (38.95)</td>
<td>396 (28.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-paid or charity</td>
<td>145 (4.05)</td>
<td>107 (4.85)</td>
<td>38 (2.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asthma</td>
<td>210 (5.87)</td>
<td>67 (3.03)</td>
<td>143 (10.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic complex condition [40]</td>
<td>252 (7.05)</td>
<td>43 (1.94)</td>
<td>209 (15.28)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results

Our automatic machine learning model selection method [39] chose the random forest classification algorithm. Random forest can naturally handle missing feature values. Our model was built using this algorithm and the 33 features shown in Table 4. These features are sorted in descending order of their importance values, which were automatically computed by the random forest algorithm in Weka based on average impurity decrease. In general, the features related to the patient’s history are ranked lower than those reflecting the patient’s status in the current ED visit. This intuitively makes medical sense. Two candidate patient features—ethnicity and the ED visit’s acuity level—were not used in our model because they did not increase the model’s accuracy.

Figure 2 shows the receiver operating characteristic curve of our model. Weka uses 50% as its default probability cutoff threshold for making binary classifications. Table 5 shows the error matrix of our model. Table 6 compares our model and the ED clinician’s disposition decision. Our model achieved an accuracy of 90.66% (3242/3576; 95% CI: 89.68-91.64), a sensitivity of 92.09% (1083/1176; 95% CI: 90.33-93.56), a specificity of 89.96% (2159/2400; 95% CI: 88.69-91.17), an AUC of 0.960 (95% CI: 0.954-0.966), a PPV of 81.80% (1083/1324; 95% CI: 79.67-83.80), and an NPV of 95.87% (2159/2252; 95% CI: 95.00-96.65). If we removed the insurance category feature, our model achieved a lower accuracy of 90.32% (3230/3576; 95% CI: 89.37-91.28), a lower sensitivity of 90.22% (1083/1176; 95% CI: 88.30-91.79), a specificity of 90.38% (2169/2400; 95% CI: 88.69-91.17), an AUC of 0.960 (95% CI: 0.955-0.966), a PPV of 82.12% (1061/1292; 95% CI: 79.94-84.15), and a lower NPV of 94.97% (2169/2284; 95% CI: 93.97-95.78). If we removed the insurance category feature, our model achieved a lower accuracy of 90.32% (3230/3576; 95% CI: 89.37-91.28), a lower sensitivity of 90.22% (1083/1176; 95% CI: 88.30-91.79), a specificity of 90.38% (2169/2400; 95% CI: 88.69-91.17), an AUC of 0.960 (95% CI: 0.955-0.966), a PPV of 82.12% (1061/1292; 95% CI: 79.94-84.15), and a lower NPV of 94.97% (2169/2284; 95% CI: 93.97-95.78). If we removed the insurance category feature, our model achieved a lower accuracy of 90.32% (3230/3576; 95% CI: 89.37-91.28), a lower sensitivity of 90.22% (1083/1176; 95% CI: 88.30-91.79), a specificity of 90.38% (2169/2400; 95% CI: 88.69-91.17), an AUC of 0.960 (95% CI: 0.955-0.966), a PPV of 82.12% (1061/1292; 95% CI: 79.94-84.15), and a lower NPV of 94.97% (2169/2284; 95% CI: 93.97-95.78). If we removed the insurance category feature, our model achieved a lower accuracy of 90.32% (3230/3576; 95% CI: 89.37-91.28), a lower sensitivity of 90.22% (1083/1176; 95% CI: 88.30-91.79), a specificity of 90.38% (2169/2400; 95% CI: 88.69-91.17), an AUC of 0.960 (95% CI: 0.955-0.966), a PPV of 82.12% (1061/1292; 95% CI: 79.94-84.15), and a lower NPV of 94.97% (2169/2284; 95% CI: 93.97-95.78). In comparison, the ED clinician’s disposition decision achieved an accuracy of 93.68% (3350/3576; 95% CI: 92.87-94.49), a sensitivity of 98.55% (1159/1169; 95% CI: 97.85-99.24), a specificity of 91.29% (2191/2400; 95% CI: 90.05-92.46), an AUC of 0.949 (95% CI: 0.942-0.956), a PPV of 84.72% (1159/1368; 95% CI: 82.83-86.69), and an NPV of 99.23% (2191/2208; 95% CI: 98.86-99.59).
Table 4. Features used in our model and their importance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Importance based on average impurity decrease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hour of ED(^a) disposition</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age in days</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether the patient has any other barrier to learning</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of ED stay in minutes</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of laboratory tests ordered during the ED visit</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart rate</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diastolic blood pressure</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory rate</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of radiology studies ordered during the ED visit</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance category</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of X-rays ordered during the ED visit</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic blood pressure</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief complaint</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpO(_2)(^b)</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheezing</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retractions</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of consults during the ED visit</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether the patient is up-to-date with his/her immunizations</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterovirus infection</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory syncytial virus infection</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coinfection</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior hospitalization</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior intubation</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dehydration</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language barrier to learning</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhinovirus infection</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prematurity</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of bronchopulmonary dysplasia</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of eczema</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)ED: emergency department.

\(^b\)SpO\(_2\): peripheral capillary oxygen saturation.
Figure 2. The receiver operating characteristic curve of our model.

Table 5. The error matrix of our predictive model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Appropriate admission</th>
<th>Appropriate emergency department discharge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predicted admission</td>
<td>1083</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predicted emergency discharge</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>2159</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. A comparison of our model and the emergency department clinician’s disposition decision.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Sensitivity (%)</th>
<th>Specificity (%)</th>
<th>AUC&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>PPV&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; (%)</th>
<th>NPV&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt; (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our model</td>
<td>90.66</td>
<td>92.09</td>
<td>89.96</td>
<td>0.960</td>
<td>81.80</td>
<td>95.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The emergency department clinician’s disposition decision</td>
<td>93.68</td>
<td>98.55</td>
<td>91.29</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>84.72</td>
<td>99.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>AUC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.

<sup>b</sup>PPV: positive predictive value.

<sup>c</sup>NPV: negative predictive value.
Figure 3 shows the calibration plot of our model by decile of predicted probability of appropriate admission. The Hosmer-Lemeshow test showed imperfect calibration of the predicted probabilities and the actual outcomes ($P<.001$). When the predicted probability is $<0.5$, our model tends to overestimate the actual probability. When the predicted probability is $>0.5$, our model tends to underestimate the actual probability.

**Discussion**

**Principal Results**

We developed the first machine learning classification model to accurately predict appropriate hospital admission for ED patients with bronchiolitis. Our model is a significant improvement over the previous models for predicting hospital admission in ED patients with bronchiolitis [7-9,27-29]. Our model has good accuracy, with five of the six performance metrics achieving a value $\geq 90\%$ and the other metric achieving a value $>80\%$. Although our model attained a $3.02\%$ lower accuracy than Intermountain Healthcare clinicians’ ED disposition decisions, our model can output the prediction result for a new patient within 0.01 second. With further improvement to boost its accuracy and automatically explain its prediction results [42,43], our model could be integrated into an electronic health record system and become the base of a decision-support tool to help make appropriate ED disposition decisions for bronchiolitis. At that time, a clinician could use the model’s output as a point of reference when considering the disposition decision. This could provide value, improve outcomes, and reduce health care costs for bronchiolitis, regardless of whether our future final model can achieve a higher accuracy than Intermountain Healthcare clinicians’ ED disposition decisions. Our faith in this model stems from the following considerations:

1. Intermountain Healthcare has several collaborative partnerships among its EDs and hospitals to facilitate coordination of pediatric specialty care and has completed multiple quality-improvement projects for bronchiolitis management. About $52.16\%$ ($3963/7598$) of ED visits for bronchiolitis within Intermountain Healthcare occur at a tertiary pediatric hospital with an ED staffed by pediatric-specific clinicians. On average, the ED disposition decisions for bronchiolitis made at Intermountain Healthcare could be more accurate than those made at some other healthcare systems, especially those systems with general practice physicians or fewer pediatricians working in their EDs. Our model can be valuable for those systems, if it reaches a higher accuracy than the clinicians’ ED disposition decisions made at those systems. There is some
evidence indicating this possibility. Most inappropriate ED disposition decisions are unnecessary admissions [26]. In our data set, 14.36% of hospital admissions from the ED were deemed unnecessary [26]. In the literature [44,45], this percentage is reported to be larger (20%-29%). To understand our model’s value for other systems, additional studies need to be conducted using data of those systems. This is an interesting area for future work.

2. Figure 4 shows the degree of missing values of each feature with missing values. Figure 5 shows the probability mass function of the number of features with missing values in each data instance. In our data set, several attributes have numerous missing values because those values were either recorded on paper or occasionally undocumented and therefore were not available in Intermountain Healthcare’s electronic health record system. In particular, wheezing and retractions values were missing for 73.56% (5589/7598) of ED visits for bronchiolitis. Systolic and diastolic blood pressure values were missing for 46.49% (3532/7598) of ED visits for bronchiolitis. This could lower the model’s accuracy. In the future, these attributes are expected to be recorded more completely in Intermountain Healthcare’s newly implemented Cerner-based electronic health record system. After retraining our model on more complete Intermountain Healthcare data from future years, we would expect its accuracy to increase. In addition, multiple other healthcare systems like Seattle Children’s Hospital have been using the Cerner electronic health record system to record these attributes relatively completely for many years. Our model could possibly achieve a higher accuracy if trained with data from those systems. Both of these areas are interesting for future work.

3. When making ED disposition decisions for bronchiolitis, clinicians often face some level of uncertainty and would prefer to obtain a second opinion by a reasonably accurate predictive model, particularly if some technique is used to automatically explain the model’s prediction results. For this purpose, we can use our prior method [42,43] to automatically provide rule-based explanations for any machine learning model’s classification results with no accuracy loss.

When reporting the performance metrics, we used the default cut-off threshold that Weka chose in order to decide between predicted admission and predicted ED discharge. Different health care systems could emphasize different performance metrics and provide divergent weights to FPs and FNs. As is the case with predictive modeling, in general, a health care system can always adjust the cut-off threshold based on the system’s preferences.

Figure 4. The degree of missing values of each feature with missing values. SpO2: peripheral capillary oxygen saturation.
Comparison With Prior Work

Previously, researchers constructed several models to predict hospital admission in ED patients with bronchiolitis [7-9,27-29]. Table 7 compared these previous models with our model. Compared to our model, which predicts the appropriate ED disposition decision, the previous models are less accurate and incorrectly assume that actual ED disposition decisions are always appropriate. Our model uses data from more patients, more predictive features, and a more sophisticated classification algorithm than the previous models. As is the case with predictive modeling, in general, all of these features help improve our model’s accuracy.

Some aspects of our findings are similar to those of previous studies. In our data set, 39.59% (3008/7598) of ED visits for bronchiolitis ended in hospitalization. This percentage is within the 32%-40% range of hospital admission rates on ED visits for bronchiolitis reported in the literature [7-9].

Limitations

This study has several limitations. First, it used data from a single health care system, Intermountain Healthcare, and did not test the generalizability of the results. In the future, studies should validate our predictive models using data from other healthcare systems. We are reasonably confident in our results, as our study was conducted in a realistic setting for finding factors generalizable to other US healthcare systems. “Intermountain Healthcare is a large healthcare system with EDs at 22 heterogeneous hospitals spread over a large geographic area, ranging from community metropolitan and rural hospitals attended by general practitioners and family doctors with constrained pediatric resources to tertiary care children’s and general hospitals in urban areas attended by sub-specialists. Each hospital has a different patient population, geographic location, staff composition, scope of services, and cultural background” [26].
Table 7. A comparison of our model and several previous models for predicting emergency department disposition decisions for bronchiolitis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>ED visits (n)</th>
<th>Method for building the model</th>
<th>Features included in the final model</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Sensitivity (%)</th>
<th>Specificity (%)</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>PPV (%)</th>
<th>NPV (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our model</td>
<td>7599</td>
<td>Random forest</td>
<td>As listed in the Results section, Age, respiratory rate after initial treatment, heart rate before initial treatment, oxygen saturation before and after initial treatment, dehydration, maternal smoking, increased work of breathing, poor feeding, wheezes only without associated crackles, entry temperature, and presence of both crackles and wheezes</td>
<td>90.66</td>
<td>92.09</td>
<td>89.96</td>
<td>0.960</td>
<td>81.80</td>
<td>95.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh et al [27]</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>Neural network ensemble</td>
<td></td>
<td>81</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlais et al [7]</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>Scoring system</td>
<td>Age, respiratory rate, heart rate, oxygen saturation, and duration of symptoms</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destino et al [28]</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>Single variable</td>
<td>The Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin respiratory score</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laham et al [8]</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>Logistic regression</td>
<td>Age, need for intravenous fluids, hypoxia, and nasal wash lactate dehydrogenase concentration</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corneli et al [9]</td>
<td>598</td>
<td>Decision tree</td>
<td>Oxygen saturation, the Respiratory Distress Assessment Instrument score computed from wheezing and retractions, and respiratory rate</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh et al [29]</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Logistic regression</td>
<td>Age, dehydridation, increased work of breathing, and heart rate</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aED: emergency department  
bAUC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve  
cPPV: positive predictive value  
dNPV: negative predictive value  
eThe performance metric is unreported in the original paper describing the model.

Second, despite being an integrated healthcare system, Intermountain Healthcare does not have complete clinical and administrative data on all of its patients. Our data set missed information on patients’ health care use that occurred at non-Intermountain Healthcare facilities. Inclusion of data from those facilities may lead to different results, but we do not expect this inclusion to significantly change our results. Intermountain Healthcare delivers ~85% of pediatric care in Utah [32]. Hence, our data set is reasonably complete with regard to capturing health care use among bronchiolitis patients in Utah.

Third, our operational definition of appropriate hospital admission is imperfect and excludes factors such as availability of patient transportation, preference of the patient’s parents, and hour of ED disposition [26]. Many of these factors are often undocumented in patient records. For some hospital admissions from the ED that were regarded as unnecessary based on our operational definition, the original admission decisions could be made because of these factors.

Finally, besides the features used in the study, other features could help improve the model’s accuracy. Finding new predictive features is an interesting area for future work.

Conclusions

Our model can predict appropriate hospital admission for ED patients with bronchiolitis with good accuracy. In particular, our model achieved an AUC of 0.960. An AUC≥0.9 is considered outstanding discrimination [46]. With further improvement, our model could be integrated into an electronic health record system to provide personalized real-time decision support for making ED disposition decisions for bronchiolitis, which could help standardize care and improve outcomes for bronchiolitis.
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Abstract

Background: Central precocious puberty (CPP) in girls seriously affects their physical and mental development in childhood. The method of diagnosis—gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH)–stimulation test or GnRH analogue (GnRHa)–stimulation test—is expensive and makes patients uncomfortable due to the need for repeated blood sampling.

Objective: We aimed to combine multiple CPP–related features and construct machine learning models to predict response to the GnRHa-stimulation test.

Methods: In this retrospective study, we analyzed clinical and laboratory data of 1757 girls who underwent a GnRHa test in order to develop XGBoost and random forest classifiers for prediction of response to the GnRHa test. The local interpretable model-agnostic explanations (LIME) algorithm was used with the black-box classifiers to increase their interpretability. We measured sensitivity, specificity, and area under receiver operating characteristic (AUC) of the models.

Results: Both the XGBoost and random forest models achieved good performance in distinguishing between positive and negative responses, with the AUC ranging from 0.88 to 0.90, sensitivity ranging from 77.91\% to 77.94\%, and specificity ranging from 84.32\% to 87.66\%. Basal serum luteinizing hormone, follicle-stimulating hormone, and insulin-like growth factor-I levels were found to be the three most important factors. In the interpretable models of LIME, the abovementioned variables made high contributions to the prediction probability.

Conclusions: The prediction models we developed can help diagnose CPP and may be used as a prescreening tool before the GnRHa-stimulation test.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(1):e11728) doi:10.2196/11728
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**Introduction**

Precocious puberty is related to the development of secondary sexual characteristics in girls before the age of 8 years and in boys before the age of 9 years. In recent years, the age of puberty onset has shown a decreasing trend, and puberty is related to subsequent health outcomes such as breast cancer, diabetes, and behavioral disorders [1]. Central precocious puberty (CPP), also known as true precocious puberty, is caused by early activation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis with clinical pubertal symptoms. CPP can influence final adult height and result in psychological problems, which will cause inappropriate behaviors. It is important for girls with suspected CPP to be evaluated and diagnosed in a timely manner.

The gold standard in the confirmation of CPP is the positive response of gonadotropin to a gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH)–stimulation test. In the absence of GnRH, GnRH analogues (GnRHa) are usually used instead [2]. However, the stimulation test is time consuming and expensive. Besides, the test is painful and make patients uncomfortable due to the need for repeated blood sampling at different time points. Therefore, another method to avoid the disadvantages of the GnRHa-stimulation test will be of great help in the diagnosis of CPP.

Several studies have focused on investigating a single gonadotropin biomarker to identify patients with CPP conveniently. Basal or peak serum luteinizing hormone (LH), follicle-stimulation hormone (FSH), and the ratio LH/FSH are the most common biomarkers reported [3-7]. However, the cut-off values of these single biomarkers depend on the assay used to measure the gonadotropin levels. As a result, cut-off points in previous studies differed widely. Moreover, both the Pasternak group [3] and the Mogensen group [8] reported that a single basal serum LH measurement could verify the presence of CPP, but could not confirm the absence of CPP. Therefore, a single gonadotropin parameter alone may not be sufficient for the diagnosis of CPP, and clinical and laboratory factors that can predict response to the GnRHa-stimulation test should be combined [9,10]. Su et al [10] found that accelerated growth rate, advanced bone age, and increased basal gonadotropin and insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I) levels were correlated with CPP. Traditional statistical analysis including t test and binary logistic regression were used to select factors correlated with the GnRH test [11-14]. Although remarkable progress has been made in these studies, there is a long way to go for their application in clinics due to the low sensitivity or specificity of tests.

Considering the previous studies and the extensive application of machine learning algorithms in the medical field, we aimed to determine whether combining multiple variables with machine learning classifiers could improve prediction of the GnRHa-stimulation test and thus help diagnose CPP.

**Methods**

**Population and Variables**

We enrolled 1757 girls with CPP symptoms who visited the Pediatric Day Ward of the Endocrinology Department at Guangzhou Women and Children’s Medical Center from January 2012 to March 2018. All subjects had undergone the GnRHa-stimulation test. Girls with any other disorders or intracranial lesions were excluded from the study.

Girls fulfilling the following eligibility criteria were considered to have a positive response to the GnRHa-stimulation test and were diagnosed with CPP in our study: (1) peak LH level ≥ 10 IU/L or peak LH level ≥ 5 IU/L combined with a ratio of peak LH to FSH value ≥ 0.6 and (2) onset of secondary sexual characteristics at the age < 8 years. Girls whose laboratory tests did not satisfy all the abovementioned criteria were considered to have a negative response. According to the long-term clinical practices, the first condition with a peak LH ≥ 10 IU/L is used as the diagnosing criterion in our hospital. Peak LH level ≥ 5 IU/L combined with a ratio of peak LH to FSH value ≥ 0.6 is widely used in China and some other countries for children undergoing the GnRH-stimulation test [15,16]. Since the stimulation effect of GnRHa is almost hundreds times that of GnRH [17], a condition that affects the levels of sex hormones due to GnRH would do the same with GnRHa. Our diagnostic criteria are an improved version of the existing criteria that are adapted to our population.

Information such as chief complaints, development of secondary sexual characters, and abnormal duration of puberty were stored as free text in the clinical records of the electronic medical records system. Laboratory test values were reported as structured data in the laboratory information system. In total, 19 variables were extracted from the clinical records and laboratory results for all the 1757 patients. Specifically, 10 variables extracted from the clinical records were weight, height, body mass index (BMI), abnormal duration of puberty in records (History), menarche, core in breast (Core), pigmentation, development stage of pubes (Pubes), development stage of left breast, and development stage of right breast. Breast and pubic hair development were evaluated using Tanner staging (stages 1 to 5). Nine variables extracted from the laboratory results were age, basal serum LH, FSH, estradiol, prolactin, testosterone, growth hormone, IGF-I, IGF-binding protein-3 levels before the GnRHa test.

Among the 1757 patients, 436 girls had examination reports available, including pelvic ultrasonography (for development of the uterus and ovaries) and radiography of the left hand (for bone age). Six variables extracted from the examination reports were development of uterus, existence of follicle, uterine volume, left and right ovary volumes, and bone age. Bone age was measured by the Greulich and Pyle method [18]. The variables from the clinical records and the examination reports were extracted first with traditional regex match using Python [19] and then examined manually by two endocrinologists.

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Guangzhou Women and Children’s Medical Center and
conducted in accordance with the ethical guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki of the World Medical Association. The requirement to obtain informed consent was waived because of the retrospective nature of the study. Data used in this study were anonymous, and no identifiable personal data of the patients were available for the analysis.

Data Preprocessing
Variables with more than 20% missing data, such as growth rate of height and weight and heights of parents, were excluded from this study. Missing values for continuous variables were replaced with mean values of all the samples grouped by age. Discrete variables like experience of menarche were filled with a value of 0. Discrete variables like Tanner stage for breast and pubes were filled with the least degree (stage 1).

Model Development and Assessment
Tree learning classifiers allow nonlinear interactions between features and have good interpretability. Considering this, we selected two tree-based ensemble binary classification algorithms—extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) and random forest—to develop our models. We also used linear support vector machines (SVM) and decision trees for the classification to compare the performance between ensemble models and nonensemble models. The models aimed to identify relationships between the input features and the output GnRHa test results, thereby determining whether a patient responds positively to the GnRHa test.

XGBoost is a scalable tree boosting and effective learning algorithm [20]. It trains a sequence of models to minimize errors made by existing models. Models in XGBoost are decision trees. Many data scientists have applied this algorithm to solve classification problems and achieved excellent results. XGBoost has also been successfully used in medical studies [21,22]. As XGBoost is essentially a gradient boosting tree model, which is not based on distance, normalization is not required. Random forest is another classical ensemble learning algorithm with a combination of a large amount of trees [23], which trains decision trees in parallel by using data with replacement. It applies bootstrap aggregating to tree learners, which leads to better performance as variance decreases. Random forest has the ability to handle nonlinear data and is robust to noise. Besides, parameter tuning is not that complex for these two algorithms compared to other ensemble learning algorithms.

SVM is a binary classifier with a maximum margin hyperplane [24]. The decision tree classifier is a tree-like model used for classification [25].

In order to obtain robust assessments and prevent overfitting, we used a nested cross-validation with an outer Monte Carlo cross-validation [26] (MCCV, repeated 20 times) and an inner k-fold cross-validation (k=5) for parameter tuning, yielding a total of 20 times the five-fold cross-validation. In the outer MCCV loop, the whole data set is randomly divided into the training set (80%) and the test set (20%) for 20 times. For each training set, the inner stratified five-fold cross-validation loop is performed as follows. The training set is split into five subsets, where four subsets are used for training and one is used for test. Parameter tuning is performed with grid search in the inner cross-validation. Finally, a model fitted on the training set with parameters that has the best area under the curve (AUC) evaluated on the inner test set is determined. The detailed training and test process is presented in Figure 1.

Feature Importance
XGBoost and random forest classifier have the ability to evaluate the importance of features. Feature importance is a feature weight and can represent the contribution to prediction. In XGBoost, feature importance is computed by the sum of times that the feature is selected as a tree node. In random forest, feature importance is calculated based on the out-of-bag (OOB) error. OOB error is the mean prediction error for training observations in the respective bootstrap sample. After randomly adding noise perturbations to OOB samples, a feature with a higher OOB error difference is more important, with higher feature importance. For both models, each feature obtained 20 feature importance values with 20 times the MCCV. We summed all the feature importance values for each feature and obtained a rank for all features.

Model Interpretation
One disadvantage of machine learning is that the model usually runs as a black box. However, it is necessary for a doctor to understand the reasons why a model makes such a prediction in the clinic, especially when timely detection is necessary. Tree-based models can provide feature importance at a global level but not in a specific case. The local interpretable model-agnostic explanations (LIME) algorithm is developed to identify an interpretable model that is locally faithful for each individual prediction [27,28]. It provides relative feature contributions for a single instance of the prediction result. LIME aggregates neighborhood data by randomly perturbing features from the instance. It then learns locally weighted linear models on this neighborhood data to explain each of the classes in an interpretable way. Parameters in LIME mainly include the maximum number of features in explanation, number of neighborhood samples to generate, and machine learning prediction function. We used the LIME library from the original authors for the model interpretation. The number of neighborhood samples is 5000 by default. The parameter num_features (maximum number of features) is the number of features shown in the explanation. The default value is 10. In our study, the value was 9 for a clear layout, as the contributions of features ranked after 9 were almost zero.

In our study, we used a submodular pick [27] instead of a random pick to select a diverse, representative set of samples from the test set for nonredundant explanations. For these samples, we then obtained the class probabilities, and the representative individuals were assigned with and average weight contributed by each feature to display how the classifier made a decision. Finally, we went over all these LIME results together with the endocrinologists to decide whether we should trust the results of the model.

All computation and visualization were performed in Python [19] using packages like Scikit-learn, Pandas, Lime, and Matplotlib.
**Results**

**Subject Characteristics**

Among the 1757 girls included in our study, 966 were positive for the GnRHa-stimulation test and diagnosed with CPP; the remaining 791 girls showed a negative response to the test. As shown in Table 1, 16 of the 19 variables were significantly higher in the CPP group than in the non-CPP group ($P<.05$), whereas prolactin, BMI, and pigmentation were similar in both groups.

**Evaluation for Models**

First, we developed prediction models with the data of 19 clinical and laboratory variables (Table 1) from all 1757 patients. Two machine learning algorithms, XGBoost and random forest classifiers, were used, and parameters with the best AUC were selected for each model. The performance as well as the selected parameters of the models are listed in Table 2, and their receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves are plotted in Figure 2. The performance was evaluated on the 20 test sets split with MCCV. Both models had strong prediction powers, with a specificity of ≥84.32%, a sensitivity of ≥77.91%, and an AUC of ≥0.88. The XGBoost classifier is slightly more effective than the random forest classifier, especially in terms of the specificity ($P<.01$), whereas random forest is much more efficient in terms of the computation speed with less model complexity.
Table 1. Basic characteristics of girls who underwent the GnRHa-stimulation test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Non-CPP(^a) (n=966), mean (SD)</th>
<th>CPP (n=791), mean (SD)</th>
<th>P value(^b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>7.07 (1.11)</td>
<td>7.52 (0.99)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH(^c) (IU/L)</td>
<td>0.12 (0.23)</td>
<td>0.93 (1.28)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSH(^d) (IU/L)</td>
<td>1.82 (1.30)</td>
<td>3.01 (1.62)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GH(^e) (ng/mL)</td>
<td>3.27 (3.26)</td>
<td>4.75 (4.69)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGF-I(^f) (ng/mL)</td>
<td>231.35 (65.93)</td>
<td>317.87 (89.84)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGFBP-3(^g) (μg/mL)</td>
<td>4.55 (0.52)</td>
<td>4.81 (0.55)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estradiol (pmol/L)</td>
<td>102.56 (50.96)</td>
<td>125.81 (60.97)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prolactin (ng/mL)</td>
<td>8.73 (5.39)</td>
<td>8.59 (5.61)</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testosterone (nmol/L)</td>
<td>0.80 (0.39)</td>
<td>0.94 (0.49)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History(^h) (months)</td>
<td>7.67 (10.39)</td>
<td>9.27 (9.63)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menstruation/menarche (yes, no)</td>
<td>N/A(^i)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height(^j) (cm)</td>
<td>127.16 (8.61)</td>
<td>131.61 (8.42)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight(^l) (kg)</td>
<td>27.32 (5.32)</td>
<td>29.60 (4.95)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI(^k) (kg/m(^2))</td>
<td>16.73 (2.30)</td>
<td>16.91 (1.96)</td>
<td>.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast core (yes, no)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pubes(^l) (1-5)</td>
<td>1.06 (0.27)</td>
<td>1.14 (0.44)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pigmentation (yes, no)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left breast(^l) (1-5)</td>
<td>2.33 (0.84)</td>
<td>2.76 (0.92)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right breast(^l) (1-5)</td>
<td>2.32 (0.84)</td>
<td>2.78 (0.92)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)CPP: central precocious puberty.

\(^b\)The equality of each indicator was evaluated by Chi-square or Student \(t\) test. \(P<.05\) was considered significant.

\(^c\)LH: luteinizing hormone.

\(^d\)FSH: follicle-stimulation hormone.

\(^e\)GH: growth hormone.

\(^f\)IGF-I: insulin-like growth factor-I.

\(^g\)IGFBP-3: insulin-like growth factor binding protein-3.

\(^h\)Abnormal duration in records.

\(^i\)N/A: not applicable.

\(^j\)At stimulation test.

\(^k\)BMI: body mass index.

\(^l\)Tanner stage.
Table 2. Predictive performance of classifiers and the corresponding parameters. A paired t test was performed on specificity and sensitivity for comparison against XGBoost.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithms/Variables</th>
<th>Specificity(^a) (%), mean (SD)</th>
<th>Sensitivity(^b) (%), mean (SD)</th>
<th>AUC(^c), mean (SD)</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>19 variables, 1757 patients</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XGBoost(^d)</td>
<td>85.39 (1.38)</td>
<td>77.94 (3.50)</td>
<td>0.89 (0.02)</td>
<td>Learning rate=0.01, max depth=3, number of trees=500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random forest</td>
<td>84.32 (1.88)(^f)</td>
<td>77.91 (3.59)(^f)</td>
<td>0.88 (0.02)</td>
<td>Max depth=3, criterion=gini, number of trees=20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM(^g)</td>
<td>88.94 (1.76)(^e)</td>
<td>62.36 (4.12)(^e)</td>
<td>0.86 (0.04)</td>
<td>Kernel=linear, penalty coefficient=5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision tree</td>
<td>75.90 (2.47)(^e)</td>
<td>71.71 (3.99)(^e)</td>
<td>0.74 (0.02)</td>
<td>Criterion=entropy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>19 variables, 436 patients</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XGBoost</td>
<td>83.17 (5.29)</td>
<td>75.28 (6.43)</td>
<td>0.86 (0.04)</td>
<td>Learning rate=0.01, max depth=3, number of trees=500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random forest</td>
<td>83.46 (6.28)(^f)</td>
<td>74.72 (6.43)(^f)</td>
<td>0.85 (0.04)</td>
<td>Max depth=3, criterion=gini, number of trees=20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>88.94 (4.90)(^e)</td>
<td>62.36 (7.73)(^e)</td>
<td>0.86 (0.02)</td>
<td>Kernel=linear, penalty coefficient=5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision tree</td>
<td>76.25 (7.07)(^e)</td>
<td>68.06 (7.12)(^e)</td>
<td>0.72 (0.04)</td>
<td>Criterion=entropy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>25 variables, 436 patients</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XGBoost(^d)</td>
<td>87.66 (5.52)</td>
<td>76.64 (6.51)</td>
<td>0.90 (0.04)</td>
<td>Learning rate=0.01, max depth=4, number of trees=500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random forest</td>
<td>87.41 (4.22)(^f)</td>
<td>75.03 (7.91)(^f)</td>
<td>0.90 (0.05)</td>
<td>Max depth=3, criterion=entropy, number of trees=20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>89.81 (4.28)(^f)</td>
<td>66.53 (7.01)(^e)</td>
<td>0.86 (0.02)</td>
<td>Kernel=linear, penalty coefficient=5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision tree</td>
<td>76.35 (5.51)(^e)</td>
<td>68.61 (7.16)(^e)</td>
<td>0.72 (0.05)</td>
<td>Criterion=entropy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1-3 variables, 1757 patients, XGBoost(^d)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH(^h), IGF-I(^i), FSH(^j)</td>
<td>83.17 (1.62)</td>
<td>76.39 (3.57)</td>
<td>0.86 (0.02)</td>
<td>Learning rate=0.01, max depth=3, number of trees=500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH(^h), IGF-I(^i)</td>
<td>83.27 (1.62)</td>
<td>75.69 (3.61)</td>
<td>0.86 (0.02)</td>
<td>Learning rate=0.01, max depth=3, number of trees=500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH(^h), FSH(^j)</td>
<td>83.56 (1.94)</td>
<td>75.83 (3.13)</td>
<td>0.84 (0.02)</td>
<td>Learning rate=0.01, max depth=3, number of trees=500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH(^h)</td>
<td>83.37 (2.00)</td>
<td>75.97 (3.74)</td>
<td>0.84 (0.02)</td>
<td>Learning rate=0.01, max depth=3, number of trees=500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGF-I(^i), FSH(^j)</td>
<td>80.77 (2.47)</td>
<td>57.08 (3.29)</td>
<td>0.77 (0.02)</td>
<td>Learning rate=0.01, max depth=3, number of trees=500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGF-I(^i)</td>
<td>80.19 (3.14)</td>
<td>53.19 (4.55)</td>
<td>0.73 (0.02)</td>
<td>Learning rate=0.01, max depth=3, number of trees=500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSH(^j)</td>
<td>84.13 (3.87)</td>
<td>45.00 (5.34)</td>
<td>0.68 (0.02)</td>
<td>Learning rate=0.01, max depth=3, number of trees=500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Specificity=number of true negatives/(number of true negatives+number of false positives).
\(^b\)Sensitivity=number of true positives/(number of true positives+number of false negatives).
\(^c\)AUC, area under the receiver operating curve.
\(^d\)XGBoost: extreme gradient boosting.
\(^e\)\(P<.01\)
\(^f\)Not significant.
\(^g\)SVM: supported vector machines.
\(^h\)LH: luteinizing hormone.
\(^i\)IGF-I: insulin-like growth factor-I.
\(^j\)FSH: follicle-stimulation hormone.

In the data set, 436 girls had additional examination reports, and we extracted six variables from these reports (see Population and Variables subsection). To investigate whether adding image features could enhance the prediction efficiency, we combined the six variables with the 19 variables and trained and evaluated both the XGBoost and random forest models on the 436 samples, of which 180 patients belonged to the CPP group and 256 belonged to the non-CPP group. For the ease of comparison, we retrained the previous 19-variable models with the 436 samples. As shown in Table 2, the reduction in sample size led to a serious decline in model performance, whereas the addition of six image features improved their performance. Specifically, for XGBoost in 436 samples, the specificity increased from 83.17% for 19 variables to 87.66% for 25 variables, the
sensitivity increased from 75.28% to 76.64%, and the AUC increased from 0.86 to 0.90. For random forest in 436 samples with 25 variables, the specificity increased from 83.46% to 87.41%, the sensitivity increased from 74.72% to 75.03%, and the AUC increased from 0.86 to 0.90 compared to the results from 436 samples with 19 variables. Similarly, as seen in the ROC curves shown in Figure 2, XGBoost performed slightly better than the random forest classifier.

To compare performance between ensemble models and nonensemble models, the SVM and decision tree classifiers were used to develop predictive models for the abovementioned settings. Higher specificities were achieved with the SVM models. However, sensitivities for the SVM models were much lower than those for the ensembles models. The decision tree models demonstrated significantly inferior performance in terms of almost all the sensitivities, specificities, and AUCs. These results suggest that the ensemble models are able to yield excellent performance while maintaining a good balance between sensitivity and specificity in the prediction of CPP.

**Feature Importance**

We computed the feature importance score for all the 19 variables to identify important features used by the models. The importance of each feature calculated by the models is plotted in Figure 3. In both models, the most important predictive variable was LH level, followed by IGF-I and FSH levels. The fourth most important feature for the random forest model was height, which ranked fifth in the XGBoost model. Prolactin is the fourth most important feature of XGBoost, but it contributed only a little to random forest. These data suggest that different machine learning algorithms attach importance to different combination lists of variables, although they yield similar predictive performance.

To further verify the importance of the top 3 features, we constructed XGBoost models with these features individually or in combination (Table 2). As expected, the models using one, two, or three features had poorer performances than the models using all features. The results showed that the higher the feature ranked, the better the corresponding model performed. Interestingly, LH alone or together with IGF-I and FSH is sufficient to predict a response to the GnRHa test with a fairly good performance and an AUC between 0.84 and 0.86. These data support the results from the feature importance calculations.

![Figure 2. ROC curves for classifiers with 19 variables for 1757 patients and 25 variables for 436 patients. ROC: receiver operating curve; AUC: area under ROC.](image-url)
Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations for Interpretation

A representative set of 200 samples, which accounted for more than 50% of the test set and were enough to be the budget size of individual instances to understand a model, were selected with the submodular pick method [27] for the 19-variable models. LIME was then applied to investigate feature contributions for each prediction. Results with top 9 features are presented in Figure 4 for one positive sample and one negative sample (more representative samples can be seen in Multimedia Appendix 1). In Figure 4, XGBoost predicts an instance where CPP positively responds to the GnRHa test with a probability of 90%. Only the feature growth hormone supports the negative prediction, whereas LH, prolactin, IGF-I, and information about body development support the positive prediction. This makes sense in the clinical diagnosis of CPP and reveals that we can trust our prediction models to a certain extent. In Figure 4, left and right breast at Tanner stage 3, FSH level > 2 IU/L, and several other features support the positive prediction with a probability of 16%. LH level of 0.07 IU/L, prolactin level > 9.53 ng/mL, IGF-I level > 220 ng/mL, and age < 7 years contribute to the negative prediction with a probability of 84%. Similar results are observed in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Results of LIME with XGBoost and Random Forest classifiers applied to one positive (A, B) and one negative (C, D) instance. The left sides are for XGBoost, and the right for Random Forest. Blue color is for the negative instance and orange is for the positive instance. The first column represents the prediction probabilities of negative and positive results achieved from classifiers. The second column shows the features' contributions to the probability. Only the top nine features are displayed for clarity. The third column displays the original data values. LIME: local interpretable model-agnostic explanations; XGBoost: extreme gradient boosting; LH: luteinizing hormone; IGF-I: insulin-like growth factor-I; FSH: follicle-stimulation hormone; PRL: prolactin; GH: growth hormone; E2: estradiol; BMI: body mass index; TTE: testosterone; Rbreast: right breast; Lbreast: left breast; IGFBP-3: insulin-like growth factor binding protein-3; PMT: pigmentation; MST: menstruation; PMT: pigmentation.

Discussion

Overview

CPP mimics pubertal development ahead of time at an inappropriate chronological age. It requires timely detection and treatment in case of physical and physiological effect on girls. The GnRHa-stimulation test is expensive and time consuming and causes discomfort to patients. Here, we applied machine learning algorithms to multiple clinical variables and built two tree-based ensemble learning classifiers for the prediction of response to the GnRHa-stimulation test. Both the XGBoost and random forest models achieved good performance in distinguishing between positive and negative responses, with the AUC ranging from 0.88 to 0.90, the sensitivity ranging from 77.91% to 77.94%, and the specificity ranging from 84.32% to 87.66%.

Comparisons with Previous Models

Several previous models focused on determining optimal blood sampling time points or appropriate cut-off values to simplify the stimulation test. Kandemir et al [29] found that a single sample of LH tested at the 40th minute after stimulation with a cut-off of 5 IU/L could yield 98% sensitivity and 100% specificity in the diagnosis of CPP. Yazdani et al [30] showed that an LH concentration > 5 IU/L at 3 hours has optimal sensitivity (83%) and specificity (97%). In the study of Çatlı et al [7], 100% sensitivity and 84% specificity were obtained using a cut-off value > 0.24 for peak LH/FSH ratio in girls. Although these models performed better than our models, they had to be used after stimulation and therefore could not avoid the disadvantages of the GnRH/GnRHa test completely.

Some models used only the basal sex hormone level. Yazdani et al [30] found that a basal LH level >0.1 IU/L, a basal LH/FSH ratio >1, and basal estradiol level ≥1.5 ng/dL in girls have low sensitivity (10%-67%) but excellent specificity (94%-100%). Çatlı et al [7] also reported models with the basal FSH or LH levels and achieved a sensitivity of 71% and a specificity of 68% or 64%. Pasternak et al [3] reported that basal LH levels ≤0.1 IU/L were sufficient to rule out positive response to the GnRH test with a specificity of 94% but a sensitivity of only 64% in girls. In another model [4], the basal LH level with a cut-off value of 0.35 IU/L was associated with a sensitivity of 63.96% and a specificity of 76.3% based on the ROC with an AUC of 0.77. These results varied a lot due to the different settings and sample sizes. In this study, our models showed better performance with more features before stimulation and a larger homogeneous population, which is the largest population in such a study to our knowledge.

Predictive Features

Based on our machine learning models, basal LH, IGF-I, and FSH levels are predictive factors with top ranks for the feature importance in both models. Previous studies have demonstrated that the measurement of LH could be better than that of other sex hormones for initial evaluation of suspected puberty [3,8]. In our study, the LH level ranked first and was much more important than other variables. Besides LH, another indicator monitored in the stimulation test, FSH, was also selected by the models as the third most–important variable. Obviously, LH and FSH are important to CPP because they are biomarkers of the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis activation, which is the essence of CPP. IGF-I, which is the second most important variable in our models, is reportedly involved in GnRH regulation [31,32] and is increasingly expressed in girls with CPP [9,5]. Animal studies showed that the IGF-I signaling pathways play important roles in the timing of puberty in girls [32]. Although IGF-I has not been considered in previous models, our study suggests that IGF-I may be a valuable marker for diagnosing CPP.
Several studies [12,33,34] suggested that image reports like pelvic ultrasound and radiography of the hand have adjunct diagnostic values in CPP diagnosis but provide no reliable differentiation alone. Here, we found that adding features from the image reports improved the prediction results. Performance of models built based on 1757 samples was better than that based on 436 samples, suggesting a sample size effect. Interestingly, in the case of 436 samples with additional six image variables, the aforementioned sample size effect was balanced. This suggests that more samples with image features will produce better results. Thus, medical image examinations like bone age radiography should be considered before the GnRHa-stimulation test for girls with suspected CPP.

Interpretations of Models

We noticed that more variables were assigned with a moderate value of feature importance in the XGBoost model than those in the random forest model. This is reasonable when considering the different algorithms the two models used for prediction and importance evaluation. In XGBoost, trees are sequentially built in a boosting manner to enhance the overall performance. The estimates of feature importance are provided explicitly with the frequency that the feature is selected as a tree node from a trained predictive model. In contrast, trees are trained parallelly in a bootstrapping way in random forest to vote for the final decision. The feature importance is estimated implicitly through permuting the feature’s values and calculating the change of the model’s prediction error. Obviously, XGBoost includes each contribution of each feature to each tree into the feature importance, whereas random forest only evaluates each feature globally without specific contributions. It should be noted that different combinations of variables may produce models with similar predictive accuracy, relating to the uncertainty analysis of the solutions in any decision-making problem [35-37]. This is not rare in machine learning models in medicine [38-40]. Moreover, the most important features in the clinic such as basal LH, IGF-I, and FSH levels were all sorted out by both models, demonstrating that they are both reliable and effective in predicting response to the GnRHa test.

In order to provide endocrinology physicians a trustworthy insight into the prediction models, we also used LIME to show each feature’s contribution to predicting probabilities reasonably. The most important features used by the models for individual prediction have been proven to be significant in the clinic [3-5,7,9,10], demonstrating that our models are credible. This will greatly increase the interpretability of the machine learning models and make it convenient for individualized diagnosis in the clinic.

Limitations

There are some limitations to this study. First, growth velocity is specially related to physical development. Due to the lack of height growth rate and weight growth rate, we did not include growth velocity in our feature set. For further research, we will focus more on medical imaging and growth velocity to identify their diagnostic value with CPP. Second, our work included only girls with suspected CPP from a single center in China. The prediction models in this study may not be suitable for the population in other districts or countries. Third, manual inspection of values extracted through regular expression matching from free text could reduce errors to improve the model performance. However, this adds a considerable amount of work and thus reduces the scalability of the model. We are improving the matching algorithm with the manually inspected data to increase the level of model automation. Finally, features generated from laboratory results are more complete than those extracted from free text, which may affect the rank of feature importance. More efforts are required to enhance the data quality of unstructured features in the future.

Conclusions

Our study is the first one to apply both machine learning algorithms and the explanation method to the diagnosis of CPP. Our models can predict the response to the stimulation test before injection of GnRHa in girls who are suspected of having CPP and thus may be used as a prescreening tool to help physicians make decisions in conjunction with the GnRHa-stimulation test.
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Multimedia Appendix 1

Results of LIME with XGBoost and Random Forest classifiers applied to four positive and four negative instances. LIME: local interpretable model-agnostic explanations.
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Abbreviations

AUC: area under receiver operating characteristic

BMI: body mass index

CPP: central precocious puberty

FSH: follicle-stimulation hormone

GnRH: gonadotropin releasing hormone

GnRHa: gonadotropin releasing hormone analogues

IGF-I: insulin-like growth factor-I

IGFBP-3: insulin-like growth factor binding protein-3
**LH:** luteinizing hormone

**LIME:** local interpretable model-agnostic explanations

**MCCV:** Monte Carlo cross-validation

**OOB:** out-of-bag

**ROC:** receiver operating characteristic

**SVM:** support vector machines

**XGBoost:** extreme gradient boosting
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Abstract

Background: Pattern mining utilizes multiple algorithms to explore objective and sometimes unexpected patterns in real-world data. This technique could be applied to electronic medical record data mining; however, it first requires a careful clinical assessment and validation.

Objective: The aim of this study was to examine the use of pattern mining techniques on a large clinical dataset to detect treatment and medication use patterns for childhood pneumonia.

Methods: We applied 3 pattern mining algorithms to 680,138 medication administration records from 30,512 childhood inpatients with diagnosis of pneumonia during a 6-year period at a children’s hospital in China. Patients’ ages ranged from 0 to 17 years, where 37.53% (11,453/30,512) were 0 to 3 months old, 86.55% (26,408/30,512) were under 5 years, 60.37% (18,419/30,512) were male, and 60.10% (18,338/30,512) had a hospital stay of 9 to 15 days. We used the FP-Growth, PrefixSpan, and USpan pattern mining algorithms. The first 2 are more traditional methods of pattern mining and mine a complete set of frequent medication use patterns. PrefixSpan also incorporates an administration sequence. The newer USpan method considers medication utility, defined by the dose, frequency, and timing of use of the 652 individual medications in the dataset. Together, these 3 methods identified the top 10 patterns from 6 age groups, forming a total of 180 distinct medication combinations. These medications encompassed the top 40 (73.66%, 500,982/680,138) most frequently used medications. These patterns were then evaluated by subject matter experts to summarize 5 medication use and 2 treatment patterns.

Results: We identified 5 medication use patterns: (1) antiasthmatics and expectorants and corticosteroids, (2) antibiotics and (antiasthmatics or expectorants or corticosteroids), (3) third-generation cephalosporin antibiotics with (or followed by) traditional antibiotics, (4) antibiotics and (medications for enteritis or skin diseases), and (5) (antiasthmatics or expectorants or corticosteroids) and (medications for enteritis or skin diseases). We also identified 2 frequent treatment patterns: (1) 42.89% (291,701/680,138) of specific medication administration records were of intravenous therapy with antibiotics, diluents, and nutritional supplements and (2) 11.53% (78,390/680,138) were of various combinations of inhalation of antiasthmatics, expectorants, or corticosteroids. Fleiss kappa for the subject experts’ evaluation was 0.693, indicating moderate agreement.

Conclusions: Utilizing a pattern mining approach, we summarized 5 medication use patterns and 2 treatment patterns. These warrant further investigation.
Introduction

Childhood pneumonia remains the single largest cause of death in young children worldwide [1,2]. According to a recent World Health Organization (WHO) report, an estimated 922,000 children under the age of 5 passed away because of pneumonia in 2015 alone, accounting for 16% of all deaths in this age group [2,3]. In China, it is an especially grave concern, driven in part by environmental pollution [3] and abuse of antibiotics [4]. For virtually all high-mortality settings, the WHO’s case management plan uses algorithms as the basis for pneumonia management [5]. Globally, there are many clinical recommendations for treating pediatric pneumonia, but some guidelines are outdated and can be vague [6]. Variation in treatment regimens within the same clinic could indicate poor clinical practice leading to increased recurrence rates that are more likely to have complications [7,8]. Multiple medication therapies are common practice and may provide more effective treatment with a lower concentration of individual components lessening the risk of side effects and toxicity [9,10]. What is missing, however, is the knowledge derived directly from real-world clinical practice.

Electronic medical record (EMR) data represent a rich source of information that includes 2 types of clinical knowledge [8,11,12]. First, it reflects the medical knowledge– and specialty-based clinical practice of a group of doctors within a certain time period. This encompasses medical solutions originating from various clinical standards developed by physicians as a professional group. Second, it represents the clinical experience of an individual practicing clinician and their prescribing style, as well as external factors such as pricing and regulation. Meaningful use of these data can yield information that can guide clinical practice. Challenges of using EMR data, however, have included the large data volume and the substantial variations between different EMR systems.

Data mining techniques have great potential for use in exploring EMR data. Pattern mining is an important subfield of data mining. Its goal is to find all possible salient and persistent patterns in a dataset [13,14], including, but not limited to, direct or indirect associations, trends, periodic patterns, sequential rules, and high-utility patterns of real-life events. Pattern mining is an overloaded term that is used to refer to different technologies in different domains. These techniques have been used in economics, for example, to analyze the stock market and supermarket sales, but have rarely been used in medical research and, specifically, aiming to a variable length of hospital stay is the first time. In one context, it means statistical properties for handling continuous attributes, and in another context, it refers to an ordinal relation, usually based on temporal or spatial precedence that exists among events occurring in the data. Furthermore, the tools and evaluation methods used in each context are different. We aimed to consider the sequential information that may be valuable for identifying recurring features of a dynamic system or predicting future occurrences of certain events. In addition, most of the previous research on discovering medication-using patterns involves text-based methods and is limited to one or two medications [15,16]. In this study, we explored the utility of a pattern mining approach to the entire record of inpatient EMR-based medications administered for childhood pneumonia in a large children’s hospital in China across several years.

Methods

Study Population

The Children’s Hospital of Shanghai (CHS), one of the top comprehensive children’s hospitals in China, admits approximately 5000 inpatients annually from different parts of the country and internationally. Formerly known as Underprivileged Children’s Hospital, it is one of the oldest children’s hospitals in Asia.

We extracted 680,138 inpatient medication administration records from 30,512 childhood patients with an initial diagnosis of pneumonia, from January 1, 2010, to December 31, 2015, at the CHS, China. The EMR dataset contains 18,419 males and 12,093 females, among which 60.10% (18,338/30,512) had a hospital stay of 9 to 15 days. If rehospitalized, the patients had 1 record for each hospitalization. Raw data were deidentified. We pulled age and sex, initial diagnosis, and admission and discharge dates, as well as routes and doses of administered medications. According to Chinese legislation, ethical approval from the regional ethical review board is not needed for this type of study of deidentified EMR data. The data used in this study were anonymous. Although ethical approval from the regional ethical review board is not needed for this type of study of deidentified EMRs according to Chinese legislation, we still applied for and received approval from the Institutional Review Board of the CHS.

Data Preparation

We first merged similar routes of administration for the same medication, and then converted commonly used medications to their shortened reference names as shown in Multimedia Appendix 1. We then removed diluents (or carriers) from the dataset after our expert panel determined that these were not intended to have a therapeutic effect. The final dataset contains 652 individual medications (including traditional Chinese patent medicine [17]), among which the top 40 medications appeared in 73.66% (500,982/680,138) of all the medication administration records (Multimedia Appendix 1).

Selected Pattern Mining Algorithms: FP-Growth, PrefixSpan, and USpan

Our initial goal was to generate sets of frequently appearing items (ie, frequent item sets) to better understand medication
use patterns. However, doing so would involve excluding too many temporal data points. An example of this temporal information is the time at which an item (eg, medication) was prescribed by a physician. Thus, while the classic frequency-based framework often leads to many patterns being identified, most of them are not informative enough for further clinical investigation. Recent efforts have been made to incorporate utility into the pattern selection framework, so that high-utility patterns, regardless of frequency, are mined. To obtain more reliable and relevant results, we first developed a unified platform to draw a parallel comparison among all medication use patterns produced by 3 pattern mining algorithms (FP-Growth, PrefixSpan, and USpan). We then asked the panel of subject matter experts to review these results based on their clinical expertise and to make recommendations for meaningful grouping. We also compared these results with what experts found using summary statistics in our previous work [18].

The advantage of progressively using 3 algorithms instead of applying only 1 is twofold: (1) the 3 methods allow for more comprehensive data mining that includes frequency, timing, and utility of dosing of medication administration and (2) it can reduce approach-specific limitations. FP-Growth and PrefixSpan are 2 classic pattern mining algorithms, which were commonly used in business. The earliest and most classic example of their use was examining the cosale of diapers and beer [19]. FP-Growth allows mining of a complete set of frequent patterns by pattern fragment growth without using candidate generations [20]. PrefixSpan offers ordered growth and reduced projected databases over a particular interval [21]. However, the 2 algorithms can only find patterns that appear with high frequency. For example, if there is a medication use pattern of \((a, b)\) where one of the medications (ie, \(a\) or \(b\)) was administered with low frequency, the 2 algorithms would not be able to discover this combination. It is possible that some interesting patterns (eg, a medication prescribed at a low frequency but at a high dose) may be filtered out of the results because of the medication’s low frequency of appearance. To address this problem, we used the more advanced USpan algorithm (first proposed by Yin et al [22]) and proposed a new definition called medication utility. The term utility originated from economics and considers quantities, profits, and time orders of items simultaneously [23]. The method is unique in its business consideration in dollar value for customers in financial markets. We define medication utility using both the dosage and frequency of medication administration over time to obtain more detailed evidence of medication use. USpan reflects a recent effort to incorporate utility into the pattern selection framework, so that high-utility (frequent or infrequent) patterns are mined which address some of the concerns involved in exploratory factor analysis, such as dollar value associated with each pattern. To achieve this, we implemented the USpan algorithm (see Multimedia Appendix 2 with its explanation).

**Application of Pattern Mining Algorithms to the Electronic Medical Record Data**

We summarized our approach in Figure 1, including (1) the original format of the raw EMR data, (2) a diagram outlining the 3-step data processing method, and (3) the steps taken by a particular algorithm, and its input and output formats. The thresholds used in the algorithms are as follows: the minimum support of both FP-Growth and PrefixSpan is 0.15, and the minimum utility of USpan is 30,000. We only utilized the top 10 results from our algorithmic outputs.

**Figure 1.** Application of algorithms to the dataset (medication A is a placeholder for a drug name and a indicates the frequency of appearance of medication A). EMR: electronic medical record; D5W: Dextrose 5% in Water; NS: normal saline; ID: identification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original format of raw EMR data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Diagnostic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routes of Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration Schedule</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preprocessing step (0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Merge different routes of administration for the same medication, unify commonly used medication descriptions with a shortened reference term, and exclude dosages.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preprocessing step (1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group by Patient ID</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preprocessing step (2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group by Time stamp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preprocessing step (3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Define Medication utility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Output format 1**

\(<\text{medication A, medication B, ...}>\)

**Input format 1**

\(<\text{Patient ID, medications}>\)

**Output format 2**

\(<\text{medication A, medication B, ...}>\)

**Input format 2**

\(<\text{medication A, medication B, ...}>\)

**Output format 2**

\(<\text{medication A, medication B, ...}>\)

**Input format 3**

\(<\text{Patient ID, medications in sequence over time with utility}>\)
Step 1: Group by Patient Identification
As FP-Growth disregards the quantity of items and time information, we first simplified the raw EMR data to a list of all the administered medications and their corresponding patients. FP-Growth outputs an unordered pattern represented by several medications enclosed in parentheses, for example, (medication A, medication B, and medication C). For example, consider 2 patients, one who used medication A on January 1 and medication B on January 2, and another who used medication B on January 10 and medication A on January 21. In this scenario, the output of FP-Growth would be (medication A and medication B), meaning that medication A and medication B were administered during the same hospitalization.

Step 2: Group by Time Stamp
To make a suitable input for PrefixSpan that includes temporality, we took the results from Step 1 and determined the sequence of medication administration over time. PrefixSpan outputs a temporal order enclosed in a pair of angled brackets. For example, the combination <(medication A, medication B), medication C,...> means that there exists a temporal relation between (medication A, medication B) and medication C. Put another way, medication A and medication B were administered at the same time, and both were administered before medication C. For example, if a patient uses medication A for the first day, medication B for the first day, medication D for the fifth day, medication A for the eighth day, and medication B for the ninth day, while FP-Growth would output the grouping (medication A, medication B, medication D) without considering the repeat medications. PrefixSpan’s output would be of the form <(medication A, medication B), medication D, medication A, medication B>.

Step 3: Define Medication Utility
We defined medication utility as follows. Let I={i₁, i₂,...,iₖ} be the universal set of distinct medications. Each item iₖ ∈ I (1 ≤ k ≤ n) is associated with a utility value, denoted as P(iₖ), which shows the utility of dosing of each specific medication to treat a given disease. A medication usage is represented as an ordered pair (iₖ, qₖ), where iₖ ∈ I is a medication and qₖ is a positive number representing the quantity of I, which shows how much of this medication is taken (ie, dose). We thus define medication utility as U(iₖ, qₖ)=P(iₖ)×qₖ representing a single medication’s dosage during one patient’s hospitalization.

Since USpan takes both the time sequence and medication utility of each item into account, every administration record that occurred at the same time will be enclosed in a pair of parentheses, such as (medication A, a), in which medication A is a single drug and a is the frequency of medication A’s appearance. Each medication is attached to its utility, and each medication-utility pair is separated by time, indicated by a comma. USpan results are in the same output format as PrefixSpan.

Experiments’ Reviewing of the Results
To determine which machine-identified patterns most accurately reflect real-world clinical practice [24], we invited a panel of subject matter experts including 3 physicians (MD), 3 pharmacists, and 2 researchers (1 DS and 1 MPH). The panels were invited to review, adjusting process inputs and outputs if needed, and offer opinions on the clinical validity of the patterns obtained from the 3 algorithms. We then conducted a thorough literature review (by putting the drug names seen in a specific pattern into Google’s search engine to find related papers) to further analyze the combinations that our panel considered clinically interesting. Our experts then conducted a final review of the results of the literature search to further validate the medication use patterns. We calculated Fleiss kappa to measure interrater reliability for the experts shown in Multimedia Appendix 3.

Results

Study Population
The majority (86.55%, 26,408/30,512) of the study population (Table 1) was under 5 years of age. Among the under-5 population, 66.55% (20,305/30,512) were under 2 years of age and 37.53% (11,453/30,512) were newborns. There were more male (60.37%, 18,419/30,512) than female patients.

Simple Exploration of Frequency of Use of the Raw Electronic Medical Record Data
To better understand the raw EMR data, we first examined the top 40 most frequently prescribed medications across age groups and found that 2 diluents (D5W, Dextrose 5% in Water and NS, Normal Saline) were ranked the first- and second-most frequent (Multimedia Appendix 4). After removing all diluents from the dataset, some nutritional supplements, such as fat emulsion and vitamins, were ranked within top 10 medications for each of the 6 age groups (Multimedia Appendix 5). Besides diluents and nutritional supplements, antibiotics were also among the top 10 most frequently prescribed in each age group. These medications were present in 42.89% (291,701/680,138) of all specific medication administration records and they were all administered through intravenous (IV) therapy. Thus, treatment pattern 1 is the combination of antibiotics, diluents, and nutritional supplements via IV therapy.

Due to the high frequency of antibiotic use, we then used statistics on individual medications to examine the frequency of use of the 7 commonly administered antibiotic monotherapies over the study period (2010 to 2015) and found a dramatically increased use of ceftriaxone (a third-generation cephalosporin antibiotic) and cefuroxime (a second-generation cephalosporin) over this period of time (Figure 2). Meanwhile, the use of a more traditional first-generation antibiotic—augmentin—had dramatically declined. In addition, we found that the administration of certain types of antibiotics varied with patients’ age (Figure 3). For instance, cefotaxime (a third-generation cephalosporin) was more commonly used in newborns under 3 months of age, but azithromycin was rarely administered in that age group. This observation might reflect the results of some published studies which reported an increased risk of cardiovascular death associated with the use of azithromycin, specifically, in infants [25,26].
Table 1. Study population demographics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total population (N)</td>
<td></td>
<td>4216</td>
<td>4062</td>
<td>3935</td>
<td>5080</td>
<td>6198</td>
<td>7021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
<td>2602 (61.72)</td>
<td>2447 (60.24)</td>
<td>2411 (61.27)</td>
<td>3030 (59.65)</td>
<td>3718 (59.99)</td>
<td>4211 (59.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
<td>1614 (38.28)</td>
<td>1615 (39.76)</td>
<td>1524 (38.73)</td>
<td>2050 (40.35)</td>
<td>2480 (40.01)</td>
<td>2810 (40.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age groupsa, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-3 months</td>
<td></td>
<td>1678 (39.80)</td>
<td>1617 (39.81)</td>
<td>1609 (40.89)</td>
<td>2075 (40.85)</td>
<td>2297 (37.06)</td>
<td>2177 (31.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-6 months</td>
<td></td>
<td>356 (8.44)</td>
<td>413 (10.17)</td>
<td>360 (9.15)</td>
<td>351 (6.91)</td>
<td>410 (6.62)</td>
<td>549 (7.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-12 months</td>
<td></td>
<td>441 (10.46)</td>
<td>491 (12.09)</td>
<td>386 (9.81)</td>
<td>482 (9.49)</td>
<td>580 (9.36)</td>
<td>716 (10.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2 years</td>
<td></td>
<td>426 (10.10)</td>
<td>421 (10.36)</td>
<td>421 (10.70)</td>
<td>504 (9.92)</td>
<td>723 (11.67)</td>
<td>822 (11.71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-5 years</td>
<td></td>
<td>781 (18.52)</td>
<td>725 (17.85)</td>
<td>711 (18.07)</td>
<td>902 (17.76)</td>
<td>1279 (20.64)</td>
<td>1705 (24.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;5 years</td>
<td></td>
<td>534 (12.67)</td>
<td>395 (9.72)</td>
<td>448 (11.39)</td>
<td>766 (15.08)</td>
<td>909 (14.67)</td>
<td>1052 (14.98)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aAge indicates the age at admission and was calculated as the difference between Admission Date and Birthday.

Figure 2. The historic proportion of antibiotics administered according to the calendar year.

Using Pattern Mining to Explore the Electronic Medical Record Dataset

We utilized the 3 algorithms to produce the top 10 medication use patterns from 6 age groups spanning from 0 to 17 years, resulting in 180 distinct medication combinations (Multimedia Appendix 1). On the basis of these results, our expert panel summarized 5 clinically interesting medication use patterns as shown in Table 2. Checkmarks indicate that the pattern appeared in that age group. Pattern 1 is antiasthmatics (albuterol) and expectorants (ipratropium bromide) and corticosteroids (budesonide). Pattern 2 is antibiotics and (antiasthmatics or expectorants or corticosteroids). Pattern 3 is the only use of third-generation antibiotics or the use of these medications followed by traditional antibiotics. Pattern 4 is antibiotics and medications for enteritis (probiotics: bifid triple viable, smectite, and clostridium butyricum) or medication for skin diseases (antiseptics: zinc oxide and drapolene). Finally, Pattern 5 is (antiasthmatics or expectorants or corticosteroids) and (medications for enteritis or skin diseases). Detailed descriptions of the patterns for 3 major groups are provided in the following sections.
**Inhaled Medications**

Medication use patterns 1 and 2 were both revealed by USpan, because it takes into account a high medication utility for administered medications (Multimedia Appendix 5). For pattern 1, we found that all 3 medications reflect nonsequential medication administrations, indicating that they were administered concurrently instead of the more traditional sequential application of each medication. Our expert panel confirmed that this medication pattern could shorten medication administration durations, for example by combining and administering multiple inhaled medications simultaneously via nebulization. This approach was also confirmed by the chemical stability of such a mixture [27,28]. Further investigation of the route of administration of pattern 1 medication use indicated that inhalation therapy accounted for 11.53% (78390/680138) of the medication administration records, which we considered as Treatment pattern 2. Medication pattern 2 was these inhaled medications plus antibiotics indicating the management pattern of difficult-to-treat infections in patients with pneumonia.

**Antibiotics**

FP-Growth and PrefixSpan, the 2 classical algorithms, showed a similar pattern 3 (Table 2), that is, the only use of third-generation cephalosporins or the use of these medications with (or followed by) traditional antibiotics. FP-Growth resulted in 2 combinations. One is the combination of 2 third-generation cephalosporins (cefotaxime and cefixime). The other is the combination of a third-generation cephalosporin (ceftriaxone) with a traditional first-generation antibiotic (azithromycin). Interestingly, PrefixSpan showed not only the same 2 medication combinations but also similar timings: the average time gap between the 2 medications was 7 and 5 days, respectively.

**Medications for Enteritis or Skin Diseases**

Patterns 4 and 5 showed a correlation between pneumonia-specific medications and medications for 2 other conditions: enteritis and skin diseases. For example, pattern 4 demonstrated a third-generation antibiotic (cefotaxime) and a medication for skin rashes (zinc oxide) were followed by a probiotic (bifid triple viable) that appears only in the 0 to 3 months age group. Pattern 5 showed that the 3 inhalation medications (albuterol, ipratropium bromide, and budesonide) were followed by probiotics without using antibiotics that mainly appeared in the 3 to 6 months age group. Due to the fact that PrefixSpan only determines the order of different medications without considering a time window, we further examined the time interval between medications for pneumonia following medication for enteritis or skin diseases (Multimedia Appendix 4). The findings revealed that the average time intervals were similar (4 vs 6 days) in the abovementioned 2 examples for patterns 4 and 5.
Table 2. A select list of clinically interesting results produced by 3 pattern mining algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Medication use patterns</th>
<th>FP-Growth</th>
<th>PrefixSpan</th>
<th>USpan</th>
<th>Age groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>anti-asthmatics AND expectorants AND corticosteroids</td>
<td>(Albuterol, Ipratropium Bromide, Budesonide)</td>
<td>(Albuterol, Ipratropium Bromide, Budesonide)</td>
<td>(Albuterol, Ipratropium Bromide, Budesonide, (Pholcodine)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>antibiotics AND (anti-asthmatics OR expectorants OR corticosteroid)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>(Albuterol, Ipratropium Bromide, Budesonide, (Azithromycin)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>third-generation cephalosporin antibiotics with (or followed by) traditional antibiotics</td>
<td>(Cefotaxime, Cefixime)</td>
<td>(Cefotaxime), (Cefixime)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>anti-biotics AND (medications for enteritis OR skin diseases)</td>
<td>(Bifid Triple Viable, Cefotaxime, Zinc Oxide)</td>
<td>(Bifid Triple Viable, Cefotaxime)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Bifid Triple Viable, Cefotaxime, Drapolene)</td>
<td>(Bifid Triple Viable, Cefotaxime)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Cefotaxime, Zinc Oxide, Drapolene)</td>
<td>(Cefotaxime, Zinc Oxide, Drapolene)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Smecitite, Bifid Triple Viable, Cefotaxime)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(antiasthmatics OR expectorants OR corticosteroids) AND (medications for enteritis OR skin diseases)</td>
<td>(Bifid Triple Viable, Albuterol, Ipratropium Bromide, Budesonide)</td>
<td>(Albuterol, Ipratropium Bromide, Budesonide, (Bifid Triple Viable)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a✓ indicates that the pattern appeared within the specified age groups.
bNo result from the specific algorithm.

Discussion

Principal Findings

There is a considerable demand for appropriate and proven approaches to expanding the use of medication analytics. By simply checking the frequency of use of medications in the raw EMR data, we found that IV administration is the most common administration route (treatment pattern 1) for treating inpatient childhood pneumonia in this hospital. This finding is in line with concerns about heavy use of IV therapy in China reported by the WHO [29]. Even then, statistical analysis is limited in its ability to discover relationships among medications, and it typically only produces a list of monotherapies with frequency rankings [30]. Indeed, one could argue that from the perspective of treating a given disease, a medication administered with higher frequency implies higher efficacy. However, our results illustrate that this is not always the case.

By utilizing 3 pattern mining algorithms (FP-Growth, PrefixSpan, and USpan), which are commonly used for business applications, we not only found 5 medication use patterns but also identified an additional treatment pattern (treatment pattern 2), that is, medication administration via inhalation route. There were differing opinions within our expert panel as to what pattern 4 (antibiotics and medications for enteritis or skin diseases) indicates. One possible explanation, offered by 4 US experts, is that because of the immaturity of infant organs, damage to one organ or organ system could cause reactions in other organs [31]. Furthermore, from a pharmaceutical perspective, broad-spectrum antibiotics (eg, cefotaxime) cause diarrhea by irradiating normal gastrointestinal (GI) flora [32], and physicians can treat this type of diarrhea in the pediatric population with bifid triple viable, a probiotic used to re-establish normal GI flora. Additionally, diarrhea can cause diaper rash that can be treated with zinc oxide. Chinese experts believed that these findings support an underlying internal
relationship between the lungs and large intestine (or the lungs and skin), which is consistent with established theories of traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) [33]. TCM believes that the human body is an organic whole, that there is a relationship between the lung and large intestine, and that the lungs govern the skin and hair [34]. Despite this rationale, our expert panel generally agreed that pattern 5 was unexpected (ie, the use of medications for enteritis or skin diseases following inhalation treatment, without concurrent use of antibiotics). The overall Fleiss kappa for these 7 patterns was 0.693 (Table 2) indicating moderate agreement [35]. Our findings neither contradict nor confirm these hypothesized relationships as our data target treatment protocols which cannot, on their own, speak to the relationship between organ systems. However, according to a recent study on innate lymphoid cells, lung inflammation might originate in the gut [36], and there exists a link between intestinal microbiota and lung diseases (eg, asthma) [37].

Among the strengths of this study is its novel application of the 3 pattern mining algorithms to medical data. We determined 5 medication use patterns that can succinctly reflect prescriber style among complex real-world hospital EMR use. This prescriber style reflects decision factors beyond efficacy (eg, availability and cost of a medication, frequency of administration in a busy setting, and hospital formulary). Although patients with an initial EMR diagnosis of pneumonia could include all varieties of pneumonia to which various treatment protocols may apply, most of our results correlated with our literature searches regarding the medications’ use. For example, a combination of 2 antibiotics produced by FP-Growth (cefuroxime and azithromycin) was evaluated by Vergis et al [38], who found no increased risk of mortality associated with prescribing the 2 antibiotics continuously or simultaneously. Another example is by Rubio et al [39], which evaluated the sequential combination of cefotaxime and cefixime, finding that prescribing them within 2 to 3 days of each other may result in shorter hospital stays, a pattern that was also found by PrefixSpan. Results that have not been mentioned in the current literature (eg, pattern 3) warrant further investigation.

One limitation of this study is that we focused on one source of data from a single pediatric hospital in Shanghai, China. Although other pediatric hospitals in China might not have unique medical practices, this Shanghai-based pediatric hospital has been the leading medical institution with a strong link to the international pediatric community; it contains up-to-date technology, and its clinicians undergo continuous medical training. Our findings provide firsthand insight into understanding Chinese pediatricians’ experiences in the treatment of pneumonia. Although our results may not be generalizable across all demographics, especially in remote areas of China, it is likely that most medication use patterns are universal in the more populated areas of China.

Our work is the first step toward better synthesis of current practice and establishing more realistic treatment protocols for childhood pneumonia. Moving forward, we plan to expand this study within and across childhood pneumonia groups from multiple health care organizations. We also envision that a knowledge base of medication use patterns will serve as an informative guide to researchers and clinicians. Our discovered treatment patterns have the potential for inclusion in treatment protocols. We hope to further integrate clinical and nonclinical information into our algorithms to help determine cost and efficacy of treatments, as well as readmission, mortality, and morbidity rates.

**Conclusions**

We used a pattern mining approach to automatically acquire knowledge of prior medication treatment combinations for childhood pneumonia. An expert panel summarized 5 medication use patterns. These, together with 2 identified treatment patterns that also targeted skin disease and enteritis, may warrant further investigation. Additionally, our findings suggest the following starting points for further discussion: (1) a comparison of IV therapy before and after the publication of China’s new deal on the rational use of medicines, the 2013 *Principle of Rational Use of Medicines* [40], (2) validation and comparison of efficacy of various medication use patterns, and (3) a potential relationship between the lungs and skin.
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